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I was very surprised to find myself in a steppe-like landscape one day, which was 
characterized by an immense horizon, by vastness, space and time, and, last but not least: 
by tonal centers and tonality (Canto Ostinato). In spite of various speculations I have not 
been able to find an adequate explanation for this development yet and, just like before, I 
have no idea of the next port to which my compass is set.  
 
My compositions take shape without any predetermined plan and are, as it were, the 
reflection of a quest for an unknown goal. A great deal of time, patience and discipline are 
the prerequisites for making a (genetic) code productive, that eventually determines form, 
structure, length, instrumentation etc. Such a progress is laborious, as the perception of 
this generating code is constantly being troubled by human shortcomings and one’s own 
will, and, it is dependent on moments of clarity and vitality. And then, the sea washes and 
polishes, time crystallizes. 
 
Dutch composer Simeon ten Holt (1923-2012) in 1995. Liner notes from a 2007 release of 
Canto Ostinato 
 
Group improvisation is a further challenge. Aside from the weighty technical problem of 
collective coherent thinking, there is the very human, even social need for sympathy from 
all members to bend for the common result. This most difficult problem, I think, is 
beautifully met and solved on this recording. Miles Davis presents here frameworks 
which are exquisite in their simplicity and yet contain all that is necessary to stimulate 
performance with a sure reference to the primary conception. Miles conceived these 
settings only hours before the recording dates and arrived with sketches which indicated 
to the group what was to be played. Therefore, you will hear something close to pure 
spontaneity in these performances. The group had never played these pieces prior to the 
recordings and I think without exception the first complete performance of each was a 
“take”. 
 
Bill Evans’ liner notes from the Miles Davis “Kind of Blue” LP release (1959).  
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Part A: In Search of the Metis of Projects 
Chapter One: A Feeling of Unease 
Apparently time isn’t really the fuel that projects run on—at least not on “durational 
time," anyway (Bateson, 1987, p. 171); often, projects go overdue, gradually becoming 
too expensive and failing to deliver on promises. Projects involve risk and may even 
create or “manufacture” (Giddens, 1999, p. 4) risk themselves. As a project manager I 
deal with the risk management of projects, but, disappointingly, this risk management 
often fails. According to Kreiner (as cited in Berggren, Järkvik, & Söderlund, 2008, p. 
117), “Inherent in project undertakings is the basic problem of overambitious goals and 
drifting scope.” Similarly, Lovallo and Hahnemann (as cited in Berggren et al., 2008, p. 
117) state, “Most projects are plagued with over optimism, which is the basic reason why 
projects fail according to standard criteria such as time, cost, and quality.” Maylor, Vidgen, 
& Carver (2008, p. 16) acknowledge that “projects regularly fail to meet their objectives 
(expressed in their simplest terms)—time, cost and quality/scope [with reference to 
Holmes, 2001, and surveys by KPMG, 2002, and Standish Group, 2001]—and that such 
failure has a significant impact for practitioners and their employers. The practice of 
managing projects is, therefore, of significant interest to organizations.” The PMI1 echoes 
these sentiments, stating in their 2012 Pulse Report that 36% of projects do not meet their 
original goals, and that just over US$ 120,000 is at risk for every US$ 1 million spent on 
projects. Further painting this bleak picture, based on research conducted on 256 
companies in the United Kingdom, Frank, Sadeh & Ashkenasi (2011, p. 31) revealed that 
32% of information technology (IT) projects failed due to poor project management, 20% 
due to lack of communication, 17% due to unfamiliar project scope or complexity, and 
14% due to the inability to cope with new technology (with reference to a survey by 
KPMG, 2001). Looking to the media, on June 9th, 2005, The Economist ran the following 
headline: “Project Management: overdue and over budget, over and over again.” Even 
British MPs have lost faith, calling for the immediate release of a “seriously overdue 
report on major projects2."  
                                                 
1 PMI: Project Management Institute, the world’s largest professional network 
2 www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2012/jun/11/government_transparency_stalls_bob_kerslake 
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One can thus argue that project management is not a proven science, and that a lot 
of “Masters of Science in Project Management” face considerable difficulties on most 
projects. Still, it appears as though more and more people are entering the field of project 
management or project-related environments 3 . This also means that more and more 
people are being faced with failure, both on a personal and industrial level. A failed 
project not only negatively affects the manager, but also has the potential to affect future 
investments. If large projects continually fail to meet their objectives, it is plausible that 
society may begin to lose trust in the entire management process, which could serve to 
decrease investor confidence. This type of situation is dangerous for the economy. On a 
personal level, project failure can also cause negative internal reactions. This type of 
failure is defined by Seo et al. (as cited by Shepherd and Cardon, 2009, p. 924) as “an 
event [that] causes an individual’s core affect to become negative.” Furthermore, in an 
organization, negative outcomes can be overemphasized and, conversely, positive 
outcomes can be underemphasized (Nygren et al., as cited by Shepherd and Cardon, 2009, 
p. 924); the organization might become more risk averse (Lerner and Keltner, as cited by 
Shepherd and Cardon, 2009, p. 924), and the process of learning from the failure might be 
hindered (Shepherd, Disterer & Garvin, as cited by Shepherd and Cardon, 2009, p. 924). 
Throughout my career as a project manager I have encountered many of the 
situations highlighted in the first paragraph, and though I use generally accepted project 
management frameworks—frameworks that instruct you how to properly start and 
manage a project, what roles and responsibilities must be delegated, how to deal with 
risks, how to build a business case, how to establish requirements that meet the 
customer’s expectations, how to plan and test properly, how to report just-in-time, and, 
finally, how to make a lessons-learned report—still my teams and I often go overdue. 
As a result, our project department decided to apply Goldratt’s Theory of 
Constraints (TOC) model to our practice in order to find bottlenecks in our system. The 
idea was to accept these constraints—mostly scarce human resources—in order to be able 
to plan more realistically, all the while working to solve those constraints so throughput 
could be accelerated. As this thesis is being written, we are in the process of 
                                                 
3 Kerzner (2009, p. 52, figure 2-8) shows an increase in new processes supporting project 
management through the years 1960-2009.  
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implementing Agile Project Management, which aims to move a project forward, but in 
shorter-term iterations. However, the issue remains that these tools only provide 
improvements on a linear scale, and can therefore never deliver the certainty that 
stakeholders wish to secure. This is based on my personal conviction that the entire 
project management landscape operates non-linearly. In my opinion, to subordinate 
planning to the existence of constraints, and to plan short-term, are still movements on a 
linear scale. At best, then, you confront your stakeholders with longer planned project 
durations and, as a result, more vague time expectations. This is obviously not the 
certainty of delivery that stakeholders expect from their project managers. 
Talking about expected certainty, this thesis also relates to the concept of the risk 
society, which Beck defined as a society that systematically deals with hazards and 
insecurities induced and introduced by modernization itself that have to be minimized, 
mitigated, dramatized or channeled (1992, p. 19). In a lecture (15 February, 2006) at the 
London School of Economics, Beck stated that ‘modern society has become a risk society 
in the sense that it is increasingly occupied with debating, preventing, and managing risk, 
that it itself has produced or “manufactured”’. In the face of the production of insuperable 
manufactured uncertainties, society more than ever relies and insists on security and 
control (Beck, 2006, pp. 332, 335). A risk society is thus preoccupied with risk and lives 
in the future rather than in the past (Giddens). That could well be the case with projects. 
Giddens (1999) speaks of manufactured risks that are produced by modernization itself 
and that one can recognize by its high level of human agency involved in producing and 
mitigating such risks. I think that projects do produce a lot of manufactured risks. I think 
that the term “manufacturing” is misleading, though, because people cannot understand 
the complex process behind the “manufacturing” of risks; there is no active production of 
pre-defined risks. Now, the point is that since these manufactured risks are the products of 
human activity, the idea is that one can also assess the level of risks produced or to be 
produced. This “reflexive introspection” can, in turn, alter the planned activities 
themselves. I reject this idea of assessment where complexity is involved. I do think that 
activities can become altered because of complex processes, but I don’t think one can 
predict this alteration. Most of the examples Beck refers to are retrospective. Interesting is 
his opinion that this alteration of planned activities leads to a decline in public faith in the 
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“modern project.” He even goes as far to say, ‘“Global risks are producing “failed states”’ 
(2006, p. 344). There is some analogy here with the expected lack of trust in projects 
referred to above, when more and more projects fail notwithstanding their risk 
management. Beck also states that people in a risk society occupy social risk positions 
through risk aversion, which resembles the risk aversion amongst project stakeholders I 
have experienced and will write about later. Beck, paradoxically, speaks of the narrative 
of risk as a narrative of irony; societies attempt to anticipate what cannot be anticipated. 
“The irony of risk here is that rationality, that is, the experience of the past, encourages 
anticipation of the wrong kind of risk, the one we believe we can calculate and control, 
whereas the disaster arises from what we do not know and cannot calculate” (Beck, 2006, 
pp. 329, 330). This notion comes much closer to my belief that we cannot predict inherent 
risk in complexity. But where he states that, “even natural hazards appear less random 
than they used to -and that- although human intervention may not stop earthquakes or 
volcanic eruptions, they can be predicted with reasonable accuracy -that- we anticipate 
them in terms of structural arrangements as well as of emergency planning,” (Beck, 2006, 
p. 332) I begin to doubt again.   
The Research Question 
Non-Linearity: Linearity implies a relationship that is predictable over time (Smith and Jenks, 
2006, p. 15). “Once we can predict, we can engineer the world and make it work in the ways we 
want it to…The trouble is that much and probably most of the world doesn’t work in this way” 
(Byrne, as cited by Smith and Jenks, 2006, pp. 15, 16). 
 
Emergence: The way novel and coherent structures, patterns, and properties arise out of a 
multiplicity of relatively simple interactions. It is marked by radical novelty, coherence or 
correlation, and some property of “wholeness”; it evolves, and it can be perceived 
(www.ISCE.edu). Sometimes “the new, the unexpected, and the unknown is called emergence” 
(Letiche, Lissack & Schultz, 2011, p. 11). 
 
Complexity: The study of items that are more than just sum of their identifiable parts. As we all 
learned in grade school, a dead frog cannot be reassembled. Components plus interactions plus 
context plus interpretations form a complex whole (www.ISCE.edu/research). 
 
Complicated: “Complicated systems have many moving parts, but they operate in patterned 
ways…There are many possible interactions within it, but they usually follow a pattern. It’s 
possible to make accurate predictions”. (Sargut and McGrath, 2011, p. 45).  
 
My research question, which I will elaborate on further in Chapter Two using Soft 
Systems Methodology, is whether we are able to plan more in a more systems-aligned 
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fashion— which would mean that we introduce a different time frame, one that is non-
linear, emergent, chaotic, cyclic, and fuzzy-logical. But that would mean that we project 
managers confront our stakeholders with total submission, surrendering to a greater 
“Planner” whose actions, precisely because of this non-linearity, are not understandable 
and, even more confronting, not predictable, and that would, managerially, mean total 
failure. Still, we can infer from experience that, considering complexity sciences, in life, 
thus in management, something complex is running. I also have to cope with the apparent 
gap in project management frameworks that overpromises, and the apparent gap with 
reality: Project management frameworks just don't reflect “reality," simply because 
projects are done by humans. So the rephrased question is whether and to what extent we 
are able to use complex intelligence, which I will refer to as “metis," to enrich project 
management.  
Detienne and Vernant refer to metis as the following: 
There is no doubt that metis is a type of intelligence and thought … it implies a 
complex but very coherent body of mental attitudes and intellectual behavior which 
combine flair, wisdom, forethought, subtlety of mind, deception, resourcefulness, 
vigilance, opportunism, various skills, and experience acquired over the years. It is 
applied to situations which are transient, shifting, disconcerting and ambiguous, 
situations which do not lend themselves to precise measurement, exact calculation, or 
rigorous logic. (Detienne and Vernant, as cited in Letiche and Statler, 2005, p. 1)   
 
Toulmin (2003, p. 182) also refers to Detienne and Vernant, adding to metis qualities such 
as: “pliability and polymorphism, duplicity and equivocality, inversion and reversal ... 
qualities which are also attributed to the curve, to what is pliable and twisted, to what is 
oblique and ambiguous as opposed to what is straight, rigid, and unequivocal.” Finally, 
Boyd (2010, p. 275) recalls the story of Odysseus being captured by the Cyclop. In the 
story, Odysseus says, ‘“The heart within me laughed over how my name and my perfect 
planning [Metis] had fooled him.” Not for nothing is he polymetis Odysseus, Odysseus of 
many devices.’ 
I’ve worked as a program manager since 2001. Before that I worked in sales, 
marketing, and tax consulting. Because I didn’t know much about project management at 
the time, I started reading two books, one called The Little Prince-2, about the Prince-2 
framework (which is the generally-used project management framework in our 
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department, and also throughout Europe), and Goldratt’s Critical Chain (1997). I focused 
on Prince-2 and started my first 
project in the sales area, moving 
after to the CFO environment. I 
quickly learned what I later 
referred to as “the monkey game” 
in my coaching to junior project 
managers. The game proceeds in 
this fashion: There are roles 
defined in the Prince-2 
framework; for instance, there are 
owners of the business case and owners of the risk-log. These owners, mostly senior line-
managers, are the ones who initiate change by starting a project. Within the framework, 
these owners operate on a strategic level and must provide direction to the project 
manager (who acts on an operational level) whenever he or she encounters issues that 
involve the business case or situations where risks are involved. Often, though, it is the 
project manager who writes business cases and performs risk analyses. Thus, in practice, 
the strategic level and the operational level are actually quite diffuse.   
As a project manager, you will encounter difficulties when you start changing the 
business case, or start taking risks without the responsible manager’s says-so. By doing 
this, you load yourself with a lot of “bad monkeys” (risks that out of your control, ones 
that you cannot mitigate and that will eventually crush on you). As a program manager, 
someone who oversees multiple projects and managers, I've discovered that this type of 
"monkey management" is the source of many managers' troubles. When a project 
manager takes on all of the roles within a project—from altering the business case to 
mitigating risks—tasks the executives are supposed to be responsible for, s/he puts his or 
herself at risk of becoming the sole source of responsibility, and, therefore, blame. 
I started coaching my managers on how to best perform their operational tasks, 
stressing that they should always have a strategic plan in place, a program board that 
takes into consideration the business case, the risk log, and the possible shifts one often 
encounters during a project. It is up to the executive to provide his or her project manager 
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(and project management team) with strategic direction. But often executives fail to do 
this. It is my experience that executives (or managers) are generally risk and change 
averse. Perhaps this is because they are ambitious, and since projects are risky, this could 
mean possible trouble and career risk. I call this the risk paradox. Visualized in the mind-
map below, the risk paradox describes the conscious or unconscious need for certainty, 
which implies the need for a hard business case and realistic risk-log. At the same time, 
the executives/managers responsible for the initiation create vagueness in the risk-log and 
in the business case because they don’t want to be tasked with making hard decisions 
(such as agreeing on the firing of employees), and they don’t want to be responsible for 
risks that are involved in the project. Risks are then renamed or given a lower impact. 
 
 
Here I take a different position from that of Krane, Olsson & Rolstadas, who argue 
that: 
 
The different perspectives on project success may generate different attitudes toward 
risk. Broadly speaking, the project manager, only measured by the project at hand, will 
try to avoid all risks that may possibly harm project management success for the 
project. In contrast, the project owner, who may be responsible for more than one 
project and often “measured” on a larger scale, may often be willing to take more4 risk 
with the individual project. (2012, p. 55) 
                                                 
4 Emphasis by author 
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The authors place the project owner in a longer time frame than the project manager and 
assign strategic risks to the project owner and operational risks to the project manager. 
Their research, however, shows that project owners have a particular interest in 
operational risks, which project owners supposedly identify with career risk. Furthermore, 
project owners and senior managers often only hold organizational positions for short 
periods of time, inherent to today’s normalization of continuous career moves within 
larger companies.  
It is very difficult to get a board in the strategic saddle. I’ve seen every 
postponement trick you could possibly imagine. You will always have to deal with a 
political arena filled with managers who are not really committed to their projects; take 
that as a fact. When you look at the political arena involved in executing a project 
systemically, the landscape will look something like this: 
 
Apart from the risk paradox described above (and presented again in the above picture), a 
project manager also has to deal with power play in the project environment—clusters of 
power that reside within the project, apart from the more high-level commodities of 
power in the organization. Power clusters within a project are often knowledge-related. 
Above I addressed these power clusters in a systems picture. I encountered knowledge-
based power clusters in Project X, which I will describe in Part B of this text. Ling-Hsing 
Chang (2012, pp. 57, 63) refers to research by Jasperson on the relationship between the 
impact of power and information technology, saying that employees will use their 
expertise or power position to manipulate political behavior. Chang also refers to research 
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by Keen (1981), noting that Management Information Systems (MIS) professionals have 
a heightened political awareness and are the protagonists in behaviors. (See the action 
research on MIS Project Y in Part B of this book.) Chang’s research also points out that, 
although MIS professionals in the majority of organizations are in the minority, it was this 
group that played the most political games. She states that since these professionals 
(apparently) have more expert power of IT than users, they thus have greater power to 
control critical information and the Information Systems project, enabling them to play 
political games—a result that is consistent, she remarks, with the viewpoint of Ko (1995), 
Redding (1990), and Chang (2010). 
Another observation I have made is that two crucial elements are often overlooked 
during projects. First there is the business case. We have sophisticated frameworks in 
place, but there’s so much room to quarrel—not only over details, but also over the 
timetable and/or the time horizon. What is the acceptable payback period, and, for 
example, what methods do you use to calculate it? The revenue side is also very 
interesting. A business earns profit by either, A) selling more, or B) reducing FTE (Full 
Time Equivalent: a unit that indicates the workload of an employed person; FTE being the 
biggest cost component by far [as is the case in my company]). I have yet to meet a 
manager who has taken the route toward increased sales. Instead, managers prefer to plan 
for future cost reduction. Once the project is started, the strategic component of the 
business case moves backward. Focus is placed on operational expenses (budget) as part 
of a project status report. The business case is supposed to be updated at milestone 
moments, but this is rarely done. It appears that politics often overruns these moments.   
The second element is the risk log. In our project organization department we 
perform risk analysis in groups (with the help of operational risk managers), putting all of 
the risks in a template: Red, orange, and green risks are put on an “impact” and 
“possibility” scale. The fun part is always making the concept definitive. Since such a risk 
template requires a signature of management, there is always some dealing regarding 
what actually constitutes and poses a “high risk." Once a risk log is definitive it is 
frequently updated, but often in the purely ritualistic fashion of looking backward and 
noting that some risks (apparently) “look” better, and so they get moved downwards to 
the lower risk areas, freezing some other risks and, as a result, possibly moving some 
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risks upwards, without real risk mitigation. Thus, we have the two important project 
management components, as Prince-2 calls them, the business case and risk management; 
these are, in my opinion, highly symbolic and rather ritualistic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Project status reports (see example above) are sent to and discussed with the program 
board on a bi-weekly basis. In one top sheet, project operations (deliveries, quality, 
finance, risk, and issues) are described. In the header, these topics are colored red, orange, 
and green. A lot of thought goes into making the sheet. For example, a manager will ask 
him or herself: What issues have I coded in red? Are they really red? Or should I color 
them orange because I think I will be able to manage them? There is a lot of personal risk 
management involved in this process. Am I not overpromising? Does the project members’ 
group recognize what I am reporting? Is my orange, red, or green, their orange, red, or 
green? And what about the board: Does my color scheme correspond with theirs? Do we 
all speak the same color language? Do all of the stakeholders read the same context 
regarding color? So as you can see, even when discussed, a project status report is still 
highly confusing.  
By now you might think that you are reading the words of an amateur working in 
some sort of IT banana republic, but in reality our company has a very professional 
change and IT organization that: 
o reached CMMI level5 2/3;  
                                                 
5 CMMI: Capability Maturity Model Integration; a process improvement approach 
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o has an advanced management system6 for project management in place,  
o uses TOC critical project management,  
o has Lean black belts doing Lean waves,  
o uses Agile project management, and 
o does FPA (benchmarking on work to be done), and so on. 
 
In 2007 I introduced TOC into our department. It started as a simple understanding of a 
system, more a chain of events approach, in which there’s always a poorest performer that 
determines throughput within that chain, plus some psychological insights for the 
awareness process, such as, “People always start too late and although they include 
margins in their planning, they burn them out because they start too late.” Or, “People 
will not deliver early because they are afraid that one might think delivery is of poor 
quality,” and so on. This led to buffer management instead of systems or chain 
management, meaning that you “squeeze” planning to some degree, taking implicit 
margins into account. You visualize that buffer, that implicit but made-visible margin, and 
start managing on the planning ex-buffer. It is possible that one may consume the buffer, 
though. Later on, this further degraded to execution management. As stated earlier, 
managers do not like risks. Going overdue is a big risk, because this means that you must 
tell your superior that you won’t deliver the requested change on time. So management 
discovered a new tool to de-risk. However, it is not fair to equalize TOC with execution 
management. TOC is a logistics method that is eager to find the biggest bottleneck in the 
system, and then it subordinates throughput on that bottleneck. When this bottleneck is 
evaded, some other bottleneck will likely emerge, be most penetrating, and thus control 
possible throughput. TOC functions on more of a global scale than a local one. That, in its 
essence, is Goldratt’s paradigm shift. When you use TOC in this way, you end up with 
something like critical chain project management—not a critical path (the longest 
technical road toward delivery), but a chain, including the availability of critical 
resources—mostly the employees you will need to do the job. But that requires some 
insight into the system, here implying the project management portfolio, which is 
understood as a portfolio of projects and their respective environments. So a kind of 
holistic thinking is required here. But holistic thinking seems to have human limits; we 
project managers are not always able to see the whole picture. These days, we project 
                                                 
6 AMS: Advanced Management System; IBM’s project management framework 
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managers have found a new icon: Agile project management. However, this is based on 
little conceptuality; it borrows some of its concepts from LEAN7 thinking. 
So this is where I stand—working in a highly political and, therefore, (probably) 
low commitment project management arena. We have a huge toolkit for managing 
projects (all of these frameworks), but none of them work because they can’t deliver the 
certainty stakeholders want. 
Conclusion: I meet with my management team every week, and every week we 
look at our projects, or better, fragmentations of our projects. It is during this time that we 
make plans to get back on schedule, even though I know that the schedule actually runs 
somewhere else in the complex. My unease with too-linear traditional project 
management frameworks prompted me to begin researching logics, cybernetics, systems 
theories, complexity, and uncertainty. My goal for this work was to find other frameworks 
and tools that respect the fact that the world is complex, emergent, non-linear—something 
unpredictable. As I later describe in the book, I found what I was looking for in a more 
participative project management style that uses, for instance, whole systems 
methodology and social network analysis, where (I think) I also found glimpses of metis. 
Since this approach is based on action research (described in chapters nine and ten), and 
thus comes from the pragmatic research field, I hope that it will also, because of its 
practicality, influence and alter generally accepted project management frameworks that 
are used in complex environments. This alternative project management approach is also 
an alternative risk management approach in that it tries to deal with risk management in 
the short term, focusing on concrete risks, and then, for the longer term, becoming 
emergent (Letiche and Lissack 2011).  
The book proceeds in Chapter Two with a further analysis of my felt unease, my 
perceived problematical situation, using Soft Systems Methodology. In Chapter Three I 
analyze how practitioners deal with complexity (defining complexity here as an abstract 
aggregate of complexity, systems theory and, for instance, uncertainty) and whether I 
recognize some of my unease among fellow practitioners in project management. In 
Chapter Four I research the above-mentioned themes on an academic level. Chapter Five 
specifically deals with systems thinking, which deeply influences my thinking and my 
                                                 
7 LEAN: Lean Six Sigma is a process improvement methodology 
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positioning in the area of complexity thinking. Chapter Six elaborates on project 
management frameworks, bodies of knowledge, especially the Prince-2 framework, one 
of the most traditional, linearly constructed and widely used project management 
frameworks. Chapter Seven deals with the Cynefin model—a model that can be used to 
better understand the level of complexity of the project management environment. 
Chapter Eight deals with the emergent coherence concept. Chapters Nine and Ten 
introduce two projects that I researched ethnographically using key concepts, like Peter 
Checkland’s Soft Systems Methodology’s learning cycle, Bateson’s concept of “mind” 
and patterns, Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety, Peter Senge’s learning organization 
concept, Paul Watzlawick’s insights on second-order change, network analysis, and 
Snowden’s Cynefin concept. Finally, Chapter Eleven describes my personal project 
management approach in an effort to deal with the metis of projects. 
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Chapter Two: The Project Management Arena 
Analyzing the project management arena using Soft Systems Methodology  
 
This chapter approaches the project management field using Peter Checkland’s Soft 
Systems Methodology (SSM) 8. In what follows I build a “rich project management 
picture” and carry out several SSM analyses. In this chapter, the discussion is based along 
the following lines: 1) The intervention itself, giving thought to the perceived 
problematical situation, i.e., my perception of the problematical situation; 2) A social 
analysis; 3) A political analysis; and 4) A root definition: a statement describing the 
activity to be modeled. I conclude the chapter by highlighting some of my colleagues’ 
worldviews on the causes behind project delays. As it becomes clear when “reading” the 
rich picture below, I will again touch on risk management, here referred to as a “request 
for certainty.” The central theme in this chapter is the question of whether we can mitigate 
risk in complex project environments, and thus provide a level of certainty through the 
use of generally accepted project management frameworks. 
A rich project management picture:
 
I would first like to describe the basic setup of such a project management arena. The 
situation proceeds as follows: Some needed change apparently justifies the assembly of a 
temporal organization (project management), a shadow organization (Stacey, 1996, p. 26) 
                                                 
8 See Chapter Five on Checkland 
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where change9 is supposed to happen. There are all sorts of reasons for this; one reason 
might be that the company plans on conducting business as usual while the change is 
being carried out. Another reason might be that just a few employees will be focused on 
realizing the change, while the rest will continue to deal with everyday business. Thus, an 
organization responsible for effectuating the change within the organization is created. 
This “change-organization” needs management. This change is referred to as a project, 
and managing a project is, of course, called project management, which, in turn, employs 
a project manager. The project manager reports to a project board consisting of the 
organization’s executives. The executives are the individuals who ordered the change in 
the first place, and the ones who, subsequently, set up the project management 
organization. They are, so to say, the owners of the change, the ones who give direction to 
the project when confronted with issues regarding budget, risk, timing, and quality. The 
project board represents the project’s strategic level, while the project manager represents 
the project’s operational level. However, the boundaries between what can be decided on 
the operational level and what should be decided on the strategic level are not always so 
clear. Here the element of risk comes into play once again, thereby creating a request for 
certainty. Because of this request for certainty, project management frameworks are used. 
But given the fact that many projects run overdue while employing these frameworks, the 
question is whether these tools do indeed provide the certainty requested by the board.  
How is it that these frameworks fail to deliver enough certainty? In my opinion, it 
is because their structures are too linear. In Chapter Six, Project Management 
Frameworks, I will take a closer look at this issue, but for now I will proceed in building 
the “rich project management picture."  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
9 Change here meaning creativity. It is in my experience that project management organizations, as 
pseudo formal organizations, tend to be creative. 
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The intervention itself 
 
In Soft Systems Methodology (SSM), the analysis of an intervention is thought of as 
entailing three key roles. The first role is that of the client. The client is the person who 
initiates the intervention—normally a project management board consisting of senior 
managers. Without the client there would be no intervention at all. In the case of this 
thesis, I am the client, the one who wants to intervene in the current way that projects are 
generally managed, which is by using prevalent project management frameworks that, in 
my opinion, are based too much on the logic of cause and effect (the perceived content of 
the situation). The problem is that stakeholders get a false sense of security from these 
frameworks. As the client in this situation, I want a more circular problem approach. Next 
there is the role of the practitioner, the person who conducts the investigation. In the case 
of this thesis, I also occupy this role. (In SSM philosophy it is possible for one person 
play more than one role.) Finally, and what is most crucial, is to identify the people who 
are affected by the situation and the outcome of the effort to alter or improve it. In SSM, 
these individuals are referred to as the “issue owners”; their worldview—their opinion 
about my feelings of unease—should be taken into account. 
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A social analysis 
 
In terms of social interaction, our company has defined certain governance principles. 
These principles are as follows:  
• Decisiveness: Dare to make decisions of your own, and delegate when necessary.  
• Clarity: Try to communicate in a simple, transparent way; 
• Responsibility: Be responsible for your actions; 
• Empathy: Take on a soft tone with customers. 
These company principles stand in close contact with the roles and norms of project 
management. The most typical project management norms are: 
• Hygiene: for example, clear configuration management on types and prototypes and so 
on; 
• Deadlines: delivering on time; 
• Knowledge: knowing how to manage a project, but also knowledge on a content level, 
depending on the task at hand; 
• Output-driven: deliver product 
One can order these norms under the principles of “decisiveness” and “responsibility." 
Achieving the principle of clarity, however, i.e., communicating in a simple and 
transparent way, is much more difficult. The primary medium of communication in the 
project management arena is the project status report, which gets discussed in project 
board meetings. But, as stated in Chapter One, it is difficult to speak the same (color) 
language as everyone involved. Moreover, communication as a specialty is not given 
much credit in the field of project management. Empathy is also an interesting principle, 
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given the more agile ways in which we project managers try to operate project 
management, moving forward iteratively and building what the customer wants most. 
The roles of project management, on the other hand, can be categorized as being 
either formal or informal. The formal roles in project management involve that of a 
project manager, information analysts, IT architects, testers, and so on. More interesting, 
though, are the informal roles that individuals occupy in a project. These informal roles 
are often knowledge- and project history-based: There are always a few people who know 
all about a system, a department, a product’s history and so on. These people have a 
certain power (as recognized by their team members), which can, at times, conflict with 
the interests of the project manager. They are the group’s (thought) leaders, and can 
highly influence group behavior. I will elaborate on this power and influence later on in 
the context of two of my projects, which I will discuss in Part B (chapters nine and ten) of 
this book.  
A political analysis 
Here, my political analysis involves just a one-liner (see my political analysis in Chapter 
One), which functions as a sort of glue by bringing things together in order to paint a 
broader picture: A project manager is running a risk, or rather, he is a running risk to 
others. Whatever their hierarchy, ambitious line managers do not usually like (career) 
risks.  
According to DeMarco (1982), the inclination not to adjust a project’s schedule early 
in the life cycle is quite common. It arises, he argued, because of political pressures. 
For example, a manager may resist adjusting the schedule completion data early in the 
project because he/she might fear that it’s too risky to show an early slip to the 
customer (or the boss) or that if he/she re-estimates early, they risk having to do it 
again later (and looking bad twice). (Abdel-Hamid, 2011, p. 19) 
 
Root definition and research question 
Taking into consideration my research question, the root definition, the perceived 
problematical situation, and my personally-felt unease, my conviction is that currently-
used project management frameworks deliver a false sense of security since they are not 
in line with the emergent, non-linear patterns of change that manifest themselves in 
complex environments. My belief is that traditionally oriented project management 
frameworks (linear, cause-and-effect) only operate adequately in simple environments. 
The question is whether I can find such a discourse in practitioner and academic literature. 
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The idea is to find and/or develop a method of project management governance that is 
more in line with the level of complexity present in the project management environment.  
Below is a visualization of my approach, which starts with a literature review of 
practitioner-written books, followed by a review of academic literature. I will then 
elaborate on traditional frameworks, non-linear frameworks, and other concepts in 
chapters five through eight. This body of knowledge will feed the action research 
reflexively (Project X) and directly, emergently, in line with Letiche and Lissack’s 
concept of emergent coherence (Project Y). This (partly reflexive) insight, in turn, feeds 
my own dealing with complexity. 
  
Given my unease with too-linear frameworks I want to discuss several frameworks that 
function in the context of (non-) linearity—taking the concept of frameworks to a meta-
level and out of the domain of project management. The idea is to broaden the concept of 
frameworks. (I will also do the same on the concepts of breakdown, constraints, and 
groupthink). I cannot and do not want to be exhaustive on these concepts. I need a multi, 
“out-of-the-box" view in order to be able to explore a more non-linear project 
management approach. Please refer to the footnotes for my further reflections on select 
passages.  
On the concept of frameworks, Bateson (1979, p. 27) functions as a sort of guide: 
“The map [frameworks] is not the territory [real life] and the name is not the thing named.” 
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Organizational consultant and author Warren Bennis remarks: Each of the three 
disciplines (organization and organization economics, strategy, and international 
business) have been impacted by the positivist-modern tendency that dominated the 
1950s and 1960s and holds a lingering grip with the intelligent positivists. Modern 
theories sought universal time-space free solutions to economic and social problems 
through frameworks that were often technocratic, individual, utopian, linear and 
rationalistic10. (As cited in Clark, 2000, p. 47) 
 
Ralph D. Stacey speaks of abstract-systematic frameworks. In his view, human 
experience is story-like: 
In their relational communication people are constructing intricate narratives and 
abstract-systematic frameworks. When they reflect on what they have been doing, on 
what they are doing and on what they hope to do, they select aspects of these dense 
narratives/abstract frameworks to tell stories or extend their abstract-systematic 
frameworks of propositions in order to account for what they are doing and make sense 
of their worlds. In the process their very identities, individually and collectively, 
emerge. Life in this view is an ongoing, richly connected multiplicity of stories and 
propositional frameworks. In this sense the process is nonlinear, although stories told 
select a theme in all of this and give it a linear structure11. (Stacey, 2003, p. 78) 
 
On the issue of sense-making, Mika Aaltonen states: 
 
Every time sense-making is anchored in time and space in a particular chronotope, we 
are able to move across time and space by bridging gaps between times, spaces, people 
and events. The reason why stories, or certain elaborated frameworks or theories, are 
considered so important is that they are capable of expressing a sequence of events 
connected by subject matter and related in time and of doing so in both the 
chronological order and the causal order of a sequence. However, by “punctuating and 
bracketing” certain people and events stories can and will overestimate certain causal 
ties, and underestimate others. According to the cognitive approach sense-making 
draws upon the shared schemata within a social group. These schemata can be called 
“cognitive frameworks, “perception filters” or “mental models” and through them, and 
the previous experiences of the sense-maker, the world is construed. The 
constructionist approach places more emphasis upon language and argues that 
situations are formed within, not only communicated through, language .The 
constructionist approach regards sense-making as an ongoing process of negotiation 
through which the group is formed and structured. (Aaltonen, 2007, pp. 23, 105) 
 
In “Predators and Prey: A New Ecology of Competition,” James F. Moore discusses 
successful business that “evolve rapidly and effectively,” stating: 
                                                 
10 I think project management frameworks are also a reflection of that 50s and 60s idea, though 
Kerzner (see the introduction to Chapter Four) considers project management, and her leading 
framework, as an outgrowth of systems management. 
11 “Narratives” can function as non-linear thinking tools.  The whole systems methods used in part 
B are in fact -in my opinion- applied narratives. 
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Yet innovative businesses can’t evolve in a vacuum. They must attract resources of all 
sorts, drawing in capital, partners, suppliers and customers to create cooperative 
networks. Much has been written about such networks, under the rubric of strategic 
alliances, virtual organizations and the like. But these frameworks 12  provide little 
systematic assistance for managers who seek to understand the underlying strategic 
logic of change. The challenge for strategic management is to develop frameworks to 
understand how new levels of order (innovative business models and new industries) 
emerge, and how one can enable them to emerge from complex, seemingly chaotic 
patterns of interaction in socio-cultural business systems. (As cited in Leibold, Probst 
& Gibbert, 2002, p. 143) 
 
Laurie (2000, p. 58) describes the FrameworkS method used in a large, multinational 
organization. The capital S stands for the multiple frames through which an issue can be 
approached. Here frameworks refers to a whole systems approach, a participative method 
of taking into account multiple worldviews. 
Williams (2001, p. 206), in an essay called “The Genesis of Chronic Illness," 
refers to transcended linear frameworks of cause and effect on personal concepts of 
“God," “Work," and “Womanhood," in that they define a symbolic and practical 
relationship between the individual, personal misfortune, social milieu, and the life-world. 
However, although both Gill and Bill (subjects in Williams’s work) went beyond a linear 
explanation 13  of disease by placing their experiences of illness within a socio-
psychological and political narrative reconstruction of their relationships to the social 
world, respectively, Betty’s “God” (Betty being another subject) implied a principle of 
measuring that transcends the social world as such. 
On the idea of explanation and cognition, and the nature of explanation in 
everyday use, Brewer, Chinn, & Samarapungavan hypothesize that an explanation 
provides a conceptual framework for a phenomenon (e.g., fact, law, theory), which leads 
to a feeling of understanding in the reader or hearer: 
The explanatory conceptual framework goes beyond the original phenomenon, 
integrates diverse aspects of the world, and shows how the original phenomenon 
follows from the framework. Three general types of conceptual frameworks often used 
in giving explanations are: (1) causal or mechanical; (2) functional and (3) intentional. 
An explanatory framework shows how the phenomenon to be explained follows from 
the framework, typically in a causal manner. For something to be an explanation, the 
                                                 
12 Here networks are seen as frameworks. See part B on the use of social networks in project 
management. 
13 I like this flow into context described here. 
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framework has to go beyond the original phenomenon14. Finally, we have included the 
experiential process of “understanding” in our account. It is this experience of 
understanding that gives rise to people’s intuitions about what is and what is not an 
explanation. (In Keil and Wilson Eds. 2000, p. 280) 
 
Finally, McMillan (2008, p. 91) notices that, elaborating on the concept of the learning 
organization, there “are obvious difficulties in trying to introduce new ideas into 
organizations, particularly if the existing frameworks are not supportive and if the 
underpinning design principles are essentially hierarchical and linear15.” 
I turn back now to SSM. SSM considers all activity purposeful. It uses the 
CATWOE checklist to stimulate thinking about any purposeful activity. CATWOE is an 
acronym for Customers, Actors, Transformation, Worldviews, Owners, and Environment. 
The principles of CATWOE are as follows: Customers (also being the owners of the 
project) are the ones who benefit from the transition. The actors are the project members 
in charge of the change operation. The idea is to transform toward more circular project 
management. The idea that projects ‘seem’ to run overdue because of their linear 
governance is my worldview, which must be confronted with other worldviews (see the 
following section). The environment consists of the project management environment, 
those areas in the company that will be affected by the project. 
 
                                                 
14 I like the idea that the explanation doesn’t lie in the framework itself, as my vision of project 
management frameworks likes to suppose, but in the environment of the acting. 
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I think that we need to find the emergent patterns of communication and interaction in 
project management networks, and stimulate effectiveness in a way that it respects group 
knowledge. I sincerely believe there exists a “wisdom of groups," and I certainly admire 
the idea of aligning with the multiple worldviews that exist in the project environment so 
that it is possible to let projects run on flexible, emergent forecasts that will eventually—
because they adjust themselves to constraints in the environment—be more cost efficient. 
The project management team members and the stakeholder environment will 
most certainly react paradoxically to these ideas because people need to see some cause-
and-effect and possess a feeling of certainty. 
Some other worldviews 
Sewchurran and Barron (2008, p. 56) acknowledge that there is a lack of understanding of 
project managers’ and project sponsors’ worldviews and perceptions regarding the 
definition of project success. Because of this lack of understanding and appreciation, 
communication barriers exist. In order to overcome these barriers, both project managers 
and project sponsors need to engage in an ongoing dialectic relationship (Sewchurran and 
Barron use Soft Systems Methodology here) in order to better understand and appreciate 
each other’s respective environments. 
In an effort to compare my personal worldview with the worldviews of others, I 
asked some of my colleagues what they consider to be the main causes for project delay, 
using several control frameworks. The following is a summary of some of their remarks 
and opinions:  
We, members of the project arena, underestimate “complexity” and overestimate 
people and group skills. There is often “bad communication” between people, and, as 
some see it, lack of dedication to a certain control framework; managers are constantly 
changing governance toolkits. Agile, being the next generation project management 
approach (at least in this company), is thought of as valuable because of its short-term 
focus, but colleagues still think that stakeholders want longer-term certainty on delivery. 
One of my colleagues asked whether this was even really a problem. His feeling was that 
we’re so used to running overdue that it seems almost normal at this point. “Have you 
ever seen someone being downgraded because of project delay?” he asked, and then 
                                                                                                                                                  
15  See Part B on my “learning organization” experience 
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argued that people sometimes do not know how to work with control tooling, that people, 
also project managers, cannot plan because they fail to understand the underlying logics 
of the project; teams often start working on assumptions without fully understanding what 
concrete project result is desired. A lack of commitment from the sponsor was also named 
as a reason, and that planning is not always taken seriously by those involved. All of the 
focus goes to a predefined, unconditional, wanted deadline. Another colleague also 
thought that running overdue was not a problem so long as the business case was positive, 
and found that delays were often caused by miscommunication, as new project teams 
need time to understand and become accustomed to each other. “They need time to all 
speak the same language.” Some colleagues saw little connection between project teams 
and the businesses they were working for. Then there was the opinion that tools enable us 
to manage projects. Where would we be without them? That sponsors derive deadlines 
out of the planning mechanism instead of taking them as best estimates is considered a 
false positioning of control tooling. A sponsor blames interrelationships between projects 
as the cause for delay. There is always an outside, though interwoven, project issue that 
leads to delay. Often “people" and their behaviors are seen as the root cause of delay. 
The conclusion I derived from these remarks is that it looks like we are all (people 
in my project community) looking for more emergent but still “project management” 
control frameworks. Emergent meaning more flexible frameworks that are applicable in 
short-term time frames. Many of my colleagues named “people” as the root cause for 
delay. I see this as a signal that there is an argument for a participative project 
management approach, hoping that such an approach, which I will describe in detail later 
in parts B and C, can deal with people’s purposeful, but also paradoxical acting. From a 
risk management perspective, defined as a request for certainty by stakeholders, one can 
probably only provide a certain level of certainty within a short-term time frame; in the 
longer run, one needs to try to scan affordances, possibilities, and thus risks, and 
continually to try to see the crystallization (emergent) process, mitigate those risks, and 
then start the scan again. 
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Chapter Three: A Practitioner’s View 
There are two questions I wanted to research by performing a literature review analyzing 
project management books written by practitioners in the field: 1) Do colleagues in the 
field also feel this unease about working with frameworks that provide a false sense of 
security? Do they also experience that their risk management on projects fails? 2) What 
do they think about complexity; how are complexity and uncertainty defined, and how are 
they dealt with? This chapter highlights the strong personal beliefs of the authors 
discussed. At times you will notice that I elaborate on their views beyond what they say 
regarding my research questions. This is because many of these authors have extremely 
unique personal beliefs, which often crystallize into their own personal frameworks.  
I selected the following trade books based on their acclaimed faith in project 
management: Verzuh’s “The Fast Forward MBA in Project Management,” Campbell’s 
“The One-page Project Manager,” Taylor’s “The Lazy Project Manager,” and Jung and 
Van der Looi’s “100% Successful IT-projects.” I chose DeMarco’s “Adrenaline Junkies 
and Template Zombies” because of its subtitle (which nicely refers to Bateson’s quest for 
patterns): Understanding Patterns of Project Behavior. The other books I review are more 
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serious textbooks on the topic of project management, often linked to the PMI16. (See 
below for an overview of these titles.) 
In this chapter I will provide abstracts from my perusal of the literature. In order to 
adhere to a sense of structure, I will proceed book by book. This literature review is 
essential not just to give shape to the research question, but also to provide a background 
from which the research question arose and how it should be dealt with. The books I read, 
which I will discuss here, were also part of the search for a more thorough understanding 
of the topics that come to the forefront in this thesis, such as complexity, uncertainty, time, 
logics, planning, and scheduling, etc. I have also included some quotations that, in my 
view, nicely describe some general project management beliefs. I must also insert a small 
warning here: These books are the works of practitioners. As such, they do not belong to 
the academic domain; the words or concepts might not coincide with established 
academic perspectives and might, in that sense, be wrongly chosen or stretched in 
different directions than academics would use them. I have taken care to mention citations 
in brackets or have otherwise indicated the author for further reference. One final note: 
Upon completion of this literature review I noticed that, without my own personal 
reflections, it appeared quite incomplete. So I have inserted my own remarks as well, 
using my initials “BB” or putting them in footnotes.  
I will review the following books: 
1. Wijnen, Renes & Storm (2000): Projectmatig werken [Project-based Working]  
2. De Marco, Hruschka, Lister, McMenamin, Robertson, & Robertson (2008): 
Adrenaline Junkies and Template Zombies; Understanding Patterns of Project 
Behavior 
3. Jung and Van de Looi (2011): 100% Succesvolle IT-projecten [100% Successful 
Projects] 
4. Rorije (2010): Ik Zie, Ik Zie Wat Jij… [I See, I See What You... Unmasking Project 
Myths] 
5. Taylor (2009): The Lazy Project Manager 
6. Kendrick (2012):  Results Without Authority 
7. Campbell (2007): The One-Page Project Manager 
8. Verzuh (2012): The Fast Forward MBA in Project Manageme 
9. Berkun (2008): Making Things Happen 
                                                 
16 PMI: Project Management Institute 
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1) In their book on project-based working, Wijnen, Renes & Storm (2000) start off by 
discussing the distinction between routine-like improvisational labor and project 
management labor. They state that improvisational labor has the advantage of flexibility, 
whereas project management work has the advantage of a results-driven and effective 
approach. They propose an improvisational way of working if one has to tackle something 
completely new, such as a new product in a new market. Project management is placed 
between routine labor (hierarchy and structure) and improvisational labor (no structure or 
hierarchy). Given a problematical situation, an improvisational approach focuses on “the 
most urgent” part of the problem to be tackled at once, while a roadmap, a way to 
approach the problematical situation, is made on the way. Project management starts off 
with an overall approach: First a mandate is made, after which a project management plan 
is made. An improvisational approach finds new governance structures, whereas in 
project management existing governance structures are replaced by a temporary structure. 
Improvisational labor is seen as chaotic, whereas in project management all relevant 
activities are a priori divided in phases17 so to deploy all means on an equal basis.  
Wijnen et al. wrote their book before the idea of Agile project management 
frameworks became a trending topic within the project management community. Agile 
frameworks are much more improvisational and short-term focused. In this sense, 
improvisational labor and traditional project management labor move toward one another. 
They claim that project management is used because specialists want to be trustworthy 
partners in a partnership, because people want to control (the budget, time, quality of) 
their work, or because employees need to work more independently. They also mention 
disadvantages: For example, it makes one vulnerable (work is done transparently); it is 
expensive (one needs a project management organization); it requires discipline and care; 
an experienced project manager is needed; multi-task is near-impossible (project members 
work full-time on the project and are thus unable to perform their daily work functions), 
and there’s a fallacy that one loses, because of the application of a step-by-step project 
management framework, all flexibility in the project management approach18. 
                                                 
17 Emphasis by author; a form of breakdown 
18 It is certainly not true that project members cannot or do not multi-task. I experience a lot of 
multi-tasking within and around the project management environment.  
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The authors then discuss their “systematical” project approach (Chapter 3, pp. 63-
105), which relies on three principles: phasing, control, and decision taking. They refer to 
an “in the USA” applied approach called “Systems Management 19." Phasing requires 
“back and forth, forth and back thinking, then working from overall level to detail and 
finally work sequential and simultaneous." Combining the principles gives the following 
overall project phasing approach: Idea = initiative20; What = definition; How = design; 
Way of working = preparation; Do = realization; Preserve = after sales. Control is based 
along the lines of the classical themes and tools: time, money, quality, organization, and 
information.  
In addition, the book also contains a chapter titled “Energy Profiles," which is 
dedicated to the project environment. On page 121 the authors state, “Bigger, more 
important and complex21 projects consist of more involved people. It is useful to know 
how these people are involved, given their interests they might support or oppose to the 
project." The authors advise project managers to make a stakeholder matrix in order to 
better understand the energy profiles of their stakeholders. According to them, in 
“political-complex environments," a lot of energy and time is spent dealing with power 
issues. They define power as neutral (not negative, per se), and state that politics is 
widespread in every kind of organization. And although power issues are unpredictable, 
project managers should always be prepared. Here politics is defined as “partial interest” 
of different kinds: that of the organization, of project management issues, and, finally, of 
the “naked” self-interest of the individual. Thus, project targets can pose risks at higher 
management levels, or raise hierarchy conflicts. The authors come up with the following 
hints in this regard (p. 133): 
• Make a political analysis 
• Maintain your contacts; build your network 
• Accept the culture or deliberately oppose it 
• Be alert to tensions 
• Do not accept self-interest of project members 
• Build your team 
 
And their hints to the individual project manager in particular are: 
                                                 
19 Emphasis by author 
20 = stands for “meaning” 
21 Emphasis by author 
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• Choose your own boundaries 
• See politics as a serious game22 
• Play23 with them. If you don’t like the game then choose another project. 
 
The authors discuss the inherent diversity of culture, identifying several types of cultures 
that one may encounter within a given project management organization: a power culture, 
a role-based culture, a task-based culture, and a persons-based culture. They touch on the 
existence of subcultures within the organization, and then state that a project management 
organization usually has its “own culture," too. They then proceed to give the following 
advice: In an organization characterized by power, join the powerful; in a role-based 
culture, capture procedures in the project management plan; in a task-driven organization, 
make sure that the task and project coincide; and in a persons-based culture, make friends. 
On the subject of team-building, they state that team-building can be seen as a 
“team development spiral” in which certain themes are addressed based on the following 
points: acceptance (Am I accepted by the team? Do I fit in with the team?); sharing of 
information (the way information is shared, the amount of information shared); shared 
target (Do all team members share the same target definition?); and the control 
framework (hierarchies, power roles, knowledge sharing). Team composition is dealt with 
by describing profiles such as: “thinkers," “inspirers," “doers," and “entrepreneurs." One’s 
inner “time orientation,"  “social-” and “world-” view is only briefly mentioned. The 
typical style of a project manager is described as results-driven, team-oriented, decisive, 
and tenacious.  
2) Taking the discussion further, in their book “Understanding Patterns of Project 
Behavior” (2008), De Marco, Hruschka, Lister, McMenamin, Robertson, & Roberston 
identify close to 80 project management patterns, and though there is no narrative on 
projects running overdue whilst using a “proven” project management tool, they do 
describe some interesting patterns in the context of my search for a more systemic project 
management approach. Below I will touch on several of these patterns. I selected patterns 
within the context of my research question, and I will reflect upon those patterns from my 
practitioner’s view. Patterns described by De Marco et al. are written in italics, followed 
                                                 
22 Emphasis by author. 
23 Emphasis by author.  
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by my personal reflections in regular type. I added my initials (BB) where there might 
occur some doubt as to who is speaking.  
• The organizations believe that frenzied activity is a sign of healthy productivity. 
• The project team’s desire to carry out all necessary actions immediately 
• From day one, the project has no chance of meeting its goals; most people on the 
project know this and say nothing. 
• The project solves the apparent problem but fails to address its underlying cause. 
There’s a reluctance to investigate. 
• Stakeholders profess support for a project but then keep adding bloat. This is so-
called “counter-implementation” action. 
• Corporate culture pressures people into withholding discomforting information. 
• A stakeholder fails to distinguish between resigned silence and agreement. The system 
of commitments breaks down when the maker and receiver have different 
interpretations of whether a commitment has been made and/or what exactly it was. 
 
In my opinion (BB), the above patterns reflect a highly political organization. Concerning 
the “system” of commitments, my opinion is that stakeholders deliberately create 
interpretation fuzz. The authors state that when a culture of fear (fear being a synonym for 
political in this context, in my view) takes hold of an organization, a host of possible 
causes may be in play. Here is their list of the usual suspects: fear-based management, 
fear of cost-cutting reductions, fear of personal failure, fear of project failure, certainty of 
project failure, and fear of personal blame. In addition to the above, I would like to add 
another trend to the list, one I have observed in my organization over the last year: 
Introducing Agile project management, with its focus on the short-term delivery of 
realistic work packages and its hesitation to give long-term estimations on project closure, 
is also “handy” because the project manager doesn’t need to commit himself to a long-
term estimate. 
• A nanny-like project manager that takes care of all the administrative tasks in an 
atmosphere of openness; people say what they think, and they learn from each other. 
• We all have windows of time within which we recognize that we need to start moving 
and keep moving in order to complete some work. Delivery dates beyond those 
windows create no sense of urgency, and therefore little motivation to act. 
This relates to the model that Jung and Van der Looi refer to as “hybrid” (see below), 
whereby one needs long-term estimations in order to keep stakeholders confident but 
short-term work packages “to stay in contact with complexity".  
• Co-location of project personnel. According to the authors there is a certain magic 
that happens when full-time, dedicated project members occupy the same space. 
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The requirement that people work together in the same room is typical of Agile project 
management. In essence, Agile project management means to move forward short term as 
a team, learning and improving with each iteration. 
• An individual that embraces a school of thought as gospel 
 
In my practice (BB) I try to combine parts of multiple frameworks, parts that I think are 
useful in a given problematical situation. However, the people I work with are usually not 
as flexible and generally want to stick to one overall framework. The introduction of a 
more hybrid model that combines short-term focus with long-term duration estimation 
cost me many hours in explanations, which brings me to the next three patterns: 
• (And on the other hand) A practitioner that is willing to abandon a long-mastered 
skill or technology 
• Although the organization’s process calls explicitly for tailoring, the project team still 
slavishly adheres to the un-tailored standard. 
• The organization has become so lean that the loss of a key person proves catastrophic. 
This was the situation I encountered in the Compliancy project (Project X), discussed 
later in the text, whereby only one or two individuals had the knowledge of legacy 
systems. I will reflect upon this later in the text (Part B - Chapter Nine).  
• The manager buys tools in the subconscious hope they can bestow skills upon the 
team. An automated tool is sometimes seen as a lifeline, and in a giddy moment of 
desperation, the tool buyer overlooks the notion that the tool’s user must have 
appropriate skills. 
• Dashboards are used by strong teams and weak teams, but typically not by average 
teams. Good dashboards help you focus on the conditions that need correction. Weak 
teams use dashboards to affix blame on others or to deflect blame (by conveying good 
news). Weak teams cannot handle the truth. Dashboards don’t improve leadership, 
they reveal it. Dashboard assessments are not absolutely objective; they do—and 
should—reflect the judgments of the team members. When they do, it is important to 
state what the judgments mean. You might be surprised at the wide variety of 
incompatible definitions we’ve heard for designations like red, yellow, and green24. 
• The right of infinite appeal ensures that no decision is ever final25. 
• Competence attracts authority. A given decision lies in the domain of one or more 
team members, and these are the ones who should make it. If the decision touches on 
others outside of the team, the natural-domain team members need at least to be party 
to whatever decision is eventually made. 
 
                                                 
24 See my remarks regarding dashboards in Chapter 1. 
25 Here the authors make an interesting statement: “The worst effect of this behavior is 
squandering time, the project’s most precious resource.” I deal with the time dimension throughout 
the book; however, I do not consider it to be a resource. 
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It is also in my experience that dashboards (metrics) are highly subjective and inherently 
political. Constructing a status dashboard may require input from several project 
managers. That input comes with a context. A lot of interaction is needed to reach a 
general agreement on progress or, for instance, on the actual position of risks. That 
competence begets authority is also my experience. I will describe these competence-
knowledge power relations in the action part of the book (Part B). 
• Time is a poor project manager for it can bind the project completely. All good project 
managers know when they need to play their cards so that Time cannot trump them. 
 
If this is the case, then I’m a bad project manager. Nowadays I make it a point to stress to 
project boards how complicated or complex inter-relationships can be in the project 
environment, which is why I am presenting the argument of moving forward in shorter-
term iterations. This way, a project estimation based on the amount of iterations can be 
given.  
• (And) The team always ships its releases on time. A team that never compromises its 
ship quality criteria will eventually miss a ship date. 
• The project team makes an early investment to explore the domain and investigate its 
potential. You cannot mandate what must be discovered. 
• The team establishes a rhythm for its work by delivering at regular intervals. Instead 
of being daunted by large and complex tasks, projects with rhythm take small, regular 
steps, thus establishing a regular beat that carries them toward their goals. 
• A policy of total openness makes progress grind to a stop. Herb Simon is cited here: 
“An abundance of information creates a paucity of attention." When the ratio of 
information to attention gets high enough, we’re in overload. More information 
doesn’t help. If everyone needs to know everything to get anything done in your 
organization, you’re toast. 
 
Implicitly, De Marco et al. build the case for more Agile project management. I 
experienced a situation of information abundance in Project X; it was my experience that 
too many information carriers only served to hinder the project.  
• Analysis activities continue through the life of the project: top-down, bottom-up, and 
middle-every which way. 
• Project team members focus relentlessly on interfaces, both automated and human. In 
the words of the authors: “What happens in design, after we get agreement on 
functionality? We break a large, complex system into subsystems, and subsystems into 
components. And, yes, a useful way to confine these subsystems and components is to 
enumerate in turn each of their unique inputs and outputs." They cite Conway’s Law 
here: “The product will reflect the organizational structure that produced it.” This, 
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the authors state, is particularly true of the interfaces: Complex human interfaces on 
the project are liable to result in complex product interfaces. 
 
I (BB) have chosen to make the phenomenon of creating breakdown structures 
(specifically in planning and scheduling) a theme in this book because, in my view, 
breakdown structures hinder a holistic view that is needed when a practitioner is dealing 
with complexity. Conway's Law looks similar to Ashby's Law of Requisite Variety, which 
states that the more complex a system gets, the more functions it must regulate. This 
theme evokes the argument that, depending on the level of complexity, a diverse multi-
view approach is needed to control the project environment and the project itself. 
• The team has at least one member who routinely exceeds authorization. 
 
Here the authors introduce zones of authorization. There are three zones: a green zone, 
which consists of the things that are explicitly part of the assignment (the core of the work 
to be done); a red zone, which includes anything that is explicitly excluded from the 
scope of the assignment; and a blue zone26, which consists of everything else: activities 
that are neither required nor prohibited by the assignment. In other words, the blue zone 
encompasses everything that lies between the green and red zones. To me, the blue zone 
appears as a space that is edging toward chaos—the place where positive feedback 
mechanisms bring us. It’s in those places that creativity resides. In my opinion, a project 
manager should always leave the gate ajar to those spaces. The authors cite Mike Mushet 
in this respect: “The correct amount of anarchy on a project is not zero.” 
• The product sports a superabundance of piecemeal features, many of which do little to 
address the customer’s real business needs. 
 
The project that once set out with the intention of meeting a specific purpose has instead 
become an indigestible soup of disconnected features. And the situation becomes diluted, 
according to the authors, because each of the interested parties views the product’s 
requirements very differently, and there is no common, collective thread. 
• Full-time involvement in a single project improves individual performance. 
 
The authors cite Dale Dauten here: “By doing two things at once, you’ve cut your IQ in 
                                                 
26 Emphasis by author 
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half, and believe me, those 40 points can really make a difference.” Single tasking is 
central in the TOC project management approach27, which I describe in Chapter Six.  
 
• A legitimate conflict is interpreted as a failure to communicate. 
 
 The author’s advice is that the next time a practitioner hears someone in his or her 
organization refer to a failure in communication, s/he should look deeper to uncover the 
underlying message. It’s likely to read, “I understand you clearly, but I hate what you’re 
saying.” Calling this a communication failure turns attention away from the real cause—
legitimate conflict—and, instead, focuses the attention on a false cause. In my 
experiences, I have seen a lot of blame placed on lack of communication. And I agree that 
in a lot of cases there might be some hidden agenda. But there is also a human need to 
know it all, like in the Compliance project case discussed later in the text. Furthermore, I 
would like to remark that even if you, as a project manager, take communication seriously, 
either by making a communication plan and/or hiring a communication specialist, most 
often times it will not be taken very seriously by stakeholders, and it is likely that they 
won’t be willing to pay for such a specialism. The regular project management 
frameworks do not pay much attention to (the making of) communication (plans), though 
the whole project management organization often screams for “communication." 
• The members of the team regularly eat their meals together, and when possible, plan 
and prepare them as a team. 
• Hidden beauty: Some aspect of the project’s work moves beyond adequate even 
elegant … and reaches for the sublime. 
 
Tom de Marco writes that he was invited to take a look at the Ethernet protocol, which 
was developed by Bob Metcalfe. He says: 
To my surprise, I found that the protocol was a thing of substantial beauty. It was spare 
where it was needed to be spare, elegant in concept, and its recovery mechanism for 
lost packages was a simple derivative of the way the packages were originally 
transmitted. Its concept of collisions and the way it deals with them was unexpected, at 
least to me, but amazingly simple. (p. 167) 
 
I (BB) am very interested in “beautiful” patterns28. I do think that humans have the ability 
to feel, without always knowing why, when a pattern is beautiful or ugly, and I do think 
                                                 
27 I introduced the Theory of Constraints (TOC) into our department. TOC focuses on the 
 constraints in a system. 
28 Although a bit dangerous, it looks like Project X didn’t show very beautiful patterns. 
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that ugly patterns indicate the existence or potentiality of/for failure in the specific context. 
Finding and feeling the inherent message in patterns is one of the ways of analyzing a 
problematical situation from a more systemic project management approach. I want to 
refer here to Gregory Bateson, who argues that the mind is fundamentally linked to the 
aesthetic because: 
As a “tool for survival," it uses both positive and negative aesthetic responses as ways 
of identifying the “ health” of other parts of the system of which we, ourselves, are 
parts. A negative aesthetic response, such as the recognition of ugliness, grimness, or 
lack of proportion indicates a malfunction of the systemic whole, of which the “viewer” 
is, of course, a part. A positive response, identifying beauty, grandeur, pleasing lines, 
harmony, colors and so on, would suggest systemic health. (As cited in Charlton, 2008, 
p. 142) 
 
• The project’s stakeholders understand that each has much to learn from the others. 
• The organization allows a particular team to shortcut even the most fundamental 
rules of its development process. 
 
The authors refer to these teams as guerrilla teams. They are like power tools with no 
safety devices. Depending on the way they are led and directed, they can either be 
productive or amazingly destructive29. 
• A demonstrably better idea is, surprisingly, not immediately accepted. 
• The team balances its need for innovation with its employer’s need for predictability. 
 
The authors illustrate this with the following puzzle: You need to walk a narrow path that 
provides your developers with enough time to explore, discover, learn, and solve, while at 
the same time providing your employer and customer with reasonably accurate 
expectations for the completion of the development effort. This comes close to my effort 
to align TOC long-term planning (in an effort to satisfy the board) with short-term agile 
iterations, an approach that I call hybrid. 
Finally, there’s the Babel pattern: 
• Babel is encouraged by the fiction that organizations have a common language and that as 
long as every project uses this language, all will be well. But organizations are large, dynamic, 
inconsistent creatures and terms like service, order, asset, policy, customer, employee and 
discount have very different meanings, depending on their context of use within a project 
authors state. (DeMarco  et al. 2008, p. 201) 
 
                                                 
29 “Direction” sounds a bit paradoxical here, I think. It is also important to know when to stop such 
a team and replace it with a more conventional team. 
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3) Jung and Van de Looi (2011) claim to be inspired by the general management books: 
The Goal (1979) by Goldratt, “Seven Habits of Highly Effective People” (1989) by Covey, 
and “Good to Great” (2001) by Collins. According to the writers (p. 15), “These authors 
succeed in describing problems on such a high level of abstraction that almost everyone 
understands. Something in which literature and science fail." The authors list the 
following problems that often arise during the course of IT projects (p. 16)30: 
• Project targets don’t match with organization’s targets 
• Outsourcing to lower salary countries enhances problems 
• The standard approach doesn’t fit for this project 
• Project targets are too ambitious 
• Executives’ expectations are not realistic 
• IT resources are hired based on price and not quality 
• The project is not able to or doesn’t want to align with target architecture 
 
The authors then try to determine the main causes behind these problems, which 
leads to the following four project dimensions (pp. 20-24): 
1. Shared vision: Not all project members understand exactly what the project stands     
for or the underlying organizational target. 
2. Standard tooling: Specific problems require a specific approach. 
3. Communication and collaboration: Project members and stakeholders don’t work 
together. 
4. Complexity: An unnecessary amount of complexity is introduced into a project. 
 
Ad 1. The authors claim that project members often don’t know the underlying business 
objectives upon which their projects run. Referring to Goldratt’s The Goal (which is a 
chain-bottleneck approach), they state the importance of knowing the underlying business 
objective well. However, I don’t think Goldratt offers solutions for better understanding 
business goals. To me, it seems to be more of a communication issue. What Goldratt does 
offer is an approach to better understanding underlying constraints in a business chain. 
Jung and Van de Looi even claim that IT architects are blind in this respect—an often-
heard argument I personally do not recognize, (although, in larger organizations there is 
often a communication gap between architects working on different parts of a bigger 
business architecture). 
                                                 
30 I recognize these problems. 
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Ad 2. Jung and Van de Looi believe that general project management frameworks such as 
Prince-2 are not appropriate in all circumstances. Later, in Chapter Six, I will reflect upon 
the Prince-2 framework, which, I believe, is too linear in its approach. 
Ad 3. Lawyers are blamed for making fixed-price contracts with a specified due date 
(deadline) at the lowest cost, which makes collaboration a mission impossible. 
Ad 4. According to the authors, in IT projects we all create too much complexity. In my 
opinion, complexity is a buzzword in IT projects. The authors sum up some general 
project constraints31, namely, the “holiness” of a due date, budget, functionality, and 
quality/failure tolerance. They equate linear with sequential and set this off against an 
iterative approach, which they favor. The authors also observe a hybrid project 
management approach that combines a linear, sequential method (also called waterfall 
method), in which design precedes the realization of software, with an iterative approach 
in which design and realization are combined in short-term iterations. According to the 
authors, it provides executives with some certainty about the realization of functionality 
(duration). This hybrid approach comes close to my trial in the Frankfurt project case, 
combining long-term planning with short-term iterations. Jung and Van de Looi state that 
the reason projects run overdue is because of poor planning. They see role-oriented 
planning as the most sophisticated planning method. The idea is (with reference to Jim 
Collins’ book “Good to Great”) to first create a project team, and then look at what needs 
to be done. (This, by the way, is exactly the—negatively formulated—pattern DeMarco et 
al. describe; “team members are added to the project before its vision is properly formed.” 
DeMarco et al. 2008, p. 192) The idea is to create a permanent team with people who 
work on the project full-time, or, at best, people who are deployable in multiple 
disciplines. It is not clear to me, however, how this leads to more realistic planning. 
Complexity, in their definition, is as follows: 
Complexity is defined differently within different scientific disciplines. In general one 
can claim that with greater complexity there are more separate components in a system, 
with all kinds of interaction, and thus, that complexity depends on the total amount of 
components. What complexity and simplicity mean is therefore not to be determined 
objectively, but changes continuously. (p. 108)  
 
                                                 
31 Apparently inspired by Goldratt, though Goldratt focused on constraints in a system, or perhaps, 
one should say a logistic (business) chain. 
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The authors continue to state that the definitions don’t bring us much closer to deciding 
whether we are dealing with something complex or not. A more simple definition of 
complexity is the time that is needed for someone to understand something. Therefore, 
complexity is relative. (p. 108) Complexity, according to Jung and Van de Looi (Chapter 
6.3), goes hand in hand with the amount of components involved, and since larger 
projects deal with many stakeholders, project members, and solutions (which, in turn, 
affect sub-systems), these are, by definition, complex projects. In larger projects it is 
sometimes not clear who is the client and who is in charge. The moment this happens, the 
project becomes rudderless.  
“An IT-solution almost always consists of more components. The more relations 
between these components, the more complex the whole solution … One should try to 
minimize the dependencies between the different components … The only way to 
manage complexity-in-dependencies is to prevent that components are circular 
dependent on each other” (pp. 111-112).  
 
They conclude the chapter on complexity with the argument that, as long as one is able to 
explain things on a single A4 sheet, one can probably be sure that complexity is 
manageable. I am afraid that this definition of complexity is shared by a large part of the 
project management community. 
4) Homan32, in his introduction of Harry Rorije’s book (2010) Ik Zie, Ik Zie Wat Jij… [I 
See, I See What You... Unmasking Project Myths], shares his experience from a company 
where a manager’s performance is measured by how many projects he or she runs. 
Projects are extra; they are worked on in addition to one’s regular work. I (BB) have also 
seen managers participate on several project boards. This, in my opinions, spreads a 
manager “too thin,” leading him or her to pay less attention to certain projects. 
Furthermore, performance, as measured by the amount of projects one supervises, is not 
consistent with my opinion that projects mean (career) risk. I (BB) would assume that 
managers try to avoid projects. Homan (p. 4), regarding complexity (I assume), states, 
“Most of the project managers try to manage spontaneity and self organization. They try 
to plan emotions. Classic project management is based on assumptions that do not fit with 
                                                 
32 Prof. Dr. T. Homan, Professor Change and Implementation, Open University, The Netherlands  
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the reality that one is trying to manage 33 .” This seems to reveal some unease with 
traditional project management frameworks, but the remark comes from the academic 
domain (Homan).  
Rorije states,  
“Project-run changes are complex and do take place in a dynamic environment34. You 
cannot predict everything, and that means that a project’s outcome may be different 
than expected. Improving project management requires craftsmanship. The basis for 
craftsmanship is a professional attitude. As professionals we are always busy with 
content, we want new experiences." (p.7)  
 
In a chapter titled “Searching for Wisdom,” Rorije remarks that organizations are situated 
in a turbulent environment35: an environment with increasingly more requirements and 
competition. So organizations try to adapt by using project management.  
According to Rorije, most project management improvements lead to more 
standards and more direction on cost and planning, more business cases, change 
procedures, and increased risk management. But he believes that such “eighties thinking 
processes” don’t work anymore36. Organizations, per Rorije, try to freeze dynamics and 
turbulence, which isn’t possible. In order to have real change we must search outside of 
our thinking framework. We need to think differently and observe from multiple 
perspectives. We must discuss existing myths, which he defines as ingrained behavior. 
Behavior, states Rorije, is often unconscious. People are almost never aware of their 
myths. “If we are able to understand the root cause of myths we can break them” (p. 11). 
He defines myths as ideas and conceptions that are built on limited experience, and that 
are used regardless of the situation. He then sums up personal myths, such as: always use 
pilots (though a good design could also have minimized risk), set a deadline (because a 
tough deadline energizes), content-based management (but in larger projects it’s about 
leadership), use templates (just for the sake of procedure), avoid fuzz in the project 
(though a bit of heat fuels change), and, have regular meetings (even though they are 
                                                 33 I would say that those who have some notion of complexity might try to laisser-faire these processes, to deliberately try not to manage them.   
34 Apparently a fact 
35 Apparently a fact for all organizations, which is not in line with, for instance, Snowden’s 
Cynefin model that places organizations in simple, complicates, complex, or chaotic environments. 
The Cynefin model is described later. 
36 I don’t agree. I see a tendency towards more Agile project management and lesser control. But 
apart from that I think that we still need the controls mentioned here. 
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boring). Then he sums up organizational myths, such as: Every change needs a project 
and invest in procedures and frameworks for better project control. The myth seems to be 
that control strengthens the project instead of the collaboration between contractor and 
client. However, it’s investment in a trustworthy partnership that strengthens the project, 
according to Rorije37 , with reference to research by Van Aken (2002). Finally, the board 
is said to be a myth, as if every project needs a board. According to Rorije, boards can be 
superfluous38. Rorije, in his search for project myths, denotes a paradox: the “Do You 
Change? Because I Do the Same Thing” paradox. The essence is that we use projects to 
change, but the change agent always uses the same tool kit. He doesn’t change himself. 
The change agent seems to have one, unchangeable toolkit. 
According to Rorije, the classical project management approach, which he calls 
“rational-manageable”—with its focus on time, money, quality, and control, and in which 
complexity, seen as the appearance of external distortions, is tackled through a (possible 
to plan) simplification of the world—is outdated. For him, it is time for a more adaptive 
approach, an approach he calls Behomar: a Dutch acronym for ‘best reachable result, in 
which (external) distortions are embraced and used.’ This, according to Rorije, is a new 
way of thinking, a paradigm shift, one in which we relinquish control and predictability of 
the project (results). Since there is always change, there are always new insights, and as a 
result, there must be flexibility in order to fit the project result in a yet unknown future 
world39. 
Rorije continues his quest for myths by briefly touching upon the need for 
learning, diversity, peer review meetings, and, what he calls, “multiple views” on 
projects/problem situations, as ways to liberate ourselves from these myths. He calls this 
multiple view method the project kaleidoscope: a method for recognizing project myths 
and interpreting their particular effects. This kaleidoscope contains four discs that need to 
be adjusted so they can fit together: 1) the (project) goal, which can be aimed at systems, 
structures, processes, and/or behavior; 2) the approach, which can be directive, interactive, 
                                                 
37 I don’t agree. I think one needs both. 
38 Once again I do not agree, because of the difference between operational management, which is 
in the hands of the project (team), and strategic management (giving direction), which must be on 
the level of the board. 39 It looks like Behomar is just another word for an agile approach, which seems to be the latest 
trend in popular project management literature.  
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evolving, or selling; 3) its steering, which can be task-oriented or dialogue-oriented, and 
its organization, which can be hierarchic or self-organizational; and 4) the project 
environment (what I would call power structures and culture, as described in Chapter 
Two). The picture is bright (kaleidoscopic) when the four discs fit nicely together. This 
can be called project congruence. 
With regard to the steering disc, Rorije is of the opinion that program management 
(and working on projects in general) is ‘old school’ because of its defined approach and 
singular focus on the final target. Instead, he promotes dialogue and (survey) feedback as 
‘new school’ approaches, which he refers to as the Behomar approach. Especially in 
projects that are conceptual, like customer intimacy projects, a predefined, classical 
approach, according to Rorije, does not work. You cannot rationalize a “soft” project; that 
would give false certainty. Secondly, he touches upon “the myth of internal power," which 
states that new initiatives have more of a chance for success when they’re started within 
the organization. However, sometimes, he argues, it is better to introduce a new initiative 
that is independent of the organization. He calls this a spin-off40. 
I (BB) feel a sense of professional unease here, considering I know from 
experience that old school project management frameworks cannot provide enough 
project certainty. I don't think, however, that a Behomar approach—a more agile approach 
in which the project manager develops short-term iteratives for the project—is the key to 
successful, on-time project delivery, because that depends on the (unknown) number of 
iterations that will be needed in order to finish the project, thus introducing, again, a long-
term time frame. I admire the idea of dialogue though as well as the aim for project 
congruence that comes close to the idea of coherence discussed later in the book. 
5) Stepping further, Peter Taylor introduces “The Lazy Project Manager” (2009) into the 
discourse. Taylor is a project manager with focus. He has a deep understanding of 
Pareto’s 80/20 rule: “For many phenomena, 80% of the consequences stem from 20% of 
the causes.” According to Taylor, the Pareto principle can and should be used by every 
smart but lazy person in his or her daily life. The value of the Pareto principle for a 
project manager, says Taylor, is that it reminds you to focus on the 20% that matters. 
                                                 
40 This is an interesting idea given the group theory maxim that change within a group tends to 
neutralize to zero (see my remarks on Watzlawick’s theories on second order change). 
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What he doesn’t explain, however, is how one can identify this 20%. “It is not good just 
being lazy; you have to be better than lazy, you have to be lazy in a very smart way. You 
need a powerful and magical combination of laziness and intelligence,” Taylor says (p.7). 
He then brings in the concept of productivity—the ratio of work produced in a given 
period of time—in order to explain the term “productive laziness," which amounts to “the 
benefits of productiveness together with an intelligent application of laziness.” (p.12) 
Dinosaurs are apparently designed on Pareto’s law: They are thin at one end, 
considerably thicker in the middle, and then thin again at the far end41. Conversely, from a 
productive laziness approach, the Lazy Project Manager’s theory of projects is (reverse-) 
formulated, as “all projects are thick at one end, much, much thinner in the middle and 
thick again at the far end.” This means that a project manager is very busy initiating the 
project (right direction, right people, right processes, scenario thinking, risk management 
and so on), then is less busy during the course of the project, then is extremely busy 
toward the end, trying to not go overdue. Taylor also mentions Hoggarth’s law, another 
important project management law according to him, which states that:  
Attempts to get answers early in a project fail as there are many more wrong questions 
than right ones. Activity during the early stages should be dedicated to finding the 
correct questions. Once the correct questions have been identified, correct answers will 
naturally fall out of subsequent work without grief or excitement and there will be 
understanding of what the project is meant to achieve. (p. 24)  
 
Taylor finds it important to know the end game: 
Throughout this busy start up of the project it is critical that you both know and 
understand the end game or the final expected deliverables that your project is desired 
to achieve. Admittedly, many projects are still evolving these throughout the project 
initiation phase and, with the advent of more agile project methods these days, these 
deliverables evolve (to a certain extent) throughout the project life cycle. But the end 
game must be watched like a light at the end of the tunnel or a beacon on the shoreline. 
Distraction from the end point of the project will impact your ability to make critical 
correct decisions along the way, crucial ones at the very start of the project, and your 
ability to direct the project in a steady and true part. (p. 29) 
 
You also need to manage your sponsor and be aware of the various ways in which power 
manifests itself in the process. Taylor mentions the following ways of doing so: legitimate 
(title), reward (positive consequences of the project), coercive (afraid of negative 
                                                 
41 Compare Anne Elk’s Theory on Brontosauruses in Monty Python’s Flying Circus 
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consequences of the project), purse strings (budget control), bureaucratic, referent 
(network), technical (skill), and charismatic. Taylor states that there is always some 
amount of creepiness (unspoken resistance to change) in every project—some negative 
power that you need to address and cope with. You need to assess the general “creepiness” 
of your project and find ways to deal with it. You need to keep your project team close 
and the project “creeps” even closer. I am no stranger to this situation; during my time on 
the Compliancy project (which I will describe in depth later on in the text), there were 
several individuals who, despite participating in the project, seemed to hold back all of 
the time.  
The Productive Lazy Approach is one of openness: keeping the scope as broad as 
possible. The approch is conversational but with a certain dedicated and (paradoxically) 
directive leadership style toward 
the team. “When the thick start of 
the project is managed and the real 
work can begin, its time to drive 
the project on autopilot, from the 
comfy chair” (p. 65). “The Lazy 
Project Manager now oversees the 
project work with as light a touch 
as possible. The planning was done 
at the thick front end of the project 
and now it is all about execution 
and control42" (p. 65). But finally, 
toward the end of the project, 
things start to get thick again, 
which is where the project manager really has to finish what he started and run a full 
project retrospective before moving on to the next project. 
                                                 42 I totally disagree here, but I apparently do not understand the art of laziness. One could probably 
sit in a comfy chair when time is frozen, but it is not. Things emerge and it is this emergence that 
one has to actively manage.  
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6) In contrast to Taylor’s approach, Tom Kendrick (2012) puts all of his faith in control. 
Control is established and maintained through process, influence, metrics, (good) project 
initiation, project planning, project execution, tracking and monitoring, and (good) project 
closure. These are all controls one can or should put in place when project members do 
not report to you as a direct project leader (by which Kendrick apparently [and hopefully, 
because I have never worked on a project where team members did not report directly to 
me] means that people have other hierarchal bosses). In this scenario, concludes Kendrick, 
the project leader holds little power in the organization. Gehring (2007, p. 45) also makes 
the remark that “project managers are often placed as leaders in a matrix organization, 
where the individual members of the project team report directly to a functional manager, 
and are either temporarily assigned to the project, or spend only part of their time working 
on the project.” And according to Briner, Hastings and Geddes, and Simon, as cited in 
Melkonian & Picq (2010), a project manager needs the ability to provide leadership in a 
non-hierarchical environment. Hanisch and Wald (2011) also state that, in many cases, 
projects are carried out beyond the hierarchical lines of authority and, therefore, also 
require specific leadership skills, coordination mechanisms, and incentive schemes. I find 
myself in this situation all of the time. All of my “internal” staff have other bosses in the 
organization, but when it concerns the ongoing project, they report to me. I don’t think I 
lack authority just because some person is placed in my project team temporarily. Other 
factors that, according to Kendrick, can be causes of insufficient project control are: 
geographically distributed teams, excessive project change, competing priorities, and 
inadequate planning. Although I agree that geographically distributed teams can be 
problematic, with today’s communication systems one can actually manage a project 
quite successfully. Excessive change can also mean that the project goal was not well 
defined. I will touch on the subject of planning later on, but for now it is sufficient to say 
that I believe one can maintain solid control even if it is based on false planning. 
Kendrick developed “a list of things that project leaders can (and should) take 
control of, regardless of their position or power in an organization” (p. 2): measurement, 
reporting cycles, milestones, communication, project reviews, change management, 
rewards and recognition, constructive criticism, reciprocity, and exchange- and risk 
monitoring. In fact, Kendrick uses a vague hierarchical positioning of project leaders to 
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go through the standard project management “body of knowledge” framework. He 
mentions three principal elements of project control: project processes, influence, and 
metrics. Processes, according to Kendrick, provide the structure necessary for control, and 
can serve as an effective substitute for organizational authority; influence is related to a 
project leader’s soft skills of encouraging the project team, and metrics quantifies results 
and behavior. Kendrick then goes through all of the controls he identified, “giving advice 
ranging from tips useful on small projects to ideas for dealing with the complexity of 
large, multiteam programs” (p.3). As in most project management trade books, 
complexity is implicitly defined as complicated or it is not defined at all. Examples can be 
found on the topic of “decision making," where the advice is to make sure that “your 
decision process reflects the specifics of the situation, including the complexity and 
urgency” (p. 27). Or when dealing with metrics (p. 69): “Typical measures for sizing a 
project, as well as for allowing comparison with other project opportunities and the 
validation of relative priorities are: resource allocation, cost estimates, project deliverable 
benefits, value assessments, complexity and forecasted volume of output.” Another 
example can be found on page 71; it deals with the alignment of “desired behaviors” with 
objectives or, put in other words, linking goals with behaviors. It is stated that: 
Modern projects are complex. And well-chosen measures that relate both to overall 
objectives and to the behaviors you desire can help you ensure that your team members 
are doing what they need to do to support overall project goals. For better of for worse, 
measurement always affects behavior. If you select metrics with care, they serve as a 
powerful tool for guiding your team that requires very little actual managerial authority. 
… Although specific project objectives are highly variable (projects are, after all, by 
definition unique), some broad universal objectives can significantly contribute to your 
project control. These objectives should be: predictable project performance versus 
plans; clearly defined, managed project scope; efficient and effective use of resources; 
infrequent (few) conflicts and disagreement and appropriately managed risks. … 
Behavior that contribute to these objectives could include: preference for careful 
planning, execution and communication over project heroism and reactive fire 
fighting; tolerating innovation and change only within appropriate, well-understood 
business and customer requirements 43 ; contributors enthusiastically moving from 
completed projects to follow-on projects, with rare cases of burnout; cooperation, with 
team members supporting one another and work and rewards balanced within the team 
                                                 
43 From a complexity point of view it seems that innovation and creativity profit from less 
 control.   
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and minimizing overall uncertainty through analysis and planning44, but with people 
willing to accept appropriate risks. (pp. 71-72) 
 
Kendrick then mentions alignment measures like the frequency of unplanned (unwanted) 
meetings, number of escalations, cumulative overtime, measured results from tests of 
project outputs and so on. 
From a learning perspective, his categorization of predictive, diagnostic, and retrospective 
metrics is interesting. But, in general, I don’t think you can really measure behavior as 
such. Metrics, though, may reveal some underlying behavior. 
Chapter Six deals with “building control through project planning.” Planning is another 
theme in this book, so I had a closer look at this chapter. The first piece of advice he gives 
is to plan collaboratively. “For project leaders who lack substantial authority 45 , an 
important objective of collaborative 46  planning is a common, shared and coherent 
understanding of the work required to complete the project” (p. 129). Kendrick thinks that 
“certain planning concepts are particularly useful for increasing influence and control” (p. 
130). Planning tools here function to enhance influence and control. Elements of these 
planning concepts include: project infrastructure; breaking down the work with your 
team; individual goals and responsibilities; collaborative estimating; outsourced activities; 
interface management; constraints and plan optimization; risk identification; and 
assessment and plan review. On “breaking down the work with your team,” the following 
advice is given: “a formal work-break-down-structure differs from a simple list of 
activities in that it is organized into a hierarchy that makes the complexity of a typical 
project easier to understand and to deal with” (p. 132). It is my belief that this is where 
things go terribly wrong in project management, unless complexity is to be read as 
complicatedness, but still then things go wrong because neither the complex nor the 
complicated can be caught in a break down structure (hereafter: WBS). 
On collaborative estimating: 
Of all the parts of project planning, estimating seems to be the one that project teams 
complain about the most and find most challenging. Estimates of both duration and 
cost are often too optimistic, and the consequences of being wrong are severe. Much of 
the inaccuracy in project estimating comes from two related sources: 1) Estimating 
                                                 
44 From a complexity point of view I don’t think this can really be done.  
45 I disagree on lack of substantial authority as a given fact. 
46 I think that collaborative approaches also mean less control. 
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work too early and 2) Estimating work at two high a level. Agile projects deal with this 
by focusing estimates on the immediate iteration and limiting the planning horizon to 
only a few weeks, only a bit beyond the current development cycle. … A reliable 
process for estimating requires a thorough, complete work-break-down. If you lack 
enough information to develop a work breakdown structure, you cannot accurately 
assess the timing or cost of your work. ... If you can define the work at a sufficiently 
low level of granularity, you can understand it and accurately estimate it47. … Most 
people are extremely bad at accurately assessing work that takes longer than about two 
weeks. Below this level, the single owner of the activity can take responsibility for the 
work and figure out what needs to be done. With estimates derived from knowledge of 
the work, your plan will be credible, realistic, and accurate enough to control your 
project. (p. 141) 
 
Although I (BB) am also in favor of using knowledge workers to estimate, these 
estimations most likely do not add up to the whole of the project definition (amongst 
other factors, due to interaction constraints and uncertainties). “Some activities may 
appear to be difficult to decompose into smaller activities. One of the ways to make things 
easier is to treat an activity as a project” (p. 141). “Accurate estimates are always derived, 
one-way or another, from history” (p. 142). Extreme programming, an estimating tool, is 
referred to as yesterday’s weather, “alluding to the fact that the statistically most accurate 
forecasting method predicts that today’s weather will be the same as it was the previous 
day. It is prudent to assume that a future similar task will have roughly the same duration 
and cost as the last one” (pp. 142, 143). This argument seems to neglect feedback 
mechanisms that make plain history troublesome as a source for future planning (BB). 
“Collaborative estimating is a well-established way to tap into the wisdom of teams” (p. 
143). I (BB) strongly believe in the wisdom of crowds. The Delphi method is named as an 
example here. Unfortunately, Kendrick does not deep dive into the environmental setting 
in which crowd wisdom best flourishes. 
On constraints and plan optimization, Kendrick remarks: “To improve project 
control, you must examine your critical path, consider methods for minimizing schedule 
complexity, resolve resource over-commitments, work to optimize your plans and put 
your project in a box” (p. 147). 
Here, Kendrick provides no information about the inherent, necessary constraints  
                                                 
47 Here the assumption is made that parts add up to the whole, which I do not agree with.  
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that arise within the complex. You see, deep within the complex there are internal forces 
that keep the complex moving and together. On one hand, there’s a force that moves 
ahead and pushes creativity; this is called positive feedback. But, on the other hand, there 
is a force that slows down the tempo, so-called negative feedback, or (wrongly) resistance. 
However, Kendrick does not think of the complex in terms of its internal workings; he 
doesn’t understand the forces that one deal with. “Milestones can be used throughout your 
plan to show the completion of sets of activities of any sort, and to untangle logic that 
would otherwise be a bewildering arrangement of network spaghetti” (p. 148). 
On risk identification, Kendrick remarks (p. 154): “Throughout your project 
planning, maintain a list of risks that emerge such as e.g., complexity in scoping.” A 
category of predictive metrics consists of “timing and schedule metrics” such as activity 
duration estimates, iteration or phase duration, project duration, but also “logical project 
complexity," which is defined as the ratio of activity dependencies to activities. I have 
never seen such a metric, and I wouldn’t know how to calculate or what to do with it. “All 
too often, however, even your most thorough and clever planning leaves a wide gap 
between what your best plans demonstrate is possible and what your sponsor originally 
expected” (p. 162). No explanation is given on why, then, one should put so much effort 
into planning. And to make it even more diffuse: “Although most predictive 
measurements and other planning information48, has a good deal of uncertainty, plausible 
numbers are more than accurate as long as you can explain them. Remember that the 
numbers your sponsor and stakeholders use are probably even less precise, having been 
plucked out of thin air” (p. 163). 
On schedule control: “As with all planning, the more brains and perspectives the 
better; always involve your project contributors in brainstorming approaches49” (p. 212). 
7) Clark A. Campbell (2007) communicates and manages any given project using 
a single sheet of paper only. He lards his book with his personal key concepts (pp. 2-4) 
such as: “No matter what the project—its goals or its purpose, large or small—certain 
aspects of managing a project are consistent. And one of these consistencies is the need to 
                                                 
48 Emphasis by author: because it is not clear for me why Kendrick now adds the word information. 
Information here suggests fuzziness that is not really measurable. 
49  I agree, but all of these nice words don’t seem to lead to some modesty in planning 
trustworthiness. 
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communicate”; “Your success as a project manager is in direct proportion to your ability 
to communicate project performance (i.e., scope, timeliness, and planned versus actual 
resources), current completions, and future expectations”; and, “When asked to write a 
project status report, many project managers produce shallow or incomplete summaries in 
an attempt to make them short. Many such reports prompt more questions than they 
answer. In such cases, brevity breeds confusion.” In short, the one-page framework 
delivers, in a to-the-point manner, a project’s status on: objectives, ownership, tasks, 
completion dates, priority, costs, and target dates. The report also includes a summary of 
the project. These are all topics one would find in any project management status report, 
but Campbell created his own communication matrix. 
Good project management can be the difference not just between a successful project 
versus an unsuccessful one, but the difference between a successful business and a 
failed one. Implementing a comprehensive approach to managing projects creates a 
number of benefits. Effective management improves the chances that a project will be 
successful, on budget, on time, done right and done efficiently. Mistakes are likely to 
be caught earlier and therefore dealt with faster and more efficiently than if they had 
been allowed to go on. Control of a project improves project management skills. Scope 
creep, the subtle unintended enlargement of a project (which often has destructive 
consequences on the budget, the people involved, and the project’s time frame), can be 
held in check with strong project management. (pp. 18, 19) 
 
8) According to Eric Verzuh (2012) projects are like life, are full of uncertainty and all 
project management is risk management (pp. 99-101). He opens his section on planning 
with a paragraph about risk management (p. 99) “Risk management is the means by 
which uncertainty is systematically [I think Verzuh means continuously, thoroughly, and 
disciplined. Here I don’t think systematically refers to systems theory] managed to 
increase the likelihood of meeting project objectives. The key word is systematically, 
because the more disciplined the approach, the more we are able to control and reduce the 
risks.” 
All projects experience the unexpected; but some project managers are ready for it. 
Impossible? The language50 of project risk management explains this phenomenon. 
There are known unknowns that we can prepare for, although we don’t exactly know 
what will happen and unknown unknowns “problems that arrive unexpectedly.” These 
are the ones that you honestly couldn’t have seen coming. But seasoned project 
managers do expect them, because they know something unexpected always 
happens. (p. 100) 
                                                 
50 Emphasis by author 
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“The ability to prepare for and reduce uncertainty is well illustrated within the insurance 
industry, where risk management has become a sophisticated science 51 ” (p.100). 
Regarding the probability of flood damage, Verzuh writes (p. 100) that “an insurance 
company will count the number of houses in the area that have flood damage in the past 
to predict flood damage in the future52.” 
The function of planning has two major components: risk management and schedule 
and budget development. Schedule and budget development are the detailed plans 
required for day-to-day management of the project. Risk management and detailed 
planning have a symbiotic 53  relationship. … The project team identifies risks and 
develops strategies for neutralizing the risks. Those strategies, in turn, will affect the 
detailed action plan and may require changes to the statement of work, responsibility 
matrix, or communication plan. … Risk management contributes to detailed planning, 
but detailed planning is also an opportunity to discover risks. As part of the plan, each 
low-level task will require a cost and schedule estimate. When you are involved in this 
process, watch for those tasks that are difficult to estimate; this usually means that 
there is some uncertainty associated with them. Treat these individual tasks the same 
way you would any other risk: Identify the reason for the uncertainty and create a 
strategy for managing it. The risks identified during scheduling and budgeting usually 
affect smaller parts54 of the project, but they are important just the same. Managing the 
small risks as well as the big ones means that little things are less likely to trip up55. 
(pp. 101-102) 
 
I don’t think that this vision is in line with complexity. Here’s another example of the 
(breakdown) idea that parts apparently do add up to the whole.  
The planning part continues with a chapter on work breakdown structures (WBS). 
At a high level, you may understand a project well enough to balance its cost-
schedule-quality equilibrium56, but you also need to be able to break it down –to 
understand the whole project by understanding its parts...The WBS technique is the 
foundation of project planning and one of the most important techniques used in 
project management. If done well, it can become the secret to successful project 
management. The WBS is perhaps the most powerful technique in this book … The 
work breakdown structure identifies all the tasks in a project; in fact, a WBS is 
                                                 
51 I agree, though the current financial crisis seems to point in a different direction. Furthermore, 
life insurance risk management is highly based on statistics (mortality tables).  
52 This is true, but while writing this thesis the University of Amsterdam announced a big, 
insurance company-sponsored research project into the cause and effect (and insurability) of 
(natural) disasters like flood, tsunamis, and so on.  
53 Emphasis by author 
54 Emphasis by author 
55 Emphasis by author 
56 Emphasis by author 
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sometimes referred to simply as a task list. It turns one large, unique 57 ,, perhaps 
mystifying58 piece of work -the project- into many small, manageable tasks. (pp. 132-
133) 
 
I (BB) find the words “unique” and “mystifying” interesting here—“Unique” because 
breaking something unique into parts seems paradoxical and “mystifying” because, 
implicitly and unintentionally, it refers to complex as being mystic (which it is, in a sense). 
I am not against managing parts, but I don’t think it will put you in total control, as 
Verzuh claims (p. 143): “Apply the following rule to any work breakdown structure and 
you will find yourself in absolute control of your project. This is the secret of successful 
project management: Break the project into small, meaningful, manageable units of work.” 
Verzuh asks, is it possible that tasks broken into one-hour increments could be useful? 
While projects spanning months probably wouldn’t benefit from such small tasks, it is 
common to plan to this level for complex projects of short duration59 (taking down a 
call centre, for example). While many managers might balk at having to reduce a large 
project plan into relatively small increments, the result can be rewarding. Consider this 
example: an upgrade to a municipal wastewater treatment plant had a project budget 
of more than $500 million. In spite of the size of this project, contractors were required 
to plan and report work packages in units of no more than two weeks or $50,000. By 
requiring this detailed level of information, the municipal government’s project office 
could identify any problems within a matter of weeks –no small feat for a project of 
this size. The project finished on time and under budget60.”… The most common 
problem with projects that extend dramatically beyond their schedule is that work 
packages are so large that they can spin out of control.” If a task is estimated to be 
eight months long and 3,800 labor hours (i.e., three people working full-time on the 
task), it’s not a task –it’s a subproject! This is the kind of task that is right on schedule 
for seven months, suddenly hits a rough spot in month 8 and ends up taking 12 months. 
The size of this task has made it unmanageable. If the entire project were to be planned 
in the same manner, the trouble would be multiplied many times over. (p. 144) 
 
Apparently, some project managers have the idea that by breaking down work into 
packages, the inherent total work effort also downsizes. But why, in these examples, does 
trouble still follow in the end (BB)?  
The idea of duration is touched upon in the chapter on “Realistic Scheduling.” The 
following remark fits in the context of this book: 
                                                 
57 Emphasis by author 
58 Emphasis by author 
59 It is an interesting idea to have a complex project of short duration 
60 Emphasis by author. Having work packages of no more than two weeks is apparently equal to 
having detailed information. 
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In the case of tasks involving knowledge workers, adding more workers does not 
always result in greater productivity and shorter duration for a task. For example, if 
two engineers are working on a complex61 problem, adding three more may actually 
slow the task and produce no recognizable change in product quality62… The result is 
a measurable decrease in productivity because the costs for labor increases while the 
product63 stays the same. (p. 164) 
 
Verzuh then dives deeper into the techniques of estimating. These techniques vary from 
gut feeling to detailed estimating. Detailed estimating implies bottom-up planning, from 
detailed (broken down) work packages to the project plan. This technique thus follows the 
work breakdown structure upwards. Phased estimating is another example of creating 
breakdown structures. 
The phased estimating approach recognizes the impossibility to accurately estimate 
long term because of too much uncertainty in product development and instead breaks 
down the full product life cycle into phases, each of which is considered a project. The 
reason project managers and teams like phase estimating should be clear by now: it is 
because they are required to make cost and schedule commitments for just one phase at 
a time; they have to look only as far as what can be called a “realistic planning 
horizon.” The people who are funding the effort, however, don’t always understand 
this benefit. To them it appears that the project team is not accountable to any overall 
budget, but simply keeps coming back for more money at every phase of the project64. 
(Paraphrased, p. 197) 
 
Part 4, “Controlling the Project,” starts with a chapter called “Building a High-
Performance Project Team.” According to Verzuh (p. 262), team building is every project 
leader’s responsibility. “Every project team faces two central challenges, two obstacles to 
becoming a high-performing team: 1) Project teams are formed to solve complex 65 
problems, and they must solve those problems together. 2) Project teams are temporary 
and so they must learn to work together.” A framework is then presented using the 
metaphor of an arch: “As the diagram suggests (referring to the metaphor of the arch), we 
can break66 the components of a strong project team into three areas that work together in 
the same way that an arch works to support a bridge. Our teamwork arch shares the same 
properties as a structural arch: 
                                                 
61 Emphasis by author 
62 Verzuh apparently headed from duration, via time, toward quality.  
63  And what about duration? 
64 This resembles criticism on Agile project management approaches. 
65 Emphasis by author 
66 Another breakdown 
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1. A strong team requires each of the individual components 
2. The strength of the arch lies in the way the pieces work together 
3. Weakness in one component cannot be compensated for by strength in another 
component  
 
For simple projects, you could simply grab a handful of people, drop them onto the 
project, and they’d somehow get from A to B without a lot of special attention to team 
building. A few boards to form a simple bridge will do. But if a bridge has to hold up 
the weight of a complex project, it must be strong” (p. 264). 
 
The arch framework consists of three components (pp. 266-268): 1) positive team 
environment (consisting of ground rules [work patterns, values], team identity, listening 
skills, and meeting management), 2) leadership, and 3) collaborative problem solving 
(which consists of: continuous learning, conflict management, [multiple 67 ] decision 
modes, and problem analysis).  
Ground rules are explicitly stated expectations about team behavior and values. 
Making these expectations explicit accomplishes three things: 
1. Team members understand what is expected of them as a member of an 
interdependent group 
2. The team has an opportunity to form and own its culture 
3. You meet the team’s need for structure 
 
Ground rules generally fall into two categories: 1. Team values. Ground rules reinforce 
specific values by identifying behaviors or attitudes that support the value. 2. Meeting 
behavior. Setting expected meeting behaviors is a classic application of ground rules. 
Since we often brainstorm solutions, debate alternatives, assign new work among 
ourselves, and perform other creative work, it is essential that our behaviors 
demonstrate respect for each other and, at the same time, make productive use of the 
time we are together. (p. 273) 
 
The three accomplishments listed above leave much open to interpretation. For one, what 
does an “interdependent” group mean? Does it mean that the group members are 
interdependent? The word “culture” is also open to interpretation. Regardless, the real 
reason I included the above passage is because it addresses “meeting behavior.” I believe 
that open space methods and an “open space environment” are better ways to get into 
contact with the complex. 
                                                 
67 Most practitioners seem to recognize the value of “multiplicity,” though they don’t reveal how to 
get that multiplicity transparent and working. 
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Build team relationships based on understanding strengths and diversity. We 
understand our diversity of styles68 and the benefits and potential risks that exist when 
we bring together introverts and extroverts, detail-oriented and big-picture thinkers, 
people who are task oriented and those who are people oriented, and so on. (p. 277) 
 
I am especially interested in “diversity” because, in my opinion, a diverse group can 
better align with the complex. But I believe that one needs diversity and independency of 
knowledge, not diverse styles. 
Regarding “collaborative problem solving”: 
There is ample evidence69 that decisions made by a group are superior to decisions 
made by a single manager or executive in isolation. A group can bring more 
background, information, and creativity to a problem. In addition, if the group that 
made the decision is responsible for its implementation, its members are likely to be 
more committed to making it work. (p. 287) 
 
I do believe, or better, hope, that collaborative problem-solving (group problem-solving) 
is superior and that it brings us better complexity-aligned solutions, even though we may 
not always understand its workings. According to Surowiecki (2004), problem-solving 
capabilities are dependent on the group’s composition: 
It is easier to understand this collaborative problem-solving capability if we break it 
into four team competences: problem analysis, conflict management, continuous 
learning, and the ability to use multiple decision modes. In practice, these skills are 
interwoven so tightly they appear70 as one, and if any of these elements are missing, 
the effectiveness of the others71 is diminished (p. 287). 
 
Verzuh states: 
We are rarely asked for an update on the health of the team. That makes it easy to stay 
focused on task execution rather than team process. Investing in building a high-
performance team requires the conviction that a cohesive team with mature problem-
solving skills does make a difference to the team’s productivity. (p. 302) 
 
9) Finally, Scott Berkun (2008) writes about project management from a software 
engineering perspective. He divides his book into three sections: Plans, Skills, and 
Management. The section on Plans and the chapter on “Power and Politics” are especially 
relevant here. I will also touch on Berkun’s “definitions” of complexity. 
                                                 
68 Emphasis by authors 
69 See Part C on group decision making 
70 Emphasis by author 
71 Emphasis by author 
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Berkun makes some noteworthy preliminary remarks that shine some light on general 
project management beliefs. From all of his experience as a program manager, Berkun 
draws three key lessons (pp. 3-4): 1) Project management and software development are 
not sacred arts (by which he means that the field can learn from the past in analogous 
ways). 2) The simpler your view of what you do is, the more power and focus you will 
have in doing so. And 3) Simple doesn’t mean easy72. 
Peters (as cited in Berkun, pp. 10-11), in his search for the perfect project manager, 
concluded that it is hard to find good project managers because they need to maintain a 
balance of attitudes, which Peters refers to as paradoxes or dilemmas. The paradoxes are 
as follows: ego/non ego: The project manager may get too involved in the project; 
Autocrat/delegator: A well-managed project should create an environment where work 
can be delegated and collaborated on effectively; Tolerate ambiguity/pursue perfection: 
the tipping point between creativity and controlled delivery; Oral/written: When is 
written vs. oral communication more effective? Acknowledge complexity/champion 
simplicity:  
Many people fall victim to complexity. When they face a complex organizational or 
engineering challenge, they get lost in the details and forget the big picture. Others stay 
in denial about complexity 73  and make bad decisions because they don’t fully 
understand the subtleties of what’s involved74. The balancing act here is to recognize 
which view of the project is most useful for the problem or decision at hand, and to 
comfortably switch between them or keep them both in mind at the same time75. 
Project managers must be persuasive in getting the team to strive for simplicity in the 
work they do, without minimizing the complexities involved in writing good, reliable 
code. (p. 11) 
 
Impatient/patient: The project manager is the person pushing for action; Courage/fear: 
Some fear is okay; and Believer/skeptic: A project needs a respected leader who believes 
in what s/he is doing. 
Berkun states (p. 24), “We have so much experience with life not happening on 
time ... it shouldn’t come as a surprise then that so many projects come in late.” He 
mentions three functions for schedules: The first is to make commitments. The second is 
                                                 
72 Simplicity in design, as a token of power and as an example of good engineering, is often 
discussed in (software) engineering groups.  
73 Interesting thought whether can one stay in denial about complexity? I don’t think so. 
74 This assumes that the subtleties within complexity are understood. I don’t think so. 
75 I don’t think you can “switch” from complex to simple.  
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to encourage everyone to see his efforts as part of a whole, and to invest in making these 
pieces work together. Berkun refers to the above-mentioned functions as “forcing 
functions.” They naturally force a change in perspective, attitude, or behavior. Therefore, 
a schedule can be entirely worthwhile even if the schedule itself turns out to be seriously 
inaccurate. The third purpose is to provide a tool that tracks progress and breaks work into 
manageable chunks76. 
In complexity theories there is something called the butterfly effect, which is explained as 
the following:  
On a larger project, with dozens or hundreds of people and components, a one-day slip 
can quickly cascade and create problems in all sorts of unforeseen ways, which is often 
beyond a team’s point of recovery. Either way, big team or small, schedules give 
managers the opportunity to ask questions, make adjustments and help the team by 
surfacing and responding to issues as they arise. (p. 26) 
 
Despite this awareness of the vulnerability of schedules, there is no discourse about how 
to get projects more in line with the complex. In general, the leading view in project 
management literature is that despite the false security that schedules give, one can base 
management decisions upon them. 
There’s a subchapter in “Making Things Happen: Mastering Project Management 
(Theory in Practice)” called “Divide and Conquer (big schedules = many little schedules)” 
(p. 29). The fundamental idea, according to Berkun, is to create detailed schedules for 
limited periods of time. The more change and project volatility expected, the shorter each 
milestone should be. This lowers the amount of overall risk in the schedule because the 
master plan has been divided into manageable pieces. In my opinion, it is impossible for 
smaller iterations not to interfere with the big picture schedule.  
The subchapter (p. 31), “Why Schedules Fail,” starts with the following passage: 
“Project schedules are the easy scapegoats77 for everything that can possibly go wrong. If 
someone fudges an estimate, misses a requirement, or gets hit by a bus, it’s the schedule 
(and the person responsible for it) that catches the blame.” Berkun sums up the following 
reasons for failing schedules: 1) Until requirements are understood and high-level design 
is well underway, a project manager does not have enough information to make realistic 
                                                 
76 Meanwhile, breaking things down seems to be a pattern.  
77 Emphasis by author 
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predictions. And 2) A schedule should be seen only as a probability, thus making 
estimating difficult. Berkun states (pp. 34-38), “One thing that makes scheduling difficult 
is that few people enjoy estimating complex78 things that they will be held accountable 
for. He goes on to say, “In my experience, even programmers who understand the 
estimation process and believe in it don’t like it. Part of it is the mismatch of imagination 
(“How will this work, given the very limited information I have?”) with temporal 
precision (“Tell me exactly how many hours this will take to do.”). Other reasons why 
schedules are likely to fail: vacation time was not included; individuals had no access to 
the schedule; team commitment toward the schedule; team leaders added more features 
than they eliminated; and what probabilities were used in estimating. 
“The most depressing thing about the previous list is that even if you get most of it 
right, because of how interdependent each contribution is to a schedule, it’s easy for 
schedules to slip. Each decision the team makes, from design choices to estimations, is 
the basis for many of the decisions that follow. An oversight early on in the process 
that is discovered later on will have an amplified impact on the project. This 
compounding behavior of schedules79 is easy to underestimate because the cause and 
effect80 aren’t often visible at the same time (you may see the effect way after the cause 
occurred). In the worst cases, when several major oversights occur, the odds of a 
schedule holding together are slim to none” (p.38) … [And] because the schedule 
represents the totality of the project, the only way to use schedules effectively is to 
understand something about all of the things81 that must happen in order to make the 
project successful. It’s an interdisciplinary 82  task, not just an engineering or 
management activity” (pp. 38, 39). 
 
So apparently one cannot trust detailed breakdown structures (BB). 
For schedules to work, Berkun (pp. 39-40) states the following: “Milestones length 
should match project volatility. The more change is expected, the shorter the milestones 
should be.” I (BB) disagree. When a lot of change is expected, one should not try to plan 
at all. Or maybe just plan for the short term. These kinds of milestones are just detailed 
break-downs that add up to an uncertain, ever-changing whole; “be optimistic in the 
vision and skeptical in the schedule … bet on design; plan checkpoints for discussions; 
inform the team about planning philosophy; gauge the team’s experience with the 
                                                 
78 I think complicated is meant here. 
79 Do schedules behave? 
80 Emphasis by author 
81 Complex, I think. 
82 What disciplines? 
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problem space; gauge the team’s confidence and experience in working together; take on 
risks early” (pp. 39-40). I think that most of the above doesn’t touch the “functioning” of 
schedules; however, I do believe that group work can make them better, i.e., more in 
touch with the complex. 
On page 44, Berkun states, “I think people obsess about planning because it’s the 
point of contact for many different roles in any organization. When major decisions are at 
stake that will affect people for months, everyone has the motivation to get involved. 
There is excitement and new energy but also the fear that if action isn’t taken, 
opportunities will be lost.” Personally, I believe that people instinctively know when their 
planning is not likely to work out.  
Finally, some statements concerning complexity: 
1. “A small, one-man project for an internal web site doesn’t require the same planning 
process as a 300-person, $10 million project for a fault-tolerant operating system. 
Generally, the more people and 83 complexity you’re dealing with, the more planning 
structure you need” (p. 44). Apparently (given the italic “and”), for Berkun, complexity 
doesn’t include people. 
2. “If the problems are complex, the team will need time to evaluate different approaches 
and learn about the best ones84 before they fully commit to building them” (p. 91) 
3. “As I stated previously, if the problem is complex, it’s rare that you’ll find a complete 
solution, which means that a good solution is good only relative to its alternatives. If you 
have only one idea on the table, there’s no basis for comparison and no way to properly 
evaluate it” (p. 96).  But I (BB) wonder whether one can compare ideas within the 
complex?  
4. “Thus the real craft of problem solving and creative thinking is knowing which 
constraints to use or ignore and when to do so" (p. 98).  
5. “Projects depend on relationships. They happen through communication. In modern 
times, speed isn’t the communication bottleneck, quality is. Relationships enhance and 
accelerate communication” (p. 184).  I (BB) doubt that. They can also heavily constrain 
things. 
                                                 
83 Emphasis by author 
84 Emphasis by author 
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6. “If you can stay calm and break problems down into pieces, you can handle many 
difficult situations" (p. 236).  
7. “Granted power comes from the organizational hierarchy. Earned power comes only 
from people’s responses to your actions. Earned power is more useful that granted power, 
although both are necessary" (p. 257).  
8. “Earned power is distributed organically. Because reputation and ability are subjective, 
each individual in a project plays a role in determining who has earned power" (p. 333).  
9. “Projects are complex non-linear systems and have significant inertia. If you wait to 
see acute problems before taking action, you will be too late and may make things worse” 
(p. 299).  The question thus is and remains (BB) how to manage complex non-linear 
projects. 
 
Summary Tables 
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Conclusion: there is a very strong personal belief in frameworks. As I can see through the 
literature reviewed above, often practitioners develop deeply personal frameworks to 
complement their strong personal beliefs. Complexity is almost never defined, and it does 
not seem to align with what it means in complexity sciences. Also, the term is often 
misused in place of complicatedness. Finally, what was especially striking over the course 
of my research was how often authors cited breakdown structures as sources for control.  
Over the course of my literary analysis I did not come across many discourses on 
the subject of projects running overdue while using established project management 
frameworks. On the contrary, the majority of the books I researched make strong cases for 
frameworks as tools of control over projects. There is thus great faith in the risk 
management of projects amongst practitioners. Apparently project management 
practitioners are example exponents of the risk society belief that one can mitigate project 
manufactured risks, even though one-third of projects fail, and thus nearly every project 
manager is likely to have experienced failure. Perhaps practitioners are blinded by these 
facts because this awareness of failing projects puts the (risk) management of projects at 
risk. I would have been a lonely caller of unease if it had not been, as we will see in the 
next chapter, for the fact that I found similar unease amongst academicians.  
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Chapter Four:  An Academics’ View  
As stated at the end of Chapter Three, through my practitioner-written project 
management literature review I discovered that the authors did not, in fact, feel much 
unease in terms of traditional management frameworks, nor with the way that risk 
management is dealt with on projects. While writing this chapter, (which deals with 
academic views on complexity and uncertainty), I actually came across several 
complexity-aligned frameworks, some of which I discuss below. However, there is some 
awareness that these frameworks do not function within the practitioner domain. Thus, 
there is demand for more pragmatic research that will function as a crossover between the 
academic and the practitioner domain. I would like to position my research in this 
pragmatic, crossover domain. I did not, however, encounter professional unease, because 
unease in this context, in order to really be felt, requires actually doing project 
management, and that seems to belong in the practitioner domain. 
 Below I present a review of academic literature on project management, 
concentrating on themes like uncertainty, complexity, network theory, and aspects of 
learning and human behavior. I begin this section with a review on two books: 1) 
Kerzner’s (2009) handbook on project management, which is widely used by practitioners, 
and a text that I consider to be a rather “academic” overview of the PMI project 
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management framework, (thus functioning as a crossover from practitioner to academic 
writings), and 2) Passenheim’s (2009) handbook on project management, which is used at 
the University of Tilburg to teach students in Project Management, Financial Management, 
and Human Resource Management. Then I went through articles in the Project 
Management Journal, an academic journal published by Wiley. Where I thought academic 
observations were more appropriate elsewhere in the book, I inserted them, for instance, 
when reflecting on Snowden’s Cynefin model. Also, I inserted quite a few academic 
insights on network theory into the action research part of the book, because I found it 
interesting to reflect on these insights while specifically looking at certain projects. Where 
there might be doubt about who is speaking I added my initials or put my remarks in 
footnotes so to more clearly distinct between author’s reasoning and my own. 
Kerzner (2009), in his tenth edition, 1,000-page handbook on project management 
that closely follows the PMBOK (PMI’s project management body of knowledge) guide, 
defines project management as the following: 
Project management is the planning, organizing, directing, and controlling of company 
resources for a relatively short-term objective that has been established to complete 
specific goals and objectives. Furthermore, project management utilizes the systems 
approach to management by 85  having functional personnel (the vertical hierarchy) 
assigned to a specific project (the horizontal hierarchy). (p. 4) 
 
Here “systems” means aligning a vertical and horizontal hierarchy, creating kind of 
matrix organization structure. 
According to Kerzner, in his historical overview of project management, project 
management is “an outgrowth of systems management, and, simply stated, general 
systems theory can be classified as a management approach that attempts to integrate and 
unify scientific information across many fields of knowledge. Today, project management 
is viewed as applied systems management86” (p. 38). He goes on to discuss how, in 1956, 
Kenneth Boulding identified several communications problems that can occur during 
systems integration. Per Kerzner, Boulding advocated that we need a common language, 
such as mathematics, in order for successful integration to take place. Today, according to 
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86 Were that so, I wouldn’t be writing   
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Kerzner, we use the PMBOK to satisfy this need for project management. (The PMBOK 
is thus a systems approach in Kerzner’s view. (BB)  
General systems theory implies the creation of a management technique that is able to 
cut across many organizational disciplines –finance, manufacturing, engineering, 
marketing and so on – while still carrying out the functions of management. This 
technique has come to be called systems management, project management, or matrix 
management. Project management is applied systems management. (p. 38) 
 
This proposition might explain why there are no applied systems theory techniques, like 
systems dynamics techniques, complexity-alignment, or whole-systems tools described in 
the book. Collyer, Warren, Hemsley and Stevens (2010) inventoried the PMBOK on 
“emergent planning” descriptions and found that “the word iterative is used 19 times (up 
from 8 comparing the third and the fourth edition), prototype 12 times (up from 5) and 
rolling waves 6 times (up from 0); however, emergent, pilot, experiment, staged, freeze 
and agile are not defined or explained” (p. 109). 
In Chapter 2.6, “Systems, Programs, and Projects: A Definition,” Kerzner further 
defines “systems as a group of elements, either human or nonhuman, that are organized 
and arranged in such a way that they can act as a whole in achieving some common goal 
or objective". Kerzner states, “Programs can be regarded as subsystems. However, 
programs are generally defined as time-phased efforts, whereas systems exist on a 
continuous basis. Projects are also time-based efforts (much shorter that programs) and 
are the first level of breakdown of a program” (pp. 54-56). 
Kerzner provides two additional definitions for “systems”: 
1) Air Force definition: A composite of equipment, skills, and techniques capable of 
performing and/or supporting an operational role. A complete system includes related 
facilities, equipment, material services, and personnel required for its operation to the 
degree that it can be considered as a self-sufficient unit in its intended operational 
and/or support environment. 
2) NASA Definition: One of the principal functioning entities comprising the project 
hardware within a project or program. The meaning may vary to suit a particular 
project or program area. Ordinarily a “system” is the first major subdivision of project 
work. 
     That translates to the two following program definitions: 
 
Air Force: the integrated87, time-phased tasks necessary to accomplish a particular 
purpose 
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NASA: a relative series of undertakings that continue over a period of time (normally 
years) and that are designed to accomplish a broad, scientific or technical goal in the 
NASA long-range plan (p. 55). 
 
And so we got lost in translation, because now systems means “to integrate.” And thus the 
project manager became an integrator88: 
The project manager is responsible for coordinating and integrating activities across 
multiple, functional lines. The integration activities performed by the project manager 
include: integrating the activities necessary to develop a project plan, to execute that 
plan and to make changes to that plan (p. 12). 
 
Chapter 2.18 deals with “Systems Thinking,” which is defined as “the logical and 
disciplined process of problem solving. The word process indicates an active ongoing 
system that is fed by input from its parts89.” 
Kerzner: “The systems approach to problem-solving has phases of development similar to 
life-cycle phases such as: 
• Translation: terminology, problem objective, criteria, and constraints are defined and 
accepted by all participants (cost, time, money and customer expectations are 
generally named as typical project constraints).  
o Constraints are defined here as "bottlenecks." In complexity theory, constraints 
have value because they also hold together the system. A project manager of 
complex projects should be aware of this phenomenon (BB). 
• Analysis: all possible approaches to or alternatives to the solution of the problem are 
stated 
• Trade-off: selection criteria and constraints are applied to the alternatives to meet the 
objective90  
• Synthesis: the best solution in reaching the objective of the system is the result of the 
combination of analysis and trade-off phases 
• Other terms essential to the system are: 
o Objective: the function of the system or the strategy that must be achieved 
o Requirement: a partial need to satisfy the objective 
o Alternative: one of the selected ways to implement and satisfy a requirement 
o Selection criteria: performance factors used in evaluating the alternatives to 
select a preferable alternative 
o Constraint: an absolute factor that describes conditions that the alternatives 
must meet (p. 83) 
Although Kerzner identifies many reasons why projects fail and the points at which they 
tend to do so, there’s a strong belief in the adequacy of the (ultimately linear) PMI 
                                                 
88 At that time, Lawrence and Lorsch had published an article called “New Management Job: The 
Integrator,” Harvard Business Review, 1967 
89 Emphasis by author 
90 Emphasis by author 
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framework. What Kerzner fails to address, however, are the specific issues a project 
manager of complex projects (projects in a complex environment) encounters and how to 
deal with such scenarios. But Kerzner isn’t the only one to neglect this aspect of project 
management; there does not appear to be any such discourse in mainstream project 
management literature.  
      As I write this text, a new semester is about to begin at Tilburg University, and 
one of the courses being offered is called “Financial and Project management91.” Students 
will need to study three books 92 : 1) Basics of Financial Management; 2) Effective 
Teamwork93, and; 3) “Project management,” written by Passenheim (2009), which I will 
discuss below. Passenheim states in his foreword (p. 10) that projects in real life still fail 
because the project does not exist. “Every project and as a consequence every project 
manager has to deal with different targets, different environments, and last but not least 
with different people.” A few sentences later, Passenheim informs students that, “due to 
constraints in the number of pages, the so-called soft-skills of project management could 
not be discussed in detail.” The book starts off with a comparison between process 
management and project management: Johansson (as cited in Passenheim, 2009, p. 12) 
states, “A process can be defined as the constitution of links between and the 
transformation that takes place within the process.” The idea of a “constitution of links” 
(interrelatedness) is also an element in the definition of complexity, but, unfortunately, 
this definition is not used as an opening to touch upon the concept of complexity (BB). A 
conceptual project management framework is then presented that follows traditional 
project management: Organization, Scope, Plan, Progress and Performance management, 
Risk management, and Audit, Documentation and Closing. I will now follow the 
framework, looking for complexity-related issues. Regarding organization, Passenheim 
states: 
However the bigger and therefore more complex an organization is, the more 
professional the approach (that) has to be implemented for the right project 
organization. And further: Complex tasks in large organizations require the greatest 
possible co-operation by corporate divisions and specialists, and they require a great 
                                                 
91 31-12-2012, thanks to my daughter Esmée, who will attend the course 
92 Boer, P. de, Brouwers, M.P., Koetsier, W. (2011) “Basics of Financial Management “ Noordhof; 
West, M.A. (2012) “Effective Teamwork” Wiley and Passenheim, O. (2009) “Project management” 
Ventus Publishing. 
93 A focus on teamwork would fit in complexity approaches 
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deal of multidisciplinarity. The more project work becomes important for affected 
organizations, the less traditional management and organizational concepts will be 
successful. Traditional organizations are mainly characterized by a split-up between 
competence and management (leadership) which is focused on an efficient and 
effective job processing. Project management seems the ideal solution to maximize the 
possibility of the successful completion of a task, which is, by definition, time-limited. 
And another statement on the organization component: “the division of authority and 
responsibility in a matrix organization is complex and uncomfortable for a project 
manager (p. 14). 
 
In choosing the right organization structure, one of the considerations is the project’s 
complexity, which is defined as: “The number of external interfaces 94 .” Regarding 
“scope”: “The project scope will be fixed in a document. Depending on its complexity it 
is stated in the project charter if it is at a manageable level or in a special project scope 
statement frequently done on large projects95” (p.28). And “the complexity of the project 
determines the level of detail for work packages” (p. 31). Still, regarding scope and, more 
specifically, the Function Points Method (a “best practices” estimation method): 
It uses weighted variables for the main requirements, for example, inputs, outputs or 
interfaces. Every single item of these items is multiplied with a complexity factor that 
gives a value to the complexity of performing or programming the item. The factors 
are defined on the basis of information collected from prior comparable projects. The 
total sum of the function points multiplied by the complexity96 factors describes the 
workload of the project. (p. 40) 
 
Regarding “planning”: 
The planning process comprises issues like: project scope, work break-down structure 
and estimation methods for time and cost as main topics. So, as one can see, there’s a 
wide range of steps involved in planning a project. For such a large number of tasks at 
a high level of complexity it is important to use a guideline (p. 42). 
 
“Managers can cope with the complexities, masses of data and tight deadlines that are 
characteristic of highly competitive industries by using scheduling techniques.” On 
progress and performance management, Passenheim states, “Evaluation and control 
are part of every project manager’s job. Depending on the size of the project, control 
will be either simple or complex” (p. 59). And, finally, regarding risk management, he 
states, “In very huge and complex projects the risk identification and assessment step 
has to be repeated on a regular basis” (p. 90). 
 
                                                 
94 Emphasis by author: external and interfaces as scope for complexity? 
95 High complex projects are apparently scoped in a special statement. But are these projects 
(because of their complexity) manageable? 
96 Complexity definitely means complicatedness here 
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On work breakdown structures: 
The work breakdown structure and priority matrix are tools which are made in practice 
to identify and define which criterion is constrained, which should be enhanced and 
which can be accepted97. …The work breakdown structure is the first step in setting up 
a project network. …The risk breakdown structure displays an organized description of 
any known project risk, arranged by a number of categories and their characteristics in 
the vertical branches...The resources breakdown structure is a hierarchical structure of 
the identified resources by resource category and resource type. (p. 30) 
 
Regarding the “toolkit,” two (potential) lists are remarkable: namely an “assumption” list 
and a “constraints” list that a project manager could construct. Often people act on 
assumptions, and I (BB) like the idea of putting more focus on that phenomenon, though I 
doubt whether one can actually list those assumptions, or whether a list of constraints 
even comes close to an evaluation of inherent risks existing in the project environment. 
In conclusion, though complexity and “complex” are named several times, the topic of 
complexity is never directly discussed. In most instances, “complex” is used in place of 
“complicatedness.”  
Complexity 
There is a continuous flow of complexity-related articles in the academic Project 
Management Journal. I analyzed the journal in terms of these articles from 2008 onward, 
in which there are also numerous references to articles older than 2008. 
I start this review with a recent summary done by Chronéer and Bergquist (2012), who 
state, “Research about the concept of complexity has been conducted for years, but (that) 
there is little consensus on what project complexity is” (p. 22). Vidal and Marle identify 
two main, scientific kinds of complexity: 
1) Descriptive complexity, which incited researchers to try to quantify or measure 
complexity and 2) perceived complexity, where complexity is considered subjective, 
because the observer may not perceive all interconnected parts that contribute to the 
overall complexity. (As cited in Chronéer and Bergquist 2012, p. 22). 
 
Chronéer and Bergquist relate these two concepts to project complexity and project 
management complexity. Baccarini (as cited in Chronéer and Bergquist, 2012, p. 22) 
states that project complexity is subjective, and complexity can be interpreted to 
encompass anything of difficulty and uncertainty. Baccarini proposes a definition of 
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project complexity “consisting of many varied interrelated parts,” which he then 
operationalizes in terms of differentiation and interdependence. Perceived complexity, 
which is, I think, the undercurrent of this book’s quest for the metis of projects, is 
dependent on the relationship between the project type (the type of project and the 
environment it’s being conducted in. In part B of this book, where I reflect on two of my 
projects, I use Ashby’s requisite variety law and Snowden’s Cynefin model to survey the 
project environment on aspects of complexity), the project manager’s personality (where I 
will use personality assessments), and the project success. Regarding the specific type of 
complexity project managers will encounter in project management, according to 
Chronéer and Bergquist (2012, p. 22), research is found in three categories: 
• Project managers and leadership 
• Characteristics of project managers 
• Project managers’ interaction with team members 
These are topics I will touch upon in the action research part of this book (Part B). The 
authors argue that there is a need to “prepare” project managers for increased project 
complexity, but, like Thomas and Mengel (as cited in Chronéer and Bergquist, 2012, p. 
23), they too have not found any recognized development paths for project managers that 
encompass coping with project (management) complexity. The authors also signal a 
growing stream of literature suggesting that the standardization of project work and 
project management is problematic, considering contextual factors need consideration. 
They conclude that they agree with Bredillet (as cited in Chronéer and Bergquist, 2012, p. 
31) that project management should not be seen as just a set of methods, techniques, and 
tools, but that it should also be viewed through the lens of contingency theory, (that is, 
project management should not be seen as a “one-size-fits-all” approach). 
In addition to the two types of complexity (descriptive and perceived complexity) 
described above, Remington and Pollack add the following: 
• Structural complexity that relates to the difficulty in managing and keeping track 
of the huge number of different interconnected tasks and activities. Authors state that 
this can also been observed in complicated environments and that it is difficult to make 
a distinction here between complicated and complex, this is something that I also 
experienced while placing projects in the complicated or complex environment when 
applying the Cynefin model on project X and Y. 
                                                                                                                                                  
97 This can be subsequent actions following on the production of a WBS, but I am triggered by the 
enhancing of a “constraint criterion” 
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• Technical complexity found in projects which have technical or design problems 
associated with products that have never been produced before. 
• Directional complexity in projects that are characterized by unshared goals and 
goal paths, unclear meanings and hidden agendas 
• And Temporal complexity when projects experience shifting environmental and 
strategic directions which are generally outside of the direct control of the project team. 
This kind of complexity stems from uncertainty regarding future constraints, the 
expectation of change and possibly even concern regarding the future existence of the 
system.  (Remington and Pollack, 2007, pp. 7-8). 
 
Remington and Pollack state that categorization can be troublesome because larger 
projects will have elements of more than one type of complexity. With a reference to 
Foucault (“The Order of Things, 1970”), they remark: 
The danger in categorizing anything is that there will be situations, events or things 
that do not fit into any of the pre-determined categories. Therefore categories are 
useful but the very act of categorizing results in omissions and the focus then becomes 
the categories rather than the potential spaces between the categories or the super-
categories created by the amalgamation of categories and the spaces between them. 
These are issues of systemicity of which we try to remain mindful98” (p. 18). 
 
This comes close to my felt unease in terms of breakdown structures. 
To distinguish between the types of complexity, Remington and Pollack use the idea of 
varying solution- and problem spaces. A problem space is the range in which the final 
definition of a problem will exist. The solution space may change in response to changes 
in the problem space or in response to an increased understanding of which solutions are 
possible, given the available resources. They state: 
In the rapid expansion of possibilities in a complex project we can see that the areas of 
a project that are ambiguous do not tend to fall into possible outcomes. Typically, an 
ambiguous aspect of a project will eventually take one of a range of possible outcomes. 
This final value can be thought of as a point within a multidimensional space, instead 
of one of a selection of predefined options. For projects, these can be thought of in 
terms of problem and solution spaces (p. 23). 
 
I will now elaborate on six other complexity-aligned project management frameworks: 
1) The PM-2 framework, developed by Saynisch 
2) The CPMCS standard: Complex Project Managers Competency Standard 
3) Berggren, Järkvik and Söderlund’s neo-realistic project management framework 
4) The MODeST framework, developed by Maylor, Vidgen and Carver 
5) Collyer and Warner’s dynamism concept 
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6) The NTCP model, developed by Shendar and Dvir, which I also use in the action                                
research part when reflecting on projects X and Y. 
 
Later in the book I will also discuss two other concepts: the Cynefin concept (in Chapter 
Seven) and the concept of “emergent coherence” (in Chapter Eight). 
1) The most comprehensive complexity project framework is Manfred Saynisch’s (2010, 
2010A) PM-2 framework (project management second order), which is based on “new 
insights in modern natural and social sciences (theory of evolution and chaos, self-
organization, synergetics, theory of complex systems)” (p. 4). This PM-2 (reference) 
framework can be used in parallel to the PMI PMBOK framework. Saynisch refers to this 
as PM-1, and, according to him, it is based mainly on “a mechanical, monocausal, 
nondynamic, linear structure and a discrete view of human nature and societies and their 
perceptions, knowledge, and actions. It works on the basis of reductionist thinking and on 
the Cartesian/Newtonian concept of causality (the mechanistic science)” (p. 5). This 
comes close to my felt unease, which I revealed in the introduction of this book. 
PM-2 is a universal draft for mastering complexity in projects and project management. 
PM-2 assumes that traditional project management will furthermore play an active and 
important role. But this traditional approach has to be monumental, extended to a 
project management that considers dynamic, nonlinear, and multicausal structures and 
processes, as well as principles of self-organization, evolution, and networking (pp. 5-
6). 
For an effective attainment of project goals at the defined finishing point in time, we 
need the linear processes and the Cartesian causality and the Newtonian logic from 
traditional project management. But evolutionary and self-organizational-based 
management methods are necessary to master complex and uncertain situations on the 
way to the defined finishing point in time for a project. A well-balanced interaction of 
traditional project management and the evolutionary and self- organizational principles 
is the message of Project Management Second Order (p. 7). 
 
PM-2 represents a “dual cybernetic cycle” principle. The main characteristic is the 
coexistence of complexity management (evolution, self-organization, edge of chaos) 
and traditional management. Finding the proper balance between complexity and 
traditional management will be the future management art (p. 8).  
 
I have my doubts here. It is paradoxical to say that we need traditional project 
management in order to effectively attain project goals at the “defined finishing point in 
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time”99 (p. 8), considering we don’t have a clue about how “time” evolves in complex 
situations. 
Important theories that build the PM-2 framework are first-order and second-order 
cybernetics, especially second-order cybernetics, with its emphasis on control in the 
system. This idea of control within the system is also a topic in complexity sciences 
(which Saynisch calls: “world 2”).  
It is difficult to achieve a clear understanding of the important but abstract cybernetic 
principle of “acting inside of the system” because professional blinkers must be overcome 
in order to do so, writes Saynisch (p. 8).  
 In his research program, Saynisch, has analyzed a great deal of modern natural 
and social scientific theories, with a focus on their relevance to project management. They 
state that although the great number of elaborated themes and their outcomes focalize to a 
single phenomenon of perceptions, characteristics, and possible actions, these particular 
results, with their respective limited scope, cannot configure a comprehensive, holistic 
management system, and that an umbrella function is necessary to link all of these 
particular results in a systemic way. This umbrella (the PM-2 framework) consists of a 
four-worlds vision. These four worlds fully interact and co-operate. 
World 1 is the universe of a traditional approach to project management. The principle 
of Cybernetics First Order is the logic of control. Acting and techniques are in the 
center of control. Problem solving comprises primary linear and goal-oriented 
information processing. World 2 is the universe of the management of complexity. The 
principle of Cybernetics Second Order is the logic of control. Mastering of high 
evolutionary dynamics, of complex instabilities, and of situations with self-
organization and/or self-reference is important. Important project elements are 
communication, observation, and perception of project dynamics. Problem solving 
primarily comprises the consideration of a system approach, thinking in networks, and 
circular processing. “Control” means more influence and emergence of consciousness 
instead of precise and quantitative plans or duty points. World 3 is the universe of 
human behavior. Man and his behavior in groups or organizations is in the center of 
control. Project culture will also be an important part. In World 3, the logic of behavior 
(e.g., values, personal attitudes, personal interests) dominates. Important methodical 
approaches include, among others, motivation, coaching, reflections, support of 
learning, leading with confidence and goals, and communication of visions.  
Foundations, ways of thinking, systemic views, and networking are important aspects 
of the universe of World 4. Thinking in cycles, the principle of pilgrim steps (two 
forward, one backward), and networked jumps between the steps of problem solving 
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are ways of thinking and acting principles in World 4 for applications in World 2. (pp. 
9, 10) 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Picture: Project Management Journal, December 2010, p. 9) 
The generic model of PM-2 represents a reference model. It is valid for all types of 
projects in different fields of business, and is characterized by a high degree of abstract 
thinking100. In order for it to be concretely applied in projects (i.e., an organization, 
software, or research and development project) or within a company, it must be adapted 
accordingly. 
Traditional project management (First order), according to Saynisch, covers only 
the field of lower complexity. Conversely, Project Management Second Order is meant to 
cover all fields of complexity. Depending on the project type and the specific situation of 
complexity, different tools of world 1 (cybernetics first order) and world 2 (cybernetics 
second order) must be applied in order to reach the goals. I see some parallels here with 
Snowden’s Cynefin model. Snowden divides the environment into simple, complicated, 
complex, and chaotic areas. Here, we are faced with different levels of increasing 
complexity. Personally, I regard these distinctions as highly problematical and 
paradoxical: apparently we are not able or not willing to let control emerge. 
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Of all of the techniques available in world 2, special attention is given to planning. 
Saynisch (2010, pp. 11,12) recognizes: 
Interventionist Planning and Control being the classic approach, the control 
organization acts outside of the system: a first order cybernetics principle. 
Experimental Planning and Control in which Controlling is part of the system: This 
is a feature of second order cybernetics (about observing systems). Experimental 
planning and control is not limited to one solution but attempts several possibilities. 
For example, variation (mutation) and evaluation (selection) of possibilities are the 
elements of experimental planning and control. Thus, it corresponds to the basic 
principle of evolutionary planning. Checkland and Ulrich are named here. 
Controllable Planning. This is a variation of the classic planning approach. Within 
the traditional planning and control process, the feedback principle is used, but only in 
the case of deviations—and reluctantly in the majority of cases. Mostly, the feedback 
principle is limited to a part of the problem-solving process. The approach for PM-2 is 
that, as of the project start, planning is to be adjusted to many feedback processes 
(planning revisions). 
 
A cyclic acting principle (iterations, circular processes, feedback) seems to prevail as a 
common and central principle among many other methodical approaches. Agile project 
management principles are thus (BB), in this respect, good, accessible portals to 
complexity. Furthermore, in this context, “Ashby’s Law” is a central principle. It is the 
law of the necessary variety for controlling complex systems or as Ashby negatively 
stated: “Regulation blocks the flow of variety” (1956, p. 199).  
 
PM-2 Versus  Complex Project Managers Competency Standard (CPMCS) 
2) The International Centre for Complex Project Management (ICCPM) establishes the 
CPMCS (ICCPM, 2008). This standard defines complex project management as an 
emerging, natural extension of traditional project management to create a specialist 
profession. The standard moves away from existing approaches and identifies new 
project management competencies. Project managers need to accept that the 
implementation of complex projects is like entering a dynamic system and, to a large 
degree, unknowable. Detailed long-term planning is, therefore, impossible. Indeed, 
applying traditional project management approaches, with their focus on long-term 
planning, rigid structures, precise work-breakdown structure definitions, and elaborate 
control rules, is counterproductive—it will drive the complex project toward failure (p. 
15). 
 
The CPMCS moves away from traditional philosophies, approaches, and languages, 
which cannot adequately describe complex projects. Instead, this standard uses a 
systems-thinking philosophical approach and methodology, based upon the premise 
that you cannot understand a whole through analyzing its parts. The standard 
establishes nine new competency areas, titled “Views.” “Views” provide insights from 
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multiple perspectives that together provide holistic understanding; and a holistic 
understanding of the competencies required for the project management of complexity 
can only be achieved through using (these) multiple views. For instance, View 4: 
Innovation, Creativity, and Working Smarter” and View 6: Systems Thinking and 
Integration (p.15). 
 
The CPMCS makes a clear distinction between traditional project management 
(existing and expanded traditional competencies) and complex project management 
(new complex project management competencies). Therefore, the CPMCS principles 
are similar to the concept of PM-2. Both the CPMCS and PM-2 deal with a paradigm 
shift in project management. Both are concerned with the inability of traditional 
project management to successfully deliver complex projects and programs. Both 
radically redefine project management with many additional principles, methods, and 
processes. And both deal with complex systems, which are defined as unpredictable, 
nonlinear, unstable, disordered, emergent, and so on (p. 15) 
 
But there are also differences. The CPMCS standard is focused on large projects: 
international aid, defense, climate change, disaster relief, mergers, policy implementation, 
pandemics, national development, and change in large organizations, as well as the 
construction of major plants. According to Saynisch, as a reference model PM-2 is 
applicable to all types of projects in different fields of business, and is characterized by a 
high degree of abstract thinking. Furthermore, the CPMCS standard mainly deals with 
competences, whereas PM-2 is focused on the following trinity: processes, structures, and 
management systems. 
Saynisch (2010) states: “This article should be understood as a call to begin the 
discourse, to fulfill the requirements of Bredillet [as cited, p. 35] for a new perspective 
and approach in project management research” (p. 18). 
3) Berggren, Järkvik and Söderlund (2008, p. 111) analyze the limits of “the rational 
planning approach” that is so dominant in mainstream models of project management. 
Millar and Lessard (as cited in Berggren et al., 2008, p. 112) find that projects are 
dynamic, iterative, and often chaotic systems, and that project management architectures 
must reflect this. Their view is that project management in complex technology areas 
should not reflect but aim to control complexity, reduce 101  complexity, and create 
mechanisms that make it possible to rapidly act on the consequences of complexity. They 
state that their approach is different from the planning approach and its theoretical 
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opposition to a flexible and adaptable model. Focus is thus placed on control and 
reduction of complexity. Berggren et al. developed a “reflective, experience-based 
approach” (Ericsson’s systems development project methodology) to organizing projects 
that they labeled neo-realistic project management102 (p. 115) with the following core 
elements: 1) lagomizing project management, 2) organic integration, and 3) systems 
emergency wards. This neo-realistic project management approach is supposed to tackle 
three challenges: 1) the rapid technical development and intense competition (here in the 
telecom industry), 2) understanding interdependencies, and 3) the so-called “fog of errors,” 
where one has uncertainty about the number of errors that will appear going project. Its 
features are described as follows: reformulation of realistic success criteria, goals and 
objectives. This is called lagomizing. Lagomizing requires a shusa, a tough guy project 
manager that, top-down, drives the reduction of specifications with no customer 
involvement. This top-down reduction is needed because authors, according to their 
observations and experience, think that it is normally not possible to meet both delivery 
time and specified customer requirements. The second feature consists of organic 
integration. Per the authors, in non-repeatable endeavors, such as complex development 
projects, components or subcomponents are normally not built right the first time. This 
(BB) resembles the agile, short, iterative forward approach103. “The concepts of system 
anatomy and organic integration rest upon the insight that a priori separation and 
decomposition are desirable but often impossible to accomplish” (p. 117). The third 
feature is the Systemakut or Systems Emergency Ward—a daily project-decision 
forum/meeting. The Systems Emergency Ward plays a critical role in coping with 
complexity and integration of (specialists’) knowledge and activities within the project on 
an every day, item-by-item basis. “In the project management community much emphasis 
has been put on how to resolve interdependencies by the use of work-breakdown 
structures and various work plans. In recent literature however, changing plans are seen as 
a vital ingredient in successful project management” (p. 118). Dvir and Lechler (as cited 
in Berggren et al. 2008, p. 118) state, “Original project plans and project goals will have 
to be changed to address the dynamics caused by uncertainty and to maximize project 
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success.” In my opinion (BB), what we find here in the neo-realistic approach is an 
attempt to bypass complexity, not a method to really dive into and deal with it in one way 
or another. 
4) Another complexity-aligned project management framework is the so-called MODeST 
model described by Maylor, Vidgen and Carver (2008). Maylor et al. (2008, p. 16) state, 
“The current levels of failure occur despite having numerous project management 
methodologies and bodies of knowledge.” They find project management frameworks 
highly normative, obsolete, and Tayloristic in that there’s a one-best-way approach. “This 
approach is inconsistent with the contextual diversity that managers face. Indeed, there 
appears to be much greater value in considering projects as complex adaptive systems” (p. 
16). The MODeST framework came together in a few workshops in which participants, in 
groups, were asked what in their view made managing a project complex given their 
experience. I (BB) wonder whether this is the approach to get into complexity. In my view, 
authors misuse the vagueness between complex and complicated to create a kind of top-
down, project managers’ view of complexity so to create a complexity-aligned project 
management framework. 
Below are pictures of the MODeST framework: 
 
 
(Picture above and below: Project Management Journal, DOI, 10.1002/pmj, p. 16) 
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With regard to the questions raised on the various dimensions of the framework (the 
picture above shows the mission dimension), there is no clear answer on the “amount of 
complexity” in the project since a lot of answers (Q&As) suppose good linear project 
management. 
So, I do not support the statement that MODeST provides a grounded structural 
model of managerial complexity. In answering the question “What makes a project 
complex to manage?” a number of workshop participants recognized their own roles in 
this process, for instance, stating not breaking down a project sufficiently enough. Here I 
(BB) would like to make two comments. First, in my view, breaking down is the adverse 
way from a wholeness picture; breaking down does not generate a complex view on the 
project. And, secondly, that questions and answers, and certainly an answer like this one, 
are generated on this level underlines my feeling that the MODeST approach is not really 
an approach that will bring you in close contact with the complex. Authors note that 
there’s room for further research on (amongst other topics) “reframing the role of the 
project manager as embedded (in my view referring to second and third order cybernetic 
roles) participant and considering management strategies in a complex environment” (p. 
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24). Also here, the Agile project management approach is seen as an appropriate method 
to deal with “dynamics of complexity” (p. 24) or in other words “change.”  
5) Collyer, Warren, Hemsley and Stevens (2010) define a complexity-aligned framework 
based on Collyer and Warren’s dynamism concept (Collyer et al. 2010, p. 108), which is 
based on agile or iterative approaches. They propose a staged release and emergent 
planning approach that consists of the following elements: 
• Consider the project type and the relative strengths of each dimension before deciding 
on the project management approach. I BB) believe that project dynamism (as 
opposed to static project areas) is just one of many dimensions and it may not be the 
most important. Snowden’s Cynefin model (see Chapter Seven) could be of help here, 
or to put it another way, it looks like the static and the dynamic resemble the simple 
and the complex in the Cynefin model. 
• Consider whether it is possible to achieve a greater net benefit from a make-static 
approach (meaning one attempts to make the environment static and shield the project 
from environmental impacts. I (BB) think that this means one deliberately does not 
embrace change whenever possible. 
 
To manage the dimension of dynamism: 
• Commence with clearly stated objectives, expanded into basic high-level framework 
plans made of milestones and phases; 
• Make the project delivery time frame compatible with component product life cycles. 
Identify and plan for the minimum possible scope that can be delivered initially as an 
independent product/service for Phase One, thereby allowing real-world feedback 
early enough to facilitate adaptation to environmental changes; 
• Treat the planning for static and dynamic components differently: 
o Gather details for static components, expecting fewer design cycles 
o Start resolving details for dynamic items early with a late design freeze, using: 
o Recursive design cycles; 
o Tests or experiments; 
o Prototypes; 
o Pilot of prototype, to gather data from end-users; and 
o Parallel experiments, where the cost of delay may exceed the cost of effort duplication: 
o For the project control, rely more on a framework plan with milestones and clear goals 
than a fine detailed planning. Add detail for high-risk or static components. 
o Exchange some level of predictability for greater adaptability. Maintain levels of 
control with increased emphasis on input control, interactive control and output control 
(citing Simons 1995). (Collyer et al. 2010, p. 119) 
 
Abdel-Hamid (2011) places project management in the class of multi-loop nonlinear 
feedback systems, but states that most managers do not see it that way. Their experimental 
research suggests that managers adopt simplistic, single-loop views of causality, ignore 
multiple feedback interactions, and are insensitive to nonlinearities. He states: 
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A key lesson that I hope that project managers will take away from this article is that 
we should not –cannot- rely on intuition alone in managing our projects [intuition here 
is, I think, defined as experience based intuition]. With its many interrelated feedback 
processes (some counteracting, some reinforcing) project management is simply too 
dynamically complex to effectively manage by human intuition alone. The long time 
delays and the many nonlinear interactions mean that interventions can have a 
multitude of consequences, some immediate and others distant in time and space. (p. 
29) 
 
Baroudi and Metcalfe (2011) believe that projects are human activity systems. They 
experimented with Ackoff’s problem dissolving method that they classify as “pragmatic 
systems thinking” and regard it to be practically useful. Problem dissolving includes 
“zooming out” from the situation in order to conceive of the old problem situation as just 
one element in a metasystem (of perceptions -BB). According to Baroudi and Metcalfe, 
the attributes used to structure problems in pragmatic systems-thinking are instantly 
recognizable to all of the alternative systems theories. They include purposeful action, 
boundary, connectivity, and transformation. Structuring, or making sense of a problematic 
situation, can be done by giving purpose. The assumed purpose will determine which 
alternative future actions are reasonable. Ackoff’s version of problem dissolving involves 
re-imagining a problem by re-imagining the boundary. By mentally zooming in and out of 
an issue, we shift the boundary in our imagination. The authors mention Luhmann 
(Baroudi and Metcalfe, 2011, p. 54), who used the perspectives of connectivity, 
betweenness, relationships, and analogy in order to analyze human groups and group 
action. The last attributes of a system or project are that of process, transformation, or 
transformative actions. A network that transforms something is a system. Systems do 
things; they act on things, and they change things from one state to another, according to 
the authors. 
6) Frank, Sadeh and Ashkenasi (2011) state that the PMBOK and all other references are 
highly process-centered. Instead, they suggest focusing on people-project managers. They 
describe a complexity-aligned framework called the NTCP (Novelty, 
Technology/Uncertainty, Complexity, Pace) framework, which comes from Shendar and 
Dvir (Frank et al. 2011, p. 33). This is a four-dimensional model with Dimension 1, 
novelty, referring to how new a product is to its potential users, ranging from derivative 
(lower impact) to breakthrough (high impact) products. Dimension 2 consists of 
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technology/uncertainty, ranging from low-tech to super high-tech. Dimension 3 deals with 
project complexity, depending on the product scope, number and variety of elements, and 
the interconnection among them. And the fourth dimension involves urgency and 
criticality of time goals from blitz to regular104. 
Uncertainty 
The PMI’s project management body of knowledge describes uncertainty as risk 
conditions— aspects of the project- or organization environment that increase risk. The 
risk of failing to meet a deadline or cost/performance goals is what makes uncertainty 
threatening, according to McLain, citing Schrader, Riggs and Smith (McLain, 2009, p. 
61), who describe uncertainty as a situation in which there is a clear model of the relevant 
situational variables but an inadequate knowledge of values for those variables. They 
contrast “uncertainty” with ambiguity, which they define as an inadequate knowledge of 
the relationships among those variables and, at the extreme, a lack of awareness of the 
variables. Galbraiht and Tatikonda (as cited in McLain, 2009, p. 61) define project 
uncertainty as the difference between the information required and the information 
possessed by the managing organization. Pich et al. (As cited in McLain, 2009, p. 61) 
identify types of uncertainty, assessing the quality of available (foreseen and unforeseen) 
project information. According to Pich et al., it is the combination of unfamiliarity and 
complexity that jointly cause variation, thus making the prediction of project behavior 
difficult. Macheridis and Nilsson (as cited in McLain, 2009, p. 61) state that project 
uncertainty arises not only from unstable circumstances and assumptions, but also from 
the manager’s perception of information deficit. Thompson (as cited in McLain, 2009, p. 
62) focuses on the amount of interdependencies in the patterns of information exchange. 
Uncertainty thus circles around complexity and familiarity, and is rather paradoxical 
because one can have a complex project with a high level of familiarity, which makes it 
less uncertain. Project X, to be discussed later in the action research part of the book, is a 
good example of such a situation, in that the work as a whole was complex, unfamiliar, 
and novel, but based on familiar knowledge. McLain, given the complexity and 
familiarity dimensions on uncertainty, identifies three uncertainty descriptors: 1) complex 
information dependencies among activities; 2) a lack of knowledge regarding activity 
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durations; and 3) unfamiliar project work aside from the number of project activities and 
the total project duration. Three of them are shown to be quantifiable: interdependencies 
among activities, limited information about activity durations and unfamiliarity, and 
variety in project work. 
Petit and Hobbs (2010), elaborating on uncertainty management, state that the 
term “risk” refers specifically to events rather than more general sources of uncertainty. 
“In projects undertaken in rapidly changing environments where uncertainty may be 
unavoidable, managers need to go beyond traditional risk management and more towards 
flexibility and learning” (p. 48). The concept of environmental uncertainty is touched 
upon here, referring to both the descriptor of the state of organizational environments, and 
as a description for the state of a person who perceives him or herself to be lacking 
critical information about the environment. “The former implies that it is possible to 
characterize environments in terms of how objectively uncertain they are; the latter 
implies that environmental uncertainty ought to be studied as a perceptual phenomenon 
(with reference to Milliken)” (p. 48). Several authors “advocate the broader concept of 
uncertainty management instead of risk management,” which seems to be in line with 
what Saffo calls “a cone of uncertainty” (Saffo, 2007, p. 74). Stirling (2010) also touches 
on risk and uncertainty boundaries. He describes the managerial tendency to transmit 
uncertainty, (which, in essence, deals with incomplete knowledge,) as risk. Risk in itself 
is known and can be managed. Uncertainties are there in the (managerially unwanted) 
domain of unknown unknowns. Dealing with uncertainty requires context and multiple 
perspectives. Such an approach, which Stirling says he tried to introduce in his 
consultancy practice, is difficult in traditional management. Here, an aspect of 
knowledge-sharing is touched upon (a subject I also discuss later in the text), in that 
experts and consultants have a hard time dealing with uncertainty because knowledge, the 
area of knowns, is their core business. Accordingly, monitoring a broad “cone of 
uncertainty” seems to be a red thread when dealing with uncertainty. 
Godé-Sanchez (2010) emphasizes the role of coordination when dealing with 
uncertainty. A situation is considered predictable when people use standard patterns in 
their daily interactions. A situation is considered unpredictable when practitioners face an 
unexpected and implausible event, one that has a low probability of occurring. When 
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faced with unexpected events, coordination is mainly based on communicational and 
emotional dynamics. When time is short and stakes are high, actors are not able to 
perform a complete analysis of the problematic situation they are coping with, nor are 
they able to draw up an exhaustive solution. They often have to be creative in order to 
perform their tasks (with reference to Weick). Then, dialogue, conversation, and 
contentious interactions come into play. For Godé-Sanchez, coordination is defined as: 
The arrangement of a variety of material (artifacts, technologies, languages) and 
intangible elements (routines, procedures, cultural values) of coordination deriving 
from practitioner’s social context. These arrangements are “combinations of 
coordination”…They represent bundles of mechanisms, means, and tools of 
coordination made up by individuals in practice, with regard to situations they cope 
with… Coordination results from a collective sense-making dynamic (with reference 
to Weick) (p. 70). 
 
Combinations of coordination in predictable situations are affected by automatisms and 
standardization of procedures. Automatisms facilitate collective sense-making building. 
These automatisms also save time. That time is then saved to communicate. (Godé-
Sanchez did research amongst military aircrew.) Automatisms thus seem to have a 
function in complex projects since they enable (more) communication. Berman, Down 
and Hill state, “A team with a high level of cohesion is usually considered as more 
effective in converting time spent interacting together into valuable collective knowledge, 
in addition to being more motivated to actively participate in team processes” (as cited in 
Godé-Sanchez, 2010, p. 76). Though authors Melkonian and Picq (2010) do not mention 
uncertainty as such, their research on the “black box” of collective competence in extreme 
projects among French Special Forces fits well here. Ruuska and Teigland (as cited in 
Melkonian and Picq, 2010, p. 79), define the notion of collective competence as “a 
group’s ability to perform together towards a common goal, which results in the creation 
of a collective outcome, an outcome that could not be accomplished by one member due 
to its complexity.” The fundamental characteristic of a project is precisely its collective 
dimension; consequently, a project’s strength lies in the ability to combine competencies 
in order to produce an outcome that could not have been achieved by any one of them 
deployed in isolation. According to Melkonian and Picq, most research that deals with 
collective competence focuses on individual attributes rather than team-level competence. 
The “black box” of genuine additional and specific collective competence that emerges 
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from individual interactions, the alchemy, has still to be opened and explored, they state. 
Exploring the ways of the French Special Forces, the authors remark that the construction 
of a collective competence depends, above all, on high levels of individual expertise 
(which sounds paradoxical given the “black box” analogy above), which are recognized 
and then adapted to the mission. Apparently, the collective process of mission preparation 
and training leads to the creation of a frame of reference for future action, which even 
includes the development of a shared verbal or non-verbal language. Collective initiative 
is at the heart of Special Forces operations. They confirm the importance of four 
components, which have already been identified by Retour and Khromer (as cited in 
Melkonian and Picq, 2010, p. 81), namely: 1) the existence of a common frame of 
reference, 2) a shared language, 3) a collective memory, and 4) subjective commitment. 
The Special Forces seem to develop a specific mental map with specific communication 
modes. 
Ortiz de Orue, Taylor, Chanmeka and Weerasooya (2009) address dynamic 
uncertainty, which is uncertainty that varies from project to project and over the lifecycle 
of a project. They state that traditional project management tools such as PERT (Program 
Evaluation Review Technique) cannot capture this kind of uncertainty because they 
approach uncertainty in terms of project experience. They combine a project organization 
design model (VDT, Virtual Design Team, developed by Jin and Levitt in 1996) and 
robust design methods to develop a robust design network approach, to which they added 
communication and rework links and included project probability rates. These rates were 
then divided into four distinct, uncontrollable factors. They set probabilities for 
information exchange, noise, functional errors, and project errors. They then ran a robust 
design experiment in which they examined some controllable factors (e.g., crew size) 
across three uncontrollable-factor setting levels. They found out that only 5% of the 
interviewed project managers chose the most robust design combination using their daily 
project management skills. This network approach should thus enable project managers 
“to (pre-project) design networks that perform reliably in dynamically uncertain project 
execution environments” (p. 91). 
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I don’t think that a project manager can design his or her network. A network is always 
just there. You can, of course, try to inject changes into the network, and as a simulation 
this technique could be helpful. 
Forecasting, Scheduling, and Planning 
Paul Saffo (2007) writes: 
The role of the forecaster in the real world is quite different from that of the mystical 
seer. Prediction is often concerned with future certainty; forecasting looks at how 
hidden currents in the present signal possible changes in direction for companies, 
societies, or the world at large. Thus, the primary goal of forecasting is to identify the 
full range of possibilities, not a limited set of illusory certainties. Unlike a prediction, a 
forecast must have logic to it (p. 72). 
 
He defines six rules for effective forecasting: 
• Define a cone of uncertainty by which he means the cone’s breadth, its horizon so 
to say of elements and relationships among elements that you take into focus. 
• Look for the S curve because change starts slowly and incrementally, putters long 
quietly, and then suddenly explodes, eventually tapering off and even dropping back 
down. 
• Embrace the things that don’t fit. An odd event you can’t get out of your mind 
could be a weak signal of a distant industry-disrupting S curve just starting to gain 
momentum (quote by the novelist William Gibson). 
• Hold strong opinions weakly by not over relying on one piece of seemingly strong 
information because it happens to reinforce the conclusion he or she has already 
reached. A lot of interlocking weak information is vastly more trustworthy than a point 
or two of strong information. Good forecasting is the reverse: it is a process of strong 
opinions, weakly held. Forecast often and prove yourself wrong. 
• Look back twice as far as you look forward searching for (parallel) historical 
patterns 
• Know when not to make a forecast e.g., when uncertainty is too overwhelming  
(2007, pp. 72-80) 
 
Schlesinger, Kiefer and Brown (2012) write about those entrepreneurs that navigate under 
extreme uncertainty. “Instead of starting with a predetermined goal, these entrepreneurs 
allow opportunities to emerge; instead of focusing on optimal returns, they spend more 
time considering their acceptable loss; and instead of searching for perfect solutions, they 
look for good-enough ones” (p.119). Schlesinger et al. describe this attitude in a few 
simple steps: 
• Act: Take a smart step toward a goal. Move in a safe, low-risk way by taking a series of 
quick, small, inexpensive steps that follow certain rules. 
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These “rules” consist of: using the means at hand; staying within your acceptable loss; 
securing only the commitment you need for the next step; bringing along only 
volunteers; linking your move to a business imperative; producing early results; and 
managing expectations. 
• Learn: Evaluate the evidence you’ve created. 
• Build: Repeat steps 1 and 2 until you accomplish your goal. 
Regarding learning and building, serial entrepreneurs behave differently in four ways: 
they move quickly in the face of positive results; they embrace negative results as 
appreciated early warnings; they understand when and how to use prediction; and they 
know when to cut their losses and walk away. (Schlesinger et al, 2012, p. 119) 
 
This approach looks similar to the Agile project management approach in its use of short, 
iterative steps forward and its use of retrospectives. However, in my opinion, the agile 
approach lacks an “acceptable loss” risk strategy (BB). 
According to Sargut and McGrath (2011), in many analytical tools there are two 
assumptions that don’t hold for complex systems. The first is that observations of 
phenomena are truly independent, (which is often not the case), and the second is that it’s 
possible to extrapolate averages or medians to entire populations. They state (p. 48) that it 
is better to: 1) simulate the behavior of a system, looking for modeling that will give 
insight into the system and the ways its various elements interact; and 2) use a mix of 
three types of predictive information (data): lagging data (historical), current data (where 
one stands now), and leading data (where things might go). 
Swartz (2008) investigated the importance of stability (ability of schedules to 
absorb disruption) in project outcomes and found that, besides the traditional measures of 
cost, schedule, performance, and earned value, stability was perceived as equally 
important. A project is said to be stable if it is able to absorb disruption (a result of 
unplanned events). A schedule, according to Swartz, is developed in order to synchronize 
the accomplishment of multiple, interdependent activities in a large project. 
The schedule provides the planned start and stop times for the activities and 
instructions for the resources needed to perform the activities. Once the project begins, 
however, variability and disruption to the resources begin to occur. Variability and 
disruption result in deviations to the schedule. These deviations, in turn may cause 
other deviations to future scheduled events. As the deviations spread through the 
project network105, a loss of the synchronization of the activities and resources in the 
project begins to occur. This loss of synchronization in the project may result in a 
degradation of project performance. (p. 17) 
                                                 
105 Emphasis by author 
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Stability is especially important when resources are limited, and so it must be carefully 
managed. Swartz, in an extensive survey of the (project) management literature, did not 
find any specific mention of the use of stability as either a project attribute or managerial 
concern. While stability concepts have known utility in disciplines, including engineering, 
biology and information technology, this was not the case for project management. 
Thomas, Jacques, Adams and Kihneman-Wooten (2008) state: 
In many projects, the sponsoring organization goes so far as to establish a “planning 
team” independent of the team that will be implementing the project, thus forming a 
nearly complete separation between project planning and team building for the 
implementation group. Yet, it would appear that project planning and project 
implementation are so interrelated and critical to determining the path of the project 
itself that they should be developed in an integrated manner, so that the team can 
support the plan while planning supports the development of the team. Such an 
approach, however, seems almost foreign to the basic concepts of project management 
as they are widely known and used today. (p. 105) 
 
They state, “Research clearly indicates that members of a team are committed to 
implementing a plan when they have the opportunity to contribute to the development of 
that plan. Thus, the project plan should be developed by the project team, not by the 
project manager or some independent planning team” (p. 108). Their study confirms this 
common notion, with significant relationships being found between team building and 
project success. 
Summary Tables: 
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Conclusion: As stated in the introduction to this chapter, there is a continuous flow of 
complexity-related articles in academic project management literature. There are also 
some complexity-aligned frameworks developed that mostly function as add-ons to 
traditional project management frameworks. The frameworks that I came across are 
abstract, though, as they appear to be dictionaries of accumulated systems and 
complexity-literature insights. It looks to me that there is a gap between trade and 
academic literature regarding complexity. Complexity’s definition is troublesome too: 
There are apparently still universities that allow handbooks that define complex as 
complicated. For my project management practice, and project management practice in 
general, the level of abstractedness in the more complexity-aligned frameworks still 
requires more action research on the practical usability of these frameworks. And I 
personally still need more insight into complexity theory, which I hope to find in some of 
the systems thinkers I will write about in the next chapter. From a risk management 
perspective, I like Stirling’s statement that risk is known and can be managed, (which I 
highly doubt can be done in a complex environment,) while uncertainties belong to the 
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managerially unwanted domain of unknown-unknowns. Dealing with uncertainty requires 
context and multiple perspectives (I will touch upon context in Chapter Eight). Several 
authors (Saffo, Swarts, Thomas, Sargut, McGrath, and Schlensinger) seem to doubt the 
possibility of mitigating manufactured risk given their searching for patterns of 
uncertainty. 
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Chapter Five: Systems Theory 
Since thinkers in the systems theory field (especially Bateson, Watzlawick, and 
Checkland) have influenced my own thinking, and their thinking, in turn, has become part 
of my mental model(s), in this chapter I will first elaborate, briefly, on systems theory, 
and then round off with some self-reflection regarding my personal mental model(s). 
Although there exists much literature on systems theory, it is still not easy to define 
exactly what systems theory is. That being said, I would like to refer to Margaret Mead 
here (see below), citing her words on the Lake Erie disaster. You will notice that I bolded 
certain words; these words form the key components when one talks about systems: 
Systems theory implies thinking in terms of communication, interaction, relationship 
patterns, and wholes rather than parts. It means that one struggles with boundaries and too 
much linearity, as well as with too much focus on cause and effect. It is ecological 
thinking that characterizes systems theory, which, here, refers to a set of interacting 
entities in an environment. 
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Ramage and Shipp (2009) use seven groupings of systems thinkers: 
1) Early cybernetics, based on feedback and information 2) General systems theory, 
looking into emergency, boundary and hierarchy 3) System dynamics, focusing on 
computer modeling of systems with a high degree of feedback and circularity 4) Soft 
and critical systems, using techniques from systems engineering and operational 
research, to human systems 5) Later cybernetics, taking the observer and the observed 
into account 6) Complexity theory, modeling highly complicated and interconnected 
systems and 7) Learning systems, focusing on the way people learn and the systems 
within which they learn. (pp. 5-7) 
Through my research I have tried to apply the concepts of Gregory Bateson, Paul 
Watzlawick, Peter Checkland, and Peter Senge to my project management practice. 
Bateson belongs to the group of the early cybernetics. Watzlawick, who was highly 
influenced by Bateson, comes from the group of the later cybernetics, Checkland, on the 
other hand, belongs to the soft systems group, and Senge is one of the thinkers in the 
system dynamics group. In the following paragraphs I will provide brief accounts of their 
works, plus the influence they have all had in terms of my own research questions.  
Gregory Bateson (1904-1980, as described by Ramage and Ship, 2009, pp. 11-14) 
worked in the fields of zoology, anthropology, cybernetics, communications theory, 
psychiatry, ethnology, and philosophy. Bateson (1979, p. 64) defined information as the 
“difference that makes a difference.” He was concerned with the nature of information, 
the nature of the mind, and the nature of relationships. In his book, “Mind and Nature” 
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(1979), he looks for patterns that connect, or the pattern that connects. What patterns 
connect all living creatures? That is, what is the relationship between their similarities and 
differences? In one example, Bateson asked audiences to find similarities in structure 
between a crab and a human being. This pattern that Bateson was looking for (e.g., that 
both crabs and humans have two eyes, two legs, etc.) is a meta-pattern—a pattern of 
patterns; this pattern is dynamic, and its relationships are constantly changing. For the 
purpose of my research, Bateson’s concepts of mind, information, and the relationship 
between them are very important because of the “intelligence” that emerges in the 
interactions between individuals. This intelligence can be a major factor in determining 
the outcome of the project; however, it is never given real attention. One question is 
whether one can improve the outcome of a project by actively giving this much-required 
attention to “intelligence.” Another potentially interesting option would be to try and 
intervene in the interactions between project members, so as to steer the outcome of the 
project.  
W. Ross Ashby (1903-1972, as described by Ramage and Shipp, 2009, pp. 45-49) 
worked as a practicing psychiatrist for the early part of his career, practicing at mental 
hospitals in London and Northampton. In 1947, he became the Director of Research at 
Barnwood House Hospital in Gloucester, where he remained until 1959 and where he 
carried out much of his early works on cybernetics. In 1961 he moved to the United States 
to work as a professor in the Biological Computing Laboratory of Heinz von Foerster at 
the University of Illinois. For many years, Ashby’s book, “Introduction to Cybernetics,” 
was the foremost text in the field of cybernetics. The state of a system at any given time 
(i.e., the present value of its variables, which, for Ashby, required that any system must be 
definable in terms of quantifiable variables) formed a crucial part of his analysis. 
Deriving from the concept of state in Ashby’s work, is the concept of variety: the number 
of possible states that a system can have, which, in a system with more than a small 
number of variables, can be a very large number. Ashby applied the concept of variety to 
the question of regulation (i.e., the control, governance, or management of a larger system 
by a smaller system), while considering the relationship between the variety in the 
regulator and in the system being regulated. With his famous Law of Requisite Variety, he 
concluded that the regulator must contain as much variety as the system being regulated. 
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This Law reflects the vision, described later in the action part of this book, that the more 
complex the project management environment, the more diverse, variable, and multi-
steering methods the project needs. 
Paul Watzlawick (1921-2007, as described by Ramage and Shipp, 2009, pp. 217-
221) is deeply indebted to Bateson. Watzlawick applied systems theory in family therapy, 
communication theory, and change management. Most of his major ideas were developed 
at the Mental Research Institute (MRI) in California. MRI’s work on family therapy was 
very influential; it is referred to as the strategic school, meaning any therapy in which a 
clinician actively designs an intervention to fit the problem. The family here is treated as 
an open system, with characteristics of wholeness (interdependence between family 
members), non-summativity (the whole is greater than the sum of the parts), feedback 
(behavior from members of a family that serves to influence the family’s future behavior), 
and equifinality (where the same endpoints can be reached from many different starting 
points). While family interactions are ongoing open systems, Watzlawick also emphasizes 
the roles of feedback and homeostasis (the goal of maintaining the system in a steady 
state). Furthermore, the importance of paradox (putting an individual in a state where he 
or she is required to simultaneously believe in two or more mutually contradictory items 
of information, at different levels, and to act accordingly) is emphasized. For the purpose 
of this book, Watzlawick’s work on second-order change and reframing (the idea that one 
can only truly create change by changing the context of the problem setting) is of 
particular interest because of its relevance to group dynamics. The idea is that you cannot 
really change something within the same, stable group, because such interventions will 
eventually neutralize. In order to really change something you must bring in an outsider to 
intervene, or you must fundamentally reframe the problematical situation. In his co-
authored book “Change: Principles of Problem Formation and Problem Resolution” 
(Watzlawick, Weakland and Fisch, 1974), Watzlawick describes the relevance of the 
Theory of Groups and the Theory of Logical Types. Bateson also wrote extensively about 
these theories. According to the Theory of Groups, a group has the following properties: 
1.   It is composed of members who are all alike in one common characteristic, while their 
actual nature is otherwise irrelevant for the purpose of the theory. They can be numbers, 
objects, concepts, events, or whatever else one wants to draw together in such a group 
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as long as they have that common denominator and as long as the outcome of any 
combination of two or more members is itself a member of the group. Any change in 
the position of a die through casting will give a result that is again a member of the six 
possible outcomes of such casting. The combination refers to one or more rotations of 
the die around one or more of its three axes. The term “combination” thus refers to a 
change from one possible internal state of the group to another. The grouping of things, 
Watzlawick et al. point out, is the most basic and necessary element of our perception 
and conception of reality. The ordering of the world into (complexly intersecting and 
overlapping) groups composed of members who/that all share an important element in 
common gives structure to what otherwise would be a phantasmagoric chaos. This 
ordering however, establishes invariance, namely that a combination of any group 
members is itself a member of the group. So this property may allow for changes 
within the group, but it also makes it impossible for any member or combination of 
members to place themselves outside of the system. 
2.   The second property of a group is that one may combine its members in varying 
sequence, yet the outcome of the combination remains the same. There will be 
changeability in process, but invariance in outcome 
3.  A group contains an identity member such that its combination with any other member 
gives that other member, which means that it maintains that other members identity. A 
more complex example would be: Imagine the totality of all sounds as a group. Its 
identity member would be silence, while the identity member of the group of all 
changes of positions (i.e., of movements) would be immobility: A member may act 
without making a difference. 
4.  Every member has its reciprocal or opposite, such that the combination of any member 
with its opposite gives the identity member. A combination may produce change, but 
the result is, itself, a member of the group, and is thus contained within 
it.  (Watzlawick et al., 1974, pp. 3-6) 
According to Watzlawick, the Theory of Groups provides a valid framework for thinking 
about the peculiar interdependence between persistence and change, which one can 
observe in many practical instances where the phrase “plus ça change, plus c'est la même 
chose” reigns true. (Translation: The more things change, the more they say the same.) 
Group theory cannot give us a model for types of change that transcend a given system. 
This is where the Theory of Logical Types comes in. The Theory of Logical Types also 
begins with the concept of collections of things that are unified by a specific, common 
characteristic. The components of the totality are called members, while the totality itself 
is called a class. The most important axiom of the theory is that, “whatever involves all of 
a collection must not be one of the collection” (1974, p. 6). Mankind is the class of all 
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individuals, but it is not itself an individual. Any attempt to deal with one in terms of the 
other is doomed to lead to nonsense and confusion. For example: The economic behavior 
of the population of a big city cannot be understood in terms of the behavior of one 
inhabitant multiplied by, say, four million. A class cannot be a member of itself. Another 
(Batesonian) example here is that of the most familiar form of change: motion. But 
motion itself can be subject to change, i.e., to acceleration or deceleration, which is a 
change of change (meta-change) of position. One level higher is the change of 
acceleration or deceleration itself, which amounts to change of change of change (meta-
meta-change) of position. Change always involves the next higher level; to proceed, for 
instance, from position to motion, a step out of the theoretical framework of position is 
necessary. The concept cannot be generated within the framework.  
In sum, Group Theory gives us a framework for thinking about the kind of change 
that can occur within a system that itself stays invariant, while the Theory of Logical 
Types is not concerned with what goes on inside a class, i.e., between its members, but 
gives us a frame for considering the relationship between member and class, and the 
peculiar metamorphosis that is the nature of a shift from one logical level to the next, 
higher level. Thus, there are two types of change: one that occurs within a given system 
which itself remains unchanged, and one whose occurrence changes the system itself. 
This is referred to as second-order change. Within the context of projects X and Y, that I 
will research in Part B, a common denominator would be compliance or for project X the 
PAB/TPL system and for project Y the Frankfurt legislation. A project- and change 
manager should be aware of these common denominators that are there within group 
dynamics; he/she  should also be aware of "next higher logical levels"; he/she should try 
to change the context of the problem setting; should try to reframe the problem setting so 
to really put some change forward.  
Peter Checkland (1930 -, as described in Ramage and Shipp, 2009, pp. 149-153) is 
best known for his development of Soft Systems Methodology, which was derived from 
an action research program that spanned more than 30 years. Checkland quickly found 
systems engineering to be inadequate because it disregards complex social settings such 
as management. A key case in this regard was the Concorde project, which ran overdue 
and over budget. The objectives of the project were clear: to build an aircraft that met 
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certain technical specifications, within specific time and cost requirements, that would 
gain safety approval. However, it was clear that a larger set of objectives also existed, 
notably, political ones. Here we touch upon another central theme of this book, namely 
how this latent set of “other objectives” gets in the way of linear planning. In the case of 
the Concorde project, the Anglo-French joint venture was also a means of demonstrating 
British sincerity at a time when Britain was applying for membership to the European 
Economic Community, in the face of a veto from President de Gaulle of France. This 
awareness led to an important lesson: the necessity to declare worldviews. The 
importance of worldviews and the issue of multiple views of reality became the basis of 
the thinking behind SSM. The distinction between hard- and soft systems was made in the 
1980s and 1990s, when hard systems became defined as the systems that are part of the 
world and soft systems became defined as a part of the way we understand the world (the 
process of inquiry into the world). One can call this an interpretative approach to systems 
theory in practice. Checkland also came to see SSM as a learning system. He argued that 
SSM is double systemic: it is, in itself, a cyclic learning process, and one that uses 
systems models within that process 
Left is a picture of the 7 
iterative SSM 
improvement processes. 
I used several SSM 
templates in the 
introduction to 
familiarize you, the 
reader, with the set-up 
of a project 
management arena. 
Furthermore, SSM helps 
in the confrontation 
between “the real world” and systems theory; that is the content of the figure below, 
which visualizes the interaction between the real world and systems theory. I have already 
described my feeling of unease with traditional project management (frameworks) in 
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previous chapters. In the figure, this is theoretically referred to as “the problematical 
situation expressed.” The next research step is to find out whether others (my colleagues, 
i.e., other practitioners) also feel this unease. Their worldviews can be found at the end of 
Chapter Two. 
The concept of learning brings me to Peter Senge (as described by Ramage and 
Shipp, 2009, pp. 119-123), who popularized the concept of the learning organization. 
After studying system dynamics at MIT, he made his first steps toward the learning 
organization by developing the so-called Leadership and Mastery seminar. The intention 
behind the seminar was to train senior managers in issues of system dynamics, personal 
mastery, and shared vision. Adding to these the issues of mental models and team learning, 
Senge’s blockbuster text, “The Fifth Discipline,” outlines five disciplines. In “The Fifth 
Discipline,” Senge describes the learning organization as an organization where people 
continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and 
expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and 
where people are continuously learning how to learn together. At this point I must 
mention Arie De Geus, head of strategic planning at Royal Dutch/Shell. Originally, De 
Geus and Senge planned to co-author “The Fifth Discipline.” However, they both ended 
up writing their own books. De Geus also wrote a famous article titled Planning as 
Learning, which is relevant to the topic of my research. In the article he argues that the 
ability to learn faster than one's competitors might be the only sustainable competitive 
advantage an individual or organization has. I will elaborate further on the learning 
organization in Chapter Six, where I discuss participative project management. 
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Chapter Six: Project Management Frameworks 
Project management frameworks like Prince-2 are used to mitigate risk; however, as I’ve 
discussed in the introductory chapters of this book, these methods of risk management 
tend to fail in at least one-third of projects. Therefore, in this chapter I will critique these 
frameworks and describe some “preliminary injections” that, in my opinion, will make 
these frameworks better align with complex environments. 
A Critique on Prince-2106 
A company will initiate a project when some kind of change is needed that cannot be 
done by line management, for whatever reason. The idea is to create an organization 
within the organization that oversees the change. Such a temporary organization requires 
some kind of hierarchy: First, the business owner in need of the change writes a mandate. 
Then, he or she finds a project manager, who makes a first global impact, looking at the 
amount and the sort of work that needs to be done, the systems and people that will be 
involved, and the risks that one might run. Then a business case is created. When the 
outcome is positive, meaning that the work “involved in the change” is doable, and the 
business case is positive, and risks are manageable or acceptable, you enter a phase that 
involves more thorough planning, scheduling, and analysis. The project mandate is 
followed up by a project brief, and, finally, a project plan (with increasing levels of detail). 
Once the board approves all of these documents, the real project management operations 
can begin. 
                                                 
106 Includes text from the manual “Managing Successful Projects with Prince2” Office of 
Government Commerce (OGC), Crown Copyright, 2002; referred to as “Prince2 Manual” 
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Investments in an information technology (IT) platform, for instance, are often stubborn, 
either because they touch on legacy (old databases, etc.) or because one needs to 
implement standard IT packages (because of cost savings), whereas the company now 
uses some kind of customized solution. As stated above, project management involves 
risk, which is something managers try their best to avoid. This is one of the paradoxes 
described in this book. In an effort to de-risk, one uses project management 
frameworks—frameworks that are supposed to provide certainty in regards to time and 
budget. Most of these frameworks break a project up into pre-defined lifecycle phases. 
Below is a list (from the Prince-2 manual) of several failures in project 
management that one tries to overcome by using frameworks: 
• Insufficient attention to checking that a valid business case exists for the project 
• Insufficient attention to quality at the outset and during development 
• Insufficient definition of the required outcomes, leading to confusion over what the 
project is expected to achieve 
• Lack of communication with stakeholders and interested parties, leading to products 
being delivered that are not what the customer wanted 
• Inadequate definition and lack of acceptance of project management roles and 
responsibilities, leading to lack of direction and poor decision making 
• Inadequate planning and coordination of resources, leading to poor scheduling 
• Poor estimation of duration and costs, leading to projects taking more time and 
costing more than expected 
• Lack of quality control, resulting in the delivery of products that are unacceptable or 
unusable 
• Insufficient measurables and lack of control over progress, so that projects do not 
reveal their exact status until it’s too late 
       (Prince-2 Manual, p. 1) 
PRINCE stands for Projects IN Controlled Environments. It was first established by the 
CCTA (Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency), now the UK Office of 
Government Commerce, in 1989. In 1996 the Prince-2 framework was created, which 
was designed to better suit the needs of all projects, as opposed to its original purpose of 
serving as a framework exclusively for government information systems programs. Today 
Prince-2 is the project management standard of the British Government, and is widely 
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used throughout Europe. Accordingly, it is also the standard I use in my daily project 
management work.  
Considering the main tenet of this text is that project management frameworks 
like Prince-2 are too linear, I will elaborate on the framework in greater detail.  
There are eight predefined project lifecycle processes: 
1. Starting up a project. The project has not officially started. This is the mandate 
phase, when the organization questions whether it is worthwhile to even initiate a 
project. Once a project is officially sanctioned, a project manager and a project board 
are appointed and a project brief is made, which provides a short explanation and 
justification of the project; it includes a definition of the project’s objectives and 
identifies how a solution will be provided. The customer’s quality expectations are 
established and a first business case and risk log are set up.  
2. Initiating a project. The purpose of this process is to draw up a “contract” in the 
form of a Project Initiation Document: It is the contract between the project board and 
the project manager. There must be a common understanding of several factors: the 
reasons for doing the project; the products that will be delivered; how, when, and at 
what costs these products will be delivered; the scope of what is to be done, any 
constraints that apply to the products to be delivered; any constraints107 that apply to 
the project; who is to be involved in the project decision-making; how the quality 
required will be achieved; what risks will be faced; how the project is to be controlled; 
who needs project progress information (how and when); and the next commitment 
that the project manager needs (the so-called next Stage Plan). For the project 
manager, this process involves: expanding the business case; re-assessing risks; 
identifying how to control the quality of products; establishing the necessary controls 
for the project; and preparing the necessary materials for project approval. The project 
board is encouraged to take ownership of the project. 
3. Directing a project. Senior management personnel have the authority to and are 
responsible for: defining what is required from the project; authorizing the funds for 
the project; committing the resources; and communicating with external parties. These 
activities will typically be delegated to the day-to-day-charge of a project manager but 
remain the responsibility of senior management. For the project manager, this process 
involves: confirmation of the project organization; agreement on the project 
objectives; approval of the project “contract”; decision-taking on major problems 
(within tolerances); keeping senior management informed; and conforming the target 
end date of the project. Basically, management by exception is the norm; a project 
manager can fully operate and take appropriate action within the tolerances given to 
him by the board. 
4. Controlling a stage. Once a decision has been made to proceed with work and 
resources have been committed, the project management team must focus on 
delivering within the set parameters. During a stage (the period within which a work 
package takes place), a project manager’s daily duties involve: reporting progress to 
                                                 
107 In retrospect: These are nice openings for stretching the conversation to a more systemic 
 level. 
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the project board; taking corrective action; presenting issues out of his or her tolerance 
margin to the project board; and issue- and risk-logging.  
5. Managing product delivery. This process describes the interaction between the 
project manager and his team manager(s), who are in charge of the project’s operation. 
Team managers must: agree to work with the project manager; plan the team’s work; 
supervise the team’s work; report quality and progress to the project manager; and get 
approval for completed components. 
6. Managing stage boundaries. Projects must constantly be focused on delivering the 
business benefit. This continuing focus should be reaffirmed at the end of each stage. 
If necessary, the project can be redirected or stopped to avoid wasting time and money. 
From a project manager’s perspective, this process involves: making sure the team has 
delivered the quality expected on time and within budget for the current stage; 
planning the next stage (or an exception plan, along with an updated project plan); 
checking whether the business case or risks have changed; and preparing a report for 
the project board. 
7. Planning. Planning is the process that provides all personnel involved with 
information regarding108: what is required; how it will be achieved and by whom 
(using what specialist equipment and resources); and when events will happen. The 
Planning process is where the technique of product-based planning is used. Product-
based planning is a key technique of Prince-2 and provides a comprehensive platform 
for effective planning109. It is the technique that enables the project manager to: define 
what the project has to deliver; provide descriptions of the required products; the 
skills needed to develop the products; plus measurable statements of the quality 
required and how the presence of that quality is to be stated; and objectively monitor 
and control progress110. (Prince-2 Manual, p. 164). At this stage, the project manager: 
chooses planning tools and estimating methods; identifies products and product 
dependencies; generates activities and estimates their effort; creates a schedule; 
assesses risk; and writes the plan narrative. 
8. Closing a project. This is the process of formally closing the project and delivering 
the results to the organization. At this stage, the project manager: checks that all 
products have been delivered and approved by the customer; documents later actions 
that should be taken by maintenance and support groups; plans when and how to 
assess achievement of the expected benefits; and reports on the project’s performance. 
 
In addition to these eight processes, Prince-2 outlines eight components. These 
components can be considered as building blocks for the processes. They are as follows: 
1. Business case. A Prince-2 project runs on a business case, which provides the reasons 
for the project’s existence and the organization’s justification for undertaking the 
project in terms of its underlying profits and losses. The idea is to regularly update the 
                                                 
108 In retrospect: “which is not the same as planning together, thus a more participatory approach, 
that I think works better in complex environments.” 
109 Citing the Prince2 Manual. Earlier I elaborated on breakdown structures. Here I would state that 
a product-based technique also blocks “seeing more or the whole.” 
110 I doubt that. See my description on language used in producing project status reports in the 
introduction. These reports are highly subjective. 
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business case throughout the duration of the project. Depending on its development, 
the board can then decide to proceed with or stop the project. The business case is 
“the most important set of information for the project. It drives the decision-making 
processes and is used continually to align the project’s progress to the business 
objectives that are defined within the business case” (Prince-2 Manual, p. 190).  
2. Organization. Every project needs direction, management, control, and 
communication 111. It is a temporal organization that requires the use of uniquely 
skilled individuals for a short period of time. A project is an involved partnership 
(with regular line management). There are several roles in a Prince-2 run project: roles 
for decision-makers (management, by exception); project management roles; team 
management roles (the work is done in teams); inspection (performance) roles; 
administration roles; and communication roles. A fundamental principle is that the 
project organization structure has four layers 112 , which together form the project 
management team: 1) corporate or program management; 2) direction of the project; 
3) day-to-day management of the project; and 4) team management. 
3. Plans. A plan is a document, framed in accordance with a predefined scheme or 
method, describing how, when, and by whom a specific target or set of targets is to be 
achieved113. A plan is a design of how identified targets for products, timescales, costs, 
and quality can be met. A plan should contain: information on products to be 
produced; the activities needed to create those products; the resources and time 
needed to build those products; the dependencies involved; and an agreement on 
tolerances, i.e., the margin within which the project manager can operate freely. 
Effective planning should, according to the Prince-2 Manual, p. 209, “identify 
whether the targets are achievable; the resources needed to achieve the targets within 
a time frame; the activities needed to ensure that quality can be built into the products; 
the problems and risks associated with trying to achieve the targets and stay within the 
constraints114.” 
4. Controls. The purpose of controls is to ensure that the project is producing the 
required products, while, at the same time, meeting the defined quality criteria, 
progressing according to schedule and in accordance with its resource and cost plans, 
and remaining viable against its business case115. The major controls (reports that 
enable the board to take corrective action) for the project board are: the project 
initiation, an end stage assessment, highlight reports, exception reports, and project 
closure. 
5.   Management of risk. Risk is defined as uncertainty of outcome. The task of risk 
management is to manage a project’s exposure to risk and to take action to mitigate 
                                                 111 It is my experience, though, that the communication role is problematic. In the larger projects I managed I often appointed a dedicated communication adviser. It always took a lot of talks with executives to get budget approval for this role. It seems that projects run in the darker side of a company, dealing with issues that are not destined for external (outside of the project environment) eyes. 
112 Breakdown structures thus determine not only the operation but also the governance of the 
project. 
113 Definition. “Managing Successful Projects with Prince2,” OGC, Crown Copyright 2002, p. 210 
114 Strange that one should “stay within the constraints.” I see this as another signal that the 
framework doesn’t address complexity. 
115 “Managing Successful Projects with Prince2,” OGC, Crown Copyright 2002, p. 217 
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the risk (if possible). The risk management cycle involves identifying risk, evaluating 
risk, identifying suitable responses to risk, and, finally, planning, monitoring, and 
reporting on risk. Actual risk management involves: having access to reliable, up-to-
date information about risk; making decisions based on risk analyses and evaluations; 
having processes in place to monitor risk; and maintaining a proper balance of 
control (managerial focus on the risk log and the risk mitigation plans) in order to 
deal with those risks116.The management of risk is one of the most important parts of 
the job done by the project board and the project manager117. The project manager is 
responsible for ensuring that risks are identified; recorded; and; regularly reviewed. 
The project board has four responsibilities: (1) notifying the project manager of any 
external risk exposure to the project 118 ; (2) making decisions on the project 
manager’s recommended reactions to risk; (3) striking a balance between the level of 
risk and the potential benefits that the project may achieve; and (4) notifying 
corporate or programme management of any risks that affect the project’s ability to 
meet corporate or programme objectives. (“Managing Successful Projects with 
Prince2,” OGC, 2004, p. 241) 
 
In the beginning of this chapter I repeated the concern that projects often fail; and 
since risk management is a vital component of project management, one can say that 
the risk management of projects thus often fails. Here, risk management is a 
component of the Prince-2 framework. The framework describes how best to manage 
the risks that may threaten a project. However, the framework assumes that risks 
reside in known areas—that they can be described and planned for. This supposes a 
linear, modelable world. Project management thus is the risk management of the 
project process itself, and that fact is not taken into consideration in the framework. 
6. Quality in a project environment. Products must fulfill quality specifications as 
defined in a product descriptions log, which is produced together with the business 
stakeholders. Quality management is the process of ensuring that the quality expected 
by the customer is achieved. 
7. Configuration management. All products (along with their documentation) must be 
registered. It is crucial that all involved parties work according to the most recent, 
approved version(s) of the product, and that changes can be traced back if necessary. 
This is the project’s asset management. 
8. Change control. Continuously changing product specifications will harm project’s 
success. Therefore, a change protocol is needed so that the board can give direction to 
include the change in a work package or not, taking cost and overall importance into 
consideration.  
                                                 
116 Prince2 manual, p. 239. 
117 This justifies questioning whether the framework works well on risks analysis in a complex 
environment. 
118 But I argue that senior managers are risk-blind. Probably due to career risk. 
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Finally, Prince-2 introduces three techniques: 
1. Product-based planning. This is an integral part of the planning process. Prince-2 
provides a product-based framework that can be applied to any project in order to give 
the work a logical sequence. A “product,” in project management terms, may be a 
tangible product such as a machine, a document, or a piece of software, or it may be 
intangible, like a culture change or a different organizational structure119. A first step 
in product-based planning is to produce a product breakdown 120  structure, which 
involves breaking down a product into its constituent sub-products. 
2. Change control approach. If a project needs to be changed, its product description 
should be checked for any necessary changes. Once a product has been approved, the 
project manager should not authorize any work that would change it without the 
approval of the project board. 
3. Quality review. This is a structured procedure designed to assess whether a product is 
“fit for purpose” or conforms to requirements. 
 
The Prince-2 Framework121 
 
The Prince-2 manual touches “complexity” briefly, explaining:  
When a lot of parties are involved, there’s an increase in communication lines and thus 
more complexity (is added). Furthermore the complexity of products to be delivered is of 
interest in that more complex products need a specification effort by all parties on board 
and another aspect of a project’s complexity is the geographical spread of people and 
products122. 
                                                 
119 “Managing Successful Projects with Prince2,” OGC, Crown Copyright 2002, p. 269. Emphasis 
by author. 
120 Emphasis by author, anticipating on the “complexity wholeness dilemma”  
121 Wikipedia.org/wiki/PRINCE2 
122 I would say that “complexity” here is defined as “complicatedness.” 
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In academic project management literature, Prince-2 is referred to as (a) “traditional” 
project management (framework). Traditional frameworks function best when the context 
is stable. 
“The managerial perspective takes as base assumption the idea that the relevant 
boundary for action is best understood in arenas, where meaning is defined and 
occurrences happen with known certainty” (Letiche, Lissack & Schultz, 2011, p. 46).  
 
However, complexity, in the sense of something emerging in a non-linear way, is not 
addressed. And that is my primary critique on the Prince-2 framework: its linearity. This 
point is one of the key paradoxes that presents itself in this thesis: People need some 
amount of linearity (e.g., a breakdown structure) in order to be able to move forward.  
Now I will examine the more linear areas of the Prince-2 framework.  
There are three interesting framework “areas” that could (and should), in my 
opinion, trigger complexity: 1) the SU and Planning process, 2) the product based 
planning technique, and 3) the organization component. 
 
1. The SU and Planning Process 
The first process in the Prince-2 framework is the SU process: starting up a project. This 
is the phase in which a business owner, together with a project manager, makes a first 
analysis of the change needed and the environment in which the change is to take place. 
Here, Prince-2 is primarily concerned with the business case, risk identification, and 
resource management. In this phase of the project, the focus is on designing and 
appointing a project management team, writing a project brief, and defining a project 
approach. 
However, this is also an opportune time to survey the environment—to draw a 
network of the environment in an effort to better understand what interactions and 
communications are to be expected, what kind of “hubs” (crossroads of interaction) will 
function in that environment, and how these hubs will likely behave (and what kind of 
power they will expose). These could be interesting questions to think about in advance. 
For instance, how are these hubs people/machine-related? Or, what are the constraints in 
this network? Analyzing the project environment in this way will enable you to write a 
more iterative, systematical, and circular project plan. 
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Constraints in that system can provide insights into the inherent, internal risks of the 
project, and can therefore lead to proactive adjustments of the business case. (There could, 
for instance, be a maximum amount of core resources available, or a system that is at its 
end-of-lifecycle may be involved, limiting possible effort in both cases.) 
In an effort123 to re-structure the Prince-2 framework so it can better deal with 
complex environments, I suggest changing the context of some processes, components, 
and techniques: 
• A new SU phase 2.1 is inserted called “Draw the Project Network,” in which the 
project’s network of people124 (and the systems they are involved in) is drawn so 
to make a better inventory of complexity and systems involved. 
• Sub-process SU.5, Defining Project Approach, will, therefore, also change, 
becoming more (soft) systems theoretical. 
• The IP, initiating a project, sub-process IP.2, Planning a Project, will shift to a 
more circular, iterative, and probably shorter-term planning effort. 
• The Project Initiation Plan (complete project description) will take more of the 
form of a system dynamical plan: an agile, short-term-concrete plan that, long-
term, leaves open more options, thus scanning a broader (risk) environment and 
envisaging more routes toward project solution.  
• Project issues, sub-process CS.3, Capturing Project Issues, will be dealt with 
more in line with this hybrid (short term detail, long-term-only milestones and 
scenarios) approach. 
• Dependencies, sub-process PL.3, Identifying Activities and Dependencies, will 
focus more on dependencies within the system, called constraints in systems 
theory. 
• The sub-processes, PL.4 and 5, Estimating and Scheduling, will, like the project 
approach, also become more circular, more iterative. 
 
All of this stands in close connection with the underlying technique of product-based 
planning, which I will now elaborate on further. 
See below for a visualization of some preliminary “injections” in the Prince-2 
project management framework to get it more complexity aligned. I described the 
adjustments to the processes, the green areas, here above. In the components area I added 
several concepts, namely learning organization, whole system methods, soft systems 
approach, and network theory, in order to build a better, more complexity-aligned toolkit. 
                                                 
123  These complexity directed “injections” into the framework are based on research done in 
previous chapters, especially Chapter Four, where I researched the concept of complexity in 
academic project management literature, my readings during the DBA into complexity (see the 
inspirational literature review in the appendix), and my doing project management during the DBA 
while improving my knowledge and “feelings” toward complexity and how to approach it. 
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I used this adjusted framework to perform action research and reflect upon projects X and 
Y, which I discuss in Part B of the text. 
 
 
2. The Product-Based Planning Technique 
There are three steps to the product-based planning technique: producing a product 
breakdown structure, writing product descriptions, and producing a product flow diagram. 
A very simple example (taken from the manual) further explains the technique: There is a 
shed in a garden. The project is to dismantle the shed and reassemble it in the garden of a 
neighbor. However, the shed has some rotten pieces. These rotten pieces must be 
identified and replacements must be ordered from the company that supplied the original 
shed. New fixtures and fittings will be needed, so a list of requirements is to be made as 
the shed is being dismantled. Then the shed will be moved to its new location, where it is 
to be rebuilt. The first step in product-based planning is thus to produce a product 
breakdown structure. “The objectives of this step are to: identify the products required by 
the customers; identify additional products needed to be build; support the customer 
                                                                                                                                                  
124 In retrospect; see Part C. This is also the moment to assess the initial project team. 
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products; and to build a consensus on the best product groupings that should be used to 
generate ideas on what products have to be created or obtained125.” A Prince-2 project has 
two types of product: 1) the specialized products, whose development is the subject of the 
plan; and 2) the management “products” that will be required as part of managing the 
project (in short, documentation). “All the products of the project need to be drawn up in 
a hierarchical structure, known as a product breakdown structure126.” The second step is 
the production of product descriptions. This action ensures that: all of the products are 
clearly and unambiguously defined; every type of quality check for the product has been 
specified; the proper standards are used; the right people have been involved in writing 
each product description; and that suitable checklists are available to help check the 
products. Finally, a product flow diagram is produced. As per the manual: “A product 
flow diagram needs very few symbols. Time flows in one direction only127, usually from 
top to bottom. Each product to be developed within the plan is enclosed in a box. Arrows 
connect the boxes, showing the sequence in which they are to be created.”  
Returning to the example: What we read here are simple cause and effect logics. 
But what about the person (or persons) who will be performing the job? What about 
knowledge, experience, and craftsmanship? What about coordination? You cannot plan 
that cause-and-effect; the behavior of individuals is far too complex to do that. Ortiz de 
Orue et al. (2009) also state that traditional planning methods do not predict coordination 
requirements. Who is working with whom, and on whose orders? What about the 
environment? What about interaction and communication? Abdel-Hamid (2011, p. 20) 
states, “A simplistic linear relationship between project resources and work rate ignores 
the fact that adding more people (especially late in the project) often leads to higher 
communication and training overheads, which tend to dilute the team’s overall 
productivity. These effects create the phenomenon referred to as Brooks’s Law—adding 
more people to a late software project always makes it later.” Furthermore, are there 
constraints in the system? These matters (people business) are not taken into account in 
this product-based planning technique. In the picture above, one of the improvement 
topics is a more system-dynamic and participative planning technique. 
                                                 
125 Prince2 Manual, p. 280 
126 Ibid 
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From a Batesonian (1979) perspective, the division of the perceived universe into parts 
and wholes is convenient and may be necessary, but, Bateson adds, no necessity 
determines how it shall be done128: (Once again,) it’s people business; the division is 
highly personal 
Above I stated my unease with breakdown structures. Now I want to take the 
breakdown concept out of the project management domain and cross boundaries, much 
like Bateson did, so I can present other authors’ unease with the concept. 
Richardson, Gregory and Midgley, though still in the project management domain, make 
the following remark: 
The development of project management (PM) has emphasized management of large 
projects, with many disparate elements, which require coordination. Such elements are 
predominantly viewed as separate, but essentially connected, while goals are usually 
considered to be uncontentious. These tendencies are apparent in the large number of 
reductionist breakdown structures and scheduling tools in the PM literature, and the 
lack of goal exploration techniques. This coupled with the previous discussed links, to 
Systems Engineering and Systems Analysis would arguably place traditional PM in the 
Unitary-Simple category of the Systems of Systems Methodologies (with reference to 
Flood and Jackson) where the emphasis can be on the coordination and efficient 
delivery of complicated, but not complex situations. By contrast Systems approaches 
based on the soft paradigm, such as SSM, tend to emphasize learning and exploration. 
SSM has been classified by Flood and Jackson (as cited in Richardson et al.) as 
appropriate for Complex-Pluralist situations. (2006, p. 52), 
 
Lévy wonders:  
How will we be able to process enormous masses of data on interrelated problems 
within a changing environment? Most likely by making use of organizational 
structures that favor the genuine socialization of problem-solving rather than its 
resolution by separate entities that are in danger of becoming competitive, swollen, 
outdated, and isolated from real life. (1997, p. 61) 
  
Alvesson and Karreman (2011, pp. 16, 19), elaborating on the concept of theory 
development, state that they are inspired by the Swedish sociologist Asplund, who 
proposed the idea that social science involves two elements: the discovery or creation of a 
breakdown in understanding in theoretical interest (the construction of a mystery129), and 
the recovery of this understanding (the resolution of the mystery) (p. 16). With reference 
                                                                                                                                                  
127 Prince2 Manual, p. 287. But, in complex settings, “time” probably flows non-directional. 
128 Being item number 5 on a list of presuppositions that every schoolboy knows. Bateson, “Mind 
and Nature: A Necessary Unity” (1979) 
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to Agar, they state: “A breakdown is a lack of fit between one’s encounter with a tradition 
and the schema-guided expectations by which one organizes experience. Breakdowns will 
continue to appear until the researcher sufficiently understands the studied culture. This 
means that ethnography can be described “as a process of coherently resolving 
breakdowns” (p. 19). They follow by explaining that a breakdown in understanding130 
represents an excellent opportunity to start a process of theoretical problematization. The 
idea is, then, to find “sophisticated breakdowns as opposed to breakdowns that are 
grounded in ignorance with a particular site. Not all breakdowns are of sufficient interest 
to qualify as key ingredients in the process of formulating a mystery” (pp. 65, 66). 
Bohm draws the attention to the fragmentation of human consciousness. He argues that: 
The widespread and pervasive distinctions between people (race, nation, family 
profession etc.), which are now preventing mankind from working together for the 
common good, and indeed, even for survival, have one of the key factors of their 
origin in a kind of thought that treats things as inherently divided, disconnected, and 
“broken up” into yet smaller constituent parts. (1980, p. 23) 
 
Fragmentation, according to Bohm, is now very widespread, not only throughout society, 
but also in each individual, and this is leading to a kind of general confusion of the mind, 
which creates an endless series of problems and interferes with our clarity of perception 
so seriously as to prevent us from being able to solve most of them. He states that 
individuals going beyond the “normal” limits of fragmentation are classified as paranoid, 
schizoid, psychotic etc.   
Conklin, on the concept of collective intelligence, states: 
There are natural forces that challenge collective intelligence, forces that doom 
projects and make collaboration difficult or impossible. These are forces of 
fragmentation. … The concept of fragmentation provides a name and an image for a 
phenomenon that pulls apart something which is a whole. Fragmentation suggests a 
condition in which the people involved see themselves as more separate than united 
and in which information and knowledge is scattered and chaotic. The fragmented 
pieces are, in essence, the perspectives, understandings, and intentions of the 
collaborators. … Most projects wrestle with large social networks and their attendant 
complexity131. It would be a mistake, however, to think that small project teams can 
                                                                                                                                                  
129 I like the (parallel) thought that breakdowns create mystery. 
130 This is a nice frame, “breakdown in understanding,” where, in project management, breakdowns 
are used to understand. 
131 But social network concepts can also be useful to “understand” the project. See Part B on the 
use of social network theory in project management. 
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escape fragmentation. Design possesses a fundamental property that can make a team 
of two socially complex. (2006, pp. 6, 30, 38) 
 
Finally, Bunge points to the downfalls of Great Empires and inner breakdowns (in the 
context of concrete historical events), and wonders whether it is only external determiners 
that cause breakdown, or if inner breakdown structures (risks that are already latently 
manifest in society) play a role, too: 
Is it not more reasonable to suppose that, in the absence of an inner breakdown132, the 
attacks of foreign enemies have been either ineffective or far less efficient? Historical 
explanations in terms of subsidiary inner determiners, such as moral corruption which, 
after all, is but an aspect of the overall inner breakdown of human social group. 
External determiners succeed in producing deep changes in a community if they 
enhance existing inner stresses to the point of collapse. (1959, p. 185) 
 
3. The Organization Component 
Prince-2 has four organization layers: 1) program management, 2) project management (a 
program involves more than one project), 3) the project manager, who is responsible for 
the day-to-day management of the project, and 4) team management. The injection here 
would be to focus more on the team—on the group of people doing the job. Peter Senge’s 
five disciplines that form and create a learning organization, plus whole system methods 
that aim for more participation, can be of help here. That would require investments in 
group performance, and, thus, in team learning, system theory, mental models, shared 
vision, and personal mastery. Another interesting theory here would be Watzlawick’s 
theory on second order change (that one needs injections from the outside in order to truly 
establish change within a group 133). Improving team performance is the credo here. 
Planning should become “planning as learning.” 
A Critique on TOC 
TOC stands for Theory of Constraints. It was developed by Eli Goldratt and explained in 
his business novel, “The Goal,” published in 1984. Since then, Goldratt has written 
several more TOC business novels. One of them was “The Critical Chain” (1997), which 
deals with project management. 
                                                 
132 The idea of inner breakdowns resembles the idea of inner-risks, which I touched upon in 
Chapter Four. Furthermore, one could be attentive to inner breakdown potentialities when drawing 
a project social network. Finally, breakdown can, of course, also mean “fall down.” 
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In essence, TOC is a logistics theory that deals with typical eighties-related business 
problems of accruing stock in a factory setting. “The Goal” deals with a manager who is 
placed at a new factory. While walking through the factory he notices excess stock at 
several places in the production chain. He then hires a consultant named Jonah, who 
introduces him to bottleneck theory, a constraint-based theory. Jonah explains to him that 
managers tend to act locally, focusing on their own department, on their own optimization, 
and not globally, thinking of the company as boundary. The result is sub-optimization. For 
example, suppose you have a supply chain that is made up of four departments: a “raw 
materials” department, with a maximum production capacity of 10; a “half fabrics” 
department, with a maximum capacity of 80; a “fabrics” department, with a maximum of 
60; and, finally, a “sales” department, with a maximum capacity of 120. All of these 
department managers want to maximize their capacity. Because of that, Fabrics will get a 
lot of flack because they get delivered 80 but can only put 60 into work, while Sales can 
(and wants to) sell 120. Fabrics is the biggest bottleneck in this example, and the most 
likely “throughput” in this chain would be 60. Producing more than 60 will render stock. 
Locally thinking, producing 60 means that Raw Materials, in their view, will be sub-
optimal. But, thinking globally, this is the best thing to do (in Goldratt’s vision).  
It is this global thinking (thinking in terms of optimizing a company’s efficiency 
as a whole instead of optimizing her local departments) that Goldratt sees as a paradigm 
shift in the way businesses are generally run (locally). He introduces his five basic TOC 
rules: 
• Find the bottleneck in the 
system 
• Decide how to improve 
the bottleneck’s performance 
• Subordinate all actions to 
this decision 
• Improve the constraint 
• Go back to Step One 
 
(Retrieved from www.commonsense.it) 
 
                                                                                                                                                  
133 And, in retrospect, fits with my idea of assessing a project team prior to the actual start of the 
work 
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In Goldratt’s business novel, “The Critical Chain,” the theory of constraints is applied to 
project management. The best way to describe the critical chain philosophy is to use the 
parable that is in the book: Our novel figure is on a trip with a few children. They are path 
finding. The problem is, it will soon be dark out so they must hurry. They must find 
shelter before nightfall. However, our figure is constantly waiting for one child, who is 
considerably slower and weaker (in terms of how much luggage he can carry) than the 
rest. So he decides to place that child at head of the troop. This way, they are able to 
continue on at a stable pace without constantly being delayed. Later on, our figure also 
decides to take over the child’s luggage, therefore speeding up their walking pace. This 
efficient pace brings them into safety. 
Looking at a project portfolio, you can also spot many constraints. These mostly 
consist of resources and employees. These two factors determine the throughput of the 
portfolio. It is wise to centralize these people in the (resource-) planning. Then, the idea is 
to go through the five steps (outlined above). One question is whether the project manager 
is able to hire more personnel (in an effort to ease the constraint). Goldratt calls this 
critical chain project management (CCPM): Focus on the weakest chain, subordinate and 
plan accordingly, and try to removing the constraint. 
Thinking globally, i.e., really ”seeing” a chain of events, is an improvement to the 
extreme breakdown effort done in Prince-2. But thinking in the form of “a chain” is, in 
itself, a very linear way of thinking. The good thing is, in my view, the focus on 
constraints. But TOC thinking is not circular; it is not systems-oriented like in the 
archetypical way; and constraints are described as negative bottlenecks that delay 
throughput. From a systems perspective, constraints also hold the system together. Senge 
describes systems thinking, highlighting its accelerating loops and (correcting) delays. In 
1999 TOC follower Lisa Scheinkopf wrote, “Thinking for a Change: Putting the TOC 
Thinking Processes to Use”—a book in which she describes TOC thinking processes in 
detail. That appears to be extreme cause and effect, classical logics. The idea is to 
ascertain that there is only one cause to one effect, or that there are more causes to one 
effect or more causes to more effects or more causes to only one effect. That, combined 
with a focus on clarity (Do we all mean the same thing?) and a focus on assumptions (Do 
you “hear” a fact or an assumption?), constructs the TOC thinking processes framework. 
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Bateson has a different view on weak chains. In “Mind and Nature” (1979), he sums up 
items that “every schoolboy knows.” Item six is about unpredictable, divergent 
sequences: 
Under tension, a chain will break at its weakest link. That much is predictable. What is 
difficult is to identify the weakest link before it breaks. The generic we can know, but 
the specific eludes us. Some chains are designed to break at a certain tension and at a 
certain link. But a good chain is homogeneous, and no prediction is possible. And 
much tension will be needed to break the chain. There are statements about individuals 
(a link) and about a class (the chain). Both statements are of different logical typing. (p. 
38) 
The concept of constraints is a central theme in systems theory. Although it would be 
impossible to provide a deep explanation of the concept here, I still I want to stretch the 
idea of constraints out of Goldratt’s rather limited and narrow definition. 
In “Incomplete Nature,” Deacon states: 
The concept of constraint does not treat organization as though it is something added 
to a process or to an ensemble of elements. It is not something over and above these 
constituents and their relationships to one another. And yet it neither demotes 
organization to mere descriptive status not does it confuse organization with the 
specifics of the components and their particular singular relationships to one another. 
Constraints are what is not there but could have been134, irrespective of whether this is 
registered by an act of observation. In each case (e.g., railcars are constrained in their 
movement by the location of tracks), there are degrees of freedom that could 
potentially be realized in the absence of these constraints. (2012, p. 192) 
 
Gatlin, as cited in Juarrero’s “Dynamics in Action,” distinguishes between two types of 
constraints: 
Context-free constraints, which take a system’s components far from equiprobability 
and context-sensitive constraints: causal (but not efficiently causal) engines that drive 
creative evolution, not through forceful impact, but by making things interdependent, 
which synchronize and correlate previously independent parts into a systemic whole. 
When organized into a complex, integral whole, parts become correlated as a function 
of context-dependent constraints imposed on them by the newly organized system in 
which they are now embedded. Catalysts; feedback-loops and biological resonance and 
entrainment embody context-sensitive constraints. (As cited in Juarrero, 1999, p. 6) 
 
Juarrero (1999, p. 133) points at the fact that: 
If all constraints restricted a thing’s degree of freedom, organisms would progressively 
do less and less. However, precisely the opposite is empirically observed. Some 
                                                 
134 I am triggered by the fact that (according to Deacon) constraints are embedded in a larger 
system, eventually registered by an act of observation. They are not simple objects that one can 
manipulate or try to optimize like Goldratt wants us to believe. 
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constraints must therefore not only reduce the number of alternatives, they must 
simultaneously create new possibilities. We need to understand how constraints can 
simultaneously open up ass well as close off options (with a reference to Campbell). 
 
In “Mind, Brain and the Elusive Soul,” Graves considers constraints from a pragmatic 
perspective. He states: 
Constraints impose limitations. The word constrain derives from the Latin constringere, 
to “bind tightly together.” If one conceives of entities as fixed, constraints add 
additional restrictions. However, if nature and mind consist of relationships in various 
processes of flux, constraints define what actually exists and limits what one can know. 
From a pragmatic perspective, all meaningful relationships constrain reality. For Peirce, 
if the relationship has no conceivable effect, then it has no meaning. For Bateson, if the 
relationship makes no difference, it contains no information. (2008, p. 45) 
 
Kosslyn, as cited in Brockman’s “This Will Make You Smarter,” states that the so-called 
concept of constraint satisfaction is crucial to understanding and improving human 
reasoning and decision-making. 
A “constraint” is a condition that must be taken into account when solving a problem 
or making a decision, and “constraint satisfaction” is the process of meeting the 
relevant constraints. The key idea is that often there are only a few ways to satisfy a 
full set of constraints simultaneously.” “In general, the more constraints, the fewer 
possible ways of satisfying them simultaneously. And this is especially the case when 
there are many “strong” constraints. There are (only) few ways to satisfy a strong 
constraint. (Ed. 2012, p. 167) 
 
Thagard, in “Coherence in Thought and Action,” also refers to constraint satisfaction: 
Making sense is the activity of fitting something puzzling into a coherent pattern of 
mental representations that include concepts, beliefs, goals and actions. I propose a 
general theory of coherence as the satisfaction of multiple interacting constraints and 
show that the theory has numerous psychological and philosophical applications. 
Much of human cognition can be understood in terms of constraint satisfaction as 
coherence, and many of the central problems of philosophy can be given coherence-
based solutions. (2000, preface) 
 
In “Administrative Behaviour,” Simon concludes that: 
In the decision-making situations of real life, a course of action, to be acceptable, must 
satisfy a whole set of requirements, or constraints. Sometimes one of these 
requirements is singled out and referred to as the goal of the action. But the choice of 
one constraint from many is to a large extend arbitrary. For many purposes it is more 
meaningful to refer to the whole set of requirements as the complex goal of the 
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action 135 . This conclusion applies both to individual and organizational decision-
making. (1997, p. 151) 
 
And, finally, Scott points at time constraints in social networks136: 
The time that can be allocated to any particular relation is limited, and it will decline as 
the number of contacts increases. Agents will, therefore, decide to stop making new 
relations -new investments- in time when the rewards decline and it becomes too costly. 
The number of contacts they can sustain, therefore, declines as the size of the network 
increases. Time constraints, therefore, produce a limit to the number of contacts and, 
therefore, to the density of the network. (2000, p. 75) 
 
A Critique on Agile 
The Manifesto for Agile Software Development137 reads as follows: 
We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others 
to do it. Through this work we have come to value: 
• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 
• Working software over comprehensive documentation 
• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 
• Responding to change over following a plan 
 That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value items on the left more. 
Earlier in this chapter I described several “complexity aligned project management 
frameworks” that have found their way into the (academic) project management 
community. The red thread in all these frameworks is an agile approach, which is, in 
essence, a short term, iterative way of delivering project deliverables. Conforto and 
Amaral (2010, p. 73), with a reference to Highsmith and Chin, define Agile Project 
Management (APM) as a “set of values, principles, and practices that assist project 
management teams in coming to grips with this challenging (innovative) environment.” 
APM principles like Lean Thinking Principles are based on flexibility and simplicity. 
They are developed by iterations and, according to the authors, add value to customers by 
means of short-time deliverables. APM values employ iterative feature delivery, deliver 
customer value, champion technical excellence, build adaptive teams, and encourage 
exploration and simplicity. Chin (as cited in Conforto and Amaral, 2010, p. 74) states that 
“most innovative products are developed under uncertainties in turbulent environments, 
characterized by project complexity, unpredictable activities, and changes where the 
                                                 
135 Again, finding the constraint is not that simple; it’s likely impossible and arbitrary. The goal, 
with a wink to Goldratt’s novel “The Goal,” is therefore an arbitrary goal. 
136 See Part B on social networks 
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traditional approaches have presented limitations138.” Steffens et al. (As cited in Conforto 
and Amaral, 2010, p. 74) state that in the traditional project management approach, 
changes are negative aspects, whereas in turbulent environments they are prerequisite to 
successful projects. And Highsmith (as cited in Conforto and Amaral, 2010, p. 74) states, 
“APM control plays an important role in learning-in-progress and not following a rigid 
plan.” He also argues that if plans are speculations or hypotheses about the future, then 
frequent and effective feedback is required in order to properly test them. The success of 
projects that adopt the exploration approach depends on reality-based feedback. Adapting 
the plan and project scope depends on a wide range of information, which includes the 
assessment of project progress, technical risk, evolution of requirements, and ongoing 
competitive market analysis. 
Conforto and Amaral (2010) state that their research also provides some guidance 
on how to best apply both approaches (traditional and agile), such as the standardization 
and use of templates and procedures, in order to meet project requirements. Jung and van 
de Looi (2011) refer to this in what they call a hybrid model139. 
Agile project management is not itself a framework; it more or less reflects the 
manifesto above. Conforto and Amaral state that it is not a technique that is based on 
well-established theory with well-specified procedures.  
Kong, Liu and Lowe state: 
The agile methodologies are based on the best practices in software development 
communities. Despite the increasing acceptance of the agile methods, empirical 
evidence of its effectiveness is mainly anecdotal. As an unstructured approach it is 
sometimes difficult to replicate successes. There is a need to understand the dynamic 
process of agile methodologies through a more structured analytical process. (2005, p. 
138) 
 
There are several frameworks that cover the above manifesto, like, for instance, SCRUM. 
(The word “scrum” comes from rugby. It is used to refer to a group of people who, while 
pushing, are trying to bring the ball to the other side of the field. Here it is analogous for 
team playing.) 
                                                                                                                                                  
137 www.agilemanifesto.org 
138 Emphasis by author 
139 It is the model that I used whilst managing Project Y. 
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Scrum is a short, cyclic approach that consists of multiple iterations (or sprints). Classic 
project management requires a full description of project delivery. Here, all of the 
requirements for the total product are written down. In Scrum, the project runs on a 
product backlog that consists of customer use cases. It’s up to the project (IT part) to build 
that technically. A product owner then prioritizes these use cases. In each sprint, one or 
more use cases are built so that they can be used in operation. But this doesn’t always 
happen. I have seen many agile sprints that move forward without delivering something 
that is usable right away. A sprint ends with a retrospective; this is the learning part, the 
evaluation of the sprint. It must enable the team to perform ever better. There is some long 
term planning, but it’s highly and “legitimately” speculative. By now you will understand 
that I like that part. However, business executives don’t always necessarily feel the same. 
The better the retrospective, though, the better you will understand the project and be able 
to make more precise long-term forecasts. 
 
From a complexity viewpoint I like Agile’s short-term approach. Long term planning 
assumes an understanding of how the world will look tomorrow, which I do not believe is 
possible. I also like Agile’s focus on team performance and team mandate. Taylor (2009) 
criticizes the agile approach because it lacks focus on the final delivery, which could be 
cause for rework along the way. Kendrick (2012, p. 19) also mentions the risk of a 
“meandering, never-ending project that consumes time, money and effort with little to 
show for it all.” Remington and Pollack seem to see a risk of increased complexity. They 
use the term “fast-tracking,” but that just seems synonyme to “agile.” They state: 
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Fast tracking, like concurrent engineering, involves the start of implementation before 
the final design and detailed specifications have been completed. This approach is 
usually adopted because of pressure from key-stakeholders to get started. The overall 
level of complexity is increased exponentially in fast-tracked projects because of the 
additional sources of complexity. Fast-tracked projects have high propensities for 
significant cost overruns because they are likely to experience all four types of 
complexity – technical and directional complexity in addition to structural and 
temporal complexity. (2007, p. 35) 
 
Leifer and Steinert describe a rather loosely labeled “toolbox” called (adaptive) design 
thinking. They categorize agile systems development as a parallel movement in design 
thinking. According to the authors, in the box one can find tools that, amongst others: 
Focus on human values; discover customer needs; employ rapid iterative learning 
cycles; apply human factors and ergonomics; be mindful of process; manage design 
team composition and dynamics; use product based learning paradigms; show, don’t 
tell; prototype (build) to learn; design the customer experience; maintain a bias 
towards action (observe, prototype, test); and; give questioning an equal or greater 
status than deciding. All of these rather recently added design and development 
process aspects aim at enhancing the chances for the product being adopted. They also 
aim to increase the utility in relation to the behavioral change required by adopting the 
new solution. (2011, p. 152) 
 
In “Complexity and Knowledge Management,” Rosenberg, referring to construction 
teams, states: 
Construction teams are agile in the sense that they have flexible, ad hoc organizational 
structures, which increase their mobility and their responsiveness to continuously 
changing circumstances on the construction site. Although they have strict formal 
channels of communication and established procedures and protocols, most of their 
day-to-day working life is oriented toward informal social networks 140  that help 
individuals cope with the continual change that characterizes their work environment, 
and enables them to work as part of distributed teams, across physical, cultural, and 
organizational divides. For these reasons, agile teams in construction are taken as an 
example of a distributed organization held together by informal social networks that 
support shared tacit knowledge of the ways the team can work together effectively. 
(2010, p. 74) 
 
Finally, moving agility out of the project management domain, Wytenburg states: 
Market leadership in the complex, fast-paced, unpredictable, and self-adaptive 
environment of the knowledge era will demand the capacity to be agile in the face of a 
constantly competitive landscape. Third-order change represents a fundamental shift in 
an organization’s perception of its central role within its market environment: these 
corporations serve as avatars of a future that they actively and consciously create. The 
                                                 
140 See Part B for the use of social network analysis in project management. 
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dynamics of the “text/context” interplay that define the emerging market environment 
demand of corporations an agility that can increasingly be realized only from within a 
state of third-order change. Third-order change is not about doing change successfully: 
rather, it is about being change successfully. (As cited in Lissack and Gunz, 1999, p. 
61) 
 
But Agile is also a marketing trend. Duncan came across the following mission statement 
(the company’s name is X):  
“At the heart of X there is La Difference…each specific approach builds our strength 
as a Groupe. Across each brand and entity, we dedicate all our energy to the success of 
our clients…the values that lead us are: pioneer and challenger; multi-cultural and 
creative; innovative and agile; humanist and accountable” (2008, p. 29).  
 
I describe the Cynefin framework and Agile approach in the next chapter. 
 
Conclusion: There’s definitely a flow of unease with traditional frameworks and their 
unrealistic focus on breakdown structures. In the broader context, constraints might also 
add value to a system because it prevents the system from overheating, as opposed to the 
narrow, negative formulated, bottleneck definition in the TOC framework. Agile’s 
shadowside is that it might lead to a never-ending story of continuous deliveries.  
 Risk management in Prince-2 mainly deals with the management of external risks 
that threaten the project. But the facts that a project itself, its whole process, involves risk, 
or better, uncertainty, and that project management process as such manufactures risk 
(again referring to the risk society concept) that needs mitigation as well is not taken care 
of, though one can argue that the framework at large tends to mitigate risk. In my opinion, 
however, I think that the uncertainties in the project environment itself or in the process of 
project management need more attention.  
 In terms of my own project management practice, this chapter showed me that, at 
this moment, there is no framework that can deliver the expected certainty wanted by 
stakeholders. I think that TOC and Agile are nice add-ons to the Prince-2 framework, and 
I will use them in a (hybrid) combination, but this combination remains a framework. I 
don’t think that a combined use of these frameworks alone is enough to guide a project 
manager through a complex environment. This statement presumes knowledge about the 
criteria that form a complex environment; therefore, in the next chapter I will elaborate on 
the Cynefin model, which makes the distinction between simple, complicated, complex, 
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and chaotic environments—a model that I refer to as an environment scan and which I 
will use in combination with several other environment scans. 
 
Summary Table: 
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Chapter Seven: Ashby’s Law and the Cynefin Model 
In the first two chapters of this thesis I described my unease with the fact that, despite the 
use of all sorts of accepted project management tools, most projects continue to encounter 
organizational and operational setbacks. I used soft systems methodology to describe the 
project management “arena” in an effort to better illustrate the situation. In chapters three 
and four I documented the findings of a literature review I performed in order to unearth 
other discourses on the subject. In Chapter Five I elaborated on systems theory, since my 
many of my mental models have been influenced by some of the writers in that area. And 
in Chapter Six I criticized three project management frameworks: Prince-2, TOC, and 
Agile.  
Up to this point, every chapter has dealt with, in one or another, the risks involved 
in project management. In this chapter I will compile several insights regarding Ashby’s 
law of Requisite Variety and Snowden’s Cynefin model. Later I will refer to the Cynefin 
model, together with other models, as “environmental scans;” these scans enable a project 
manager to understand the level of complexity in his or her project management 
environment. These models help define where and when a project resides in complex 
environments (as opposed to complicated or simple environments). As project managers, 
use of these scans allow us to better understand whether we operate in known or 
completely unknown areas (domain of unknown-unknowns). This puts us back in the role 
of risk manager, because, according to Snowden, the environment determines a manager’s 
actions and, thus, his risk mitigation. 
Above I described Ashby’s law of Requisite Variety, which states that the 
regulator must contain as much variety as the system being regulated. I interpret that as: 
The more complex the project management environment, the more diverse, variable, and 
multi-steering methods and abilities a project requires. I see several parallels between 
Ashby’s Law and the Cynefin model. Snowden and Boone (2007, p. 1) remark, “All too 
often, managers rely on common leadership approaches that work well in one set of 
circumstances but fall short in others.” This resembles my unease with project 
management control frameworks that are supposed to work in “simple” and “complicated” 
environments. The answer, according to Snowden, lies in a fundamental assumption of 
organizational theory and practice: that a certain level of predictability and order exists in 
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the world. Snowden thinks that the time has come to broaden this (Newtonian) landscape 
and start looking into complexity sciences, whose insights were used to develop the 
Cynefin141 framework. In the framework, common issues leaders face are sorted into five 
contexts, each defined by the nature of the relationship between cause and effect. Four of 
these contexts— simple, complicated, complex, and chaotic—require leaders to diagnose 
situations and act in contextually appropriate ways. The fifth, disorder, applies when it is 
unclear which of the four contexts is predominant. 
In what follows I will closely follow the Harvard article and text: “A Leader’s 
Framework for Decision Making” (HBR, November 2007) and reflect upon some older 
articles written by Snowden where he develops the Cynefin model, add other academic 
insight, align the Agile community with the Cynefin community, and reflect upon my 
project management case. However, before I start elaborating on the five Cynefin 
domains I will briefly discuss the development of the Cynefin model. Snowden and Kurtz 
(2003, pp. 462-465) question three “basic assumptions”: The first is the assumption of 
order, especially in human interaction. They question the idea of visible cause and effect 
relationships in any circumstance and state that humans are not limited to one identity; for 
them, human identity changes depending on an individual’s interaction with other humans 
and within groups. This is referred to as phenomenological or contextual complexity. The 
second is the assumption of rational choice: Humans act in a contextual manner, meaning 
that their actions are situationally dependent. The third is the assumption of intentional 
capability. Here the authors question the managerial idea that the acquisition of capability 
means that managers will definitely use that capability (intentionally); we accept that we 
act by accident, but that others act deliberately. Basically, Snowden (2005, p. 47) is 
questioning “the dominant ideology in organizations (that) assumes that in any “system” 
there are underlying relationships between cause and effect. (That) these relationships can 
be discovered or approximated in such a way that the future can be planned on the basis 
of desired outcomes.” In other articles Snowden recalls the classical desire for order, in 
which order is set against chaos. He states, “Unfortunately, the dichotomy between order 
and chaos is both wrong and of itself an incomplete statement of the various types of 
                                                 
141 Signifying the multiple factors in our environment and our experience that influence us in ways 
we can never understand. 
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possible systems” (2005, p. 48). Complex systems are introduced somewhere between 
order and chaos that are said to be “retrospectively coherent”—patterns of causality that 
are only visible “with the benefits of hindsight” (2005, p. 48). Between the years 2003 
and 2007 the framework developed into a five-domain model: simple, complicated, 
complex, chaotic, and disorderly. Snowden recognizes the danger of categorization (2005, 
p. 49) as well as the danger of reversed engineering into pre-categorized domains: In 
these situations, people only see the data that fit within the (given) categorization 
framework, thus reducing the capability to see novelty or to detect weak signals.  
I will now elaborate on the Cynefin domains. 
Simple contexts are characterized by stability and clear cause-and-effect relationships 
that are easily discernible by everyone. It is the realm of “known knowns.” Areas that are 
subject to little change and few problems with order processing and fulfillment usually 
belong here. Sargut and McGrath (2011) describe simple systems as systems that contain 
few interactions and are extremely predictable. Thompson (as cited in McLain 2009, p. 
62), considering the interdependencies in patterns of information exchange, speaks of 
pooled work, a situation where there are few interdependencies among activities and 
where information exchange is minimal. Properly assessed, simple contexts require 
straightforward management and monitoring. In simple areas, leaders sense, categorize, 
and respond. That is, they assess the facts of the situation, categorize them, and then base 
their response on established practice. However, problems can arise due to issues being 
classified incorrectly, or because they were oversimplified from the beginning: Leaders 
may be blinded to new ways of thinking, or they may become complacent and presume 
simplicity. I (BB) think of projects in a simple context, but I do not believe that there are 
simple “environments.” I can imagine a simple problem setting, though. But the question 
remains whether simple problems, “known knowns,” even require project management in 
the first place. 
Complicated contexts, unlike simple ones, may contain multiple right answers, and 
although there is a clear relationship between cause and effect, not everyone can see it. 
Sargut and McGrath (2011) describe complicated systems as systems that have many 
moving parts but that operate in patterned ways. There are many possible interactions 
within them, but they usually follow a pattern, therefore making it possible to make 
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accurate predictions in regards to the behavior. Thompson (as cited in McLain, 2009) 
speaks of sequential structures that are characterized by linear dependencies among 
activities that are ordered in a sequence. This is the realm of “known unknowns” that Pich 
et al. (As cited in McLain 2009, p. 61) refer to as the area of foreseen uncertainty, where 
there are identifiable and understood influences on behavior despite general uncertainty 
about possible future project states (as opposed to unforeseen uncertainty, meaning a lack 
of information about possible future project states). Here, leaders must sense, analyze, 
and respond. In this area, since there are multiple right answers, there are several 
(excellent) options to be investigated. Good practice, as opposed to best practice, is key 
here. In this context, experts dominate the domain. However, this may also be a problem 
because leaders, too, need innovative ideas, and those don’t usually come from 
knowledge experts. Another potential problem is analysis paralysis. This occurs when an 
individual becomes so overwhelmed by over-analyzing an issue that they miss the clear 
solution. When the answer is elusive (forcing you to base your decision on incomplete 
data), your situation is probably complex rather than complicated.  
With this in mind, the question becomes whether Project X, which I discuss in 
Chapter Nine, and/or Project Y, which I discuss in Chapter Ten, reside in this domain or in 
the complex domain. Both projects are highly expert driven, and have fallen victim to 
analysis paralysis. I would say that, in both cases, leadership has been more focused on 
analysis than on categorization. And in both cases some creative thinking has been needed 
in order to find a solution. Another intriguing thing here is that, in both projects, I cannot 
say that we operate(d) in known unknowns. In both cases everyone involved knew the 
(compliancy) issues that needed to be tackled. What is/was unknown, however, is/was 
how related hardware and software systems will/would react while solutions are being 
built in those systems. This is the unknown in this area. I will elaborate on both projects, 
in a Cynefin context, later on.  
In a complex context, however, right answers are difficult to ferret out. Here, 
context is not static and the whole is not the sum of its parts. According to Sargut and 
McGrath three properties determine the complexity of an environment. The first, 
multiplicity, refers to the number of potentially interacting elements involved. The second, 
interdependence, relates to how connected those elements are. And the third, diversity, 
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has to do with the degree of their heterogeneity. Maylor et al. (2008) refer to the Random 
House Webster’s College Dictionary, which defines the word complex as: “composed of 
many interconnecting parts,” and the word complicated as: “composed of many elaborate 
interconnecting parts.” The distinction between complex and complicated lies in the 
nature of the relationships between the parts. In a complex system, different elements 
interact and produce outcomes that are nonlinear and unpredictable, whereas a 
complicated system produces predictable outcomes. Maylor et al. (2008, p. 16) note that it 
“may be possible to recognize qualitative patterns of behavior, but complex systems are 
not amenable to treatment by traditional systems analysis where regularity, separability of 
elements, and clear cause-and-effect relationships are assumed.” Further, according to 
Maylor et al. (2008, p. 16), “a complex system has path dependence and is highly 
sensitive to initial conditions. Every project takes place in an historical context and its 
starting conditions (e.g., the state of existing relationships between stakeholders, the trust 
between project team members 142  cannot be calibrated precisely to be able to make 
reliable predictions.”  
To me it sounds as if Maylor et al. (2008) consider all projects to be complex. For 
Snowden, however, the complex resides in the realm of “unknown unknowns,” which 
Elms (as cited in McLain, 2009, p. 61) refers to as “ontological uncertainty.”  
Thompson (as cited in McLain, 2009, p. 62) speaks of:  
Reciprocal structures in the complex domain that have complex activity 
interdependencies that vary with each piece of work performed, and retrograde 
structures requiring rework [as is the case in Project Y below]. Here leaders must probe 
first, then sense and respond. Situations are complex because some major change 
introduces unpredictability and flux. 
 
My understanding of complexity is that minor changes bring about flux; but, either way, I 
agree that it is only possible to understand why things happen in retrospect. Leaders must 
patiently allow for the path forward to reveal itself so that instructive patterns can emerge 
and provide some guidance. Snowden (2007, p. 5) mentions the famous Apollo 13 scene 
here (“Houston, we have a problem”), where the problematic situation moved into a 
complex domain. I don’t think that situations move into something complex; I think that 
they are already part of something complex, or not (though, that would mean that there 
                                                 
142 Emphasis by author 
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exists non-complex environments, which I doubt). So, in that way, everything is part of 
something complex when you broaden the scope of context or domain. Here we are 
presented with a well-known question of boundaries in systems and complexity theory: 
What does one observe as being part of the system? And, what is regarded out of scope? 
In a chaotic context, searching for the “right” answers would be pointless: The 
relationships between cause and effect are impossible to determine because they are 
constantly shifting and no manageable patterns exist; there is only turbulence. Pich et al. 
(As cited in McLain 2009, p. 61) speak here of “projects that lack stable assumptions and 
have goals with an uncertain structure.” Here a leader must act in multiple capacities. As 
an example, Snowden uses the way Chief Gasior dealt with the Palatine murders case. 
According to Snowden & Boone, Gasior dealt with four contexts at once. This, apparently, 
means that contexts can overlap (which I agree with). The question remains whether that 
is what is supposed to be complex.   
Looking closely at Chief Gasior’s actions, I will point out some project 
management parallels. First, he took immediate action via the media in order to stem the 
tide of initial panic by keeping the community informed (chaotic). There’s a parallel here 
with project management insofar as the situation involved crisis management; Gasior had 
to help keep the department running routinely and according to established procedure 
(simple). This is where project management control frameworks come in and where they 
are of use in terms of running an operation. Then he hired experts (complicated), while 
continuing to see to his duty of calming the community in the days and weeks following 
the crime (complex). Here it looks as though the complex, the community as a whole, has 
simplicity and complicatedness within the complex. Gasior read the community as 
complex, and so he used complexity-aligned tools in order to deal with it, like conducting 
open forums with citizens directly rather than through an expert. It is this combination of 
domains within the complex that I will use to elaborate on a more multi-stream, multi-
focus project management approach, or, with Ashby in mind, something called “Requisite 
Variety Project Management.” The challenge, then, is to find the domains within the 
complex and adequately manage them (and the complex itself).  
Finally, Snowden focuses much on leadership. There’s a passage in the Harvard 
article called “Tools for Managing in a Complex Context,” but I find it to be rather thin 
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because I think that leadership style and appropriate tooling need to be more closely 
aligned. This alignment, which leads to increased diverse tooling as the environment 
increases in complexity, should be used in parallel and, combined with a certain 
leadership style, may be called requisite variety, because it’s the use of several tools in 
parallel that steers the more complex environment. This making use of diverse tooling 
(diverse multiple governors, in Ashby terms) asks for specific leadership. 
Snowden, reflecting upon the domain of disorder, remarks that this is an 
intermediate domain where people still compete while trying to reach a level of 
understanding about the specific characteristics (simple, complicated, complex) of the 
domain they are interacting in. It is a domain of negotiation. 
There has been discussion between the Agile and the Cynefin communities 
regarding the value of an agile approach in a complex setting. I will follow Joseph 
Pelrine’s 143  considerations here, since he collaborates with Snowden on this theme. 
Pelrine states (2011, p. 26) that “the rise in popularity of the Internet has helped push 
agile practices far beyond their original boundaries, and possibly into domains where the 
application is not the optimal solution to the problems at hand.” He also states that “those 
that have yet to be convinced by Agile can point to the lack of hard evidence, of rigorous 
analysis, of a theoretical, scientific basis, in the literature” (2011, p. 27). As stated earlier, 
others (Kong, Liu, Lowe, Kendrick) have also made similar remarks. Pelrine focuses on 
the software development area, where agile practices originally started, and validates an 
agile approach there since people are building software in teams. He states, “Teams of 
people are complex and unpredictable.” In an agile approach, team roles are not fixed and 
members are “allowed to self-organize” (2011, p. 29).  
Pelrine (2011, p. 29) developed a few (Scrum) rules that refer to aspects of complexity: 1) 
focus on learning; the idea is to work in a “safe-fail” work environment, 2) whoever has 
the risk makes the decision, and (3) the effort to keep people happy and motivated over a 
long project. Still Pelrine questions whether software development resides in the complex 
domain. There are reasons pro and contra, he argues, and then states that “interesting 
things happen when we TREAT [his emphasis] software development as complex … 
                                                 
143 Certified Scrum Master Practitioner and accredited practitioner for the Cognitive Edge 
 Network 
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(and) we might also question which other domains may benefit from this treatment” (p. 
30). Now complexity is also apparently a treatment. It is not made clear, though, in my 
opinion, how customers should benefit from the realization that software development is 
not complicated but complex. Then he makes the following jump: “Only with the 
publication of Dave Snowden’s papers on the Cynefin model did a system emerge that 
finally allowed researchers and practitioners to understand social complexity science, and 
its position as the theoretical basis 144  of software Agility” (p.32). Pelrine states that 
success in software development, as with any project, is only retrospectively coherent 
(complex) (2011, p. 35): You can say that a project was a success after it’s over. Finally, 
the agile iterations pattern of apply-inspect-adapt of agile development is aligned with the 
Cynefin probe-sense-respond model. 
 At the moment, Snowden, Bennet, Freeman, and Pelrine are working on a CALM 
framework, which is touted to be a Cynefin, Agile, and Lean mash-up. There’s also 
criticism from within the Agile community though (see: nook.nl/Appelo) where Appelo 
states: “the Cynefin brand145 is being passed around as if it is a synonym for complexity 
science” and -he wonders- “are they trying to sell me a tool?” 
Using the Cynefin framework as a reference, I designed the following Project 
Complexity Matrix: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
               144 Emphasis by author 
145 Emphasis by author 
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Conclusion: Complex projects, and thus the risk management of the project process, seem 
to require more triangulation. It also appears to me that project management in 
complicated and complex 
environments (the two are, 
for me, overlapping areas) 
requires more interaction, 
shared knowledge, and 
communication with 
stakeholders and team 
members in order to try and 
understand emergent 
patterns. It is likely that this 
requires flexible, multi-
focused leadership, and the 
use of diverse tooling. (I 
intend to research this assumption in the projects I describe in Part B of this book.) To the 
left/above I visualized the relationship between environments and variety. From a risk 
management perspective, with reference to the risk society concept, to me the idea of 
being able to mitigate manufactured risks as a society in a complex or chaotic 
environment with characteristics as described by Snowden seems, to put it mildly, quite 
idealistic. 
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Chapter Eight: Letiche and Lissack’s concept of emergent coherence 
Though they propose a four-“square semiotic dialogue square model” (see below) that can 
help managers to get some grip on emergence within their organization, Letiche, Lissack 
and Schultz (2011) offer a non-categorical vision to be able to better align with ongoing 
emergence (complexity) within organizations that they call emergent, experiential 
coherence, or resilient coherence, as opposed to ascribed coherence. All of the 
frameworks discussed so far require some kind of breakdown structure in order to 
function in a managerial fashion. I think that the emergent coherence concept offers an 
interactional process model that is not hindered by artificial, created boundaries, which 
trouble context and likely “manufacture” more risk in terms of the ongoing project 
process. The process of breaking down the complex into assumed complicated areas 
could be an element of the manufacturing of risk process, which Beck refers to in his risk 
society concept. It looks like both society (in general) as well as project managers try to 
mitigate manufactured risk by breaking down the complex into frameworks that can, 
theoretically, handle complicated environments, but, instead, one just ends up adding risks 
to the equation. This handling of emergent coherence in the area of ascribed coherence 
puts managers in a catch-22 situation, as Letiche and Lissack explain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Coherence is described as unity when “two or more items share a here and have 
something in common that allows for unity to appear to participants, observers, or both” 
(Letiche, Lissack & Schultz, 2011, p. 3). For the most part, coherence is referred to 
retrospectively: When looking back, things show order. Letiche, Lissack and Schultz refer 
Emergence is the way novel and coherent structures, patterns and 
properties arise out of a multiplicity of relatively simple 
interactions. It is marked by radical novelty, coherence or 
correlation, some property of "wholeness", it evolves, and it can 
be perceived... 
Coherence is regarded by many psychologists as critical to day 
the productivity and effectiveness of individuals. Both scholars 
and managers have adapted this belief to the world of 
management and organizations. Coherence is regarded as a sign 
of a well-run organization.  
 
www.isce.edu 
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to this as ascribed coherence. What they write about is experience-based coherence. 
Ascribed coherence is categorical, reductionist, retrospective, and epistemological, while 
emergent coherence is event-based, individual, constructionist, ongoing, ontological, and 
phenomenological. It is this ascribed, measured coherence that managers are taught 
(Letiche et al., 2011, p. 5). Ascribed coherence functions to produce results in a world of 
fixed contexts—the world that one catches in frameworks, which the authors refer to as 
“representations of the world” (2011, p. 7).  
Conversely, emergent, experiential coherence is learned on the job. Here context is 
crucial in understanding the distinction: Ascribed coherence demands a context of 
stability, whereas emergent coherence “entails finding stability in context” (Letiche et al., 
2011, p. 6). Ascribed coherence is the domain of managerial linearity, whereas emergent 
coherence is the narrative of stakeholders, such as customers, employees, suppliers, and, 
also, competitors. These narratives bridge the gap between what has happened—
(retrospectively, we managers can, at least to some extent, understand what happened, and 
that understanding of the past belongs to the area of ascribed coherence)—and what is 
actually happening, which is the area of emergent coherence.  
 
                            (Retrieved from: www.isce.edu/bd.pdf)  
The problem with ascribed coherence is that it functions in frameworks—in 
representations of the world where managers act to create efficiency. But ascribed 
coherence lacks the dynamics presented by actual and future-oriented possible contexts 
called “affordances” (Letiche et al., 2011, p. 7), which are defined as: “what context 
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permits, invites, stimulates, and makes almost inevitable.” In exploring those dynamics 
we must look for similarities, principles, and logics-linking structures, which the authors 
refer to as “homologies.” The study of homologies is an attempt to identify which 
similarities can or cannot be trusted (Letiche et al., 2011, p. 8). Homologies are based on 
shared structures, archetypes, or simulacra—“ideas,” essentially. It’s through these 
simulacra that homologies link two or more items. It is an identification attempt because 
“human limitations in observing, analyzing, and representing (in language) puts enormous 
limits on what we can really know” (p. 8). Here the authors introduce “the semiotic 
square of coherence” to enable further systematization of what we encounter. 
 
A further explanation of the semiotic square of coherence: There is contradiction between 
experienced coherence and homology, since there is no obvious sameness. A monkey’s 
limbs and a whale’s fins may resemble one another in their fundamental bone structures, 
but they do not look the same. The contradiction between attributed coherence and 
affordances lies in the fact that attributed coherence is retrospective, whereas affordances 
hold future possibilities. Affordances and homologies are complementary in that 
homologies are the underlying, deeper possible structures of affordances. Experienced 
and attributed coherence are also complementary since, in both cases, coherence is at 
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issue; however, attributed coherence is labeled while experienced coherence is direct. In 
both cases, though, experiences of order, unity, and meaning are at play. Finally, 
affordances are directly perceived, whereas homologies are the product of theoretical 
observation and analysis. Through the points in the square, participants (of some 
organizational setting) articulate their perceptions of the dynamics that are taking place in 
their current group setting (Letiche et al., 2011, p. 227), which will develop into further 
changes. The square is thus used to “reveal the social and performative complexity of 
emergence/coherence, that is, of doing coherence.” Through the use of the square one can 
“understand emergence/coherence as immediate event, action and occurrence” (p. 227). 
Coherence is perceived order. From a managerial perspective, the question is 
whether one can perceive organizational order directly or whether it has to be rationally 
analyzed into existence (through the use of some framework). The domain of ascribed 
coherence is probably not the best domain for action since it can only make truth claims 
in hindsight and within a representational framework. To put it another way: Ascribed 
coherence is not the novelty space; it is not the space where one can expect creativity. We 
need to better understand experiential coherence in order to plan future action, and, in this 
aspect, the retrospectives done in Agile project management to learn from the previous 
sprint so to plan the next sprint is rather paradoxical. This approach also assumes a fixed 
environment in which one can learn from experience. But the whole Agile phenomenon 
came from the belief that one cannot plan long-term since most project environments are 
unstable and dynamic. It looks as though the dialogue square tool (see below) provides a 
better way of trying to understand what is coming. 
The semiotic square of coherence (above) is a four-point, six-relational diagram, 
with opposing, complementary, and unclear points. It enables the analysis and tracing of a 
multitude of relationships. Emergency requires multiplicity of situations, persons, and 
events (Letiche et al., 2011, p. 222).  
The square is (thus) characterized by four factors, standing in three different sorts of 
relationships to one another. Significant difference between the poles is crucial for the 
model. Obviously there will only be complexity if the poles really differ from one 
another and are not reducible the one to the other. (Letiche et al., 2011, p, 222). 
 
Emergent coherence reveals itself through dialogue. The following dialogic square (see 
below), which supports the semiotic square of coherence, can be of help when getting into 
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the “what-if” narratives that are needed to get a feeling of emergence; narratives that 
entail a telling with incomplete meaning and are highly event-driven, as opposed to 
storytelling; managerial used as an action-driven, performative and motivational 
tool (Letiche et al., 2011, p. 233). 
 
             Dialogic square (Letiche, Lissack and Schultz, 2011, p. 225) 
The following is an example of the use of the dialogic square: “Organizations that are 
locked into their own logic (Self) and unable to innovate (in the environment unable to be 
other) need to become less resistant to change (emergence); for instance, by fostering the 
development of innovative groups (Group)” (Letiche et al., 2011, p. 228). The authors 
state that “statements containing all four factors will always be paradoxical and 
unstable…Difference thinking is inevitably unstable” (2011, p. 229). 
 The authors want managers to embrace “emergence,” meaning that they want 
managers to create contexts that afford coherence so that one is not overthrown with it as 
a nasty surprise. Their “how to” is based on narrative: the act of telling explanatory stories. 
They cite Zellmer et al.: 
Our ultimate device for dealing with complexity and the other is narrative. We use 
narrative to rise above the local constraints of models. A narrative is not about the 
reality of a situation. Rather, the point of a story is to lay out in the open what the 
narrator suggests is important. Narratives are not about being objective, but are instead 
displays of subjectivity. A narrative is the representation of a compression, which is 
integrated at a higher level of analyses. Powerful narratives, like great pieces of music, 
feel as if they were inevitable when they are over, and we seem to agree on that. But 
note, even in a compelling story, the next line cannot be predicted. It is that feeling of 
inevitability that endows great story with its ability to generate commensurate 
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experience amongst independent listeners. (Zellmer et al., as cited in Letiche, Lissack 
& Schultz, 2011, p. 240) 
 
Narratives guide us through uncertainty and change, and are a key tool in dealing with 
and reducing uncertainty; they are useful in addressing doubt about future events, 
ambiguity about a situation’s cause and effect relationships, and the inability to 
describe or put into words what is occurring (Letiche et al., 2011, p. 240). 
 
The authors state, “Managers/leaders/researchers often construct and interact with 
narratives built around labels and categories and not around 
(appropriate/illuminative/enabling) simulacra” (Letiche et al., 2011, p. 241). Such label-
related narratives work as long as participants recognize these labels as the best 
descriptors of their situation. But these narratives will never be able to explore the full 
range of opportunities that the authors refer to as affordances. Within the concept of 
emergent coherence, narratives “have surface features that are useful for description, but 
explanatory process theories must be based on deeper structures that are not directly 
observable” (Pentland, as cited in Letiche et al., 2011, p. 241). This is what Lissack refers 
to as “what-if” narratives (Lissack, http://www.isce.edu/bd.pdf, slides 54, 55). Multiple 
narratives are needed in order to gain an understanding of emergent coherence; however, 
one should not try to categorize these narratives in a single account because then you run 
the risk of oversimplification. “Complexity is revealed by items, events and situations, 
which cannot be represented except by more than one model” (Rosen, as cited in Letiche 
et al., 2011, 243). The authors go on to say, “We must learn to become comfortable with 
multiple, partial, subjective, and even conflicting accounts,” which is the alternative to 
labeling, that authors here offer to “management” (Letiche et al., 2011, p. 244). 
The dialogue square is also meant to be a managerial dialogue tool. The idea is to 
provide managers with meaningful compressions instead of (ascribed) labels, categories, 
or other representations. It is not supposed to be, not primarily anyway, an analysis tool, 
because that would label the emergent coherence concept back in the ascribed coherence 
domain, making it retrospective. It is meant to be a day-to-day encounter with emergence. 
Since no point in the square should dominate, and since a multitude of narratives is 
needed, the square can, in my opinion, function as a whole systems method; the tool can 
be part of a participative management approach and functions in a participative leadership 
style so long as it doesn’t turn into ascription. The idea is to keep on dialoguing and to 
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accept ambiguity and partiality. The authors also qualify emergent coherence as 
“participatory, as an event” (Letiche et al., 2011, p. 44)—the outcome of a group dialogue, 
for example. I will discuss and evaluate several whole systems methods in Parts B and C 
of this book.  
The idea of dialoguing has lead to the creation of the following square of meaning: 
 
The dialogic square of meaning creation (Letiche, Lissack & Schultz, 2011, p. 248) 
The idea of the square is to discover the relationships between points. The points 
themselves are of secondary importance; focusing on the points instead of the 
relationships between the points would lead to categorization. No one point is more 
dominant than the other, and there is no starting point. The idea is to move around in a 
circular fashion between points, asking questions like: 
• What factors are important to (each) perspective? 
• What externalities are acceptable? 
• What trade-offs seem to work and not to work? 
• What are the (perceived) boundaries of the problem? 
• How could the situation be narrated differently? 
• What are the relevant stakeholders concerns? 
• What possibilities of indeterminacy are identifiable? 
• What assumptions could be senseless? 
• What are the weak signals? 
(Letiche et al., 2011, p. 249) 
I will elaborate on the concept of participative leadership in Part C of the book, however, 
from a participative view, participants in a dialogue need adequate opportunities to 
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express and explain their own points of view and to influence the discourse; they need to 
understand how shared interpretations and articulated goals have been created and 
selected, and they also need to recognize that shared interpretations of identity and 
purpose can be revised or replaced. The dialogue must be conducted in a non-threatening 
and non-intimidating way. 
This book’s approach follows the emergent coherence concept in the way that 
the concepts used directly feed the action research, which is the management of projects; 
for instance, the dialogue square used in Project Y was made “on the flow” and instantly 
led to an action plan. 
 
Closely linked to emergent coherence is the concept of EPI146-thinking (Lissack, 2013, 
www.epi-thinking.org147). Both concepts find their homology in context. The basic idea 
of epi-thinking is that “our way of thinking often does not match our world.” That is 
caused by the (Western) idea that the things around us constitute a reality in which the 
observer is not part of. But we humans are reflexive-anticipatory creatures; we are 
continuously creating context. Our world is often complex and context-dependent. Here, 
reliable prediction is a logical impossibility. Explaining epi-thinking from another angle: 
                                                 
146 Epi, as in epigenesis, stresses the fact that every embryological step is an act of becoming, 
which must be built upon the immediate status quo ante (Bateson, 1979, p. 44). 
147 Text on epi-thinking has been taken and paraphrased from the web site.  
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The world we live in is complex and attuned, but we encounter it as undifferentiated and 
label and categorize it as simple. We need a relationship-centered way of thinking that 
includes context dependence, anticipation, and actions—the domain of emergent 
coherence. Epi-thinking implies reflexive anticipation: When we are anticipating the 
actions of others, we must take the context, history, and forecasting abilities of those 
others into account; we must try to free ourselves from thinking within categories.  
Conclusion: The concept of emergent coherence can be helpful for letting risks crystallize 
into concreteness. Here I mean the inherent uncertainties in the project process, whereas 
the concept of affordances can be helpful to think in possibilities (that also contain risk) 
inherent in the future enrollment of a project; here referring to external risks that may 
thread the project so to mitigate risk within this crystallization process. This 
crystallization process offers a more reflective way of dealing with those manufactured 
risks. It seems like a less results-driven or purposeful approach to mitigate those risks, 
though the being aware of the crystallization process itself is purposeful. It is not a soft 
approach because it aims at intervention to mitigate risks in moments of concreteness. 
(Project) Managers should be aware of the risks involved in the continuous re-labeling of 
problematical situations into frameworks that can be helpful in simple and probably in 
complicated environments; but as parts do not add up to the complex, one cannot also not 
transfer the complex to the complicated domain; from emergent to ascribed coherence. 
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Part B: Action Research: An Attempt to Touch the Metis of Projects  
        A personal and pragmatic attempt to touch the metis of projects 
 
 
 
 
As presented above, there exists 
extensive academic literature on 
complexity and, more specifically, on 
projects and complexity. Several 
(management) models exist that try to 
touch complexity. I already wrote about 
the more general Cynefin model and 
the PM-2 complex project model in 
chapters six and seven. Because of 
their levels of abstractness and the 
broadness of their themes, in that some of these frameworks, like the PM-2, in retrospect, 
describe the whole cybernetic movement, it is impossible not to touch on parts of those 
frameworks or their proposed methods. Therefore, here I would like to briefly describe 
my line of thinking so to better position myself within the field of complex projects. 
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There are several knowledge areas that direct my thinking: The first is systems theory, 
which I practiced a lot with Goldratt’s theory of constraints. That led to a further reading 
into systems theory. Special interest goes to the idea of constraints, the idea of circularity 
(where more causes and effects reflect upon one another, as opposed to a full, linear cause 
and effects logic), and experiments with a combination of short-term and long-term 
planning techniques, which I refer to as Hybrid planning. The second is that I see projects 
as temporal organizations (as I describe in previous chapters). That places me in the 
behavior school that sees the project as a social system (Bredillet, 2008), with an 
emphasis on organizational behavior, team building, leadership, communication, and 
human resource management. The third is that, in the field of complexity theory, I align 
with concepts that characterize project complexity as structural uncertainty given the 
number of elements and their interdependences. Concepts that include multiple objectives 
and a multiplicity of stakeholders as well as an uncertainty of goals and methods. 
Concepts that state that projects involve communicative- and power relations among 
actors, as well as ambiguity, and equivocality of performance criteria, and projects change 
over time. Furthermore, as I will describe later in this chapter, my reflection on Project X 
and my action research on Project Y relate to the concept of perceived complexity, which 
describes the relations between project types, a project manager’s characteristics, and 
project success (Chronéer & Bergquist, 2012). The above combination led to the use of 
soft systems methodology. The fourth knowledge area is that of Bateson. His ideas about 
information, communication, minds, and patterns led to my deeper study of social 
networks and the use (action research) of real-time social network analysis in the projects 
described in this part of the book. Within this area I experimented with assessment tools 
like Management Drives and Meyers-Briggs in order to try and better understand possible 
behavior in the network. The network is also under experiment as a planning and risk 
approach. And, finally, I am convinced that the knowledge of a group of people can reveal 
glimpses of complexity, which can then provide some direction within the complex. I like 
to believe in the wisdom of crowds as opposed to the madness of crowds, and I certainly 
value multiple worldviews. This led to the study and use (action research) of soft systems 
and whole systems methodology, given their focus on multiple views. I want to make it 
clear, though, that I do not think that there is “proof” of groups being wise. Whole 
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systems methods, like appreciative inquiry and, for instance, the world café concept, 
bring people together who are thinking about a certain theme, and one could argue that 
these systems try to catch the wisdom within the group while “circling” in several 
iterations through the group in a quest to find an answer as to the group’s opinion on that 
theme. One could also argue that these systems just bring together multiple worldviews 
by trying to find the red thread in those worldviews, and that these systems do not differ 
so much from soft systems methodology. Above I visualized my line of thinking. 
I came to believe that a participative, collective sense-making approach of project 
management is a way, and my way of dealing with complexity. This is not easy, though, 
and may be quite paradoxical because, on an individual level, research by Park and 
Mathieu (as cited in Adams & Anantatmula, 2010, p. 91) shows that people prefer a 
directive style of leadership. Adams and Anantatmula (2010, p. 91) state, “Too much 
politeness later in the team process, though, can lead to groupthink148 and hinder healthy 
debate sessions.” But, in my opinion, groups carry complex wisdom and, again, 
paradoxically, it looks like direction is needed to make that work. Park (as cited in Adams 
& Anantatmula, 2010, p. 91) compared politeness with efficiency in the group process. 
Park predicted that groups of acquaintances who operated under politeness instructions 
would be more satisfied with the overall group process on a task than groups that strictly 
operated under efficiency instructions. That study also showed that the groups that were 
given either politeness or efficiency instructions both expressed more satisfaction with 
group performance than the group with no instructions. No differences were shown 
between the politeness and efficiency groups, though. 
Park concluded that the most important outcome of this study was to show that 
team members who are given instructions for team process are more satisfied than those 
who don’t get any instructions. To get group wisdom working thus requires careful 
balancing between direction (leadership) and (unguided) participation.   
                                                 
148 The Groupthink, excessive concurrence-seeking behavior syndrome was developed by Janis (as 
cited in Haslam 2004, p. 104). Its core symptoms fall into three classes: overestimation of the 
power and morality of the group, closed-mindedness, and pressure toward uniformity. Here, in the 
context of project management, some of its antecedents are interesting, i.e., that external pressure 
and members under stress can lead to groupthink. One of the remedial interventions is to appoint 
independent groups and advisers, or appoint a devil’s advocate. Later research, though, found 
Janis’s theory (most likely) too limited. 
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Elaborating further on the idea of wisdom of crowds (in which I would thus like to 
believe, also because this belief feeds my participative [project management] approach 
toward complexity), the question remains whether this belief is justified or not. Both Le 
Bon149 (1896) and MacKay150 (1841) argued against the wisdom of crowds, each citing 
the madness of crowds, as opposed to Surowiecki, who does believe that crowds can 
possess wisdom. 
Surowiecki (2004) formulates four conditions under which such wisdom will 
flourish, conditions that I think are valuable in general when one is working in a complex 
environment: 1) There must be diversity of opinion: People must have some 
independently gathered information; 2) There should be independence of one’s own 
opinion; 3) Decentralization: There’s an entrance to local knowledge. That is, “At the 
heart of decentralization lies the assumption that the closer a person is to a problem, the 
more likely he or she is to have a good solution to it” (p. 71).  
Decentralization’s great strength is that it encourages independence and specialization 
on the one hand while still allowing people to coordinate their activities and solve 
difficult problems on the other. Decentralization’s great weakness is that there’s no 
guarantee that valuable information, which is uncovered in one part of the system, will 
find its way through the rest of the system. Sometimes valuable information never gets 
disseminated, making it less useful than it otherwise would be. What you’d like is a 
way for individuals to specialize and to acquire local knowledge -which increases the 
total amount of information in the system- while also being able to aggregate that local 
knowledge and private information into a collective whole. (Surowiecki, 2004, p. 71) 
 
Finally, 4) An aggregator is needed: some mechanism that totalizes all personal input to 
aggregated output. For Surowiecki (2004, p. XIX): “Diversity and independence are 
important because the best collective decisions are the product of disagreement and 
contest, not consensus or compromise … Paradoxically, the best way for a group to be 
smart is for each person in it to think and act as independently as possible.” According to 
Surowiecki, independence is important for intelligent decision making for two reasons:  
(1) It keeps the mistakes that people make from becoming correlated, systematically 
biased and (2) independent individuals are more likely to have new information rather 
than the same old data everyone is already familiar with 151…As long as you are 
independent you won’t make the group any dumber…But paradoxically, what I want 
                                                 
149 Bon Le, G. (1896): “The Crowd. A study of the Popular Mind” 
150 MacKay (1841): “Extraordinarily Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds” 
151 When reflecting upon Project X I signaled heavy closed ties. Here, another point of view on 
Project X: too few independent thoughts that probably acted on shared and old information. 
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to argue here is that the more influence group members exert on each other, and the 
more personal contact they have with each other, the less likely it is that group 
decisions will be wise ones. (2004, p. 41) 
 
Mauboussin (2009, p. 46), building further on Surowiecki’s work, refers to Scott Page, 
who developed the diversity prediction theorem (collective error = average individual 
error minus prediction diversity), which tells us “that a diverse crowd will always predict 
more accurately than the average person in the crowd. Not sometimes. Always.” 
Collective accuracy, Mauboussin states, is equal parts ability and diversity.  
You can reduce the collective error either by increasing ability or by increasing 
diversity. Both ability and diversity are essential. This implication is relevant for 
gauging the health of markets or building a successful team. With the diversity 
prediction theorem in hand, we can flesh out when crowds predict well. Three 
conditions must be in place: diversity, aggregation and incentives.” Incentives help 
reduce individual errors by encouraging people to participate only when they think 
they have an insight152. (2009, p. 47) 
 
Mauboussin warns for: 
Unchecked devotion to the wisdom of crowds. While free-market devotees argue that 
prices reflect the most accurate assessments available, markets are extremely fallible. 
That is because when one or more of the three wisdom-of-crowds conditions are 
violated, the collective error can swell. Not surprisingly, diversity is the most likely 
condition to fail because we are inherently social and imitative…Diversity is thus the 
most likely condition to fail when humans are involved. And the thing is that the crowd 
does not go from smart to dumb gradually. As you slowly remove diversity, nothing 
happens initially. Additional reductions may also have no effect. But at a certain 
critical point, a small incremental reduction causes the system to change 
qualitatively…Big changes in collective systems often occur when the system actors153 
coordinate their behavior. (2009, p. 106) 
 
Namatame and Komatsu refer to a wisdom of crowds framework154 when thinking about 
interdependent risk:  
When we take away diversity, the complex system can become fragile. In some cases, 
this leads to large-scale changes. Along with diversity, we need a proper mechanism 
for aggregating diverse opinions and ideas. In this framework, the design of the 
network of humans (or nodes) is essential155. (2011, p. 130)  
 
                                                 
152 This is a new element compared to the three elements Surowiecki formulated. 
153 Could one read project manager for system actor here? 
154 Earlier I elaborated on the concept of “frameworks.” 
155 In this vision one can apply the wisdom of crowds framework when reflecting on social 
networks. See the evaluation on projects X and Y. 
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Haslett (2011, p. 180), referring to Surowiecki’s and Oinas-Kukkonen’s work on the 
wisdom of crowds, aligns Checkland’s CATWOE framework with the wisdom of crowds 
framework: ‘“CATWOE156 is a descriptive framework that is useful as a framing exercise, 
for providing a perspective for the formulation of the Root Definition or purpose of the 
organization, and for indentifying the groups or individuals who will provide the “crowd 
wisdom” that may provide useful as a predictive mechanism for catastrophic 
environmental shifts.”’ 
Morville points to the fine line between the wisdom of crowds and the ignorance of mobs: 
With respect to findability, we’re comfortable trusting the wisdom of crowds. (Or put it 
otherwise:)…in the face of such “bounded irrationality,” it is tempting to seek solace in 
the wisdom of crowds and the knowledge that even if most of the people within a 
group are not especially well-informed or rational, it can still reach a collective wise 
decision...This emergent, self-organizing network effect yields the predictive power of 
stock markets, and there’s an irresistible elegance to the idea of collective intelligence: 
natural selection’s invisible hand created the structure of the human mind, and the 
interaction of these minds is what generates the invisible hand of economics. But, like 
thin slices, invisible hands can harm as well as help. … Google not always delivers the 
best results. We should proceed cautiously before placing our lives in the invisible 
hands of smart mobs. The wisdom of crowds does not negate the value of bright 
individuals and informed decisions (though). On the contrary, in today’s society 
information seeking and insight through pattern recognition are closely linked with 
intelligence, innovation, and success. (2005, pp. 151, 158) 
 
 The above shows a highly paradoxical area that requires a lot of meandering along 
the elements that (seem to) make the wisdom of crowds work. And though I do think that 
the building blocks of the wisdom of crowds (diversity, independence, decentralization, 
aggregation, and incentives) are also critical when dealing with smaller groups, the 
question remains: How many people make a crowd wise?  
I will now leave the concept of the wisdom of crowds and move on to the concept of 
“group decision making.”  
I will follow Haslam’s (2004, pp. 99-119) elaboration on group decision-making. 
But to make a statement in retrospect: It doesn’t make things easier (whether something 
like wisdom of crowds exist or not). Like the wisdom of crowds concept, the concept of 
group decision-making also seems quite disturbing. I already referred to groupthink; this 
phenomenon, though highly questionable from various research positions, remains an 
                                                 
156 I used CATWOE to analyze my project management arena. 
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important reference point when researching group decision-making. Other important 
aspects of this topic are (group) “polarization” and/together with “social identity.” Most 
studies research group behavior in relation to an outer group that somehow threatens the 
inner group. Threats, and I am generalizing here, lead to group consensus, or to put it 
otherwise: People within the group will leave their individual positions to one another; 
they will compare themselves with that outer group, and strive for agreement within their 
group. Depending on the nature of the threat, that agreement will be a polarizing one, as 
opposed to the position already taken by the threatening outer-group. Conversion toward 
that polarized position, especially when dealing with one threatening outsider group, will 
be the result, and that may, in effect, be a form of groupthink. Groupthink is thus “a 
product of heightened social identity salience in the context of intergroup threat (p. 111). 
“Under conditions of shared social identity salience, group discussion should generally 
lead to convergence on a prototypical ingroup position (p.110). … Individuals who 
categorize themselves in terms of a common social identity discuss and negotiate their 
differences with an expectation, and motivational pressure, to reach agreement (p. 110).” 
When dealing with an outsider threat, self-esteem and maintaining a positive self-image 
seem to come into play. I consider this polarization process to be the biggest thread that 
lies under the “wisdom of groups” framework, and the point is that a project management 
environment is regularly, almost by definition always under outsider threat.  
Haslam creates a nice link to complexity here, stating:  
This same social identity-based motivation can be seen to endow groups with the 
ability to generate the novel collaborative products that polarized decisions are. This is 
a critical observation, because it alerts us to two fundamental points. The first of these 
is that polarization provides clear evidence of the Gestalt theorists’ argument that 
group decisions (like group products generally) are genuinely more than the sum of 
their individual parts. The second is that this psychological creativity cannot be 
explained with reference to individualistic principles such as information aggregation 
or interpersonal competition. Just as the phenomenon of polarization takes individuals 
beyond their individuality, so its explanation demands that decision-making theorists 
move beyond their individualism. (2004, p. 113) 
 
Hogg and Hains note, in line with the above passage, that: 
Groupthink is a phenomenon derived from a group-based definition of self, rather than 
from the personal characteristics and relations of the participants. On this basis, they 
argue that the key to group think avoidance lies not in breaking down ties of friendship 
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within groups (noting that the existence of such ties might actually work against the 
syndrome’s emergence), but in breaking down shared social identification157. (As cited 
in Haslam, 2004, p. 117)  
 
Haslam refers to research by Vroom and Yetton (1973) that states that in only three cases 
group decision making is a preferred option:  
(1) When a quality decision is not required, acceptance by subordinates is essential for 
implementation and those subordinates would not accept a solo decision by the 
manager; (2) a quality decision is required, the problem is structured, acceptance by 
subordinates is essential for implementation and those subordinates would not accept a 
solo decision by the manager and (3) a quality decision is required, the manager lacks 
sufficient information, the problem is unstructured, acceptance by subordinates is 
essential for implementation and those subordinates would not accept a solo decision 
by the manager but they share the organization’s goals158 (as cited in Haslam 2004, p. 
105) 
Haslam notes:  
Most prescribed forms of collective decision making impose major structures and 
controls on the group and its place in the organization. In particular most decision-
making and employee involvement groups are designed with a “safety-first” principle 
in mind that serves to protect the organization as a whole from radical decisions. 
Innovations in this area are therefore designed to create groups that are non-threatening, 
both to the participants and the organization as a whole. This is achieved either by 
minimizing evaluation and criticism of options (in brainstorming groups), making the 
group exist in name only, isolating individual participants or giving the group no 
formal power159. (2004, p. 106) 
 
Fuller and Aldag claim that groupthink research is itself a fiasco:  
Researchers have conspired to maintain a unanimous fiction about the phenomenon 
due to the practices of stereotyping, rationalization, and mindguarding that the model 
itself criticized. This reframing of “group decision-making research” as “groupthink 
research” represents an evolutionary dead-end to that research branch and one which 
has left few useful fossils. … Even the most passionately presented and optimistically 
interpreted findings on groupthink suggest that the phenomenon is, at best, irrelevant. 
(As cited in Haslam 2004, p. 118) 
 
Finally, Pentland (2008) provides an account160 for the (efficient and right) working of 
crowd wisdom and group decision. In his book he combines some of the key themes in 
                                                 
157 See my reflections on the friendship ties in Project X. 
158 This is an argument for a participative approach in complex situations, I think. 
159 As in project management, according to some. See my reflections on Kendrick’s book, “Results 
Without Authority,” in Chapter Three. 
160 According to Pentland, and based on (social) network theory. That is why I choose to pay 
attention to this account. 
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this book—social networks, (the beauty or ugliness of) patterns, the wisdom of crowds, 
and group decision-making—in the search for “honest (social) signals” in terms of group 
behavior. He claims:  
The same social circuits that form between pairs of people are also active in groups. 
By examining the signaling of groups making various types of decisions, I will show 
how signaling works to shape the behavior of human social groups. By comparing the 
performance of groups with different patterns of signaling, I will demonstrate how 
some patterns of signaling improve the decision-making capacity of groups and aid the 
flow of information within our social networks. We will see that the ability to “read” 
the social signaling within one’s social network provides a mechanism for group 
decision making that is different than the standard theory of rational decision making. 
… Honest signals are defined as: “signals that are either so costly to make or so 
difficult to suppress that that they are reliable in signaling intention” A “classic” 
example is given: i.e., the squawking of hungry baby birds. When their parent returns 
to the nest with some food, the fledglings immediately launch into a chorus of loud 
cries. On the one hand, the cries make the fledglings more vulnerable to nearby 
predators. On the other hand, the benefit of signaling hunger to a parent outweighs the 
increased risk from hawks and other enemies…These trustworthy signals tend to 
evolve by natural selection whenever the fitness of a species requires bringing together 
individuals in the midst of broad competition…The honest signals of humans are not 
quite so loud and obvious, yet the trained eye…can detect them easily. Looking for the 
types of honest signals that human’s use we need to look for signals that are processed 
unconsciously, or that are otherwise uncontrollable. Pentland explicitly mentions four 
honest signals (denominators): 1) Influence (the amount of influence each person has 
on another in a social interaction. Influence is measured by the extent to which one 
person causes the other person’s pattern of speaking to match their own pattern), 2) 
Mimicry (the reflexive copying of one person by another during a conversation), 3) 
Activity (increased activity levels normally indicate interest and excitement) and, 4) 
Consistency (the consistency of emphasis and timing is a signal of mental focus while 
greater variability may signal an openness to influence from others). (Cited and 
paraphrased from Pentland, 2008, p. XIII, 1-4) 
 
Research positioning  
The ongoing interaction between theory and practice that constituted a big deal of my life 
in the previous years, working on projects X and Y, trying to integrate theory and practice 
and building a personal but also more generally usable “complex project management 
framework,” which I describe in Part C, furthermore positioned me and this thesis in a 
(more) pragmatist theory of project management practice that, according to Lalonde, 
Bourgault and Findeli (2010, p. 24), has the following characteristics:  
• Epistemology of practice 
• Domain of the reflexive practice 
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• Practical and ethical knowledge (knowing-in-action and reflection-in-action) 
• Descriptive theoretical models 
• Active and situated qualitavist and interpretativist methodologies 
• Approach through project management 
• Emphasis on praxis, the practice, and the act of project management  
• Project-grounded theorization (situated theorization) 
 
This pragmatist theory is constructed from a project management standpoint. It:  
Invites researchers to specifically examine the act on which project management is 
based161.” That act takes place in an unstable space that oscillates between multiple 
dimensions: physical; economic; and social; as well as psychological; ethical; and; 
political. The very instability of the project makes it impossible to choose among the 
basic sciences that are presumably applicable to project management. (pp. 22, 27) 
 
These pragmatic theories should, according to the authors: 
Form the basis of strong theories of project management practice (strong because they 
are built from a project management standpoint). Because at the end of the day the key 
is to build knowledge that is relevant for the practitioner (and not just for the project 
management research community). Such knowledge could perhaps lead to lesser 
failing projects in the longer run. It also looks like the notion of praxis suits better the 
issues of ambiguity, reflexivity and value. Finally a more pragmatist view might better 
align with the complexity of human action in general. (Cited and paraphrased, pp. 22-
24) 
Lalonde et al. envisage a completely new semantics of managerial action in project 
management based on this theoretical framework:  
Semantics that will allow new concepts to emerge, such as judgment, reflexivity, 
practical wisdom, and practical reasoning. The function of this innovative conceptual 
network would be to open to observation, description and interpretation an 
investigative field in which managerial activity is no longer restricted to a simple 
empirical description, as in observational studies by Mintzberg (1980). This conceptual 
network would question how managers think, their reasons for acting, their 
motivations, their values, and their choices, and would examine how, in the many ways 
that they are intentionally directed toward project situations, actors actually “project” 
these situations. It would be oriented toward the intentions underlying the act, and it 
would question the “meaningfulness” of this act. (2010, p. 31) 
 
Hanisch and Wald (2011) also support the call “for integration of theory and practice” (p. 
7). Regarding future research opportunities, Winter, Smith, Morris and Cicmil (as cited in 
Hanisch and Wald, 2011, p. 5) identify five directions: 1) theories on the complexity of 
projects and project management. In chapters 9 and 10 I will evaluate two projects in their 
                                                 
161 Emphasis by author 
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dealing with complexity, 2) projects as social processes. I will in chapters 9 and 10 reflect 
upon drawn project social networks in projects X and Y. Söderlund (as cited in Hanisch 
and Wald 2011, p. 6), amongst others, also identifies a research gap in project governance 
and networks in project contexts, 3) value creation as the prime focus of projects and 
project management, 4) broader conceptualization of projects, and 5) practitioners as 
reflective and learning practitioners. This is in line with the pragmatist view above and 
my action research on projects X and Y. Maylor et al. (2008, p. 24) “see considerable 
potential for more targeted educational efforts if the difficulty of the managerial task can 
be more precisely defined.” One of the research areas they signal is that of “reframing the 
role of the project manager as embedded participant 162  and consider management 
strategies in a complex environment.” Shendar and Dvir (as cited in Hanisch and Wald, 
2011, p. 6) formulate, amongst others, a Team/Leadership view that focuses on human 
issues in project management. The units of study here are (project) teams consisting of 
individuals who have often been put together from different organizations and functional 
units (and thus often holding potential for conflict). Its foundations are psychology, 
behavioral theory, leadership, and organization theory.  
Following action research in chapters 9 and 10, action research since it “intervenes 
in and explicitly alters the participants’ physical behaviors” (definition by Baroudi and 
Metcalf, 2011), on a compliancy project, Project X, and a legislation project, project Y, 
reflect this pragmatist view on project management. These projects as well as the 
participants also underwent my changing positioning towards dealing with complexity.  
My research on projects X and Y also link to the theory of reflective practice. 
Remington and Pollack state: 
There is then one final step in developing an understanding of how complex projects 
work. This step is often ignored or pushed to the side, and in a busy working 
environment it is understandable why. However, its value cannot be overstated. In 
order to improve, we must reflect on the project. This can be reflection on the ways in 
which our project aligned with the four types of complexity, how it didn’t and how this 
changed over time. We can reflect on the effectiveness of the tools chosen, and how 
they could be applied differently to greater effect. We can also reflect on the 
relationship between the tools, the general approach that was employed for the project, 
                                                 
162 Emphasis by author. In Part C I reflect upon the “second order” role of a project manager 
working in a (deliberately chosen) participatory project role/approach, which the writers here refer 
to, in my belief, as “embedded.” 
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and how these addressed the specific needs of a project of that kind of complexity. 
Reflective practice is one of the most effective ways to achieve deep learning. (2007, p. 
20) 
Because of the time frames within which I managed projects X and Y, and in which this 
thesis grew, the research on Project X is more reflective, whereas the research on Project 
Y is more action-driven. Soft Systems Methodology, which I use to analyze problematical 
situations, also belongs in the category of reflective practice/action research. Finally, this 
thesis contains elements that belong in the domain of auto-ethnographic research, in that 
writing for me was therapeutic as it revealed project management culture and structures 
using soft systems and social network theory, and because it changed my actions as a 
project manager.  
Preliminary, possible injections to traditional project management (see the 
preliminary adjustments to the Prince-2 frameworks in Chapter Four), injections that are 
topics in the action research, are visualized in this Soft Systems Management picture: 
 
 
Chapter Nine deals with Project X, a project that I managed in 2010/2011. Chapter Ten 
deals with Project Y, a project that I managed in 2012/2013. Throughout 2012 I built a 
deeper understanding of complexity and was more able, also given the reflection on 
Project X, to act more consciously on the complexity of the ongoing project (Y). Both 
chapters follow a multi-methods, multi-perspective approach in which I start with a more 
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abstract systems view followed by a reflection on both projects, using: the Cynefin model, 
the NTCP model, Complexity mapping, a Cynefin questionnaire (in which I also use 
inputs from the NTCP model), and a NTCP/Cynefin tool and leadership matrix.  
I then proceed with a risk analysis, using the Act-Learn-Build risk management 
framework. Finally, I reflect on the projects through a social network analysis, in 
combination with personality assessments. 
 As I stated in the introduction, my felt unease was there before actually doing the 
research on that felt unease. Both projects X and Y were part of my life while doing 
research. My project management, which, by, definition is a practitioner’s activity, was 
thus fed by a growing academic awareness. Some was in retrospective, and that is why 
the research on Project X is more of a reflective kind than Project Y, which is ongoing 
while I write this thesis and thus bears more action. I larded the “project management 
story” with academic insights partially afterwards (Project X) and ongoing (Project Y).  
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Chapter Nine: Project X163, A Legacy Project 
In our company we faced some compliancy issues. “The Hague” (Residence of Dutch 
Parliament) keeps on firing new pensions legislation again and again. A small legislative 
change can have a big impact on a company. In this particular case, these  changes meant 
that our company had to adjust several systems through which we run a variation of 
pension products. In practical terms, this required us to recalculate pension capitals using 
several arrhythmic boxes, as premiums were about change and soon. A huge time 
investment like what was needed in order to do this can certainly be an operations killer.  
 
The problem was that we couldn’t follow the pace at which new legislations (e.g., 
information requirements, divorce regulation, all kinds of exchange possibilities, buy-out 
of small pensions, cost control regulations, and so on) were being released. Part of the 
problem was the fact that a lot of pensions are administered through systems that are out 
of their lifecycle and that lack flexibility. Furthermore, there are constraints on actuary 
resources, software specialists (often elder employees who grew up with the system), and, 
of course, there’s sales pressure on the side of brokers who want to sell compliant 
products. So, projects with a legislation scope became bigger, and they started to compete 
with projects that had a (new) product focus. As time went by, the authority started to roar. 
Executives, who were feeling career risks, went to the authority first to tell them that we 
were busy solving the issues, showing them our approach for dealing with those issues. 
                                                 
163 For privacy reasons names of people and projects (X and Y) are made anonymous.  
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But when projects started to go overdue, the authority threatened with sanctions. 
Executives then made bold promises, disregarding the constraints in their back offices 
while the authority became more and more powerful. They soon started to fire (sometimes 
even heavier) demands of their own. And then things got worse. 
Project X from a Cynefin perspective 
In Chapter Four I described several complexity-aligned project management frameworks, 
including the NTCP project management framework. I will use this framework as well as 
complexity mapping to better determine where Project X resides in the Cynefin model. It 
is, in my opinion, hard to understand where the project, or parts of the project, reside 
using the Cynefin model alone. I will therefore reflect on the project using the NTCP and 
“complexity mapping” frameworks first, and then draw conclusions using the Cynefin 
model.  
 Projects imply change, and when you set in change with a team of people you’re 
always in the complex domain, which means that the Cynefin categorization doesn’t work 
in project management: You’re always in the complicated/complex domain. The problem 
with the NTCP framework, in my opinion, is its complexity axis. I see complexity as the 
outcome of the four axes. So, in my opinion, the complexity axis should be renamed as, 
for instance, (level of) “interdependence.” 
 Project X was a technical conversion project. Its goal was to convert 70,000 
policies into a new software package. After this conversion all policies would be free 
from compliancy issues. 
 
The NTCP qualification is visualized as follows: 
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Explantion: I consider 
the level of Novelty as 
“platform” because we 
had to define new 
product features in 
order to comply with 
legislation, and we 
decided to build the 
new product in a new 
software package. I 
regard the state of 
Technology as “high-
tech” because we used 
a so-called SAAS environment (software-as-a-service) for the first time; we created 
output in a new system and we built new interfaces to communicate with that newly built 
system. That made the operation quite uncertain. Reading the complexity axis as an axis 
of interdependencies I can state that we had to manage quite a lot of interdependencies, 
namely a combination of systems and interfaces, for example, systems in the payment 
domain, customer roles domain, output (printing), and the hosting of the new package in a 
SAAS environment. Some of these systems (or applications) were in project mode 
themselves at the time. The project was under serious time constraints because we had to 
comply as soon as possible. Overall I would qualify Project X as complicated/complex. 
The project, a high-risk project in the eyes of responsible executives, had a very 
long incubation period. It started in the spring of 2010 as a list of compliancy issues that 
needed project management. On my first day on the project I was handed over a bundle of 
compliancy issues—a heavy load for any manager because these issues were also on the 
list of the board. Compliancy officers generally follow their elimination. As I looked 
through the list I wondered whether all of these issues were really compliancy issues—
law based must-haves. I made an appointment with the responsible compliance officer 
and confronted him with the bundle. It appeared that he was not at all aware of some of 
the issues, and other issues were not really law-based must-haves. Further asking around 
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unearthed the fact that employees in need of some change had put their requirements on 
the compliancy list, so, knowing that list had top priority, they had found a way to realize 
their goals. The first act was to get rid of the nice-to- haves, and I was able to present to 
management a lesser load of real compliancy issues. That was a first step toward relief. 
No manager wants a heavy bag of compliancy issues. What remained still was a 
considerable number of compliancy issues that needed a new system in order to get 
resolved. 
Remington and Pollack (2007, p. 87) use a complexity map to better understand types of 
complexity (structural, technical, directional, temporal; see Chapter Five). The Project X 
complexity map looked as follows: 
 
Explanation: Project X suffered from a lack of direction. It took years to start the project. 
Several top managers even found arguments not to start this difficult conversion project at 
all. During the project a huge number of decisions needed to be taken. Decisions of a 
strategic nature. Those kinds of decisions take time, mostly too much time to handle in an 
ongoing project. Several systems, a lot of interfacing, and newness of the solution make 
project X medium complex. 
I developed a Cynefin questionnaire to be able to position a project, or parts of a project 
in a simple, complicated, complex or chaotic domain. The above NTCP evaluation serves 
as a parallel reflection model. 
 
Project X from a Cynefin perspective using a Cynefin questionnaire: 
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Domain Characteristic Motivation Rating 
Simple Domain   
Clear Cause and Effect There are clear cause and effect areas or 
relations. A simple one is: Because we did not 
adjust to legislation, we now have compliancy 
issues. Or, if we do not solve the divorce issue, 
we cannot convert divorce-related policies to the 
new system and so on. But we do not know the 
reaction of policyholders when we follow 
solution A or B (more solutions are thinkable in 
this case). To that extent, there is uncertainty. 
There’s also uncertainty about interdependence 
of systems. Finally, only a few people know the 
functional development of the P. A. system. 
+/- 
Known Known’s We know the compliancy issues. We know the 
areas that do not comply with legislation.  
+ 
Hierarchical 
centralized 
structures 
There are hierarchical management levels. Also, 
on systems level, one can speak of clear 
structures. 
+ 
Area of best practices We don’t have much experience with this kind of 
conversion.  
- 
Familiarity For a small in-crowd, there’s a high level of 
familiarity with the compliancy issues and the 
systems involved. That in-crowd has no 
familiarity with the new systems, though. 
+ 
Complicated Domain   
There are levels of cause 
and effect 
See above. Focusing on “ levels” of cause and 
effect: I think so. In the “deeper” areas of the 
systems involved, things start to trigger one 
another in unexpected ways. Work-around 
solutions that were implemented in previous 
years currently hold the system together. 
+ 
Multiple right answers 
thinkable 
Yes. There are more options to get the product 
range compliant again. More or less rigorous 
product changes are possible, with different 
kinds of possible effect for the policyholders, 
which makes the task uncertain (also see above). 
+ 
More # moving parts There are several systems involved—old ones 
that we need to convert to more new systems. All 
of these systems are interrelated. 
+ 
One can make predictions 
about how system will 
behave 
To a certain extent, yes. But given the level of 
novelty here, things are rather uncertain. It was, 
for instance, quite difficult to formulate a kind of 
red thread in all the adjustments to the product 
that were made in the years the product was sold. 
We needed that red thread to find a certain 
+/- 
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starting point. 
Follow a pattern Difficult to say. Once we found a starting point, a 
way to unravel things, one could perhaps speak 
of a pattern. On abstract levels there were 
patterns of not taking action to comply with 
legislation, and there were patterns in the way 
the in-crowd dealt with compliance issues (see 
the network analysis). That in years no action 
was taken looks at first hand a dead end street 
kind of pattern that is of little use when trying to 
understand in what area one resides, but it could 
well be that this behavior is unconsciously 
copied in the project management team of 
Project X and enhances the analysis paralysis 
syndrome also questioned here below and then 
you have a negative pattern enrolling that 
frustrates the project. 
+/- 
Sequential structures 
characterized by linear 
dependencies 
Once we found the red thread and could 
formulate a core product we could work with 
sequential iterations, working through all of the 
product variations that had been sold over the 
years.  
+ 
Area of foreseen 
uncertainty 
Yes. We could foresee an uncertain due date 
given, for instance, knowledge constraints. There 
was also uncertainty about how new systems 
would interact and the amount of rework that 
would be involved because of that. 
+ 
A lot of analyzing Absolutely. A lot of product development and a 
lot of actuarial calculation were done. 
+ 
More # options possible Yes. See above. + 
Expert knowledge Yes. In-crowd knowledge on actuarial 
calculation methods, product development, and 
systems knowledge. 
+ 
Area of good practice Yes, we had no reference. + 
Innovation is a problem I think so. In-crowd knowledge doesn’t make 
innovation easier. Also see my reflection on the 
social network. 
+ 
Analysis paralysis Yes, too many experts from too few knowledge 
areas kept on analyzing for a best solution.  
+ 
Incomplete data I think that we got most of the data in place. - 
One right answer there More than one solution thinkable. + 
Complex domain   
Dominant type of 
complexity 
Directional complexity.  
No right answers No, there is probably more than one right 
answer. 
- 
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Dynamic context Not really, though we were confronted with ever-
more and ever-new legislation through the years. 
Also see the systems analysis. 
+/- 
Sum is not whole More interacting systems involved.  + 
1. Multiplicity (interacting 
elements) 
Yes, several interacting connected systems that 
form a chain. 
+ 
2. Interdependence 
(connection between 
elements 
Yes, see statements above. Connecting systems. + 
3. Diversity (in elements) Systems have diverse purposes: payments, 
connectors, administration, calculation, printing, 
and so on. 
+ 
Composed of many 
interacting parts 
Yes, see above. + 
Elaborate interconnecting 
parts (predictable 
outcomes) 
More or less. We knew what the outcome should 
be. 
+ 
Amenable to traditional 
systems analysis 
(regularity, separability of 
elements, clear cause and 
effect) 
To a certain extent. See above. +/- 
Sensitive to initial 
conditions  
Yes, to a compliancy list with a certain history. + 
Can “trust” be calibrated 
to predictable outcomes 
I think so. See my remarks on the in-crowd (I 
use that word with its negative connotation 
deliberately) and my reflection on the social 
network. 
+ 
Ontological uncertainty 
(variation with each piece 
of work performed) 
No, though the unraveling of the Pensions 
Administration System gave uncertainty and 
variation in the way to proceed. 
- 
Rework Not really. Not because of dynamics involved - 
Probe first (prototyping) To a certain extent, yes. We did build up the 
system starting with the easier, more or less, 
standard policies. One could name that 
prototyping. 
+ 
Allow the path forward to 
reveal itself (leadership 
style) 
With regard to the P.A. system, yes, but overall, 
no. Though we did start with what we “knew for 
sure.” 
+/- 
Chaotic Domain   
Pointless to search for 
right answers 
No. - 
Lack of stable 
assumptions 
No. - 
ACT!  Although compliancy issues need action. Not 
action as in the case of Chief Gasior. 
- 
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Conclusion: For me it remains difficult to really place this project, and probably any 
project, in a domain. Both the NTCP model and the Cynefin model show, in my opinion, 
features of all domains, with the exception of the chaotic domain. One could probably 
argue that whenever there are complex features in the (project) environment, those 
features will overrule all other features in less complex domains, and thus Project X 
resides in the complex domain and needs complex tooling and a complexity-aligned kind 
of leadership. I personally don’t think this is a good approach. As stated earlier I think that 
aspects of all kinds reside in environments and probably all environments are more or less 
(but always) complex and that one needs to have a closer look, and a new overall look 
given the insights of the NTCP model and the Cynefin questionnaire, at where exactly to 
use more or less complex tools and where and when to use a more laisser-faire kind of 
leadership style that is appropriate in more complex domains. This new overall look, 
which tries to find some red threads again could look something like this: 
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The Act-Learn-Build Risk Management Framework 
A complex project needs a complexity-aligned risk management approach, and here I 
would like to, in hindsight, reflect upon the model described by Schlesinger, Kiefer, and 
Brown (2012, p. 119), which I also briefly described in Chapter Four. The risk strategy 
follows three counter-intuitive steps: Act-Learn-Build. The idea is to move ahead in a safe, 
low-risk way, keeping six “rules” in mind, which I describe in the table below under 
“Acting:”  
Act-Learn-Build Risk Management 
Framework 
Project X 
1. Act (take a small step toward 
a   goal) 
6 Small steps: 
Project X came out of analysis-paralysis when 
I started to build with what we knew for sure 
at that moment. We later introduced a more 
formal Agile project management approach 
1. Use the means at hand We started with the team that more or less 
gathered together on a content base. I did not, 
at that moment, raise questions about 
individual resources or team perfection. We 
started with those areas we thought had been 
worked out well.  
2. Stay within your acceptable 
loss 
We (we as in me as a project manager, the 
project team, and the program board) never 
formulated a step-out criterion. The idea of 
stepping-out that was raised when things 
really went south came far too late. Too much 
money was involved and customer 
expectations were too high at that moment. 
3. Secure only the commitment 
you need for the next step 
(Asking what is the least amount of 
commitment you need in order to act instead 
of getting everyone’s commitment.) I focused 
especially and deliberately on the product 
owner and the responsible board member but 
not much on IT department stakeholders in 
order to make progress (being afraid to get 
into ongoing architecture discussions). This is 
not an easy step, though. In project 
management you need to get all the 
stakeholders involved. I think that power play 
is more important here. Make sure that the 
most senior manager or board member takes 
ownership. 
4. Bring along only volunteers: 
• If you move forward invest in 
Later I describe the Project X team as a 
network of strong ties with little or no room to 
innovate. This seriously hindered the project. 
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"make it happen", "help it 
happen" (kind of) people 
• Inspire them 
• Act honestly (show them the 
complete plan) 
• Present good and bad news 
• Demonstrate a willingness to 
collaborate 
(This is also an argument for a 
participative project management 
approach) 
Only a few people were taken out of the 
project. I showed all project members the 
complete plan, though, and after the 
Management Drives Session we created 
weekly team meetings in which we shared 
good and bad news. I think that I showed a 
willingness to collaborate, but as described 
later, where I reflect on the social network, 
there were different power structures in play 
and I was maybe considered as an outsider 
pushing things forward. 
5. Link your move to a business 
imperative, and produce early  
results 
Here we completely failed. The preparation 
toward a first conversion step took far too 
long. We should have thought about other-
then-conversion milestones that would have 
interested stakeholders. For too long too many 
stakeholders thought negatively about this 
project. Conversion  projectsgenerally  have a 
bad reputation. 
6. Manage expectations We were too positive concerning progress, 
probably because of pressure from supervisors 
and customer expectations (which we also 
created ourselves). 
2. Learn We had no learning cycles in place nor some 
kind of learning-by-doing or learning-as-
planning, probably because of the strong 
network of knowledge workers here, that, as 
stated above, hindered innovation. 
3. Build 
• Repeat 1 and 2 
• Change direction 
• Opt out 
 
 
 
Needless to say, we moved forward, 
making it more difficult with every step to 
opt-out. Thus we planned in iterations using 
an Agile project management approach. We 
were not really flexible or “free” to change 
direction or stop the project. This, in my 
opinion, is an important evaluation that Agile 
project management doesn’t per se mean that 
you are flexible or that it makes it easier to 
step out. I think that Agile project 
management is only really complexity aligned 
when it does deliver that flexibility. 
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Social network analysis 
First, a few words on network theory in general: Network theory is highly mathematical 
and abstract, and, in my opinion, it does not really address (irrational) human behavior. I 
drew the network ethnographically while working on the project. The basis of the 
networks in both iterations is thus observational, and I used personality tests to be able to 
reflect upon communication and interaction throughout the network. 
Chung and Hussain (2009) define social networks as a constituent of two or more 
actors (individuals) who are connected through one or more relationships, such as 
providing advice, information, and so on. Scott (2011) doesn’t really define social 
networks but, instead, draws on the development of social network analysis, emphasizing 
three mainstream traditions: the sociometric analysts, Köhler, Moreno and Lewin, the 
Harvard researchers of the 1930s who explored patterns of interpersonal relations and the 
formation of “cliques,” and the Manchester anthropologists, who built on both of these 
strands in order to investigate the structure of “community” relations in tribal and village 
societies. 
Lecoutre and Lievre (2010, p. 61) used social network theory to reflect upon polar 
expedition projects. They describe social network analysis as:  
An approach that takes the relational network as a resource for action delving into the 
objectives and situational contexts in which relationships are mobilized and the 
relative efficiency of these relations. The pivotal issue here is who gets mobilized for 
what action, and how efficiently. 
 
According to Nonaka (as cited in Pemsel and Widen, 2010, p. 123), information turns into 
knowledge when it is interpreted and related to a context by its holder; it requires human 
action. Individuals, organizations, and societies can hold knowledge.  
Lam (as cited in Pemsel and Widen, 2010, p. 123) argues that knowledge is 
experience-based, contextually dependent, and transmitted through social networks. Some 
key concepts are: nodes (contact points, here: individuals), hubs (clusters of information), 
and centrality. According to Freeman, centrality implies three competing theories of how 
centrality might affect group processes: 
In-degree centrality can be measured in terms of degree (the number of ties to and from an 
actor). Structurally, centrality is measured in terms of “closeness” (the extent to which 
an actor is close to all others in the network) and “betweenness” (the extent to which 
an actor lies in the shortest path to all others in the network). Each centrality concept 
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has been related to important social occurrences: in-degree centrality being viewed as 
an important indicator of an actor’s communication activity, “betweenness” centrality 
being viewed as an indicator of the potential of an actor’s control of communication; 
and closeness as an index of minimum cost of time and efficiency for communicating 
with other actors in the network. Centrality is according to Freeman an important 
structural factor influencing leadership, satisfaction and efficiency. (As cited in Chung 
& Hussain, 2009, p. 38) 
 
The Project X Network 
Project X started in the spring of 2010, and I drew the network in February 2011.  I drew 
the network around my hubs, those people who seemed to have important communication 
roles in the project. Projected below is a so-called digraph, a directed graph, where the 
direction of the arrow indicates the direction of the relation. What you see in the network 
picture below is all communication flows, interactions between people working within the 
project. Important hubs (circles) are: B (program manager), N (business owner), M 
(business change management), A (project manager), E (product management), J 
(actuarial), J (business oriented output, testing), J (TPL knowledge), O (L.apps 
knowledge), and M (business implementation). Some 40 people worked on the project; 
nine of them appear to be hubs. Colored rectangles are some critical resources. 
After having drawn the network I realized that I needed more insight into people’s 
motives, drives, and behaviors in order to better understand the on-goings in the network. 
I needed to “color” the “minds” (the interaction crossroads) in the network. Without that I 
had a flat project environment. I needed more interpretation, in addition to the clustering 
of the project into hubs and crossroads. We, as a team, needed some mutual understanding 
of one and another, anyway, because at that time (February 2011) there was quite a lot of 
tension in the project due to the fact (as it appeared fully later on) that I had ordered to 
start up building part of the solution in the new software package with things we knew for 
certain, whereas the group was in full requirements-gathering mode trying to first 
theoretically try to understand the way to resolve all of the issues within (the modified) 
package before beginning to build within the known areas. In terms of theory, Dvir and 
Lechler’s study (as cited in Remington & Pollack, 2007, p. 57) clearly indicates that over-
detailed planning can be a waste of time when goals are not clarified and agreed upon. 
Additionally, Remington and Pollack (2007, p. 57) remark that the project manager also 
needs to be able to recognize the point where detailed planning should start, and must 
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resist the tendency to start planning too early. Thus, I had theory (unconsciously) on my 
side, but that did not make things practically easier. 
Management Drives 
We decided to run some Management Drive sessions, these drives being the accepted 
employee performance-measuring tool in the company. I describe below (where I discuss 
Project Y) that some research has been done (Gehring, 2007) on whether or not there 
exists a preferable project management personality type based on the Meyers-Briggs 
personality type indicator. Personally I don’t regard personality assessments to be very 
academic; however, there are no alternatives, so as long as people recognize their 
personality type, I can regard it as valuable. Adams and Anantatmula (2010, p. 95), in 
their research on social and behavioral influences on team process, state, “The project 
manager should assess each team member to determine his background and maturity level 
in social and behavioral skills. The information the project manager gains from this 
assessment will strengthen both the individual and the team for project success.” Strang 
(2011, p. 76) states, “There is growing empirical evidence that personality factors (either 
in the leader and/or followers) impact team performance. There is also a valid 
counterargument that personality instruments may not be reliable measures of leadership.” 
Strang summarizes research in both directions. He himself found that high 
transformational leadership did not result in high (new product development) team 
performance but that personality factors do impact performance (as substitutes for 
[transactional] leadership). Finally, Frank, Sadeh and Ashkenasi (2011, p. 39) found that 
the more innovative, complex, or technologically uncertain the project is, the higher the 
correlation with the subjects’ CEST (Capacity for Engineering Systems Thinking, an 
assessment developed by Frank et al.). They state that it is recommended that, for systems 
engineering positions, especially those in more innovative, complex, and technologically 
uncertain projects, organizations should select engineers that possess a capacity for 
engineering systems thinking. 
The idea of management drives/Real Drives 164 was invented by Dr. Clare W. 
Graves, who was influenced by Maslow, who proclaimed that people are motivated to 
                                                 
164 Information taken from: “Your motives in context,” a brochure that goes with the Real 
 Drives test.  
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fulfill their needs. Harvard’s Lawrence and Nohria discovered that one could find 
universal human motives. Management Drives (and in our case, Real Drives, which also 
take ones environment into account) shows an individual's preferences and the way he or 
she adapts to his/her environment. It tries to discover the possible gap between your 
natural preferences and the way you interpret your environment. Real Drives are based on 
the idea that people act purposefully. But it is not a personality test. The key idea is that 
when you know a person’s motives, you can likely predict their behavior. 
Management Drives color code: 
PURPLE Motive that strives for familiarity, safety, security. Keywords are:  privacy, 
unity, stability 
RED Motive that strives for an own-domain, pace, fervor. Keywords are: fast, 
alert, fearless 
Blue Motive that strives for order and certainty. Keywords are: clarity, discipline, 
reliability 
Orange Motive that strives for results and progress. Keywords are: ambition, purpose 
Green Motive that strives for the human limit and mutual harmony. Keywords are: 
openness, sharing, equality 
Yellow Motive that strives for knowledge and insight. Keywords are: understanding, 
consistency, vision and future 
 
I decided to run management drives with the hubs (not the executives) I had signaled in 
my network picture together with a few specialists. These people are all colored in the 
graph, and their corresponding color resembles their main motive. For the most part, 
people have more than one dominant color; I chose the most dominant one. Now, I 
believe that people are more complex than this. I am critical about these insights. But 
most people did recognize themselves in their profile. This gave some insights into the 
(possible) behavior of the hubs, and it provided a kind of general group picture, or 
network picture if you will.  
So, what does this tell us about this project, its management, and its throughput in terms 
of communication and information flows?                                                            
Group Profile: 
The project members’ preferences are rather blue (51%) and yellow (30%).  The group 
experiences its environment as being green (47%) and yellow (42%). Its behavior is 
dominantly yellow (86%). In other words, that says following: 
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• People are (too?) nice to one another.  
• There’s not much orange, so the group’s profile is not very results-driven. 
• There’s hardly any red, meaning that the group is not very decisive. 
• There’s a call for more, much more, clarity, certainty, and procedure. 
• There’s a continuous quest and search for insight, knowledge, and smart solutions. 
At this point it is important to make a Batesonian remark, because what we see 
here, and what I see being done all the time (I also spotted a group’s profile on a wall 
herein the office where Project Y resides) is what Bateson would call a logical typing 
error. The group profile is of a different logical type; one cannot add up numbers 
(individual characteristics) to quantity (a group). 
Anyway, in hindsight this gave me a lot of clarification. I found the group to be not very 
decisive, and there was a lot of fuss, apparently, due to a lack of governance and 
procedure (in their eyes). But now I also understood that I would never be able to meet 
their expectations on procedure. Several people were just “too blue” for me to handle. I 
decided to really state that personal conclusion transparently in the management drives 
meetings. 
A better look at the hubs: 
Name Sort of hub Color 
J Legacy knowledge; business requirements Blue.   
O Knowledge functionality of system to be converted and the 
new system 
Red 
J Knowledge functionality of system to be converted Green 
E Architecture, interfacing Blue 
B Program manager Orange 
A Project manager Yellow 
T Output expert Yellow 
H Information analyst Yellow 
R Knowledge on old system PAB Blue 
C Tester Green 
S Resource manager Orange 
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Project X Social Network Analysis: 
 
Walking along the hubs: 
R is a sort of stand-alone worker. He is the only person working on the PAB (pension 
administration system) analysis; both he and the PAB system are therefore big constraints. 
His work provides clarity on how to cluster the conversion—important input to the 
conversion planning process. This worker is a double constraint in two ways: First, on a 
knowledge base. His ratio, his way of looking “into the system,” and his logical clustering 
of the problem decides (more or less) how we proceed. Second, his working pace 
determines the amount of clarity we (the project management team) can give to 
stakeholders concerning the complicatedness and duration of the project. For me R was 
difficult to handle. He always kept some distance, giving me the feeling that he did not 
really accept my approach. He was also not sensitive to compliments. When asked to 
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write a memo describing some solution on a matter, he always neglected to mention 
certain information that would have made decision-making easier and quicker. 
J’s main color is blue, extremely blue: She experiences her environment as being 
yellow/green, and acts all colors a bit, except for green. She is extremely orderly and 
finds her environment to be unstable and full of compromises. I understood that I could 
not meet her wants and needs on structure and decided not to try and do so. We discussed 
this issue, though, and eventually developed a good working mode. 
O has red/blue preferences. He experiences his environment as being green/yellow. He 
behaves yellow, with hints of all the colors. Yellow is a color in his preferences but not a 
dominant one. He finds his environment to be philosophic and thinks that people make 
things too complicated. He experiences a lack in decision-making and speed amongst his 
colleagues, and finds the environment to be chaotic. He wants more order. But put into 
decision mode, I experienced his nervousness and hesitation, as he was always trying to 
find extra complication, which only led to postponement of decision-making (his yellow 
side). 
J has a lot of yellow and red/green in his preferences. He finds his environment to be 
more or less green, with a lot of nothing. He behaves extremely yellow and green. He 
misses decision-making and speed. Conflict avoiding is what he experiences. He also 
finds his team compromise seeking instead of action-driven. J also has a way of 
underestimating problems. I always had to combine O and J’s visions in order to get a 
trustworthier picture of complicatedness. 
E has an orange/blue preference and experiences his environment as orange/yellow/green. 
He behaves blue/yellow and a bit green/orange. He is compensating on yellow, not a color 
he has in his preferences, in order to get in line with the yellow in the environment he 
experiences. He is a hard worker—which can maybe be interpreted as him over-
compensating for the fact that he lacks experience in his domain. 
G is extremely orange and has some green/blue. He finds his environment to be a bit 
orange and green, with no red at all. He behaves blue/red/orange. He finds his 
environment to be not results driven enough. 
M’s preferences are yellow/orange. He experiences the environment as being extremely 
yellow and he behaves yellow/blue. He is in line with his environment because he wants 
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yellow, and that is what he finds there. He adds some structure to the team. But since he is 
my most important project manager I would want him to act orange, that is: results driven.  
T’s dominant color is blue/yellow, but he has very low color profiles on all colors. He 
finds his environment to be green/yellow/orange. He behaves very yellow, with some 
green, blue, and purple. He finds that his environment is not structured or ordered enough. 
He is a young, inexperienced employee with disproportionately ‘heavy’ duties. He 
seemed disappointed with his profile. The thing is, all potential project managers think 
they need an orange balloon in order to be taken seriously by staff in a future project 
management role, which is probably the result of an overly political organization in 
“execution mode.” 
H has a green/blue preference and he finds the environment to be extremely green and, to 
a lesser extent, yellow. He behaves extremely yellow. He misses blue in his environment, 
and is searching for more order. He finds his environment to be too soft and democratic. 
The group thinks that he is a very fast thinker. He is the guy that partakes in arithmetic 
tournaments. I put him in an overall holistic role, asking him to oversee the whole picture 
so that things stay aligned. This didn’t turn out how I would have hoped. 
C’s main preference color is green; she also experiences her environment as being green 
and behaves green and a bit of all other colors. She misses blue in her environment, 
meaning that she’s looking for order, clarity, and structure. C is very present.  
T’s preferences are orange/green/blue. He finds his environment to be extremely purple, 
which is new in this setting. He finds the environment extremely philosophical. He 
behaves orange/yellow while still maintaining some amount of green/blue. He finds that 
his environment is not results driven enough and that the people are too soft and too 
conservative, not change-driven. T is a team manager and a human resources manager. I 
am pleased with his hands-on behavior. 
A further analysis of the social network 
Degree Centrality: Research by Chung and Hossain (2009) suggests that degree 
centrality in a knowledge workers’ professional network positively influences 
performance use, whereas a highly constrained professional network is detrimental to 
performance. They refer to literature that states that knowledge-intensive work was 
actually communal, reflecting a strong interpersonal network of interconnected workers, 
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and that informal networks were equally or more important than formal networks (in 
Project X there existed a parallel interpersonal, informal, private network based on long 
term friendship among some of the knowledge hubs, which works upon the formal 
network drawn above). According to Faraj and Sproull (as cited in Chung and Hossain, 
2009, p. 35), expertise must be managed and coordinated in order to leverage its potential. 
This entails knowing where expertise is located and where it is needed. 
In Project X there is a huge amount of direct one-to-one connectivity. Only the 
actuaries who work on J’s team are more or less working apart from the project. They are 
under strong leadership of J, who decides on their work packages. Her team, though, has 
crucial knowledge, knowledge that the team needs: They test all the outcomes on their 
actuarial validity, and because her team is small, they essentially determine the project 
duration.  
The huge amount of connections and the nice spread of hubs, coupled with the 
low amount of centralization in the network, could, at first glance, look positive, like a lot 
of people are talking to each other. But it can also mean that people are getting too much 
random input (information overload), which could lead to a standstill of activities, and I 
think that is the case. It’s one big clique! 
Betweenness centrality: There are some important hubs that function as brokers between 
areas of specialism, like, for instance, R (brokerage PAB-Special Cases-LnL), J (Output-
LnL), J (LnL-Pab-Product management-Actuaries). Most hubs play a broker role. There is 
not a single point of failure that is recognizable by looking at the network. But the project 
runs on J, O, R, and J’s actuarial team. They are the constraints that determine duration. 
There is certainly the risk of failure even though the network itself looks quite 
decentralized. And while writing this text half a year after my move to Project Y, J and O 
are still busy trying to put things in place in the new system. 
Closeness centrality: Burt (as cited in Chung & Hossain, 2009, p. 39) concentrates on 
structural positioning instead of structural properties. He developed the theory of 
structural holes, which is based on the idea that actors are in a better position to benefit 
from interactions with others if they are connected to others who are not well connected 
themselves, or who are not well organized. The lack of connections among those other 
individuals is referred to as “structural holes.” Furthermore, a network with brokers that 
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align clusters of actors to an ego (an actor) is more efficient than a network with a lot of 
ties between actors without broker coordination. In a dense network like Project X that 
lacks such brokerage, because everyone speaks with everyone, there are no structural 
holes. Maintaining ties with a lot of contacts is time-consuming (this time-consuming 
gathering is not taken into account in traditional planning tools) and socially expensive. 
The crux of the structural holes theory also reveals that it is based on the assumption of 
betweenness centrality. Chung and Hossain state that power and influence accrue for 
those who broker connections between unconnected groups of people. 
Network constraint dictates the extent to which an individual’s opportunities are limited 
by investing the bulk of his or her network’s time and energy in relationships that lead 
back to the single contact (Burt, as cited in Chung & Hossain, 2009, p. 40). This 
constraint, which measures the degree to which an individual’s contacts are connected to 
each other, is therefore a proxy for redundancy of contacts. In Project X, a lot of 
information goes around in a closed knowledge network of a few people, which makes 
information quite redundant and not open to newness. This seems to be in line with 
Granovetter’s theory of the strength of weak ties, which states that individuals obtain new 
and novel information from weak ties rather than from strong ties (Granovetter, as cited in 
Chung & Hossain, 2009, p. 40, & Lecoutre, 2010, p. 58). According to Granovetter, a 
weak tie acts as a bridge between his or her own social circle and other otherwise 
unconnected social circles, filling in the structural holes—the empty relational spaces 
between relatively unconnected social circles. The argument is based on assumptions 
concerning the homophilous nature of actors in a social system, where strong ties tend to 
bond similar people to each other and where these similar people tend cluster together 
such that they all become mutually connected. Information that originates and circulates 
at a high velocity among strongly tied cliques or clusters tends to become obsolete or 
redundant in a short amount of time. It looks like, in Project X, we were working with 
highly obsolete information. Krankhart (as cited in Chung and Hossain, 2009, p. 41) 
found that the “affect” level of strong ties (advice- and friendship-based, as in Project X) 
was important in the generation of trust within propagators of major organizational 
change, and Levin and Cross (as cited in Chung and Hossain, 2009, p. 40) reported that 
the relationship between strong ties and receipt of useful knowledge was mediated by 
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benevolence-based trust. They also found evidence that strong ties, more so than weaker 
ties, led to the receipt of useful knowledge for improving performance in knowledge-
intensive work. However, in their research model, which was controlled for the two 
dimensions of trust, the structural benefit of weak ties emerged, suggesting that it was the 
weaker ties that provided access to non-redundant information. According to Hansen (as 
cited in Chung and Hossain, 2009, p. 41), weak ties facilitate faster project completion 
times when the task is simple, and enables faster search for useful knowledge among 
other organizational sub-units. However, it is strong ties rather than weak ties that foster 
complex knowledge transfer (according to the findings of Reagans and McEvily and 
Reagans and Zuckerman, as cited in Chung and Hossain, 2009, p. 41).  
Looking at Project X, the question is whether or not I’m dealing with a complex 
project. But, given the “complex project matrix” above, one can assume so, and, given the 
strong ties in this project, that should point toward a faster completion time which I 
seriously doubt probably due to the obsoleteness of information; information and/or 
communication overload and e.g., time-consuming communication patterns. 
Back to Project X: Given the huge amount of direct connections, I don’t think that 
there are some that have shorter paths than others. As is there may be too much direct 
connectivity. There’s another element in play, though, that is not directly visible in the 
network, though one could draw the network that way, and that is the existence of two 
“other” networks: a knowledge network (the ties between O, J, R, J and J) and a 
management network (B, A, M, J, and N). I do think that the knowledge network has the 
best project insight. Both networks have very close in-between ties. J seems to be the one 
who connects both the management and knowledge networks. She is the most important 
in-between broker of all brokers. (During the project I did recognize that special function 
and so she became my most trusted information officer.) 
Network centralization: According to Leavitt (as cited in Chung and Hossain, 2009, p. 
36), centralization is key to influencing performance. Using centralization as an 
operational construct, it was found that patterns that demonstrated higher centralization 
(measured as the sum of the internal distances of nodes x to y) performed better. When the 
subjects channeled all information through a specific central actor, the information was 
better coordinated and shared. This is not the case in Project X, which has a high degree 
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of centrality and work that is done in several competence areas, yet lacks central actors to 
coordinate communication flows. 
Networks reach: The X network consists of a lot of small worlds. Most people are one 
step away from each other. The paths in the network are mostly short. That makes it a 
strong network, according to theory. But the question is whether they are all key paths. As 
said above, one could also see great fuzz in the network. Networks are also strong 
because parts of the network can operate independently from other parts (see the Bateson 
remark further on). However, in the case of Project X, I’m not so certain.  
Network integration: As has been said a few times now, there is a huge amount of direct 
connections here. So the network seems very integrated. As said “the project” could be a 
victim of integration and one could argue that even more networks operate, a knowledge- 
and a management network, besides the informal, friendship based, network; networks 
that “hear”  different stories. Hossain and Kuti (2008, p. 85) mention literature (Kapucu, 
2005; van Scholten, 2005) that states that being too involved in a network—too much 
information exchange—can negatively affect coordination and efficiency, and that 
excessive connectedness under the premise of network involvement as an enabler for 
coordination can be turned into an inhibitor. Coleman et al. (As cited in Chung and 
Hossain, 2009, p. 38) assume that individuals are able to maintain ties within their 
personal network consistently over time (knowledge hubs in Project X have a long history 
in this particular area). They also assume that each tie is a channel provider of unique 
information or communication. These drawbacks are the paradoxical reasons why an 
extremely dense network (like in Project X) may paralyze an individual’s ability to 
perform better. 
Knowledge Brokerage: According to Holzmann (2012), there is an established 
agreement that knowledge is an essential asset and a core resource in project management. 
Holzmann recalls studies by Andas et al. (1998). Hargadon and Sutton (2000), and 
Holmberg (1998) that conclude:  
Brokering knowledge is a relatively new discipline of research in the arena of project 
management. Knowledge brokers, Holzmann explains, act as mediators in the process 
of knowledge transfer between the various participants in the network. They bridge the 
gap and intermediate the facilitation of the knowledge transfer by creating links 
between individuals or organizational units that posses the knowledge to those who 
need it. Sometimes Holzmann states knowledge brokers go beyond creating these 
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connections and take an actual part in creating the knowledge itself while adding to it a 
supplementary value. Knowledge brokering can be accomplished by individual 
members in the project environment who transfer knowledge between communities or 
by individual experts who are either part of the project team or outside specialists and 
consultants (Ajmal and Koskinen, 2008; Ruuska and Teigland, 2009; Richter and 
Niewien, 2009 as cited in Holzmann 2012). Brokering knowledge, Holzmann states, is 
not yet a grounded theme. He describes, based on work of Snider and Nissen (2003) 
and on Meyer (2010) three types of knowledge brokering activities: 
-Knowledge managers: where knowledge is acquired by experience. It assumes that 
knowledge can be created by every team member, thus brokering knowledge means 
knowing who possesses and who needs the required knowledge and how to pass the 
information between them 
-Knowledge agents: where the knowledge is developed as a solution to problems or 
complicated situations. It relates to knowledge created by experts or special 
professionals who share the knowledge and distribute it to others. 
-Capacity builders: where the knowledge emerges from social interactions between the 
members of a community or shared among them to serve social activities. 
According to Holzmann, in his meta-analysis of brokering knowledge in project 
management, the most prominent emerging theme in the field of project management 
is related to the social aspect of the process (cited and paraphrased from Holzmann, 
2012, pp. 2-13) 
 
I would say that there are a lot of capacity builders in Project X. The thing is, though, that 
when I make the same statement in other words, like “the capacity to build knowledge is 
high here,” I face problems because the question is whether this is true given the enclosed 
circulation of knowledge in the (large) in-crowd, which also seems to lead to little 
innovation. And newly created knowledge seems to be a synonym for building knowledge. 
The clique is a clique of knowledge agents-experts-by-experience. There’s not enough 
brokerage between the clique and outsider information. That knowledge manager is not in 
function. 
Some Batesonian reflections upon the network: 
With hindsight it is now clearer why there was so much turmoil in the project in the very 
beginning. An ambitious, (orange) results-driven program manager had started the project 
with whatever few certainties there were at that moment (what was known then). 
Although he asked the members what, in their eyes, was certain, and although he tried to 
explain the urge to begin (we are facing compliancy issues and the supervisor is 
watching), and even though he put forward the project in short iterations, “the group” just 
could not follow because of the high need for protocol (blue dominance in the group). 
They kept on asking for procedures, logics, planning, and certainty. In fact, they were 
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even questioning my professionalism, my roadmap. At that moment in time I was not able 
to “translate” complexity into a managerial roadmap. I do think that the more protocol 
(structure) seekers will have difficulty accepting Agile project management: They were 
just not able to move forward emergently. Here I mention Chiocchio (as cited in 
Chiocchio, Forgues, Paradis & Iordanova, 2011, p. 81), who states that team members’ 
knowledge of how their team’s collaborative processes unfold in time is important, 
especially in complex environments. This supposed lack of knowledge could have also 
played a part in our struggle. This wanting to know how collaboration will work in time 
can be an obstacle for Agile projects in general. 
Concerning information flows, there are some statements that can be made: The 
first is that knowledge about the Pensions Administration System is concentrated in the 
hands of one person: R. He is the only one with an understanding of what is happening in 
this (part of the) system. He is the person who can provide clarity on what we will 
encounter along the way. His “logics” are basics for clustering the program and for 
longer-term planning. Once the new system is functionally built, the pace of the project 
will run on J and O’s schedule because they are the ones who have the knowledge 
concerning the history of the insurance products in the (old) system. Noel Charlton, in his 
biography (2008) on Bateson, refers to Bateson’s book “Angels Fear” (1988) that he co-
authored with his daughter Mary Catherine Bateson, in which Bateson questions: 
“Is it a necessary strategy within living systems that information (the news of 
difference) is kept in one part or several parts of a system and is not transmitted to 
other parts? He (Bateson) believes that there are rules, “quite obscure rules,” that 
govern the epistemological processes of perceiving, knowing and acting.”   
(Noel Charlton, 2008, p. 131) 
 
And “I believe that this is a very important and significant matter, and that 
noncommunication of certain sorts is needed if we are to maintain the “sacred”. 
Communication is undesirable, not because of fear, but because communication would 
somehow alter the nature of the ideas” (Bateson, 1987, p. 80)  
 
These three people (R, J, and O) hold information (differences) that makes difference 
(Bateson’s definition of information in “Mind and Nature,” 1979, p. 64). In this respect, it 
is interesting to remark that R is working on the pensions administration system while J 
and O are working on the pensions insurance (calculation) systems. These two separate 
systems need to work together so they can be converted into one new system. There might 
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be some relevance in their seemingly separate jobs and their secondary working together, 
that is, from the perspective laid down in “Angels Fear.” 
 The hubs in my picture are real people; information flows through and between 
them. It’s what goes on in the in-betweens that Bateson calls “minds.” These are the 
patterns that connect and hold the network together. According to Bateson, minds are 
flows of information around circular or feedback systems, thus maintaining more 
complex circuits or “loops.” Here we touch upon a modern approach of cybernetics 
concerning mental systems in and between minds. It is this inter-relatedness that one 
seeks to understand. 
When I look at this project management team, this network, this system, it is 
important to stress that it is a system of human agents165 (and hard- and software systems). 
Given the idea that organizations are complex, adaptive systems, what can I say about the 
organization’s richness of agents, its level of information through the system, and its level 
of diversity? However, because we are dealing with people, too, other characteristics 
come into play, because human agents experience emotion, aspiration, inspiration, and 
compassion; they act purposefully. Some are more powerful than others. They are 
conscious and self-aware; they observe and think. Furthermore, it is interesting to find the 
sources of stability and instability. And where is the space for novelty? 
Regarding diversity (from a management drives perspective), the group profile is 
too blue/yellow. The group is missing red/orange. That means that the current group 
might keep on searching for procedure (blueness) and might gold-plate the situation 
(yellow), meaning that they will keep on searching for better solutions. In order to really 
change group habits166, the group needs an external red/orange injection, new, results-
driven people who have no connection to the existing group. Paradoxically, that will kill 
some of the novelty spaces that are now there in the yellow “minds.” Those yellow minds 
tend to move the group toward instability, whereas the blue minds search for stability, 
meaning procedure and protocol.  
                                                 
165 Reflecting upon Stacey, “Complexity and Creativity in Organizations,” Berret-Koehler 
 (1996) 
166 Given Watzlawick’s research on (second-order) change; see above 
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In the case of Project X, I was faced with an extreme situation—very yellow-profile 
people working together with very blue-profile people, which kept the team, and the 
system, at a constant impasse. This led to a lot of emotion.  
Here I would like to make a few remarks on novelty and creativity spaces: A 
project management organization seems to trigger creativity and novelty. That might be 
because of the special role the environment is given to solve a certain issue, and the fact 
that a temporal organization is set up. Such a solution-driven organization triggers new 
insights for solving the issues that underlie its existence. There are paradoxes, though. 
The formal organization needs that creativity, but it also needs to control the project 
environment. In my view, the control mechanisms and the creativity trigger are in conflict. 
People act purposefully. And the project’s purpose is to comply with actual 
pension legislation, and although I do think that the project members and stakeholders are 
committed to this task I think that there are complex mechanisms running that aim at the 
project management organization’s long term survival. Those mechanisms then conflict 
and undermine the project’s purpose. 
According to Stacey (1996, pp. 151-164), there are four human paradox areas: 1) 
Anxiety-Inspiration: I think here we face the blue ones, the protocol-seekers who search 
for stability but also need and want inspiration by the yellow ones; 2) Individuation-
Conformity, referring to the ones who struggle to operate in a group. Are the power hubs 
(the colored nodes in the network) able to operate in the group? 3) Leadership-
Followership: It looks like, here, leadership means the acceptance (by the project 
manager) of some chaos to led group wisdom profile itself did not generate much 
followership amongst the project members. The blue ones seem to be followers, but, in 
effect, they were not able to follow a short term, iterative approach, certainly not in the 
beginning. Finally, 4) Participation and Observation: There was a lot of participation that 
was, in effect, observation (seeking compromise), I think. 
Actions taken given the network: 
• We had given H an overview role. According to the group, he was the cleverest guy of 
all. H is, indeed, a good information analyst, but in this role he grew nervous. H also 
appeared to be a procedure man; he needs rules. And it appeared that he needed to 
work on one task at a time in order to be able to effectively perform his analyses. He 
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behaved unnaturally creative (yellow) because, in his new role, he was asked to 
oversee the whole, to connect, and he wasn’t able to do that. He was eventually 
reinstated back into his old role.  
• We introduced a weekly meeting in which we would have a roundtable discussion. 
Every member of the group had the opportunity to say what they were working on and 
what he or she was worried about. I literally went chair by chair giving each and every 
person the opportunity to speak. Through this activity, people gained better insights 
into one another, thus making it easier to see past certain behaviors, because now at 
least we could understand them. Another major perk of this exercise is that team 
members now felt more comfortable confronting each other, because everyone had 
gained a better understanding of the program’s complexity. 
• We put people together on the same floor and at the same block. “Business people” 
who were doing a lot of project work were integrated into the project team and moved 
to our floor. 
• I told the board over and over again that the project ran on a few scarce resources (R, 
J, and O), and that they, essentially, decided both the pace and logics of the project 
because most “next steps” were based on their analyses. We challenged those insights, 
of course. These scarce resources were given a lot of attention. This also legitimated 
the fact that we had not given any long-term plans to the board. Planning often 
depended on the analysis done by one person and while the project was in process. 
Once we had that analysis we did everything to understand and challenge it before it 
became our “truth.” Only then would we make a mid-term plan. 
• I introduced a core team, which consisted of high hubs who were in charge of the 
project: myself, E, M, N and J. We came together three times a week. The idea was to 
make decisions efficiently and quickly. It was a signal to the group—a group that was 
in need of direction—to put the leaders of the project in charge. I also wanted to 
improve our weak (company) decision-making track record. Here politics come into 
practice. In general, executives are generally risk averse and try to put off making 
difficult choices. But we had a few to deal with! I had to find a way to enforce taking 
decisions. Having all the decision makers in a meeting three times a week, all of 
whom were doing project work in small iterations, gave me the opportunity to tighten 
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things. It was easier for me to argue that if we didn’t make a certain decision we 
would not meet a specific deadline.  
• We were not able to insert more orange/red into the group. Given their specific 
knowledge, the group runs existing profiles. One has to deal with that. 
The use of social network analysis to analyze risk: 
Risks are mostly signaled from outside of the project environment; however Busby and 
Zhang (2008, pp. 86, 87) argue that the emphasis of project risk analysis should be shifted 
from the exterior toward the interior. “It is not just that internally generated risks are 
important, but even apparently external risks are risks because of interior structures, 
decisions or arrangements [which the authors refer to as pathogens].” The idea is to look 
at these pathogens in the system (the network) since they may point at risks. However, 
these pathogens are highly ambivalent. Failure caused by pathogenic structures can be 
disruptive in the short term, causing losses of money and time, but they can also 
(positively) contribute to improvements and innovation in the longer term. Furthermore, 
these pathogens should not be treated as objective entities; one must label them as 
subjective interpretations, “especially in temporarily organizations without repeated 
experiences where the uniqueness and novelty of the project organizations make it more 
likely that discrepant interpretations about what is pathogenic and what is protective go 
unnoticed” (p. 87). This also means that different actors have different views on the best 
responses to these threats. Different actors will not automatically understand and 
legitimize other actors’ views about risk. Given the subjectivity of risk perception, it looks 
like one should use whole systems methodology (like the World Café approach) in order 
to get a better understanding of a bottom-up felt risk exposure. 
Shore (2008, pp. 5, 14), in line with the behavioral view of project management, 
with its emphasis on “what individuals and groups actually do … and how managers 
make decisions involving values and risk preferences,” studied how an understanding of 
systematic biases—“those common to the human decisions-making process”—and the 
way managers respond to ambiguity, complexity, and uncertainty could prove useful in 
diagnosing project failure. He found that:  
Failed projects appeared to be related to organizational and project cultures 
characterized by an internal focus and stability [blindness]. That suggests that those 
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organizations resisting change and dismissing external threats may have created an 
environment in which systematic biases should not be unexpected. (p. 14) 
 
I (BB) do think that some pathogens are highly visible, such as the actions of the large, 
informal knowledge network in Project X. There might be another, more obscure 
pathogen at play here, though, and that is the historical setting of this project—a history 
of not-taking action, of postponement, and of handing over the case to a successor. That 
all played out on a higher management level. The question is how far this may have 
corrupted the informal network that is so dominantly at work here.   
Some remarks on assessments: 
Above I reflected on Project X (as I will do on Project Y) using social network analysis in 
combination with personality assessments. Project assessments are quite normal in project 
management. They are usually performed several times during the course of the project, 
for instance, when the project enters into a new phase (from initiating to designing). The 
daily scrum, or the lessons-learned meeting, in Agile project management can also be 
regarded as an assessment. The idea is obvious: to learn from past experiences, or to 
check whether all technical aspects of project delivery have been done so one can safely 
enter into a new phase—thus assessing from a risk management perspective. Research by 
Williams, Klakegg, Walker, Andersen and Magnussen suggests: 
Assessments described and foreseen in traditional project management frameworks 
don’t work that well when dealing with project complexity, more specifically when 
trying to identify and act upon early warning signs. Given project complexity, even 
when the goal is known, moving toward it can be a messy, uncertain process, as 
participants “make sense” (Weick, 1995) of the project and work toward project 
delivery and the authors state, citing Roth and Senge (1996), much project complexity 
comes from the human-oriented social aspects, projects have “behavioral complexity,” 
making them “wicked.” (2012, pp. 38, 39)   
 
These are, in my opinion, also arguments for a more participative project management 
approach, which I will elaborate on further as I reflect on Project Y. I think that a 
continuous, interval based (probably in line with the phases of traditional project 
management) use of whole systems methodology can help to, probably implicitly, catch 
early warnings. Williams et al. looked into why established assessment methods fail to 
detect early warning signs: 
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The literature tells us that we are not good at seeing through complexity, uncertainty, 
and interpersonal effects … Many attempts are reported at learning from previous 
projects, but these attempts are reportedly not very effective. Reasons indicated 
included: lack of time to think about critical issues, lack of time to prepare “lessons 
learned,” reluctance to “air dirty laundry,” an overemphasis on the view of projects as 
unique, and the difficulty of learning from reports with insufficient contextual 
information. Overemphasis on the view of projects as unique reduces the motivation to 
even try: we are so different from other projects that we cannot learn much from them. 
(2012, p. 47) 
 
The authors state that the main challenges seem to be found within the minds of 
individuals, and that additional issues include group thinking.   
Group thinking is thus presented here as an issue, whereas I hold the position that group 
thinking is the solution toward a complexity-aligned assessment of projects. Furthermore, 
projects in a complex environment are possibly unique, so I am not sure whether 
feedback in terms of lessons learned in previous projects necessarily works. This is 
another argument, in my view, to value group 
Conclusion and reflections on Project X 
 
Project X: 
• Dense informal network based on friendships (mostly internal employees) 
• One-to-one contacts 
• High level of bounced-back redundant information  
• Closed to weak ties 
• Level of opposition between formal network and the informal network 
• Inefficiency due to overload of interaction 
• (Obscure) pathogenic pattern, and risk of not taking action  
• Resistance to make things happen; probably unconscious levels of resistance due to 
years of risk aversion 
• On knowledge sharing: superb within the big clique. Crucial, though, is whether 
knowledge, meaning something new from one person to another, is shared. It looks 
the clique speaks the same language and thus, in a way, there is no interaction; no 
sharing in the context of newness takes place. 
 
Conclusion: I described Project X, partly in retrospect, using a multi-view approach that 
consisted of a combination of whole- and soft systems, network analysis combined with 
assessment insights, a hybrid framework combining Prince-2 and Agile, and a 
participative project management approach. I believe that this combined view into Project 
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X revealed quite a lot about the project process in terms of interaction, knowledge sharing, 
power, the existence of inherent risks in the project network, purpose, and paradox. I also 
think that one can see patterns of manufactured risk where the project was started up and 
moved on with a group that had an already troubled mindset. In hindsight I should have 
intervened earlier. This group did not fulfill the requirements stated earlier of groups that 
are likely to operate in complex settings. There was a lack of diversity, people depended 
too much on one other, there was no aggregation point, and incentives were not in place. 
On a positive note, these revealing insights have helped me in managing Project Y, which 
I will describe in the following chapter using this multiple-view combination. The 
insights gathered here also underline and strengthen my management of complex projects, 
which I will describe in Part C of the book. 
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An Appreciative Inquiry Experiment 
Important themes in Participative Project Management include Learning and Group 
Mandate. I, in my self-created role as a change agent, chose Peter Senge’s concept of the 
Learning Organization to give these themes context, and I found Cooperrider’s 
Appreciative Inquiry approach to be a helpful roadmap toward such an organization. 
I will now take you to a higher hierarchical level—the level of the management 
team (MT), which consists of my colleagues and me—that area where all of the projects 
in our department come together. The information shared here is thus not directly related 
to projects X and Y; rather it is the outcome of a highly relevant exercise in participation 
done on a department level. I did this work parallel with Project X but before I started 
Project Y. Chronologically, but also personally, it enriched my personal mental framework 
toward, for instance, project management on Project Y, so I think that it best fits here.   
In the second half of 2010, we, the management team, had a discussion about the 
way we created a shared vision about our portfolio of projects. It turned out that we all 
had the same feeling that we were only seeing bits and pieces when we made that weekly 
round and where every team member would take a few minutes to elaborate on the status 
of his or her project. We concluded that we had no overall picture of the portfolio and that 
we did not really have an ongoing conversation on a portfolio level. I raised the analogy 
of generals in a war room who bend over a topographic map to discuss the actual situation 
and strategy. We decided to develop such a map, a game (board), actually, to help us to 
interact on a higher, abstract level. The game that was developed came with all kinds of 
cards, like “risks,” “business opportunities,” “resources,” and so on. The game contained 
a few “wormholes,” future time frames toward a “new world” planet or colony that we 
were heading for because our old world planet was about to collapse. We thus played out 
the transition to future states of our department in which states we would have succeeded 
in building new systems and rationalize old systems. In that mind-set we also had 
discussions about the personnel we needed in those time frames. Below are two pictures 
of the game-in-play:  
(From old to new world): 
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We also played the game with our IT personnel in order to make them more conscious of 
a changing future IT environment that also required different skills. In March 2011 I 
started to think about a second iteration: how to get the management team into something 
like a “learning organization,” and I had some luck because our team managers wrote a 
newsletter in which they looked ahead at our organization. They asked me for advice, and 
while reading I noticed some aspects of a learning organization, and so I deliberately 
added the words “learning organization” into the text. 
 
I knew of the profound background of the term. They did not. By adding it to the text I 
created a starting point for discussing the learning organization topic. I got it on the 
agenda for three MT meetings, the first being on the 4th of April 2011 (for which I was 
the lead). In that meeting I focused on two areas of discussion: the first, how to get the 
management team into the concept of the learning organization, and the second, how that 
future organization would look and feel. I decided to start thinking about the learning 
organization following Peter Senge’s disciplines that together, when in operation, create 
that learning organization: personal mastery, mental models, shared vision, and team 
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learning, and I used Appreciative Inquiry (AI) as a roadmap to discuss the future 
organization’s look and feel. Appreciative Inquiry, according to Cooperrider and Whitney, 
is: 
The cooperative, coevolutionary search for the best in people, their organizations, and 
the world around them. It involves systematic discovery of what gives life to an 
organization or a community when it is most effective and most capable in economic, 
ecological, and human terms. In AI, intervention gives way to inquiry, imagination, 
and innovation. Instead of negation, criticism, and spiraling diagnosis, there is 
discovery, dream and design (the “D-s” that AI circles around). (2005, p. 3) 
 
This thinking in two models (the future organization was meant to become a learning 
organization using appreciative inquiry as a roadmap) later brought me face to face with 
some problems because I had to align both concepts. Without knowing, I later understood 
that I had entered an ongoing discussion in both communities (Senge and Cooperrider) 
concerning the similarities and differences between both methods. 
The agenda looked as follows: We focused on the roadmap toward the target 
systems environment 2016. We then discussed the fact that “real people” live in this target 
architecture and that their professional lives would certainly change. I came back to the 
newsletter and our invitation to work in a learning organization. I then stated that we as a 
MT should understand what we meant by “learning organization” and that we needed to 
discuss the hard and soft sides of that organization. 
In three groups of three people each, the first exercise we did that day was an AI 
exercise doing research on our strengths and peak moments (now and in the past). I 
stressed the fact that one should think positively and only positively. After that I told my 
colleagues to start dreaming and, while dreaming, to step into their ideal, dream 
organization. I asked them—in their groups—to describe what that dream organization 
looked like: what strengths would develop further and what new elements would come 
into play. I once again stressed their positive attitude. We then did another group 
evaluation. By this point we really had come into a positive flow, which was a real 
revelation for all of us. I did these exercises without telling the group that we were in an 
Appreciative Inquiry session, and that we actually had gone through the first two D’s of 
the four D cycle (discover, dream, design, and destiny). We then went into theory, starting 
with Senge’s definition of the learning organization: 
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An organization where people continually expand their capacity to create the results 
they truly desire; where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured; where 
collective aspiration is set free and where people are continually learning to see the 
whole together (Senge, 1990, p. 3) 
 
We had a discussion on wholeness (that breakdown structures do not sum up to the whole 
again), on the creative power of language, and had a talk about people and their 
worldviews. We touched on passion because of the word “truly” in the definition, and we 
understood that people co-create their learning organization (that’s where appreciative 
inquiry once again comes into play). We dove into the value of learning (social capital) 
and talked about interaction, diversity, and dialogue. We did an exercise on wholeness 
(asking “Why?” several times, diving deeper into cause and effect on a certain problem) 
and we talked about chaos and feedback: positive and negative feedback mechanisms (the 
Batesonian way, that negative feedback is positive in that it holds together the 
mechanism). We then discussed wholeness again and how Agile, Lean, and TOC fit in 
here. We did an exercise on multiple perspectives and we touched on team learning, 
personal mastery, and shared vision (three of the five disciplines). We ended the day by 
creating a shared vision:  
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At the end of the meeting we decided to have another meeting in which we would 
continue working on the remaining D cycles (design and destiny). In the meantime (May 
– June 2011) I asked permission to do “dream sessions” with the other four teams (120 
persons), referring to the definition of the learning organization that a true learning 
organization is the organization of all, and therefore all needed to dream. I got that 
permission. We (myself, a colleague, and a representative of HR) did AI team sessions, 
which started with person-to-person interviews where we asked people to think about 
situations at work and at home in which they really (out) performed, and to describe that 
situation as carefully as possible. We then asked people to, in groups of approximately 
eight people, to discover organizational strengths and to dream up their ideal 
organization. Finally, we shared these dreams in teams of approximately 30 people. After 
each session I would make a wrap-up in hopes of finding the “red thread” in all of these 
dreams. 
On the 15th of June 2011 we continued our MT meeting, this time delving deeper 
into AI principles (constructionism, poetics, positivism, and anticipation). We discussed 
the four “AI competences” (affirmative, expansive, generative and collaborative 
competence) of highly improvisational organizations. At that moment I could also 
communicate the strengths and dream(s) of all. 
At that point in time I had shared the AI and “learning organization” concepts with my 
colleagues. There had been agreement/understanding about these concepts (or so I 
thought), and the MT was now in charge of the transition. That transition should become a 
joint effort, an effort of all, a bottom-up transition and we made a division in order to 
manage that transition. We decomposed167 the dream into four topics (we called change 
areas): Housing, HR, Communication and Tooling” Later we changed that in 9 themes. In 
the weeks that followed I experienced some unease by my colleagues. Uncertainty 
whether one had understood the concepts, the combination of concepts or maybe it was 
just fear because there we stood on the point of letting things go (from directive towards 
more participative management). The 24th of August 2011 we had a third meeting. We did 
two things: first we decided what elements of the organization we regarded as steady (not 
to be changed)—a very defensive approach considering the appreciative inquiry concept. 
                                                 
167 I could not withstand this breakdown structure 
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I knew that, but because I didn’t think people would interfere with these (steady) elements 
I let that go and secondly we had an AI consultant on board with whom we reconfirmed 
(as appeared) our wish to make a transition towards a learning organization. 
 On the 6th of September 2011 we invited all employees (120 people) for a 
quarterly session in which we shared “the dream of all.” The meeting started with an 
introduction of the Director Change and IT who stated that our dream organization 
preferably should develop towards a learning organization in which teams and team 
learning; chains approach (lean six sigma); self knowledge; shared vision and experiential 
learning were corner stones. After that we started with the feedback of our dream. Each 
change leader (being one of my MT colleagues) took one of the change areas and told 
what had been said on that area. We then launched themes (a further breakdown of the 
dream). We explicitly said that we were in a flow to let go of things. That we had taken 
the lead into this breakdown, creating themes, but that we were ready for and were asking 
for a take over by all. 
 
(Drawings of “the dream”) 
In the preparation towards the meeting we had some fear that some change areas were not 
that concrete and that it was apparently difficult to concretize what was being said, what 
was really meant. That probably increased the fear of not being in control in the 
management team. We had the idea that we probably needed more time to design our 
dream. That we did run the risk of moving ahead too fast into the destiny phase while 
things were not clear yet. Therefore in the second part of the (plenary) meeting we invited 
people to sit round a table, a table of their own choice. Each table represented a theme 
(even this free format was discussed in the preparation phase. Some of us thought that 
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people could not make that choice). We asked the “tables” to elaborate on the theme, to 
further concretize the theme (Design phase). The table representatives gave plenary 
feedback and finally we worked on an action scheme (in fact the fourth D in the D’s 
cycle: Destiny). 
By now (October 2011) we have nine Change Groups operational: 
Change Group Action Plan 
Housing Recreation facilities 
Rapid decision room 
One location  
Project members all together 
Group Dynamics Team diversity 
Personal statements 
People on their strengths 
Agile implementation 
Yes, but culture 
Give compliments 
Feedback  
Professionalism People set to work on their strengths, personal statements 
action plan.  
Personal mastery (action plan) 
Flat organization More on mandate 
Personal coaching 
Balance Work load 
Personal coaching 
Communication Change is measured and communicated 
Tooling (TOC, LEAN, Agile) Integration of tools, continuous learning  
Root cause analysis 
Innovation Set up an innovation lab 
Product management Green products 
 
Going process I worked with three concepts: 1) The learning organization, 2) An 
appreciative inquiry trajectory into our dream organization and 3) A new project 
management framework called agile/scrum. Further analysis learns, and after the 
storytelling above about what happened since I put the learning organization on the 
agenda, and now I am back in the Participative Project Management Concept, that the 
three concepts share something one could call group processes, self-steering and 
collaboration. Scrum with its focus on self-governing groups; affirmative inquiry that 
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focuses on collaboration and the learning organization’s five disciplines in essence all 
focus on participation. 
Relations Scrum/Appreciative Inquiry/Learning Organization: 
 
Finally, McMillan argues: 
Learning organizations tend to take an approach to strategic change that considers that 
the learning that takes place is as important as the achievement of strategic goals. 
Change is seen as a continuum with learning as a necessary and valuable part of the 
process. Thus change takes place as a result of the changes that arise in individuals and 
groups as they undergo different learning experiences. These in turn change the culture 
and behaviors of the organization. In this way an organization is changed from within, 
rather than as a response to external pressure or perceived threats from the outside. 
Some writers contend that a learning organization learns most effectively and 
creatively when it is going through a period of major upheaval or drastic change. This 
fits well with the notion that creativity flourishes at the edge of chaos168. (2008, p. 91) 
                                                 
168 I added this passage because the Wormhole game really is the visualization of external threats. 
The game was a starting point for the AI, learning organization experience. It makes clear, I think, 
that our minds were focused on external threats and not on making a shift toward a change of the 
internal culture.  
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Chapter Ten: Project Y, A Legislation Project 
A system’s view 
The “Frankfurt 2012” directive is a European Directive that determines the amount of 
capital that European companies must hold in order to reduce their risk of insolvency. The 
Directive is scheduled to come into effect on 1 January 2014. Compliance with this 
Directive is necessary in order to keep a license to operate. The initial “Frankfurt” 
Directive was introduced in 1973, but since then risk management systems have 
developed and so have markets (with the growth of financial derivatives). The scope of 
the adjusted “Frankfurt 2012” framework has several purposes: to reduce risk in case an 
insurer is unable to meet claims; to reduce the losses of policy holders in that case; to 
provide early warning for supervisors (e.g., central banks); and to promote confidence in 
the financial stability of the insurance sector.  
 Under Frankfurt 1973, the solvency ratio was defined as IFRS equity: assets at 
market value, but liabilities based on a percentage of company reserves. Under Frankfurt 
2012, the solvency ratio is defined as Own Funds: assets and liabilities that are fully 
market based. So “Frankfurt” creates a reserve adequacy test and market value of 
liabilities. The effect will be volatile solvency ratios and (therefore) active risk 
management. Frankfurt 2012 consists of three pillars: 
• Pillar 1: Quantitative requirements (the minimum amount of capital an insurer 
should hold) 
• Pillar 2: Requirements regarding the governance and risk management of insurers 
• Pillar 3: Disclosure and transparency requirements (reporting requirements).  
In this pillar, reporting of insurers to the public and supervisor is regulated. 
 
In company terms, Frankfurt 2012 dictates how we measure risks and how much 
capital we need in order to cope with these risks; it is about how we manage risks (the 
behavioral dimension of the program) and how we include risk and solvency 
considerations in business decisions. It is also about enhanced reporting to supervisors 
and a more robust control environment169. 
Frankfurt 2012 will have an overall impact on the operations of an insurer.  
 
                                                 
169 Company presentation, April 2012. 
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An insurer might, for example, develop insurance products that are risk averse and 
therefore require a minimum capital requirement on the balance sheet.  
The following picture shows a system view: 
 
Explanation: Frankfurt 2012 will definitely enhance the amount of capital insurers need to 
keep on their balance: The effect is that there will be fewer investment possibilities for 
new product development, so product developers must keep in mind the amount of capital 
the company needs to reserve given the product risks involved. In general, higher risk 
products probably have higher profit margins, so a trend toward more standard products 
and lower profit margins can be predicted.   
Project Y from a Cynefin perspective 
In January 2012 I became a program manager on the Frankfurt 2012 project, which made 
me responsible for “Reporting” (the third pillar of the Frankfurt Directive). Being 
responsible for “Reporting” meant that I had become responsible for the in-real-time 
delivery of reports to the Dutch Central Bank—which meant I had become responsible for 
the smooth operation of a delivery chain that stretched from the administration through to 
risk systems (old and not Frankfurt 2012-proof) via a data warehouse (under construction) 
toward the real delivery of reports. The corresponding chain of events consisted of: source 
disclosures (insurance administration systems), storing data in a data warehouse, running 
risk analyses on that data, storing that risk-adjusted data in the data warehouse once again, 
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getting the data into a reporting tool, and reporting it to the Central bank. As expected, 
many in-between steps became my responsibility as well.  
Aside from being a legal (compliancy) project, because of the use of the data 
warehouse, it was also an information systems (IS) project. According to Huff and 
Prybutok (2008, p. 34), $255 billion is being spent on IS/IT applications annually. They 
state that these projects need effective management because IS projects can easily become 
“a monster of missed schedules, blown budgets and flawed products.” An additional 
requirement for increasing the probability of IS development project success, according to 
the authors, is having a project manager who actually knows how to manage the project. 
Prior experience with similar projects has been shown to affect timely completion of 
projects. I do have experience with IS projects and through that experience I learned to 
keep the scope very limited!  
 Skulmosky and Hartman (2010) did research (qualitative interviewing) on 
information systems project managers’ soft competencies per project phase. On the topic 
of communication, the research participants emphasized effective questioning and 
feedback generation in the initiation phase, open communication in the implementation 
phase, and writing skills in the closeout phase. On the topic of leadership, vision-
orientation and articulation of the business problem were emphasized in the initiation 
phase, decisiveness in the planning and implementation phases, and information and 
credit sharing in the closeout phase. On the topic of negotiation, consensus building was 
emphasized throughout all project phases. It is interesting to note that, using whole 
systems methodology, from a complexity view, flexibility and the ability to deal with 
ambiguity are valued relatively highly throughout the project. Participants remarked that 
IS projects usually begin in a state of ambiguity: the business problem may not be clear 
and the corresponding IS requirements vague. I do recognize this. It also happened in 
Project Y, where people had to deal with highly abstract European legislation that 
changed several times. The Pareto principle was also valued relatively highly; there’s 
apparently the notion that one can be lost in details. The ability to learn, lifelong learning 
and, self-evaluation were only emphasized in the closeout phase, whereas self-
organization and self-direction were estimated as low-value throughout the project. 
There’s apparently no experience with or knowledge about the concept of continuous 
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(ongoing project) learning. On the topic of professionalism, participants stressed the 
importance of full participation in the planning process (in the initiation phase), which is a 
nice argument for a more participative project management style (though in complex 
projects one might need participation throughout the project). On the topic of social skills, 
the ability to get along/team playing was valued highly throughout the project, but 
truthfulness, honesty, and trust, especially, were only highly valued during the closeout 
phase, whereas, in my opinion, it is a cornerstone of a participative style of project 
management throughout the whole project life cycle. I will elaborate on these insights 
while reflecting upon the Project Y social network later on. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The NTCP qualification of Project Y is visualized here (above) as follows:  
Explanation: I consider the level of Novelty as a breakthrough because we had to 
implement completely new reporting frameworks in a data warehouse package that was 
not only new to us but that also needed configuration from another new (IBM) standard in 
order to be usable. We disclosed the reports in yet another new (SAP) application. I regard 
the Technology level as medium-tech because I dealt mainly with one software package, 
the data warehouse package. In terms of Complexity, we had to integrate several systems 
though, for instance actuarial models, payments, customer roles and business process 
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domains and that with pressure on a timely delivery. Overall I regard the project as 
complicated/complex. 
The Complexity map (types of complexity) looks as follows: 
Explanation: 
Project Y is based on 
requirements from a 
European council called 
EIOPA.The requirements 
are based on ongoing 
negotiations and politics 
on a European level. As 
time passes, the effects of 
the negotiations become 
visible because competition effects become clear on the European market, which again 
leads to negotiation and changing requirements. That makes this project temporally 
complex. 
The Cynefin questionnaire gives the following “picture”: 
Domain 
Characteristic 
Motivation Rating 
Simple Domain   
Clear Cause 
 and Effect 
There are definitely areas of cause and effect. On the 
highest level, not being compliant means having no 
license to operate. But the reports that are to be made in 
the project are well defined and the approach toward 
creating and filling the reports with data is quite logical. 
There’s uncertainty in the data disclosure of legacy 
systems given, for instance, the minimum amount of 
people with knowledge of those systems. 
+ 
Known Knowns Not really. Reports, though well defined, are new. On an 
actuarial level, a lot of modeling has to be done in order 
to study the effects of a company-customized model 
and/or the European standard model. Furthermore, there 
is little experience with the setting-up of a data 
warehouse. And, as said above, there’s uncertainty about 
how and to what extent legacy systems must be 
disclosed. 
+/- 
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Hierarchical 
centralized 
structures 
Yes, both in the management levels and in the more 
technical layers of the project. A data warehouse has 
very hierarchical structures. 
+ 
Area of best 
practices 
No. There is not much experience with building a data 
warehouse in the company. 
- 
Familiarity No, not with the solution in using a data warehouse. 
Outcomes in figures are verifiable, though. 
+/- 
Complicated 
Domain 
  
There are levels of 
cause and effect 
Yes, as stated above. + 
Multiple right 
answers thinkable 
Not really. Reports are well defined, though the 
approach/techniques to fill out the reports with data can 
vary. There are, for instance, different fathomable 
“layers” of modeling data in a data warehouse. 
Especially in the case of disclosing legacy data, the 
choice of what level of data storage is needed can be 
complicated. The more atomic data is stored, the more 
query possibilities there are. Disclosing too much legacy 
on atomic levels in the data warehouse can lead to long 
durations, though, and is risky because one can “blow 
up” the data warehouse. 
+/- 
More # moving 
parts 
No, not really; though we need input from other projects 
that are quite dynamic (models, for instance) and some 
of the surrounding projects are also still under 
construction (other SAP projects). But we can set 
boundaries here and be ready when input is delivered. 
The reports, though well defined, are abstract and 
provide for interpretation problems. They also change 
due to politics on the European level. 
- 
One can make 
predictions about 
how system will 
behave 
On a model level this is complicated, but that is not my 
pillar. Models give input to my project. There’s a 
dependency there. Because we test report by report, we 
are able to make predictions. At a certain stage reports 
will come together and data will transfer between them. 
That will give some uncertainty, which I would classify 
as complicated. 
+ 
Follow a pattern Yes, because of the (hierarchical) logics involved in data 
warehouse solutions in general. See above. These are 
not patterns in a complex sense. 
+ 
Sequential 
structures 
characterized by 
linear dependencies 
Yes, because of the hierarchical structures in the 
realization of the data warehouse. Therefore, because of 
resource constraints, we built reports sequentially.  
+ 
Area of foreseen 
uncertainty 
I think so. It is clear that we will face some uncertainty 
while testing the data warehouse (technically) in 
+ 
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development-, test-, acceptance- and finally production 
environments. 
A lot of analyzing There is; a team of information analysts is continuously 
analyzing the required data flow. 
+ 
More # options 
possible 
Yes, see above. Handling data through a data warehouse 
is not a requirement, and since data warehouses don’t 
have a very good reputation, the data warehouse 
solution is constantly questioned. 
+/- 
Expert knowledge SAP Business Warehouse specialists, actuaries, and 
information analysts 
+ 
Area of good 
practice 
Since we do not have much experience with building a 
data warehouse, there is not a best practice. 
+ 
Innovation is a 
problem 
Not really. Speculating on the network analysis to come: 
There are clusters of strong ties between SAP Business 
Warehouse specialists. But this is a relatively new clique 
that is open to learning.  
- 
Analysis paralysis In the beginning there was paralysis because there was 
no plan in place, no direction. Focus on sequential 
building of sets of reports really helped us get focus. 
- 
Incomplete data There is a rather complete set of data. The problem is, 
though, that these requirements are highly abstract and 
so have too much room for interpretation. 
+/- 
One right answer 
there 
Yes. Preconfigured reports filled with data + 
Complex domain   
Type of complexity Temporal complexity  
No right answers See above. - 
Dynamic context Yes, because of the changes in the report requirements 
due to European politics. We know we will face 
reworks. It makes decisions regarding what to build and 
what to wait on (because of expected changes) difficult. 
+ 
Sum is not whole It depends on the boundaries set. Within the third pillar, 
a breakdown is possible, but given the whole program 
with its actuarial modeling, I would say breakdown is 
problematic. 
- 
1. Multiplicity 
(interacting 
elements) 
Yes. The data flows from data source systems toward 
reporting via several interacting systems (applications, 
interfaces, models). 
+ 
2. Interdependence 
(connection 
between elements 
Yes, a lot of complicated interfaces  + 
3. Diversity (in 
elements) 
Yes, interface technology, data warehouse technology, 
analysis and visualization technology, as well as a 
+ 
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reporting tool (SAP disclosure management) 
Composed of many 
interacting parts 
Yes. See above. + 
Elaborate 
interconnecting 
parts (predictable 
outcomes) 
I think so. We know the wanted outcomes. + 
Amenable to 
traditional systems 
analysis 
(regularity, 
separability of 
elements, clear 
cause and effect) 
Yes. There are levels of cause and effect, and elements 
are separable.  
+ 
Sensitive to initial 
conditions  
Yes, since these conditions prove unstable. Lack of 
knowledge concerning legacy leads to re-evaluation of 
approach. Model environment is learning. Requirements 
needed interpretation agreement. 
+ 
Can “trust” be 
calibrated to 
predictable 
outcomes 
Yes. For instance, trust in the data warehouse solution + 
Ontological 
uncertainty 
(variation with 
each piece of work 
performed) 
No. _ 
Rework Yes, changing European legislation will definitely lead 
to rework. Given the time constraint, waiting until all 
requirements are clear is not an option. 
+ 
Probe first 
(prototyping) 
We test report by report. This is a form of prototyping 
(demos).  
+ 
Allow the path 
forward to reveal 
itself (leadership 
style) 
This project is not that complex that one needs to follow 
some kind of controlled emergence. 
- 
Chaotic Domain   
Pointless to search 
for right answers 
No.  - 
Lack of stable 
assumptions 
Well assumptions are not that clear given changes to 
come. See above and interpretation issues.  
+/- 
ACT!  No, not in a Chief Gasior sense - 
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Conclusion: Project Y also (like Project X) resides in more areas; there are features of the 
simple, chaotic, and complex domain working here, and even a little chaotic element may 
be at play concerning assumptions. Like in Project X, it looks like the above is an 
intermediate evaluation of the project, which can serve to again distillate a bigger picture 
of Project Y (as I did for Project X). Here the bigger picture seems to be a higher level of 
cause and effect (as compared to Project X), which fits with the more technical hierarchy 
in the data warehouse concept. Here, also, are several interdependent systems, but 
interdependence seems to be more sequential in this case. There is risk of rework because, 
to a certain extent, we needed to build based on assumptions. Like Project X, Project Y is 
also an expert knowledge project. Taking all of this into consideration I would grade 
Project X as more complex than Project Y. The network analysis also seems to reveal this 
graduation. I visualized this conclusion as follows: 
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Project Y, a situational sketch 
I found the program to be very abstract and loosely coupled. There were project managers 
responsible for: 1) Reporting (my project, which appeared to be the structural long-term 
solution to Frankfurt 2012; 2) Risk (where actuaries calculated figures at market value). 
Risk appeared to be a dark area of the program in the way that few people really 
understood what was going on there—a kind of black box; 3) Models; 4) Data 
management (assessing the quality of data); and 5) Operational Management Control 
Framework.  
I experienced a level of abstraction that also raised questions in regards to the 
communication between project members. This appeared hard to tackle. And while 
preparing a meeting on this phenomenon, the aim of which was to try and concretize 
requirements, I wondered whether this abstraction was derived from the fact that 
requirements came from European Parliament. I was convinced that people did not really 
understand each other even though they were supposed to build one Frankfurt control 
framework. They lived on islands, each doing their isolated jobs in what should have 
become a smooth, ongoing operational risk operation.  
An accountant who was more interested in the content side managed Reporting. 
There were no project management frameworks in place at all. Some 30 people were 
working in and around the data warehouse, working their way through the data warehouse, 
building things on unstable assumptions and individual interpretations of requirements—a 
more or less rough approach that was not based on a shared interpretation of the Frankfurt 
2012 requirements. I was informed that the difficult part of my task was to align all of 
these people toward the structural solution in the Reporting project. But I soon learned 
that Reporting needed (basic) direction through good project management. Meanwhile, 
escalation at board level was going on because the program did not deliver when it was 
expected and demanded more actuarial assistance—actuaries who were also needed on 
other highly strategic targets. The result of the escalation was that extra actuaries were 
granted and top management was rewarded with a knock-out criterion in the case of 
failure.  
This being said the “Frankfurt” project runs on the services of several groups of 
specialists: data warehouse specialists, finance specialists, and actuaries. There’s not one 
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right approach. For instance, you don’t need a data warehouse solution, per se; the level 
of automated data flow is flexible, as is the software tooling that you could use (SAS, 
SAP, Excel) to store data. There are also very personal insights concerning data 
management.  
There’s uncertainty in how requirements will change because the European 
Parliament might change legislation as a result of very obscure lobbying, on the 
collaboration of diverse software components, how certain software components have to 
be built (new software), and, finally, the outcomes of figures when they come out of “the 
black boxes” actuarial models. The first thing I did to get a better understanding of the 
project was to make the Reporting project’s environment bigger. I asked an IT architect to 
make a bigger map of my project environment. The map was to contain all areas needed 
and all parties involved in order to fill the Frankfurt 2012 reports.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Above is an example of such a map. The maps show the data flow through the chain, 
from administration systems (left in the picture) toward report delivery (right in the 
picture). They also show communication and interaction points (the smiles in the maps)—
the points where people need to hand over work packages or (whatever important) 
information. I shared these maps with project members and stakeholders, and that gave 
the impression of the joint effort. It helped me to understand where people within and 
outside the program had to work together to hand over data.  
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Then I had to clarify another issue. There was no time awareness whatsoever, and no 
estimation could be given to stakeholders whether the job would be do-able before the 1st 
of January 2014. This placed me in a difficult and paradoxical situation because I did not 
believe in long-term planning given my insights about how complex/complicated things 
evolve. I was convinced that the long-term planning I needed to deliver and was about to 
deliver could never work out. I, myself, needed an understanding of the long-term job just 
as badly as stakeholders did. So I started up TOC planning sessions in which we planned 
all of the reports based on cause-and-effect logics and the long term. It appeared that, on a 
report level, we were able to plan chronologically, based on cause- and effect. The whole 
job of delivering all of the reports would cost us two years. According to our long-term 
planning, we would be compliant just in time. We made a planning portfolio and shared 
that with project members and stakeholders. That, too, raised a lot of questions, this time 
regarding the order in which to deliver the reports. Actuary support was the biggest 
constraint, so we tried to first deliver those reports that needed no actuarially support, but 
eventually reports would come together and data would sometimes be needed in several 
reports. The portfolio insight also helped to get the best board support one could wish for: 
a full go to hire whoever was needed for the project and full awareness of the risk and 
issues inherent within the project.  
 
Now that I had the long term planning 
(which I didn’t believe in) I tried to 
decompose the long-term reports 
planning—maybe a better word would 
be “prognosis”—into short-term work 
packages of a few weeks’ work each. 
The intellectual effort was to 
decompose the cause- and effect logics 
that underwrote the long term planning.  
This, to my surprise, provided 
for a lot of rumors within the group. 
They asked themselves, “What is he Hybrid planning put in practice:  long-term planning (vertical, 
the whole picture) combined with short-term “sprints” (the 
blue, horizontal, beams). 
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doing? Does he want to manage the project using TOC? Or does he want to manage the 
project in an agile manner?” One of the members literally referred to Agile as 
“evolutionary” project management, by which he seemed to mean that one just starts and, 
at any given moment in time, handles situations according to that moment’s “reality.” It 
appeared to be very difficult for people to think both long-term and short-term, to be able 
to align time perspectives. It also appeared that people were very into one project 
management framework or the other, and not able to handle best of both worlds. But we 
finally managed to go forward in short-term work packages, sprints, on the basis of a 
long-term logical plan. I called this hybrid planning. 
It did cost me a lot of conviction though towards the group to get their 
commitment on this concept of hybrid planning and I revealed in a group meeting of 
some 40 people that I, personally, did not believe in this long term planning and that I 
realized things would overcome us, but that we all needed some grip on time so we could 
communicate to stakeholders some time indication of the total work effort to be done. I 
told them that because of my non-belief in being able to manage the project on a long-
term planning basis I also needed short-term work in order to move ahead, and that all of 
this gave us added thinking power and flexibility—a strange revelation from a project 
manager’s perspective. But I was speaking on the basis of a commonly felt unease.  
In stakeholder meetings (see 
the picture to the left) I 
stressed the fact that this 
portfolio was today’s fact 
and insight but that things 
would probably emerge in 
another way down the line, 
e.g., that it was quite clear 
that some of the reports 
would come together in time, 
which would lead to an update planning. And there was uncertainty about how the 
European Parliament would move forward in this dossier because insurance companies 
might encounter capital problems because of the Frankfurt requirements. I again 
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underlined the existence of the constraints that determined the throughput of the project. 
Either way, the long-term and short-term combined planning strategy gave stakeholders 
some certainty. 
The Act-Learn-Build Risk Management Framework: 
Act-Learn-Build Risk 
Management Framework 
Project Y 
1. Act (take a small step 
toward a goal) 
6 Small steps: 
We use a hybrid project management approach, a 
combination of short, iterative steps forward in 
combination with cause-and-effect/chronologically 
built-up long- term planning. 
1. Use the means at hand The starting point was work we had done a couple of 
years ago: building a data warehouse, and work on an 
IBM tool called IIW (Insurance Information 
Warehouse). That project failed, in my opinion, due to 
less commitment on the board level. Most of the 
people who were on the project during that time are 
currently (while writing this thesis) on the program 
again, but with a lot of new SAP BW consultants. 
2. Stay within your acceptable 
loss 
We (We = myself and the board) did not define a 
quantitative opt-out criterion. The hybrid model does 
make it possible to opt-out, though. There are fallbacks 
in place. In that sense, we are flexible, as opposed to 
Project X. 
3. Secure only the commitment 
you need for the next step 
We started working on reports that we could deliver in 
the short term because we had the data for those 
reports modeled in the data warehouse. We asked for 
approval of these reports (and the overall approach) 
and we were able to really deliver those (general, 
ledger-related) reports in time. 
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4. Bring along only volunteers 
• If you move forward 
invest in "make it 
happen", "help it happen" 
people 
• Inspire them 
• Act honestly (show them 
the complete plan) 
• Present good and bad 
news 
• Demonstrate a willingness 
to collaborate 
 
A team of volunteers is in place, a combination of a 
few employees that were there on the first effort to 
build a data warehouse and external SAP BW 
consultants. Feedback (360 degree feedback on my 
actions) showed that people, after a period of analyzing 
and paralyzing (here also, like in Project X), felt 
confident about the given direction and they were 
eager to deliver. I took management-by-walking-
around very seriously; I had a lot of coffee breaks with 
small couples of project members every time and 
initiated Word Café approach (see below). Since that 
World Café session I have made “learning” central in 
the monthly (whole) team updates. The project 
managers have a lessons-learned session after each 
iteration, and there are daily sessions in all projects. 
We also share bad news, like, for instance, delays in 
the legal implementation date. 
 
5. Link your move to a 
business imperative, and 
produce early results 
As stated above, we started working on relatively easy 
reports. We delivered them in due time. However, 
while writing we would also receive requests from 
other departments—requests that are not Project Y 
requirements. We take them very seriously since it is 
very important that more departments feel the need for 
a data warehouse. We also want to show that we can do 
the job this time. We prioritize on business imperatives 
(on board level), like, for instance, more automated 
processes of annual reporting and debtor reporting. 
6. Manage expectations We continuously communicate that the building of the 
reports (their structure) is not the issue; rather it is the 
disclosure of data and interfacing. We present cases to 
make clear the problems we face to get data 
transparent and flowing. 
2. Learn More focus on learning here given the daily updates in 
all projects. Technical and functional team leads are 
there to improve processes and our ways of working. 
Monthly updates have “learning” on the agenda. 
3. Build 
• Repeat 1 and 2 
• Change direction 
• Opt out 
I think that we are more flexible in this project as 
compared to Project X. We can more easily opt-out and 
certainly change direction while delivering usable 
reports at that (hypothetical) moment. 
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Social network analysis and a Jung Typology test 
With a side step to Bateson, who stated, “The map is not the territory and since there are 
multiple versions of the world” (Bateson, 1979), it is useful to construe a project 
management network. The Y Project looks as follows: 
A Qualitative view on the Project Y network: 170: 
 
The picture above is a visualization of the S2 program. The Frankfurt 2012 program can 
be divided into several projects: IMAP, Models, Data management, Models, and my 
Reporting project, which I focus on here. I drew my steering team in the middle, with 
sub-projects around the project steering team, which, in social network analysis terms, 
can also be named/behave as “cliques” (since they all develop a sort of culture around the 
steering team). I also included the PMO team. Below, to the right, I drew the business 
units. To the left are the other programs and the steering committees of the program and 
Group. EIOPA stands for the European Commission-delegated organization that writes 
the Frankfurt legislation. It is the centre of Frankfurt politics, (changing) requirements, 
                                                 
170 I only dare to propose the following in a footnote.  According to some, people can inherently 
recognize beautiful patterns, and though it is also a matter of drawing, the intriguing question is 
whether one can observe the “goodness” of Project Y, probably because of its circularity as opposed 
to the “badness” of Project X, probably because of its chaotic appearance.  
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and Frankfurt releases. For visualization purposes I gave a few hubs (AB, CD, EF) a “key” 
in their node visualization.  
First impressions: 
There are very few connections toward EIOPA even though it is the political centre. 
Contact here runs through Group (headquarters). That makes it difficult to understand 
what changes we can expect, making decisions on what, when, and how to build hard to 
make. We run a lot of risk of rework here. We also lack the possibility of lobbying against 
or in favor of the content of reporting templates. I therefore joined an insurance 
consultation group that dealt with Frankfurt requirements toward EIOPA. The Reporting 
project focuses on reporting, whereas the other projects, especially Models and IMAP, 
focus on risk models. That is also the specialism of CROs: Chief Risk Officers. These 
high-level managers are in charge of the actuaries’ teams, who, in turn, have crucial 
knowledge on the content of some reporting templates. Because of their specialism, 
CROs tend to focus their attention mainly on IMAP and Models. There are few 
connections from CROs toward the program, and if there are, they run through the 
Business Units brokers (in the picture: bottom left). We also faced misunderstandings in 
terms of the work that had to be done to fill the templates with data. The steering 
committee didn’t quite understand why the filling-out of reports needed 50 people in 
order to get done. The action we took was to make each CRO the business owner of a 
reporting template. Project leads dove into the work packages and risks and issue logs 
along with them in order to create a better understanding of the work that had to be done. 
There are a few super hubs that are also knowledge hubs in the project. They are 
the ones that have a key symbol. AB and CD are knowledge leads regarding SAP 
Business warehouse. They make sure that all builders work within certain standards. PS is 
the project actuary. GH is the sole, at least direct, knowledge node in the project. Her 
knowledge is crucial on several reporting templates. IJ is the knowledge worker on an 
IBM standard (IIW) that we use to model our data warehouse. Other hubs include: OP, 
who is the head of the requirements team. Striking, given OP’s crucial role, is that he is at 
least three steps away from EIOPA and that there are few connections to the Reporting 
team; and EF, who is one of the project managers within Reporting who is in charge of 
the Risk plan through which we monitor all of the Risk requirements of Reporting. He has 
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a thorough knowledge of most of the Reporting requirements and building techniques. 
The connections toward the business units (all business units have actuary teams) run via 
brokers (KL, MN, GH, etc.). This means that we are highly dependent on their 
estimations of what and when things in the business units can be done. There’s a lot of 
communication that goes on between CROs and brokers.  
 Most of the workers in the team are two steps away from me, which means that I 
am highly dependent on my project leads. That, of course, is always the case in any 
project, but given the complexity in this project, one must align with all of the people 
involved in order to understand, all together, where the projects stands and where it’s 
going. I therefore planned and executed a weekly coffee break with project workers who I 
selected at random; I have a project meeting in which the super hubs also take part, and I 
introduced World Café sessions to figure out the beliefs of all project members. 
Constraints lie in the (limited) availability of actuaries and the workload of the 
super hubs. Also, the amount of releases coming from EIOPA puts a risk on the project 
and complicates the logic of the operation. 
The colored hubs are the ones that did a Jung Typology test. As in the Compliancy 
project above I used a personality test, this time not Management Drives, but a Jung 
Typology test, which is based on Carl Jung’s and Isabel Briggs Myers’s typological 
approach to personality, in order to study the possible behavior of hubs in the network. 
Jung/Meyers-Briggs classify people by looking at their energy profiles, how they focus 
being extravert or introvert; how people perceive, how they take in information through 
sensing or intuition; how they prefer to make decisions through thinking or feeling; and 
their orientation to the external world through judging or perception. Combining these 
eight preferences gives 16 possible personality types. 
Like I said about the use of Management Drives in Project X, I do not consider 
these tools to scientific, but research has been done on whether or not there exists 
preferable Myers-Briggs project manager profiles (Gehring, 2007). Gehring plotted the 
Myers-Briggs personality types against the (PMI) Project Manager Competency 
Development Framework (PMCD), and the ISTJ, INFJ, INTJ, ENTP, ESTJ, ENFJ turned 
out to have most of the PMCD competencies, like achievement orientation, concern for 
order, initiative, information seeking, organizational awareness, analytical thinking, 
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conceptual thinking, and, for instance, organizational commitment. The research was 
conducted by sending a questionnaire to project managers worldwide, 53 of who 
responded. All used traditional project management frameworks.  
In Project Y, all hubs except for two have the “favored” personality type. The 
question is, though, whether these types are also qualified for dealing with complex 
projects. Not all of the preferred types score high on flexibility, team leadership, and, for 
instance, interpersonal understanding—competences that I consider important in order to 
deal with complexity. In complex projects, emotional intelligence (EI) is likely a better 
trigger. Caruso and Wolfe (as cited in Davis, 2011) investigated the impact of project 
managers’ emotional intelligence, defined as the ability to identify, use, understand, and 
manage emotions. Caruso and Wolfe, for instance, found that individuals with high EI are 
typically more comfortable with ambiguity 171  and change in the workplace. In 
Management Drives terms, or better, colors, one, in my opinion, has to search for green 
(people-oriented) and purple (philosopher) people. Purple is a very rare characteristic in 
project management country. The table below shows the outcomes of the Jung Typology 
test done by the “hubs” in Project Y, which I will reflect upon in the following paragraph. 
Hub Myers-Briggs (MB) Area 
QR ESFJ Testing 
ST ESTJ Project manager 
UV ENTJ Project manager 
CD ESTJ Team lead 
AB ENFJ Team lead 
XY ISTJ Project manager 
EF ENTJ Project manager 
BB ENFJ Program manager 
A further reflection on the personality types: 
I have a MB ENFJ personality type—the “Giver” profile. ENFJs deal with things 
according to how they feel about them, or how they fit into their personal value system. 
The secondary mode is internal, where ENFJs act primarily via intuition. ENFJs are 
people-focused individuals. They live in a world of possibilities. They have excellent 
people skills but are also able to manipulate others (positively or negatively). They try to 
get the best out of people. They are especially focused on group performance. Although, 
                                                 
171 Emphasis by author 
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looking at myself introspectively, some characteristics are a bit blown up, but, overall, I 
do recognize myself in this type. What’s interesting is the group perspective in this 
profile; it’s a group-focused leadership style. From a third-order perspective (my 
leadership toward the group) I will probably (actually, I do) move people in Groups 
sessions. It also declares my preference for whole systems methods. ENFJs love to see the 
bigger picture. EL, the technical SAP team lead, also has the ENFJ personality type. 
 UV and EF both have ENTJ profiles—the executive profile. They are project 
managers who are both running teams consisting of information analysts and SAP experts. 
They also take part in the Reporting management team. An ENTJ’s primary mode of 
living is focused externally; they take things rationally and logically. Their second mode 
is internal; they take things primarily via intuition. ENTJs are “take charge” people. They 
have the ability to absorb large amounts of impersonal information, which, in turn, gives 
them the ability to judge and take decisive actions quickly. ENTJs constantly scan their 
environment for potential problems, which they have the ability to turn into solutions. 
They generally see things from a long-range perspective, and are usually successful in 
identifying plans to turn problems around. They have a tremendous amount of personal 
power and presence, which works for them as a force toward achieving their goals. 
However, they can also (negatively) dominate. They are very forceful, decisive 
individuals. 
CD and ZA both have ESTJ profiles—the “guardian” profile. ESTJs are externally 
focused and deal with things rationally and logically. Their secondary mode is internal, 
where they take things in via the five senses in a literal, concrete fashion. ESTJs live in a 
world of facts and concrete needs. They scan their environment in order to make sure that 
things run smoothly and systematically. They honor traditions and laws and expect the 
same of others. They easily take charge and have a very clear vision of the way things 
should be. They are self-confident and aggressive. They can sometimes neglect their own 
feelings and act logical in a situation where acting on feeling would have been more 
appropriate. ESTJs are extremely skilled at devising systems and plans for action. They 
are extremely straightforward and honest. CD has the role of functional lead. It is her job 
to make sure that all SAP BW operate in a standardized functional design. BH is one of 
the project managers.  
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QR, the test manager, has an ESFJ, “caretaker,” profile. An ESFJ’s primary mode of 
living is external, dealing with things according to how they feel about them, or how they 
fit into their personal value system. Their secondary mode is internal. ESFJs love people; 
they are excellent people readers and people love being in their presence. They need a lot 
of appreciation from others, though. They have a strong need to be liked, and to be in 
control. Their value system is flexible in accordance with their environment. They are 
usually quite popular and good with people, but also able to manipulate others. 
Depending on what (and “how many”) morals they take over from their environment, 
they might be less able to see the bigger picture and understand the consequences of their 
actions. 
DISC 
In one of the project teams we did a DISC assessment, an initiative of the project manager. 
Although we only did this assessment with one team, I feel comfortable drawing insights 
from it because this team’s profile looked quite similar to all of the other teams in terms 
of the amount of external (hired) and internal project members, the roles in the teams, and 
the amount of people in the teams. But first some remarks on DISC since this is a third 
assessment methodology: From a standardization view, the use of several methodologies 
looks chaotic, but, on the other hand, the combination of methodologies might provide a 
good overall insight. DISC is based on the personality theory of psychologist William 
Marston. Marston’s theory centers around four types of personality traits: Dominance 
(control, power, and assertiveness), Inducement (focus on social situations and 
communication), Submission (patience, persistence, and thoughtfulness), and Compliance 
(focus on structure and organization). 
Referring a remark I made earlier 
regarding the management drives 
assessments, that one can probably not 
add up individuals to a group profile, the 
team profile in which the DISC 
assessment was done (see the picture to 
the left) nonetheless shows a very task-
oriented team, but with an inner 
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conflict—because some are focusing on detail and others on overall result. This highly 
consultant-based team lacks group cohesion, and that was also likely the case for the 
project as a whole at the moment the assessment was run. This was probably due to the 
fact that most consultants self-estimate their respective knowledge levels. Knowledge 
brokers and team leads had to create some team cohesion.  
Turning back to network analysis for a further analysis of the Y network, with 
reference to the theoretical statements made when describing the Project X social 
network: 
On Degree Centrality: There are ties, especially within the underlying projects. The ties 
are clustered in those projects that work on a set of reports. Knowledge, here, runs 
through two team leads (AB and CD) who coordinate communication flows. There is a 
formal knowledge network that is coordinated and directed that is more in line with the 
thoughts of Faraj and Sproull (as cited in Chung and Hossain, 2009, p. 35, and mentioned 
earlier) and thus suggests better performance. Project Y lacks an informal network based 
on friendship or trust, as most project members are hired consultants. On the periphery, 
though, there does exist an informal, for instance, LinkedIn-based network of SAP BW 
consultants. 
Betweenness Centrality: (Knowledge) paths run through the functional and technical 
team leads. All knowledge workers have a (one-to-one) path toward those very important 
hubs in the network. We are thus talking here of shortest paths to the team-leads. They 
hold control of communication. AB and CD also constrain the network because of the 
amount of work they can handle—reviewing designs, walking around, correcting the 
work of others, holding expert meetings—so they also determine the duration of the 
project. Their (Meyers-Briggs) profile is also of importance here. WB has an ESTJ 
(guardian) profile, and I can see that she acts as a guardian. She really scans the 
environment and makes sure things run smoothly. There can be a shadow side, though, 
where she acts extremely and dominatingly logical and systematical. AB, the technical 
lead, has an ENFJ (giver) profile, which is a perfect profile for someone who coordinates 
communication flows. There are puzzles, though, that possibly relate to a dominant and 
self-confident way of acting that I also recognize in CD’s actions. There appear to be 
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some paradoxes here between the roles of team-leads, which not only require a high 
communication profile but also a high directive profile, which conflicts on occasion. 
Closeness centrality: Contacts thus run via a few hubs—especially via the team leads, 
project managers, and the test manager. People are closely interconnected via the hubs. 
There’s openness to weaker ties (occasional contacts) and also to weaker ties outside of 
the project (e.g., consultancy firms). There are structural contacts with consultancy firms 
and, via these firms, knowledge is shared about the (technical) approach and status of 
other companies. There’s room for novelty and a low level of knowledge redundancy. 
Apparently however the project reached the (max.) constraint of the leads because we had 
occasional rework and some parallel (same) work done by two people. Overall the 
operation seems to run quite efficiently and effectively.  
Network centralization: Project Y is a highly centralized network. It is set up that way, 
and since most people didn’t know each other prior to the outset of the project, there 
wasn’t really an informal network that could intervene with the organizational constructs. 
Networks reach: Via knowledge hubs, project managers, and expert team sessions, 
people are in reach of one another. 
Network integration: This occurs via team leads, expert meetings, and project teams. 
There is a highly formalized network of experts. Collaboration is made transparent and is 
formalized here (Chiocchio as cited in Chiocchio et al., 2011, p. 81). 
Peripheral players: There are contacts from several consultancy firms who provide 
market input and market knowledge sharing. 
Knowledge brokerage (Roles of knowledge manager, knowledge agent, capacity 
builders): Project Y is a consultants project. Here I would not speak of capacity building, 
which means building knowledge through social activity, thus sharing that knowledge. 
Rather, here knowledge stays with the individual consultant. Project Y has CD and BC 
who function as knowledge managers; they are the technical and functional leads that 
manage knowledge sharing. Remington and Pollack (2007, p. 67) state, “Creating the 
climate for knowledge transfer is one of the key roles of the project manager in 
temporally complex projects.” Individual consultants started sharing their experience-
based knowledge on specific terrains, like, for instance, the alignment between collections 
and disbursement and the data warehouse, profiling themselves as knowledge agents. 
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Eight months into the project we did the Myers-Briggs assessment at a point where we all 
felt that the project needed some organizational changes because more focus was needed 
on making sure we got data out of the systems within expectations. We also needed more 
business involvement in order to make sure that a workflow was in place on the level of 
the finance department. So we did the World Café (a group evaluation method) at that 
time. A lot of insights thus started to come together: I shared the Frankfurt network 
analyses with the project managers and asked for their feedback; we shared our Myers-
Briggs types; we had the World Café input, and had conceptualized a new organizational 
scheme. We used all of these insights to finalize the new organizational structure, 
visualized below.  
The above analyses have a highly reflective character. That is partly due to the fact 
that I was learning while developing a method to deal with complexity, a method I will 
discuss the next chapter. All of the above techniques can (and should), of course, be done 
prior to project start. In this case, the World Café and Dialogue Square sessions have been 
going on throughout the project. They reflect my (and the group’s) opinion about the 
project at that particular moment in time. 
A whole systems approach: World Café 
Project Y World Cafe (experiment) 
 
In the Compliance 
project I 
experimented with 
Appreciative Inquiry 
at the level of the 
Change and IT 
department; however, 
for the “Frankfurt” 
project I chose to 
experiment with the 
World Café method at 
the project level, meaning all project members together. My goal was to generate a 
bottom-up improvement action plan. I did this on an ongoing basis throughout the project, 
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but the use of whole systems methodology, which I like to interpret as methodology that 
searches for wisdom of the crowd and/or multiple world views gathering. The use of 
whole systems methods forms part of my approach to deal with complexity. 
I had some 50 people in the café. After explaining the World Café process and 
sharing the theme/strategic question with them (“If you were the program manager of this 
program, given all that we have delivered up to today, how would you proceed to meet 
the legal implementation datum?”). I asked them to give their opinion about the World 
Café idea a priori. I “received” a lot of evaluation forms and, in general, people found the 
idea inspiring. They valued the openness of the question and found it brave to ask their 
feedback in such an open way. Some of them said they believed in the idea of leveling 
individual opinions up to a kind of group wisdom. People signaled a lot of eagerness, and 
some thought it would turn out to be hard to find the red thread in all that would be 
argued.  
Though I tried to pose the question as positively and openly as possible, people 
immediately started to raise and 
discuss problems in the various 
groups. After two discussion 
rounds, we (facilitators) stimulated 
people to also think “in solutions.” 
It proved hard for them to identify 
themselves with my position as a 
program manager. We did have an 
inspiring meeting, though, and 
people came up with a lot of issues, most of which were recognizable, but it also helped 
us (the project management team) to change the project management approach in a way 
that was in line with the general feelings of the group.  
The issues raised dealt with: communication, in that people wanted to see the 
whole picture, the master plan, stakeholder management, how to deal with changing 
requirements (law that is under construction tends to change often due to politics), the 
Agile approach, the role of data management, a multi-disciplinary team or teams of 
specialists, and uniformity in way of working. It appeared that there were still more 
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“islands” than I expected and that the team leads were less able to create uniformity 
throughout all teams. My risk management of installing team leads proved sub-optimal. 
As a reaction, we transformed from seven parallel-chain work streams to two teams, one 
responsible for data disclosure and the other for the technical delivery of reports. 
Furthermore, the team found “the business” (non-IT) not really involved. As a reaction, 
we formed a project that focused on (remaining) business requirements and the 
implementation of workflow in the business (here being the finance department). Finally, 
people needed more power to make decisions, so we installed a solution architecture 
board that worked on an issue list and a change advisory board that focused on the 
prioritization of content in releases. The project management team then further 
categorized the issues and plotted them on the new project organization that we had in 
mind.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After two weeks I shared that new organization structure with the team, also addressing 
what had been said in the Café meeting.   
I also asked for an evaluation afterwards. All participants had found the café 
meeting to be very inspiring and repeatable. Three rounds were too short to come to 
solutions, several people argued. Some of them admitted to have mainly thought in terms 
problems, and apparently found that a shortcoming. Most of them were happy about the 
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amount of information that came up, and even more people found it very revealing that 
there was such a general consensus on the things that were going well and things that 
needed improvement.  
A Dialogue (Square) Session 
In another  group session I put the dialogue square central (also see chapter eight). The 
dialogue square has no starting point. The input emerges non-linear. I started formulating 
weak signals; signals I "heared" when walking around (my perception). I shared these 
weak signals and the template with the group and we then started building up together the 
square. Below its result. The most important "message" that came through was that work 
became (too) standard, that "we"  needed new business, also being new (modeling) 
challenges. After the meeting we started up a "sales team"  that started to sell the 
warehouse to senior management. We now (27-7-2013) have several assignments that go 
beyond the Frankfurt requirements. 
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Concluding: Project X compared to Project Y: 
Project X Project Y 
• Dense informal network based on 
friendships (mostly internal 
employees) 
• Formal network of consultants 
• One-to-one contacts • Coordination through team leads 
• High level of bounced-back, redundant 
information  
• Closed to weak ties 
• Open to weak ties 
•  Contacts with consultancy firms 
•  Open to novelty 
• Level of opposition between formal 
network and the informal network 
• Professional, transparent sharing of 
status  
• Inefficiency due to overload of 
interaction 
• Information sharing through team leads 
• (Obscure) pathogenic pattern, and risk • Pathogen here, risks of too abstract 
Dialogue Square Session 
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of not taking action  
• Resistance to make things happen 
o Probably unconscious levels of 
resistance due to years of risk 
aversion 
requirements that will change due to 
politics. This is a pattern, a pathogen 
often visible in legal projects, which 
leads to a difficult discussion about 
whether it is advisable to start 
implementing, systemically leading to 
negative feedback (rework). 
• On knowledge sharing: superb within 
the big clique. Crucial, though, is 
whether knowledge, meaning 
something new from one person to 
another, is shared. It looks the clique 
speaks the same language and thus, in a 
way, there’s no interaction; no sharing 
in the context of newness takes place 
• On knowledge sharing: 80% of the 
individuals on the project management 
team are hired consultants. They are 
supposed to share knowledge, but 
there’s a paradox here because 
knowledge is their business, and you 
don’t easily sell your business. It looks 
like the SCRUM methodology, with its 
daily meetings triggers knowledge 
sharing, though. 
 
A little warning is appropriate here: Project X is described somewhat negatively as 
compared to Project Y. But the Project X task and (historical) setting differs from the 
Project Y task and setting. And though there’s certainly room for improvement regarding 
Project X’s inefficiently operating (informal) network, the effort to make that informal 
network work (add direction, sharing project status and communicate dilemmas) could 
also prove the break-through. 
Project Y strengthened my belief in a multi-view project management approach, 
which is also valuable for the project management community at large. I used a hybrid 
framework that combined chronological cause and effect logics (the map, in Bateson 
terms) with an agile short-term approach (walking through the territory, again in 
Bateson’s terms). This combination aligned the complicated (the map) with the complex 
(the territory). I walked with my team through the territory. I/we were able to share 
insights on what steps to take using whole system methodology like the world café and 
the dialogue square, and we were able to define action plans. With Project Y, more aspects 
of the multi-view approach (as compared to Project X) came into action. A further step 
would be to intervene earlier in the proposed team, considering future expected 
interaction flows, power play, and inherent risks in the proposed project network, thus 
intervening earlier in the process of the manufacturing of risks using the Act-Learn-Build 
concept that enables a more emergent (prior) mitigation of (manufactured) risks. 
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Part C: Glimpses of the Metis of Projects 
 
Chapter Eleven: My Way to Approach the Metis of Projects 
After having studied several aspects of complexity, which I symbolized and more or less 
personalized in the Greek goddess metis probably because deep-heartedly I assume some 
kind of divine Intelligence is working in complexity, but also because I think the Gods 
play tricks on us, I later came upon the metaphor of the Lytos camera that pictures the 
whole scenery first and enables you to focus later. I can say that this quest for metis 
changed my project management approach toward the continuous, parallel use of multiple 
views, multiple tools, and multiple ways to look at a project. This also implies using 
multiple governors to control a complex project—a project in a complex environment—
and this, of course, resembles the old law of Ashby. I studied the use of a multi-view 
approach in projects X and Y, and that study underlines the use of a combination of 
whole- and soft systems, network theory, environment scans, together with participative 
project management, which is visualized in the picture below: 
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The following framework, which I consider to be my personal way of approaching 
complex project environments, is its narrative: 
A Starting-Up Phase (pre-project) 
• Use “environment scans (Cynefin, NTCP) to locate the project 
• Stop when project is simple and use a traditional project management framework 
If the project resides in the complicated/complex/chaotic: 
• Draw a project network together with a few key persons 
• (Then) make statements about: 
o Interaction and communication processes 
o Expected levels of openness or closeness of interaction, appearance of cliques 
o Knowledge sharing 
o Internal (systemic) risks 
o Constraints (duration) 
o Visualize the project horizon: short-term, concrete steps and long-term, broad 
affordances that might emerge  
o (Followed by) a risk management analysis using the Act/Learn/Build 
framework 
o While assessing the potential of project members to create openness for 
innovation 
B (in complicated/complex environments): 
• Write a “complex project management plan” that touches the project environment, its 
network, the (ideal) team involved, appropriate, needed (complex) tooling (like, for 
example, whole systems methods, Agile, and the Act/Learn/Build risk management 
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approach) and the use of a combined traditional/complex project management 
framework.  
• Create flexibility concerning duration of the project. 
• Take prior interventions on a team level to enhance diversity, independency, 
decentralization, aggregation and incentive (Mauboussin, 2009) so to stimulate 
openness, innovation, and creativity before starting-up the project, thus designing the 
project management network (Namatame & Komatsu, 2011). 
C Start the initiation phase of the project with Participative Project Management, and start 
with project group sessions on requirements and risk management (actions on internal 
and external risks and constraints, project delivery, organization, and planning). 
D Ongoing participative project management, with a focus on learning using whole- and 
soft systems methodology, dialogue, and a hybrid project management framework 
combined with flexible-but nonetheless-strong leadership to intervene (“at tipping 
points”) in the project process to stay aligned with the complex environment. 
 
The following picture is a visualization of my intended management of complex projects: 
 
 
The approach is thus toward participative project management in complex/complicated 
environments. Environment scans like NTCP and the Cynefin questionnaire (see my 
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reflection upon projects X and Y) are used to evaluate the project management 
environment. The second step is to analyze interaction and knowledge flows in the project 
network while assessing the potential team; this might be a bit confronting and requires 
careful execution. Step three is an intermediary step that consists of a management letter 
containing a situation sketch and advice on how to proceed. It also includes intervention 
advice, most likely the proposal of a team injection172. This is done before the project 
really starts. This participative approach is thus also highly interventionist, which is 
another role of the project manager. Step four is a whole-group start-up with the (newly) 
created team. That team, while using soft- and whole systems methodology and the 
Act/Do/Build (risk management) approach, (so, multiple views and tooling, referring to 
Ashby’s Law), must try to create flow—what Letiche and Lissack refer to as coherence—
in an ongoing dialogue. The idea is that group participation will provide clarity and flow 
for a certain, short time, which in the above picture is called “concreteness” as well as 
“(emergent) coherence” regarding risks, planning, and solution delivery. To that extent, 
agile project management is put in place. Participative-, traditional-, and Agile project 
management are thus complementary to one and another. In this way, a kind of circular 
project management and risk management is operational. However, all of this requires a 
special kind of project management leadership. It is the project manager’s role to keep the 
team in a flow of coherence, and therefore there exists a special relationship between the 
team and the project manager. This relationship deserves special attention. 
The special role of the project manager in a participative project management 
setting (second- and third-order project management173) 
First a few words on "change orders:" Wytenburg (as cited in Lissack and Gunz, 1999, pp. 
60, 61) refers to a change that affects production in a strictly quantitative manner as a first 
order change:  
There are however corporations that have the sensory capacity to recognize or predict 
the underlying patterns of change in their market environment, this is a response on a 
deeper level, that change they call second order change: it is a continuous reaction to 
the same changes over and over again. Some (few) corporations have developed the 
ability to adopt change as a constant state of being –a state of continuous, mutually 
                                                 
172 Remington and Pollack (2007, p. 115) also state that appropriate selection of key personnel is 
critical for complex projects. Lack of appropriate resources and divided loyalties of project 
personnel are well recognized sources of project failure (with reference to Dinsmore, 1993)  
173 First-order change doesn’t seem to be project management 
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altering interplay between text and context. … The capacity to change is then an 
integral element of an organization's central function or purpose. These corporations 
are in third order change mode. They are not doing change: they are change. 
  
Here, however, I am referring to the position of the project manager within the project 
team and in his role of leading that team. Project managers working in a participative 
setting must be understanding of first- and second-order change processes because a 
project is supposed to produce “a change,” and that change is produced with(in), and 
through the use of174, a project team (group), which often needs to or will, by definition 
(according to McClure, see below), change. Following Watzlawick I call the insider role 
of the project manager in which he works with the group, thus being a part of the group, 
first order, while I call his leadership role a second-order (change) position. Self-
reflecting on what happens with him as a leader places him in a third-order position. 
Especially the project manager's first and second order relational position, that Maylor et 
al. (2008, p. 24) call “embedded,” places him in a paradoxical and often conflicting 
situation that -following the analogies of Group Theory and the theory of Logical Types 
(that, to put it simply, states that within a group intended “change” neutralizes to zero)175- 
requires that he plays a rather cunning role in the way he comes to problem formation and 
problem resolution. Now at the end of the quest for metis, she becomes personalized in 
                                                 
174 That "change" will reside outside the project,within the line organiation of the organization. 
Here I am refering to the "production" of that change in the project team. That team might need to 
really (second orderly) change to be able to create the needed change at all. That might also be the 
case for the organization to really absorb the change. 
175 Also see Chapter Five on Watzlawick 
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the project manager, but she wouldn't be cunning, tricky metis if she would not also try to 
outplay the group and/or its members, thus including the project manager.  
Navahandi (2009) states that many organizations are ready to adopt participative 
management if the task is complex and involves no strong time pressures. However, if 
time pressure is genuine, then participation is not likely to yield many benefits. Assuming 
that time pressure is always a factor in project management, here we have an argument 
against participation, even though the aspect of complexity would favor it. Navahandi 
touches on the thin lines between participation and delegation as well as between groups 
and teams. One could argue that a participative project manager needs to transform a 
group into a team. In groups, members work on a common goal, whereas in teams 
members are fully committed to common goals and a mission that’s personal to the whole 
of them. In a group, leadership is assigned to a single person, whereas in teams all 
members share leadership (Navahandi, 2009, p. 297, table 8-4). The role of such a formal 
project management leader is to lead others to lead themselves (Navahandi, 2009, p. 282). 
Ideally, in time, the role of the project manager will fade away. This comes close to the 
ideal Scrum teams that have no project manager because they self-organize and—here it 
comes—are “coached” by a scrum master. 
Now I will follow McClure's (1998) chaos-
based group theory, because I think to 
recognize the group development phases he 
describes while I was working on project X 
and Y, to reflect on group development and 
Watzlawick’s theory of second order change  
McClure (1998, p. x), like Watzlawick, 
recognizes the importance of conflict in group 
development and the idea that group growth is, 
“although progressive, neither linear nor unidimensional.” Following Arthur Young's 
seven stages of evolution, McClure (p. 40) signals an order-chaos-order cycle, or, to put it 
in group development theory terminology, an individualization-collectivization-
individualization cycle: “a model of development in which individual loss and collective 
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gain play a significant role 176.” The movement from one stage to another is always 
preceded by disorder and conflict, “a stillpoint which signals the shift in responsibility for 
the group from the leader to the members.” Understanding how groups undergo this 
metamorphosis is important, because attempts to control and limit it177 lead to regressive 
and potentially destructive situations. The project manager must be prepared and wanting 
to embrace conflict, which is a paradoxical mindset.  
I will now proceed to follow McClure’s, Young-inspired Arc model on group 
development. McClure “divides the life span of a group into seven potential stages (p. 
40): ”on the “left” side of the arc: (a) Preforming, (b) Unity, and (c) Disunity. These three 
stages “represent the descent in which individuals are conjoined to form a group (p.41).” 
The vertex consists of: (d) Conflict/Confrontation; and on the “right” side of the arc: (e) 
Disharmony, (f) Harmony, and (g) Performing. “The right side, or ascent, depicts group 
members as an emerging collective force (p. 41). ”There are thus three conflict stages that 
the project manager must go through: disunity, conflict/confrontation, and disharmony178. 
Both sides of the arc reflect one another. Each stage has a counterpart on the opposite side 
of the arc. What members relinquish in each stage during the descent (individual loss), 
they gain in the corresponding stage of the ascent (collective gain). 
Movement through stages in the descent is experienced by members as random. 
During the ascent, members have voluntary control of their movement. Progress 
through the stages is uneven as the group advances and retreats, but overall group 
development is progressive. Transitions between stages occur by discontinuous leaps, 
and these nonlinear transformations are disorderly. Each succeeding stage in the arc 
represents a higher level of organization. Each stage subsumes the previous one and 
adds something to it. Successful mastery of each stage is necessary for the group to 
actualize its full potential, in the most optimum of circumstances that full potential is 
actualized by the last stage. (McClure, 1998, p. 41)  
 
To me, “successful mastery” is a paradoxical statement here. I don’t think you can master 
it, but you can, I think, coach your team through the stages. Here, whole systems and soft 
systems methodology (because of its collection of multiple worldviews) can be good 
navigators.  
Diving a little deeper in the stages:  
                                                 
176 Literature review by Rennan is mentioned. 
177 Would then be a third-order leadership initiative 
178 “Must,” in my opinion, no matter how “good” his leadership 
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Preforming: In this stage, the group exists as an assemblage of unconscious bonds that 
form a group mind in which the group exists as potential. … Each prospective member 
has unique expectations for the group and the leader. … Unity: Members experience 
the group as ambiguous. A predominant feeling in this stage is anxiety. Beginning 
group members have not yet established the social conventions by which they will 
interact with one another; until they do, the atmosphere remains tense. Members rely 
on the leader for direction. She represents a powerful figure onto which omnipotent 
fantasies are projected. (McClure, 1998, pp. 41, 42) 
 
These stages seem to fall in line with the start-up phase of a project. However, bearing in 
mind the above, there is a conflict here with the idea of starting up participative. A 
participative start-off assumes a group that acts as a group. But in the beginning of a 
project, when dealing with a newly constructed team, that team will not act as a collective 
whole but more as a community of individuals. However, that doesn’t mean that there is 
no wisdom of crowds in the group. On the contrary, given the requirement of 
independency for wisdom of crowds to function, this period of individualization could 
very well be positive. There is thus a paradox to starting up a project participative while 
the “team” is in individualization mode. This is probably not the moment to start up a 
World Café. That moment seems to come following phase of disunity.  
Disunity: This stage, the first of the conflict stages,  
Depicts the increasing frustration and expression of indirect anger among group 
members, their (group and/or leader’s) inability to satisfy member expectations. 
Members begin to unconsciously challenge and resist leader’s interventions. Boundary 
testing occurs as members question the group structure. Members suggest actions, 
demonstrate leadership capabilities, abandon politeness and question group 
commitment. Here the leader is to invite and encourage direct expression of anger. (p. 
45) 
According to McClure, most groups never progress beyond this point.           
Conflict/Confrontation: 
Anarchy characterizes this stage. Social convention is abandoned as the group attempts 
to dethrone the leader. The anger and frustration directed at the leader are not personal. 
These feeling are directed at her role in the group, her inability to meet leadership 
expectations within the group. … Leaders often do feel these attacks as personal 
though… The group’s boundaries are shaped by the leader’s own psychological 
limitations. … The more the leader endeavors to transform her personal barriers, the 
more opportunities the group has for movement and growth. During this stage, group 
members must come to term with their own capacity for leadership by confronting the 
leader’s position in the group. This confrontation must occur before the group takes 
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control of its own destiny179. Timing is critical. The leader must not relinquish power 
before the group is ready. (p. 45) 
Disharmony:  
Member disagreements surface fully once the leader is overthrown and a norm for the 
expression of conflict and conflict resolution is established. Having witnessed and 
survived conflict, members are now prepared and free to resolve their differences, 
differences that were suppressed during the descent for the sake of unity. (p. 47) 
Harmony:  
This stage is characterized by feelings of relief. High morale, respect, mutuality, and 
group pride mark this stage. Members value the group and they feel connected. 
Members interact with one another rather than with the leader180. (p. 48) 
Performing:  
The final stage, Performing, centers around productivity. The group works in the here-
and-now. Authentic relationships are possible as members share honest and direct 
feedback with one another. The group is capable of extraordinary healing. Peak 
experiences are possible. Freedom that was relinquished by individuals during the 
descent is fully regained. McClure refers to phase-lock situations when speaking of 
peak experiences: the order-chaos-order cycle has in-betweens where phase-locking 
occurs. ... Relativity of time is also referred to describe this situation, where sometimes 
sportsmen experience a slowness of time when they outperform without exactly know 
how and why that happened. (Cited and paraphrased, pp. 48, 49, 65, 66) 
 
I will now turn to Watzlawick’s (1974) theory on second order change in order to try and 
better understand how to intervene effectively in human problem situations. This, 
according to Watzlawick, requires “gimmicky” interventions that have a neutralizing 
effect, though they are not originally intended to. I already elaborated on Watzlawick’s 
theory on second order change based on Group Theory and the Theory of Logical Types, 
in Chapter Six. Below is a summary taken from Watzlawick’s book:  
Group Theory gives us a framework for thinking about the kind of change that can 
occur within a system that itself stays invariant; the Theory of Logical Types is not 
concerned with what goes on inside a class, i.e., between its members, but gives us a 
frame for considering the relationship between member and class and the peculiar 
metamorphosis which is the nature of shifts from one logical level to the next higher. If 
we accept this basis distinction between the two theories, it follows that there are two 
different types of change: one that occurs within a system which itself remains 
unchanged, and one whose occurrence changes the system itself. (1974, p. 10)   
 
                                                 
179 Although one can never be sure about that “right timing,” using the world café method while 
managing Project Y led to an organizational change. See before and after the world café session, 
above in Part C, Project Y. 
180 I am experiencing this as I write this text and am managing Project Y (4-1-2013). It poses 
questions though to that “leadership,” and another question is whether one and the same 
person/leader is needed to manage all stages. 
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The project manager-as-a-participant thus takes part in a first-order change “project,” 
while his leadership might aim at (needed) second-order change. Viewing both processes 
places him in a third order perspective. Watzlawick (1974, p. 13) proceeds with the 
remark that “while it is relatively easy to establish a clear distinction between first-order 
change and second-order change in strictly theoretical terms, this same distinction can be 
extremely difficult to make in real-life situations.”  Watzlawick (1974, p. 18) points at the 
fact that “the world of our experience is made of pairs opposites and that, strictly 
speaking, any aspect of reality derives its substance or concreteness from the existence of 
its [eventually sequentially manifested181] opposite.”  
Persistence and change belong together, according to Watzlawick:  
It is in the nature of tradition to ensure persistence. This type of action thus has the 
function of a reciprocal or opposite and preserves the identity of a social system. In 
fact, history offers an embarrassingly long list of revolutions whose end results were, 
by and large, more of the same conditions that the revolution had set out to overthrow 
and replace by a brave new world 182 ... Still second-order change is an everyday 
phenomenon: people do find new solutions. But Watzlawick states the occurrence of 
second-order change is ordinarily viewed as something uncontrollable, even 
incomprehensible, a quantum jump, a sudden illumination that unpredictably comes at 
the end of a long, often frustrating mental and emotional labor. (Cited and paraphrased, 
Watzlawick, 1974, pp. 23-28) 
 
When elaborating on problem formation, Watzlawick describes some of the implicitly 
underlying patterns that, of course, are also important when managing a project. Those 
“patterns” can become explicit “tooling’ when deliberately setting up a participative 
project.  
Watzlawick mentions three ways of mishandling change: 
• A solution is attempted by denying that a problem is a problem; action is 
necessary, but is not taken. “One way of mishandling a problem is to behave as if it did 
not exist.” Two consequences follow from it: 1) Acknowledgment of the problem is 
seen as a manifestation of madness or badness; and 2) The problem requiring change 
becomes greatly compounded by the “problems” created through its mishandling.  
                                                 
181 Watzlawick read the future well where he states, “It is a fairly safe bet that the offspring of our 
contemporary hippie generation will want to become bank managers and will despise communes.” 
As I write this (2012/2013) we are in the midst of a financial crisis, which, according to some, has 
been caused by greedy bank managers. The next bet, given circularity, would then be the 
assumption that the bank managers’ offspring will enter green communities. Here, by the way, we 
enter, I think, a time frame perspective, eventually leading to an impasse. 
182 While writing (4-1-2013), the so-called “Arab spring” might, at deeper levels, change nothing at 
all. 
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• Change is attempted regarding a difficulty, which, for all practical purposes, is 
either unchangeable (e.g., the generation gap) or nonexistent: Action is taken when it 
should not be.  
• An error in logical typing is committed and a Game Without End is established. 
This may occur either by attempting a first-order change in a situation, which can be 
changed only from the next higher logical level (depression or insomnia situations) or, 
conversely, by attempting second-order change when a first order change would be 
appropriate [e.g., people demand changes of “attitude”]. (1974, p. 39) 
Watzlawick then moves to problem resolution. How to make second-order change take 
place and a common denominator seems to be that (in retrospective) decisive action is 
applied to the attempted solution and not to the difficulty itself (which is on another, 
deeper, root-cause level).183  
Regarding second-order change: 
• Second-order change is applied to what in the first-order change perspective 
appears to be a solution, because in the second-order change perspective this “solution” 
reveals itself as the keystone of the problem whose solution is attempted.   
• While first-order change always appears to be based on common sense (e.g., the 
“more of the same” recipe), second-order change usually appears weird, unexpected, 
and non-commonsensical; there is a puzzling, paradoxical element in the process of 
change184. 
• Applying 185  second-order change techniques to the solution means that the 
situation is dealt with in the here and now. These techniques deal with effects and not 
with their presumed causes; the crucial question is “What?” and not “Why186?”  
• The use of second-order change techniques lifts the situation out of the paradox-
engendering trap created by self-reflexiveness of the attempted solution and places it in 
a different frame (reframing). (1974, pp. 82, 83) 
 
The essence of second-order change, according to Watzlawick, is “instead of continuing 
to choose one alternative (i.e., one member of the class of alternatives) as the lesser evil, 
questions and reject the whole idea that a choice has to be made and start dealing with the 
class (all alternatives) and not just one member” (1974, p. 91). 
                                                 
183 An example from the book: A child cries each time she is brought to kindergarten unless mother 
stays: That becomes the pattern—the “solution” that bothers all involved. One day, mother is 
unable to drive to kindergarten and father, who immediately leaves, has to take over. The child 
calms down very soon. The problem never occurred again. Mother “invented” a first-order non-
solution to the problem. Mother’s absence one morning produces an absence of the avoidance 
behavior, and the system reorganized itself along a new premise. 
184 Put it in that way, the project manager must be a madman to apply second order change. But 
most of the “handling” will probably be an injection in combination with a letting go of things, 
while observing.  
185 Second-order role of the project manager 
186 What brings us in second-order; why leaves us in first-order 
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To put second-order change into practice, the target of the change must be the attempted 
solution. The tactic chosen needs to be translated into the person’s own language. Using 
second-order techniques means reframing; this makes a project manager a “reframer:” the 
maker of “insane plans” who completely reframes a situation.  
To reframe means to change the conceptual and/or emotional setting or viewpoint in 
relation to which a situation is experienced and to place it in another frame which fits 
the “facts” of the same concrete situation equally well or even better, and thereby 
changes its entire meaning. (1974, p. 95) 
 
It is important to understand that: 
Membership in a given class is very rarely exclusive. One and the same entity can      
usually be conceived as a member of different classes. Since classes are not themselves 
tangible objects, but concepts and therefore constructs of our minds, the assignment of 
an object to a given class is learned or is the outcome of choice, and is by no means an 
ultimate truth. (1974, p. 97) 
 
Watzlawick cites Saint-Exuspéry: “Truth is not what we discover, but what we create” 
(1974, p. 97). 
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Chapter Twelve: The Quest’s Report  
At the beginning of my quest I stated that projects go overdue in terms of time and (thus) 
budget, probably also while delivering less products than promised even though some 
accepted project management framework has been used throughout the process. There 
exists a lot of proof that projects actually do go overdue for several reasons. This proof 
includes research by Kreiner (1995), Lovallo and Kahneman (2003, as cited in Berggren 
et al., 2008, p. 117), Maylor (2008), KPMG (2002), and the Standish Group (2001). Time 
apparently plays its own game; a painful game that is stressful to people. (Shepherd and 
Cardon, 2009). And since more and more organizations are switching to being project 
management organizations, one can foresee huge societal effects so long as project 
management theory keeps on overpromising. 
My assumption was (and is) that projects use too-linear project management 
frameworks, and so my quest was to find and/or develop more complexity-aligned 
frameworks. In this sense, I found companions in: Mead (1968), Clark (2000), Bennis 
(1966, as cited in Clark, 2000, p. 47), Stacey (2003), Frank (2011), and McMillan (2008), 
who also state that most frameworks suppose linearity and hierarchy.   
Conversely, I also found great trust in (linear) project management frameworks 
amongst many practitioners, so I seem to be the exception. There is a continuous flow of 
complexity-related research in the academic project management research domain that 
questions linearity (summary by Chronéer and Bergquist, 2012), and some academics 
have even developed more complexity-aligned frameworks [Sagisch (2010), Berggren 
(2008), Maylor (2008), Snowden (2003) and Collyer (2010)], however, they are mostly 
very abstract frameworks that lack practical usability. This gap between the practitioner- 
and academic domains has been noted by Lalonde, Bourgault and Findeli (2010), who 
argue for more pragmatic research that is constructed from a project management 
standpoint. This book -in part B- is an example of such pragmatic research. According to 
Beck (1992), modernization manufactures risks; however, there’s the assumption that 
society is (more and more) able to mitigate those risks. That is not my experience. In 
projects, people work together to deliver some wanted change. People act purposefully, 
and that is the good part of the acting; because that assumes that one can predict and 
forecast; basics for project management, but people also act paradoxically and 
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emotionally, and that is the negative part of the acting— negative in that one cannot 
predict that part of the acting and thus one cannot predict human acting at all. I think that 
the way people manufacture risk is complex and unpredictable both on a project team 
level and on a societal level.  
When projecting this idea on Cynefin model, all kinds of contradictions and 
paradoxes appear. It looks like project management and the risk society concept belong 
together in their exclusion of the complex. Project management as risk management 
assumes full mitigation of risk, and so does Beck within his risk society concept. There’s 
a tendency to move a project in the complicated domain, because a certain amount of 
control (mitigation) and thus project management is possible there. The complicated 
domain is the managerial domain of frameworks where the project map (Bateson) can be 
made and, paradoxically perhaps, should be made, but the territory is complex because it 
is full of human behavior. Here flows of coherence might appear that shine some light on 
the (near) future. The interaction between the complicated and the complex, between the 
map (what people regard as the real life situation) and the territory (real life), between a 
(chrono-)logical map and what people in their territory make of it contains the 
manufacturing process that we would so love to understand.  
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One of my conclusions (visualized in the picture above) is that one cannot manage 
complex projects—projects in a complex domain—through frameworks. This is in line 
with Letiche and Lissack’s emergent coherence concept: One has to break out of the 
world of labels and try to understand and align with the patterns of coherence, but, at the 
same time, also try to intervene in these emergent patterns. This is what I try to do using 
whole- and soft systems and social network analysis. Here I also touch another problem I 
have with the Cynefin model (apart from the fact that the Cynefin model itself is a 
framework, and that you need a questionnaire to understand where your project resides): 
As long as people work together in a project, their actions will always reside in the 
complex domain. I think that a project manager needs to interact within the complicated 
and the complex without trying to feed his complex insights into frameworks again, 
because then he would again operate under an insufficient framework.  
I started this quest with a belief in “wisdom of crowds” (that belief originated 
from prior reading and colored my starting point), which led to experiments with soft 
systems- and whole systems methodologies that circle around multiple worldviews. Also 
taking the concept of “group decision making” into account, I found arguments for 
[Surowiecki (2004), Pentland (2008), Mauboussin (2009), and Haslett (2011)] and against 
[Le Bon (1896) and Vroom & Yetton (1973)] the idea of intelligence emerging in groups. 
However, the arguments seem too close to call here.  
Either way, my practical experience managing projects X and Y while applying 
soft systems- (Checkland, 1999), whole systems methodology, and an Agile approach, 
makes me believe that a participative project management approach that tries to deal with 
multiple “worldviews” of participants, and is thus less mystical than the belief in crowd 
wisdom, is a better way of dealing with complex environments. However, I also 
experienced and found research [Watzlawick (1974), McClure (1998), Park (2008, as 
cited in Adams & Anantatmula, 2010, p. 91), Matthieu (1990, as cited in Adams & 
Anantatmula, 2010, p. 91), and Adams & Anantatmula (2010)] stating that this is a road 
full of paradoxes.  
Drawing further on my experience during the management of projects X and Y, I 
found it personally motivating to share “the problematical situation” with the project team 
in crucial phases (intuitive tipping points) of the project. I found a way to deal with 
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complexity and uncertainty using whole systems approaches like the World Café and the 
Dialogue Square, but also just by elaborating on a problem issue with a group of people. 
Not only did this give me more ease, but it also gave the team more ease. I experimented 
with time frames: making things concrete in the short term and planning on a more 
abstract level for the long term. I also found a way of speaking about complexity without 
getting philosophical: People seem to inherently know that they are operating in an 
environment that has a different, complex, non-linear time frame. The multiple-view 
framework that I described above (of which participation is a part) seems to be a 
workable approach, but also a workable framework in that it contains a way of working, a 
“body,” that respects complex dimensions. There are thin lines, though, between 
delegation and participation, and where the ultimate team goal is shared and leadership is 
serving I feel some unease because I still think that teams need someone who is in charge, 
someone who gives direction and who represents the executive level. The position I take 
now probably also reflects my personality trait (which seems to have changed over the 
years) toward a more multi-dimensional characteristic that is able to value and combine 
ambition, innovation, action, and more orientation on “people,” while its core is still 
highly results-driven. I wouldn’t have become a project manager otherwise. In this 
context, managing a complex project (a project in a complex environment) with an 
awareness that a linear, results-driven approach will not bring project success in terms of 
delivering on time, within budget, and with all of the promised requirements, is highly 
confronting and challenging to your own deepest beliefs and “natural” way of acting and 
seeing things. And there’s a paradox at play here, whereby the participative approach 
ultimately means that the project manager integrates into the team while at the same time 
he is supposed to be managing the team in the eyes of the executives, and probably 
(unconsciously) also in the eyes of the team itself. Furthermore, the obvious continuous 
awareness to act differently (from your natural behavior) in a complex setting in order to 
try and neutralize paradox makes your behavior possibly somewhat artificial. It looks like 
one cannot really learn to deal with complexity as learned behavior here as it makes a 
project manager’s appearance seem artificial. One has to really live through complexity.  
Yet another aspect is how to communicate complexity with executives. I found a 
tool in an Agile approach. Agile nicely concretizes and prioritizes short-term deliverables, 
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something that executives like. But, in fact, I propose to move forward iteratively, 
working with work packages that have a load of a few weeks. Agile itself lacks a 
theoretical foundation. Its grounding in the complexity domain (Cynefin) is only found 
afterwards. Since, in complex environments, we people can maybe see tomorrow, but 
certainly not the day after tomorrow, it’s always advisable to concretize things only in the 
short term, but you need more tooling to get some grips on complexity (in the long run). I 
found those tools in soft systems and whole systems plus social network theory. The 
practical idea is to write a “complexity preamble” before the start of a project that 
formulates interventions to be taken in the proposed project network before the actual 
start of the project.   
While writing this final chapter I am also sharing my insights with the project 
management community, and it seems that the multiple-view approach offers a new line 
of thinking about managing complex projects: the environmental scans look quite 
grounded, the hybrid use of project management frameworks is innovative, the use of 
whole- and soft systems methodology is not very well known and it is for most project 
managers challenging to use these tools; probably because they lack experience in the 
monitoring of these approaches. The use of social network theory to better understand the 
project environment seems quite new and, at first glance, rather academic. I think that the 
combination of whole- and soft systems, and by that I mean the choice of the 
methodologies, can be customized to the personality of the project manager. It is clear, 
though, that my multiple-view combination in managing complex projects is not easy bait 
for project managers in general. 
From Letiche and Lissack I learned that there’s a non-categorizing approach to 
touch complexity in narratives and dialogue. But I also realized that a project manager 
dealing with complex projects must be a very good listener and seer: listening for 
narratives that contain weak signals and looking for emergent patterns. 
 Finally, this whole quest taught me that complexity is full of paradoxes and that it 
seems to show itself in patterns that one has to learn to recognize. It also taught me that 
humans are complex and ambiguous in their reasoning. In a strange way I have started to 
see and value that also as a means to, when it surfaces, act upon it contra-wise. I have, in 
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short, learned to embrace that life is cunning and that this embracement, in essence, 
makes the management of metis, however cunning she might be, not a mission impossible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Whenever any important business has to be done in the monastery, let the Abbot call 
together the whole community and state the matter to be acted upon. Then, having 
heard the brethren's advice, let him turn the matter over in his own mind and do what 
he shall judge  to be most expedient. 
 
The reason we have said that all should be called for counsel is that the Lord often 
reveals to the younger what is best. 
 
Let the brethren give their advice with all the deference required by humility; and not 
presume stubbornly to defend their opinions; but let the decision rather depend on the 
Abbot's judgment, and all submit to whatever he shall decide for their welfare. 
 
However, just as it is proper for the disciples to obey their master, so also it is his 
function to dispose all things with prudence and justice. 
 
Rule of Benedict, Chapter 3, On Calling the Brethren for Council 
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Samenvatting 
Het proefschrift adresseert  mijn  ongemakkelijke gevoel  met het gebruik van project 
management frameworks die over het algemeen niet kunnen voorkomen dat projecten 
uitlopen. 
Ik wijt dit aan het lineaire karakter van deze frameworks, die sterk oorzaak-en-
gevolg gebaseerd zijn, terwijl projecten vaak worden uitgevoerd in complexe 
omgevingen en ook  inherente complexiteit dragen.  Ik heb vervolgens literatuur 
onderzoek uitgevoerd naar de definiëring van complexiteit onder project managers 
alsmede onder academici. Over het algemeen definiëren project managers complexiteit 
als ingewikkeld. Academici houden er geavanceerdere definities op na.  In dat 
onderzoek kwam ik ook diverse "complexe tooling" tegen. Het merendeel van deze 
tooling scant de project omgeving middels een aantal variabelen zoals stand van de 
techniek, tijd, vereist tempo, mate van verwevenheid etc.  Naar mijn mening brengen 
deze frameworks de project manager niet daadwerkelijk in contact met het complexe in 
en om het project. Deze tools doen enkel uitspraken over de verwachte complexiteit van 
de project omgeving, maar ze dringen niet door tot het complexe zelve (de inherente of 
intrinsieke complexiteit in het project).  Feitelijk, is mijn conclusie, kan geen enkel 
framework de project manager in contact brengen met complexiteit. Frameworks zijn 
slechts kaarten, versimpelde afspiegelingen van een altijd complexer terrein. The map is 
not the territory stelde Gregory Bateson al. Sterker nog het gebruik van frameworks 
blokkeert eerder het contact met het complexe; zo oordelen ook Letiche en Lissack. 
Overigens brengt het project management proces ook risico's (en mogelijk complexiteit) 
voort. 
 Managers van complexe materie dienen dus weg te blijven van het gebruik van 
frameworks door op een meer iteratieve (emergent) en coherente (coherence)  wijze aan 
te sturen. Dat kan naar mijn mening door gebruik te maken van de dynamiek in groepen 
(whole systems methodologies) in combinatie met  het  gebruik van meervoudige 
management instrumenten waarvan  frameworks een onderdeel kunnen zijn. Cruciaal is 
dat "de groep" de vertrekpositie redigeert, het aanvalsplan beredeneert en elke volgende 
stap beargumenteert. Dit stelt eisen aan de manager die zich kwetsbaarder, wendbaarder 
en (ook zichzelf bewust) observerend  zal moeten opstellen. Dit profiel lijkt op 
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gespannen voet te staan met de resultaatgedreven manager die meestal wordt gezocht 
voor projectuitvoering.  
 
Hierna volgt een korte toelichting per hoofdstuk: 
Hoofdstuk 1.  Een derde van alle projecten faalt in enigerlei opzicht (meer kosten, 
minder kwaliteit, langere projectduur). Veel medewerkers in een project worden dus 
geconfronteerd met falen. Voorafgaand aan dat falen zijn medewerkers vaak 
blootgesteld aan stress. Steeds weer falende projecten leidt tot geringer zelfvertrouwen 
bij medewerkers. Op maatschappij niveau verliezen burgers en bestuurders vertrouwen 
in project management. Mogelijk brengen projecten ook risico's voort mede door het 
gebruik van lineaire project management frameworks. De onderzoeksvraag behelst een 
zoektocht naar project management aansturing die beter past bij complexe omgevingen.  
Hoofdstuk 2  beschrijft de project management "arena" gebruikmakend van soft systems 
methodology; dat wil zeggen een sociale en politieke analyse van haar omgeving; tevens 
redenerend vanuit meervoudige "wereldbeelden". 
Hoofdstuk 3 betreft een literatuuronderzoek onder ervaringsdeskundigen welk 
onderzoek ingaat op de definitie van complexiteit. In het algemeen wordt complexiteit 
geïdentificeerd met ingewikkeldheid. 
Hoofdstuk 4 betreft ook literatuuronderzoek maar nu ligt de focus op academische 
literatuur. Uit de analyse blijkt dat academici diverse "complexe frameworks" hebben 
beschreven. Ook blijkt echter van een kloof tussen  academici en ervaringsdeskundigen 
in het delen van deze tools die de omgeving op complexe elementen scannen. De focus 
van deze tools op omgevingsfactoren levert mijns inziens ook hun beperking op; deze 
tools helpen niet om daadwerkelijk in contact te treden met het complexe in een 
voortdurende conversatie.  
Hoofdstuk 5 gaat in op een aantal systeemdenkers die mijn denken beïnvloeden waarvan 
Gregory Bateson met name moet worden genoemd. 
Hoodstuk 6 beschrijft een aantal project management frameworks en mijn kritiek hierop. 
Hoofdstuk 7 gaat in op Snowden's Cynefin model dat ik andermaal beschouw als een 
omgevingscan, terwijl ik tevens moeite heb met het afzonderen van het complexe in een 
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omgeving waarin ook simpele, ingewikkelde en chaotische elementen werken. Naar 
mijn overtuiging werkt het complexe doorheen heel de omgeving.  
Hoofdstuk 8. Letiche en Lissack gaan een stap verder in hun kritiek op het gebruik van 
frameworks door managers. Zeer kort samengevat stellen zij dat door  het gebruik van 
frameworks managers complexe situaties juist niet kunnen doorzien. Deze thesis sluit 
zich aan bij deze zienswijze. 
Hoofdstukken 9 en 10 beschrijven twee projecten middels action research; aangezien de 
gebruikte technieken tot daadwerkelijke wijzingen in de aansturing van de projecten 
leiden. De projecten zijn getoetst op de mate waarin ze resideren in een complexe 
omgeving, gebruikmakend van de tooling beschreven in voorgaande hoofdstukken. Er is 
gebruik gemaakt van sociale netwerk theorie om tot een dieper begrip te komen van de 
kwaliteit en  de routes welke   informatiestromen in de projecten doorlopen; alsmede de 
sociale context waarin die informatiestromen kristalliseren.  Sociale netwerk theorie 
verbindt zo de omgevingsscans met het uiteindelijk gericht toepassen van whole systems 
methoden zoals appreciative inquiry, feedback (leren) theorieën en dialoog als (project 
management) aanstuurmechanieken. Aanstuurmechanieken die wars zijn van lineairiteit 
en zich moeilijk in een framework laten plaatsen. 
Hoofdstuk 11 gaat dieper in op de rol van de project manager in zijn gebruik van whole 
systems om een project meer "in de flow" van hoe zaken zich ontwikkelen, aan te sturen. 
Het raakt allerlei conflicten tussen de resultaatgedrevenheid die veel project managers 
karakteriseert en een gewenst laisser-faire gedrag, vertrouwend op de kennis van 
groepen; daar overigens bewust op inspelend, welk gedrag de project manager meer in 
contact brengt met hoe complexiteit zich ontwikkelt en hem in staat kan stellen om in 
die ontwikkeling de juiste volgende stap te zetten. Ik beschrijf in dit hoofdstuk tevens 
mijn participatieve, meervoudige kijk op project management.  
Hoofdstuk 12 betreft de conclusie.  
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Statement 
I declare that the storyline of this thesis is personal and authentic. The storyline with its 
inherent feeling of unease with traditional project management frameworks was there 
before the actual research began. This feeling of unease was then confronted with 
literature from the practitioners and academics community while in the meantime, 
actually, doing ongoing project management and action research on projects (projects X 
and Y). A personal way that is also academically substantiated to deal with complexity 
and complexity research thus evolved.  I am the sole author of this thesis. All (the many) 
references of any kind to other authors are explicitly named in the text, in footnotes and in 
the reference list. 
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“The Quest to Find the Metis of Projects” addresses veteran project manager 
Ben Berndt’s unease with the use of established (project) management 
frameworks given their general inefficacy. Despite the use of these frameworks, it 
is estimated that some 30% of projects still fail because they deliver too late, cost 
more than expected and/or lack quality. Often, projects and their environments are 
too complex to be controlled by rather linear frameworks. Where most 
practitioners define complexity as "complicated," most academics define 
complexity (more correctly) as interrelatedness. In recent years, the academic 
community has developed several "level-of-complexity frameworks;" however, 
these frameworks are not commonly known to practitioners and are therefore not 
regularly used. And, when examined further, these frameworks appear to be 
merely environmental scans, used to assess the level of complexity in the project 
management environment. But projects also carry inherent complexity; they are 
socially complex, and it is this social complexity that—paradoxically—needs 
management. Combined with personality assessments, social network theory is 
used here to glean a better understanding of the social complexity in a project. 
Berndt believes that, following Hugo Letiche and Michael Lissack's emergent 
coherence concept, managers should steer clear of frameworks in order to come to 
grips with the complex, and so he introduces whole systems methodologies, in 
which group understanding is used to continually set a next step. Berndt concludes 
his study by describing his multi-view, multi-tool participative project 
management style, which he thinks best aligns with (managing) the complex.  
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